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World Poetics and Comparative Poetics

abstraCt: Possibly, there cannot be some kind of comprehensive or systematic 
view of comparative poetry or world poetry but that is not what we are suggest-
ing here. the main idea of this special issue is to encourage distinguished scholars 
to explore the idea in their own way or to interpret particular examples of the 
comparative and the global in poetics – that is, the theory and practice of poetry – 
hence, the debate and the conversation among  the articles. these multiple points 
of view open up discussion in many ways that should prompt others to think and 
work more in the area. thus, the issue is an exploration and not some fixed theory 
of comparative and world poetry.  Moreover, poetry matters in its vulnerability, 
fragility, and alternatives or possibilities. Poems – their writing and their reading – 
are at the heart of this exploration. almost all of the contributors  to this special 
issue address poems and pay close attention to them.

KeyWords: world; comparative; poetics; poetry; literature; genre; translation

Poetry is perhaps a more neglected genre of world literature than others 
 because poetry does not translate well. Poetry seems to be stubbornly 
rooted in its native language and embedded in its original cultural context. 
thus, it is paradoxical to speak of world poetry as being uprooted or root-
lessly “generic,” as some critics have claimed. World poetry has variously 
been described and evoked as international, transnational, postcolonial, 
global, or planetary. all of these labels capture some aspects of what world 
 poetry might be; yet they are not quite the same as what is meant by “world 
 poetry.” the “world” still seems to remain an unsurpassable horizon, which 
seems to “withdraw” as you approach it. Moreover, moving towards the 
world is always entangled in the essential condition of being already in 
the world.

Currently, there are at least three main operative connotations of world 
 poetry: (1) the sum total of all national or regional poetries, (2) international 
poetry in circulation and translation, historical and contemporary, and 
(3)  a  more restrictive canonical status bestowed upon poets and poetry of 
international reputation. However, the term “world poetry” does not inno-
cently mean a coherent body of literature; recognizing its numerous sources 
or components does not necessarily imply recognizing its problematics. 
“Poetics,” which is central to the idea of world poetry, has often been tied 
to Western theories. “World poetry” is usually taken to mean poetry of the 
“rest of the world,” apart from anglo-american or euro-american poetry. 

10.3138/utq.88.2.01
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but world poetry does not merely supply raw untheorized material for a 
Western-dominated poetics.

rather, world poetry needs to be seen as an active mode or means of re-
thinking and expanding poetics that has been defined by any single literary 
tradition. this also means that the world in world poetry becomes a non-place 
from which, paradoxically, the real world discloses and opens itself up for us 
differently again and again. World poetry offers a model of poetic practice as 
a space or mode of writing in which the real may present itself and be made 
available to any reader in any language. yet this does not contradict the prop-
osition that world poetry is concerned with forms of common understanding 
and feeling on the basis of the mutual engagement of diverse poetic ideas 
and traditions.

World poetics should be driven by problems and problematics and not 
only for the sake of inclusiveness and comparability. In other words, the puta-
tive certainty of the world’s reference or referentiality becomes uncertain and 
has to be rethought and reconstituted. It is essential not to reduce the plurality 
of worlds to a (or the) unity of the actual current world. Plural worlds, as ac-
tually existing worlds, constitute the very world in which these plural worlds 
exist and in which we conceive of them. thus, reflecting on “world poetics” 
has larger implications for rethinking the “poetics of the world(ing).” World 
poetics is about how different versions of what poetry is, or has been, lead 
to new visions of what poetry can be. In this special issue, these new articles 
explore topics centred on “world poetics, comparative poetics” and on how 
(world) poetics might be conceived anew as well as the tension in critical 
approach and theoretical presupposition between comparative literature and 
world literature.

the world of poetry can also include many comparisons within and 
among subjects such as theory, practice, poetics, poetry, image, text, lan-
guage, rhetoric, signs, literature, culture, and history. there are comparisons 
and worlds within national literatures and among them. World poetics may 
be many worlds and not a closed and set world or a global field of poetry in 
practice and theory. In fact, the contributors are forging new ways of seeing 
the making of poetry. they are expanding the field of vision partly through 
different and innovative vantages and not through some solid state that 
assumes that poetry and poetics are exhaustible and fixed. Poetics move 
through time and space as well as having characteristics that seem to be 
in different places over time. the specific and the general live in tension. 
they pay close attention to poems in different languages. Poems need to 
be read closely.

What follows is a conversation – a collection of voices – speaking about 
poems, poetry, world poetics, and comparative poetics. this introduction 
is a way into the contributions but as an opening up, an invitation. the 
articles will speak for themselves, but here is a peek into them or, to shift 
metaphors, a taste. these articles, which we have commissioned, are by a 
range of distinguished scholars who, with acumen and inspiration, move 
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us along in the world of poetry and the poetry of the world. Let us com-
pare poems and poetics, although no issue can compare everything. Here 
is one way for poetry, in theory and practice, to be seen in this horizon at 
this time.

the issue begins with J. Hillis Miller’s “Poetics today?” which argues 
that poetry or the poetic use of language has migrated from printed or man-
uscript “poetry” to popular songs and other digitized media forms, so that 
“poetics” should be focused on the new digital media. Miller questions the 
use of the word “world” and, for instance, suggests that, with ecology on 
the verge of collapse, so might the human world and its poetics. He hopes 
that  “poetics” – also a problematic term – is derived from the practice of 
poetry. each poetic tradition is distinctive, so how can one have a global 
or world  poetics?  Language, for Miller, is central to poetry and poetics. 
another challenge is that moving from comparing european poetry to 
comparing world poetry means that the matter of translation is even more 
daunting given the number of languages and the difference between them. 
Miller closely reads a lyric or poem: “yes! We Have No bananas.” He then 
turns his attention to Paul de Man’s distinction between hermeneutics and 
poetics. this lyric and this distinction show that there are places in a work 
in which figures of speech or poetics do not appear to fit the literal mean-
ing. Miller gives admirable advice: poetry matters more than poetics, which 
should be in the service of reading poems and should derive from reading 
a particular poem.

Haun saussy’s “a Poetics of Global trolling” explains that Plato insists 
that the poet, speaking in his or her person, utters the lyric, something that 
happens in the history of poetic theories worldwide. trolling, according to 
saussy, has achieved global prominence through bots or virtual electronic 
subjects to which human subjects attribute agency and feeling. In this current 
“global poetics,” the long-standing tension between lyric and drama persists. 
saussy maintains that subsequent genre theory traces its origins to Plato and 
that the debate begins with discomfort at the instability in the lyric “I” or the 
speaker of poetic discourse. the problem, as saussy sees it, is with personality. 
socrates asks for good character along with truthful and sincere speech, so 
that Homer, the tribal elder, should have spoken as Homer, and his speaking 
as someone else, as saussy notes, is the start of the conflict between poetry 
and philosophy. It is the moment in Western literary theory that begins with 
uncertainty about the sincerity of speech that should be assigned to a lyric 
“I” but, instead, leads to the first step, blocking this uncertainty through 
“protocols of utterance amounting to a notarization.” saussy discusses earl 
Miner, who thought it limiting to accept mimesis as the key to aesthetics and 
who, taking a more global look than at aristotle, suggested regarding lyric 
as expression and communication. saussy discusses this in relation to recent 
contexts, including Jürgen Habermas and the current anxiety, which Plato 
also saw, over how the corruption of protocols of communication affects the 
“possibilities of the state.”
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In “the Mind as Its own Place: of Lalla’s Languages,” sonam Kachru and 
Jane Mikkelson explore comparative poetics and do so through the verses 
in Kashmiri that are said to be written by Lalla, a fourteenth-century female 
ascetic. thus, Kachru and Mikkelson proceed against the usual parameters 
of comparative poetics in the work of earl Miner and against the tendency 
to have a large sample from many poetic traditions to analyse in search of 
poetic “universals.” Furthermore, Kachru and Mikkelson examine compara-
tive poetics at work on a small scale and build on a close analysis of Lalla’s 
verses. their article demonstrates how her corpus generates “environments” 
that are multiform and that align conceptually and aesthetically in pre- 
modern sanskrit and Persian. Kachru and Mikkelson stress a comparative 
poetry in a pre-modern world by examining Lalla’s verses as a literary corpus 
that an “immanent comparative poetics” configures. Moreover, Kachru and 
 Mikkelson pay close attention to several examples in Lalla’s corpus “where 
variation itself seems to be thematized in the utterances,” especially in 
 “migratory passings,” a phrase they adapt from Wallace stevens, “between 
languages and literary cultures.” the examples Kachru and  Mikkelson exam-
ine demonstrate how the bi-textual language of Lalla’s Kashmiri utterances 
provide different meanings and distinct registers of poetics and literary 
 culture. Her corpus diverges from the usual model of comparative poetics and 
“holds different traditions up to each other as mirrors.” to shift metaphors, 
Kachru and Mikkelson see this immanent comparative poetics of Lalla’s 
 utterances as contexture.

“Medieval Lyric: a translatable or Untranslatable Zone?” an article by 
ardis butterfield, discusses erich auerbach and Leo spitzer in comparative 
literature as part of an engagement with “world literature” in terms of their 
multilingualism and plurilingualism. butterfield examines what auerbach 
and spitzer and their primary field of research – medieval poetry – have to 
offer this debate. Medieval plurilingualism goes beyond the anglophone and 
challenges modern thinking about the global because it engages with “rough 
translation.” Medieval lyric poetry, according to butterfield, offers examples 
of the “history-making” and “disruptive” nature of its “untranslatability.” 
“translatability” and “untranslatability” are terms that emily apter has 
used in opposition to “world literature” or “Weltliteratur” and are ones that 
 butterfield explores in connection with medieval lyric. butterfield maintains 
that medieval plurilingualism argues against nation but goes further still. 
“rough translation” comprehends incompetence, artfulness, formality, and 
skill in the employment of languages. butterfield discusses instances of 
distinct forms of language mixing. she analyses in detail an example of a 
lyric set in Geoffrey Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde, which works across five 
languages from five authors, including the first translation of a Petrarch son-
net in english. Medieval texts teach modern readers to take multilingualism 
seriously, to engage in “a kind of reading that recognizes how vernaculars 
flow together, refuse to stay distinct, change colour in the act of speaking” 
and to see that writing – medieval and global – is untranslatable because its 
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aspects are inseparable and barbaric. this hole in the fabric of literary history 
is not a difference and all the difference in the world, as butterfield suggests.

tom Conley’s “a Pulmonary Machinery: béroalde de Verville, Les  Soupirs 
amoureux (1583),” seeks a comparative world between the verbal and the 
visual in poetry. He also places poetry in new contexts. Conley finds in 
an anthology Poésie amoureuse de l’âge baroque: Vingt poètes maniéristes et 
baroques (1990), edited by Gisèle Mathieu-Castellani, a “collage of poems 
focusing on the tortures of love.” Here, Mathieu-Castellani provides a sam-
pling of béroalde de Verville’s Soupirs amoureux (1583), the third volume 
of his Apprehensions spirituelles, “a collection of poetry, political theory, and 
occult philosophy.” béroalde is one of the first exemplars of the baroque. 
Marthieu-Castellani reprints fifteen pieces. Conley examines in detail the 
original of Les Soupirs amoureux, how the volume as a whole appears not only 
as verse but also visually and physically and also focuses on “soupir” as a 
word and what it suggests in all of its richness. besides giving close readings, 
Conley gives a sense of the texture and beholdability of the type, orthography, 
images, and book. these poems are a bridge of sighs. reading the sighs and 
reading the signs is something Conley does in a text that is less read than it 
was when it first appeared. the sonnets are, as Conley mentions earlier in his 
article, part of a context or intertextuality of sonnets. Conley, who has written 
so well about the cartographic, sees a latent cartography in this text of poetry, 
so that comparisons among the arts and between the verbal and the visual are 
part of comparative poetry and world poetry, even within a work or within 
the poetry of a poet of one language.

For timothy J. reiss, in “an american-european road Not taken, or 
 opportunity Lost? Areitos, Pictographs and History: Poetics and Politics,” the 
areitos of the Caribbean and mainland americas – collective songs, dances, 
and narratives – dazzled travellers and intellectuals from Iberia, Italy, France, 
and england from the late 1400s to the late 1500s. In 1535, for instance, 
 Gonzalo Fernández de oviedo reported his wonder at the areitos. In the New 
World, reiss says, there was a public-performed poetry/song representing 
peoples’ spirituality, history, and shared culture that was alive in ways lost 
to the european elites of the time, and many europeans yearned to integrate 
such art into a poetics and historiography in europe partly  because the are-
itos seemed connected to a “pictorial and pictographic practice” apparently 
recalling egyptian hieroglyphs that interested european scholars since the 
middle of the 1400s. according to reiss, this “transculturation” did not sur-
vive this period. reiss, who discusses many figures – such as Juan de tovar, 
José de acosta, Jean de Léry, Michel de Montaigne, Philip sidney, and George 
 Puttenham – observes that “many poets and poetic theorists saw in the po-
etics of Indigenous america a powerful expression of human historical and 
spiritual experience” so that one might expect more “recovery and expressive 
use,” but this admiration produced many footnotes and little more.

david a. Porter’s “the early Modern Lyric: a Literary Wilderness of World 
Literature” examines some elements of the early modern poetic tradition 
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as an antidote to presentism in the study of comparative and world litera-
ture. to comment on comparative readings, Porter employs a passage from 
Giovanni battista Pigna’s synthesis of aristotelian and Horatian poetics. 
He then provides close readings of two dream poems by Giovanni aurelio 
augurello (early modern) and antonio Machado (modernist) and relates 
them to  renaissance literary traditions. Porter also analyses agonistic poems 
by Pierre-daniel Huet and a Frisian folk hero to see how historical selection 
refashions the literary corpus and leaves certain kinds of writing to neglect. 
Porter observes much in regard to bibliomania, book collecting, world liter-
ature, and comparative literature, including the idea that there is a cost to 
expanding literary horizons because that expansion leaves other vistas behind 
and that different contexts mean different concerns regarding pedagogy and 
education as they regard reading. For Porter, concerns with newness can lead 
to a presentism that neglects aspects of reading that were of interest. He pro-
poses that world literature open up the wilderness, and one such example of 
a wild space is the literature of the past that has been neglected. so he turns 
his attention to Pigna, augurello, and others. at one point, Porter says that 
reading neo-Latin poetry requires setting aside assumptions about personal 
expression and artificiality. Perhaps unintentionally, Pigna creates something 
new in fusing Horace and aristotle. Comparison, for Porter, is a creative act. 
Porter argues that we can revise and challenge processes that shape compar-
ative and world literature, including what and how historical texts are read, 
and that in bibliomania we can find new wildernesses and ways to encounter 
hidden texts.

In “Persian Poetry, World Poetry, and translatability,” Jahan ramazani 
maintains that Persian poetry inspired Goethe, who first advocated a 
 Weltliteratur, but recent theorists of world literature have largely ignored 
that poetry, which flourished for hundreds of years across West, Central, and 
south asia. For ramazani, a dominant model of world literature that says 
literature gains in translation does not take into account other literatures 
rich in lyric.  ramazani’s article examines a ghazal of rumi’s and explores, 
drawing on ezra Pound, the loss in translation of melopœia and logopœia 
in poetry. Moreover, ramazani closely analyses one of simin behbahani’s 
contemporary ghazals as a counter to arguments concerning the “untranslat-
ability” of  poetry.  ramazani demonstrates how in translation phanopœia and 
other aspects of lyric can thrive, so that he provides a position of loss and 
gain. He argues that “world literature” must be specific and comparative to 
include Persian and other kinds of lyric poetry. although ramazani states 
that no world literary historian, theorist, or anthologist can cover everything 
and that Persian poetry is not alone in being on the margins, he thinks it odd 
since the Persian literary language, like Latin, French, and Chinese, has been 
influential. In the nineteenth century, Westerners interested in world literature 
often  exalted Persian poetry, but ramazani also explains its decline through a 
discussion of british and German orientalism as well as other factors in “the 
Great Persian diminishment.” above all, ramazani looks at this question 
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from the challenges of translating poetry. He aptly says: “the language of 
lyric is in some ways a bridge; in others, a wall.” according to ramazani, 
rumi, for instance, is not only more easily translated than many poets but 
also harder because of the soulfulness and accessibility of his reflections, thus 
frustrating and fulfilling important arguments for and against world litera-
ture. a model of world literature not only should allow for “the untranslatable 
peculiarities and affordances of languages” that are expressed in poetry but 
also admit that “the interlingual junctures of translation” reveal “the signature 
capacities of language.”

“Poetry in english as Comparative and World Literature,” an article by 
Jonathan Locke Hart, examines aspects of english literature that are not lim-
ited to a national literature. the article argues that form, context, language, 
and translation all exert centrifugal forces on english language and literature 
and, more specifically, on poetry. Hart maintains that english poetry becomes 
 poetry in english but that, even from the start in old english, there are 
 external cultural and linguistic forces. He does not deny that people speak 
of english poetry or poetry in english, but he wishes to explore the counter-
vailing pressures away from the literature of a nation or an unbroken poetic 
tradition in english because literature in english was written before england 
was unified and is written in english in english-speaking places and other 
territories that have changed over time. thus, he offers a brief selection of 
literary history – that is, a historical account of poetry in english in the context 
of Latin and other languages, with examples from anglo-saxon texts, through 
those of shakespeare and Pound, to those works in the present. Hart’s article 
attempts to show aspects of comparative and world poetry from the begin-
ning by showing local examples and beyond.

In their article “transpacific Poetics: Ideographic and Prosodic transposi-
tions in Li-young Lee’s ‘Persimmons’ and Marilyn Chin’s ‘summer sleep,’” 
King-Kok Cheung and Qinghua Huang maintain that, through intercultural 
poetics, the speakers in “Persimmons” and “summer sleep” go from foreign 
pupils to bilingual crafters of words. according to Cheung and Huang, Lee’s 
speaker has a negative experience in english and then a positive one in 
 Chinese based on visual similarity, and Chin’s speaker is first scorned by her 
mentor and then becomes accomplished at prosody. Cheung and Huang note 
that the speakers in Lee’s “Persimmons” and Chin’s “summer sleep” employ 
“flashbacks to telescope their journeys from being discredited foreign pupils 
to being bicultural authorities.” as they argue, Lee pays homage to Chinese 
traditions in “Persimmons” while disavowing ethnic identity. Unlike Lee, 
Chin is aware of the visible world in shaping her own poetry and, as a woman 
of colour, knows that male poets are almost exclusively the ones who claim 
divine inspiration. both Lee and Chin address ethnic heritage, the former 
trying to align the two cultural traditions, the latter subverting both. Cheung 
and Huang “seek to spotlight their different, but equally inventive, rhetori-
cal techniques involving interlingual transpositions.” the article by Cheung 
and Huang shows how different strategies can advance transpacific literary 
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exchanges that require knowledge of languages and comparative analysis. 
both Lee and Chin struggle with their bicultural inheritance in creating new 
poetic forms; their two “poems are indirect testimonies against monocultural 
and monolingual american education.” Lee’s and Chin’s bilingual representa-
tions of intercultural aesthetics suggest that teachers and mentors might have 
stymied other talents from producing their poems. For Cheung and Huang, 
both Lee and Chin employ transnational poetics to forge their subjectivity.

Jacob edmond’s article “Global rhythms: setting the stage for World 
 Poetry in 1960s London” sees the origins of the contemporary understanding 
of world poetry in institutions and poetic practices in the 1960s. More specif-
ically, edmond points to a series of performances in London, including the 
International Poetry Incarnation in 1965, organized by allen Ginsberg, andrei 
Voznesensky’s performance at the theatre royal stratford about the same 
time, Kamau brathwaite’s performance of Rights of Passage at the Jeanetta 
Cochrane theatre in 1967, and a bilingual performance of aimé Césaire’s 
Cahier d’un retour au pays natal, directed by John La rose in 1969. edmond 
argues that the theatrical performances of russian poets such as Voznesensky 
inspired the Caribbean artists Movement and the International Poetry Incar-
nation, part of a newly self-conscious poetic internationalism.  Voznesensky, 
Ginsberg, brathwaite, and La rose, in edmond’s view, looked for embodi-
ment in the “global rhythms” of words performed and tape- recorded. other 
examples from the 1960s show this key moment in world poetry. In 1967, 
ted Hughes and Patrick Garland held the first Poetry International Festival 
at London’s southbank Centre, and, in 1970, the rotterdam Poetry Inter-
national Festival was launched – both of which were influential, although 
the  Cheltenham Literature Festival was founded in 1949. edmond’s article 
 addresses a historical use of the concept of world poetry and examines exam-
ples to illuminate changes that gave birth to literary practices and institutions 
that continue to shape understandings of world poetry and world literature. 
In the 1960s, edmond maintains, the self-conscious  transnationalism  – 
 Marshall McLuhan’s “the global village” – also coincided with the local, the 
parochial, and the particular, including, in poetry, the rhythms of speech. 
these institutions of poetry performance and the notion of international or 
world poetry depend on this appeal to the universal and the local. the rise of 
world poetry in the 1960s embodied this tension between universalism and 
the parochial, the global and the local.

ranjan Ghosh’s “Plastic Literature” employs plastic as a “theory machine” 
and looks into the dynamics and poetics of plastic literature. Ghosh connects 
plastic behaviour with literary habits and thinking. Plastic literature becomes, 
for Ghosh, a new poetics of generating literary capital and of rethinking 
world literature. Ghosh argues “out the web of plastic literature through two 
mariners, two kinds of sea, two kinds of albatross: the migrancy, immanence 
and seepage in reading and formations of plastic imaginary by looking into 
Coleridge’s ‘the rhyme of the ancient Mariner’ and Nick Hayes’s ‘the rime 
of the Modern Mariner.’” Ghosh discusses the “literary” of the poems in their 
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visibility (visible plastic) and “imperceptibility of meaning and entanglement 
of expression” (unseen plastic). For Ghosh, Coleridge wrote a “voyage” poem 
that benefited from William Wordsworth’s reading of George shelvocke’s 
A Voyage round the World by Way of the Great South Sea. Ghosh concludes in 
a movement that is also plastic: “Concurrently, plastic literature both about 
f(n)orming a system of thought and allowing the form-ability of thinking, the 
conscious and conditioned, to co-exist with ‘what happens,’ what emerges 
and defies us non-algorithmically.” Plastic is an image and metaphor taken 
from our world and a material, seen and unseen, that suggests climate change 
and ecological degradation, and Ghosh uses this matter to discuss the matter 
of poetry: “so plastic (un)worlding becomes our trigger for post-critical think-
ing, and plastic literature our new literary capital.” the implication is that 
poetry is a plastic that makes poetics, so this world of poetry is also world 
poetry, an intricate web between these two poems that Ghosh has analysed 
and beyond them.

In “‘a New Global Poetics?’ revisited, ten years on: Coming to terms,” 
romana Huk picks up where her longer and earlier article by that name 
ended. she considers the implications of new terms employed in more recent 
arguments about “world literature” and reconsiders her own conclusions ten 
years ago. Whereas, in 2009, Huk expressed reservations about moving from 
“comparative” to “global” studies, she proposes in this article a way forward 
that is inspired by experimental or “avant-garde” poetics as opposed to those 
of conventional literary studies. Huk surveys some recent conversations about 
“global,” “world,” and “planetary” studies, while she seeks to comprehend 
the implications of their language and their arguments. Moreover, she exam-
ines the uses of “global” and “world” and does so, in part, in the context of 
global warming and the crises concerning refugees and migration. Given this 
critical situation, Huk is now more willing “to work toward a more viable in-
ternational creative and critical community” than she was in 2009. In this new 
search, Huk reminds us: “avant-garde methods at their best are constructed 
to change; traditional ones seek reliable ‘grounds’ and stability by definition.” 
Interested in avant-garde poetics, Huk looks at the changes in the debate since 
2009 in “global poetics.” she advocates “for slower and less determinate, but 
healthier, more realistic, and, by necessity, more forgiving progress towards 
such a desired world community, a goal that is no doubt unachievable but 
no less importantly kept alive between us for that fact.” Huk says that we 
might now be coming to terms with where we are, “with impossible hopes 
for interconnectedness,” which is something she finds hopeful.

No one view of comparative poetics and world poetics is presented here 
but, instead, a conversation occurs. the contributors to this special issue 
suggest a variety of comparative and world poetry or poems as exemplars 
of themselves, to be read with care and as individual texts or works. some 
articles observe that poems are written in precarious places, such as an earth 
under duress with climate change as well as a place for readers dwelling 
 between hermeneutics and poetics and of uncertainty and anxiety of the 
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private and the public. Moreover, other contributors speak about the in-
stability of the lyric I and of the lyric as communication and expression, 
comparative poetry on a small scale, poetry in terms of multilingualism and 
plurilingualism, a volume of poetry as a pulmonary machinery, areitos and 
pictographs, the lyric as a literary wilderness, translatability and untranslat-
ability, english and english poetry as comparative and worldly, transpacific 
poetics, global rhythms, plastic reading, and interconnectedness. the contrib-
utors also stress the central role of language and translation so that the poems 
read closely and the theoretical insights draw on different languages, such 
as Persian, Kashmiri, Greek, Latin, old, Middle, and Modern english, and 
Frisian and French, so that the tension between comparative literature, which 
relies on languages, and world literature, which is more about translated texts, 
remains. Poetry is vulnerable and enduring.

We lose and gain in translation. Poetry makes poetics; theory may be best 
grounded in the practice of reading. No special issue can begin to read and 
compare poems in a way that represents the world of poetry or world poetry 
or the possibilities of comparison, but the contributors have presented articles 
that range from antiquity through the Middle ages and the renaissance to 
the present (even speculating on the future). sometimes we need to travel 
in time as well as space to find vital perspectives. the Persian and  Kashmiri 
poetic pasts are fruitful places. the contributors have taken us through 
 poems in ways that allow us to see anew and to find something that connects 
us, in particular. theory is a way of seeing and poetry is a way of making, 
but readers need to make something of what they see. Poetry and poetics – 
 comparative and of the world – are topics well explored here but open to 
further exploration.

Jo n at h a n Lo c k e ha rt

University of toronto, Harvard University  
Chair Professor, school of Foreign studies, shanghai Jiao tong University, 
2015–2019.
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j.  hillis miller

Poetics Today?

absTracT: Taking as example a popular song of 1923, “Yes! We Have No 
bananas,” and invoking Paul de Man’s distinction between poetics and herme-
neutics, “Poetics Today?” argues that poetry or the poetic use of language has 
these days to a large degree migrated, at least as far as any widespread social 
effectiveness goes, from printed or manuscript “poetry” to popular songs and 
other digitized media forms such as video games, films, board games, and the 
like. Were shakespeare alive today he might well be writing film scripts, popular 
songs, video games, or musicals. That is where the action is these days. That is 
where you can be influential if you have talent, not by publishing slender volumes 
of printed poetry in some small press, nor by writing stage plays. This means that 
“poetics” these days should be to a large degree focused on the new digital media.

KeYWords: poetics, hermeneutics, digital, popular, games

Yes, we have no bananas
We have-a no bananas today.

—Frank silver (“Yes! We Have No bananas”)

The guest editors’ charge to contributors for this special issue of the University 
of Toronto Quarterly is thoughtful and challenging. Jonathan Hart and Ming Xie 
ask us to reflect on the relation between “world poetics” and  “comparative 
poetics.” The latter phrase, it appears, refers in this case primarily to “poetics” 
as the word is used in the context of european and american comparative 
literature as a discipline. at first, it seems that this “relation” ought to be 
easy to identify. “Globalization” has led to the expansion of our purview 
from  “Western literature” to “world literature.” big problems arise with that 
 expansion, however, as I have elsewhere argued – for example, the problem of 
original languages compared to translations, not to speak of the way “litera-
ture” may be defined differently in different countries and cultures (see Miller). 
In a similar way, “poetics” as a feature of literary study will, it appears, now 
need to be expanded from a narrow Western context to an all- encompassing 
global context: “world poetics.” a little reflection, however, shows that such 
expansion would by no means be simple. Perhaps it would even be impossible 
as a practical scholarly procedure. Here are some of the problems.

What is meant by “world,” as in “world poetics,” seems clear enough. It 
means the whole shebang: the earth, the globe, terra, and all of the people in it. 
“World poetics” would therefore be either a poetics valid for the whole world 
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or a collection of the different systems of poetics operative at different times 
in the diverse countries and cultures of the world. Having competence in 
even a representative sample of these multitudinous “poetics” would require 
immense learning – for example, competence in non-european, as well as in 
european, languages. “comparative poetics” would be, at least seemingly, 
much more manageable since, as I have said, it would make comparisons 
among different poetic theories in exclusively Western countries and cultures.

In my view, the guest editors for this issue of the University of Toronto 
Quarterly take the referent of the word “world” a little too much for granted. 
The actual “world” in which any conceivable “world poetics” would function 
these days, as Hart and Xie certainly know, is not just a neutral, all-encom-
passing milieu. our contemporary world is fraught with major problems and 
instabilities that form the context for any conceivable concern with “world 
poetics.” among these instabilities is human-caused global climate change, 
which is now beyond the “tipping point.” This catastrophe may bring the 
end of our species. as we are often told by the media, the rapidly occurring 
melting of antarctic ice will, among other changes, raise “world” ocean levels 
by 200 feet. No more homo sapiens, no more world poetics.

The “world” as a whole, moreover, is in the midst of more and more 
dominance by right-wing nationalisms and outright dictatorships. daily life 
is precarious for citizens of such countries. The danger of world-destroying 
nuclear holocaust has also greatly increased as a result of these shifts to the 
right and against democracy. Yes, I am thinking of donald Trump, among 
many others. It is truly terrifying to think that Trump has his finger on the 
Us nuclear button.

The digital revolution, in addition, is making the actual role of old- 
fashioned elite poetry less and less operative every day in global cultures. 
Most people in Western nations know poetry today in the form of lyrics for 
popular songs and the like. The lyrics for “Yes! We Have No bananas” are an 
example of this.1 Few people, however, would think of it as “poetry,” just as 
people do not usually think of the words for a stevie Wonder song as poetry 
in the sense that John Keats, alfred Tennyson, Johann Goethe, and charles 
baudelaire wrote and published “poetry.” They were truly poets, whereas the 
inventors of the words for popular songs probably do not think of themselves, 
nor are thought of, as something so grand as “poets.” Nevertheless, such 
 lyrics are the poems that most people know today. Though popular music 
these days generally has lyrics, I for one, by the way, find it extremely difficult 
to decipher the words I hear sung. Maybe teenagers can hear the words better 
than I can or read them on printed inserts with their compact discs, television 

1 For much fascinating information about the amazingly wide diffusion (in radio, 
television, public performances, recordings, and references in works like F. scott 
Fitzgerald’s Tender is the Night and so on) of this song (lyric? poem?), see “Yes! We 
Have No bananas.” If you Google “yes we have no bananas lyrics,” you find links 
to several YouTube video performances of “Yes! We Have No bananas,” including 
one by the swedish chef in The Muppet Show.
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subtitles, and the like. For me, it is like having no bananas or having bananas, 
but just out of reach.

any conceivable serious study of “world poetics” at this moment would 
need to take these contexts into account, even though “world poetics” may 
mean centuries of past “poetics” in, say, europe, china, Persia, Kenya, or 
India as well as present-day operative poetics around the globe. How can we 
afford to spend time paying attention to poetics when the world itself, as we 
have known it, is most likely coming to an end, only to be replaced by vast 
acidic oceans and lifeless deserts?

Just what are “poetics” anyway? They are codifications, perhaps written, 
perhaps oral, perhaps tacit, of the formal properties, procedures, themes, and 
assumptions exemplified in a given “body of poetry.” Is a poetics prescriptive 
or descriptive? or is some poetics prescriptive, some just descriptive, after 
the fact? Is a poetics a set of rules concocted by some authority – rules that 
must be obeyed – as russian leaders used to say that all russian literature, 
including poetry, must support Marxist-Leninist ideals? or is poetics some-
thing derived from actual poetic practice? I fervently hope the latter is the 
case. I want the poems to come first, and their poetics to be made explicit or 
not afterwards, as something assumed to be ancillary, subordinate, derived, 
and perhaps even non-essential. Non-poets, such as aristotle, usually write 
treatises on “poetics,” not the poets themselves. What really counts, in my 
view, is someone face to face with a poem, reading it or listening to it spoken 
out. one real poem being read by a real person, such as me reading “Yes! We 
Have No bananas,” is worth more than the most cogent “poetics.”

another problem with developing a “world poetics” is that each poetic tra-
dition tends already to have its own distinctive poetics, often more than one, 
written down or tacit. India, with its great mixture of languages, religions, and 
ethnic groups, is particularly rich in poetic texts. something similar, however, 
is the case for african, chinese, or Near eastern poetic cultures, not to speak 
of our own multiplicity of poetic texts from aristotle, Plato, and Plotinus 
down through Plutarch, George Puttenham, samuel daniel, and Philip sidney, 
to samuel Johnson, Wordsworth, Percy shelley, Matthew arnold, Walter Pater, 
Virginia Woolf, Wallace stevens, the New critics, roman Jakobson, and oth-
ers. as you can see, the closer you look, the more already existing distinctive 
poetic texts for a given culture ramify and diversify.

Nevertheless, each individual poetic often tends, implicitly or explicitly, to 
claim that its regional poetic is in fact universal. an example is the sanskrit 
word sahitya, as treated by ranjan Ghosh in my jointly authored book with 
him, Thinking Literature across Continents. Ghosh claims that he is not trying to 
universalize sahitya into a “world poetics.” What he writes nevertheless often 
sounds as if he is doing just that – for example, by finding sahitya theory con-
sonant with poems by robert Frost and Matthew arnold. such universalizing 
is an almost irresistible temptation.

We already have so many distinctive codified poetics worldwide that 
any attempt to reconcile them in one all-encompassing “world poetics” 
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would produce a formulation probably uselessly bland or tendentious. It 
is possible, however, that the guest editors of this issue of the University of 
Toronto Quarterly would be satisfied if a new discipline of “world poetics” 
was developed that taught courses, wrote essays, and presented conference 
papers on poetics texts drawn from all over the world rather than just from 
the european tradition. That sounds feasible. The more or less insuperable 
problem with trying to do this, however, is the need to know well an im-
possible number of languages. You cannot hope to write about, or to teach 
authoritatively about, chinese poetics without knowing chinese, the diver-
sity of arabic poetics without knowing arabic, and so on for all of the other 
poetics texts in an immense number of languages. Translations will not do 
for such work. “To translate is to traduce,” as the proverbial saying puts 
it, in the english translation of the more elegant Italian original of “tradut-
tore, traditore.” The translation into english exemplifies what it talks about.  
It traduces.

Poetic formulations, moreover, cannot be separated from the bodies of 
poetry that generated them. aristotle’s Poetics was deduced from the example 
of athenian tragedy, especially sophocles’ Oedipus the King, but sophocles did 
not need aristotle’s help to become a great and distinctive poet. Poetics texts 
exist for the several millennia-long tradition of wonderful chinese poetry 
as well as for the long tradition of sanskrit poetry. In those cases, the poetry 
and the poetics cannot be sequestered from one another. since I do not know 
either chinese or sanskrit, my feeble glimpses of their poetic traditions are 
confined to translations and to secondary accounts in english or other Western 
languages.

The best translations of chinese poetry through the centuries that I know 
are the ten slim volumes of the admirable bilingual Version of Classical  Chinese 
Poetry (Xu). These volumes give along the way some information about 
 chinese poetics through the centuries, not least in the way the poetry ex-
emplifies formal and thematic poetic assumptions – for example, in a whole 
series of Tang poems spoken by or about a young woman whose husband 
or lover has for some reason journeyed away from her. It is easy to see why 
that can be seen as an especially “poetic situation.” However, we have in the 
West nothing quite like this chinese Tang tradition, though twentieth-century 
“blues” songs sung by women have some similarity in dissimilarity. The 
dissimilarity is an example of how difficult, if not impossible, it is to devise a 
usable “world poetics,” how hard to bring together Ma rainey and du Fu. In 
the end, I prefer to confront poems in whatever tradition one by one and do 
my best to understand and enjoy them one by one, no doubt with help from 
my knowledge of other poems and from my knowledge of poetics.

For sanskrit poetry and its poetics, the best book I know for someone 
ignorant of sanskrit like me is the admirably learned Sanskrit Poetry: from 
Vidyākara’s “Treasury,” a selection from the “Treasury” translated by daniel 
H.H. Ingalls. This book has a wonderfully helpful “General Introduction” by 
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Ingalls entitled “sanskrit Poetry and sanskrit Poetics.” I say “wonderfully 
helpful,” but I find myself, in spite of my ignorance, not always quite agree-
ing with the conclusions that Ingalls draws from the evidence he gives about 
sanskrit. For example, it looks to me as if there is more than Ingalls allows 
for in sanskrit poetry of what he calls the “kinesthetic” – that is, imitative 
empathy generated by the sounds as well as the meanings. sanskrit words in 
transliteration look to me wonderfully “poetic” in that sense. I would need 
twenty years of studying sanskrit language and poetry, however, to confirm 
or disconfirm my guess. ask me in 2038. Meanwhile, I must trust that Ingalls 
knows what he is talking about.

recent posts on Twitter and Facebook report ongoing research by Natalia 
Komarova, a mathematician and evolutionary biologist at the University 
of california at Irvine, and a team of researchers. Their widely reported re-
search analyses, by way of computers, pop music trends over the years 1985 
to 2015 as exemplified by over half a million songs released in britain during 
that time (“UcI researchers”; see also Intagliata). Their key finding is that  
“[u]pbeat songs by female singers dominate the charts, yet music overall is 
getting sadder” (“UcI researchers”). Though these researchers say “music 
matters” in making a pop song a hit, nothing apparently is said beyond the-
matic summary (“sadder,” “happier”) about the poetic forms of pop hits, such 
as this article attempts to do in explanation of the success of “Yes! We Have 
No bananas.” The poetic form of the lyrics to pop hits seems to me crucial, 
not just that they are “upbeat” or “sadder.”

Many poets or songwriters would, I wager, tend to repudiate attempts to 
tell them what poetic rules to follow. such writers would agree with what 
Gerard Manley Hopkins wrote in a letter to robert bridges: “The effect of 
studying masterpieces is to make me admire and do otherwise. so it must be 
on every original artist to some degree, on me to a marked degree. Perhaps 
then more reading would only refine my singularity” (qtd. in abbott 291). such 
writers say, in effect: “don’t tell me how to compose a song or write a poem!” 
This is true even though they may have unwittingly internalized all sorts of 
assumptions that make it possible for them to say to themselves with some 
self-satisfied certainty: “I am now writing a poem in a certain genre” – for 
example, a love sonnet – or “I am now composing a soul song, with accom-
panying music.”

Frank silver probably tacitly told himself something of the sort when he 
composed “Yes! We Have No bananas.” His poem is rhymed, for example. It is 
divided into separate lines rather than just running on like a piece of “prose.” 
It is strongly rhythmical. It is organized around a repeated two-line refrain, a 
refrain that itself is repetitive: “Yes, we have no bananas / We have-a no ba-
nanas today.” To Western readers like me, it “looks like a poem” when I see it in 
print form on the page. Louis Prima’s early version of the whole poem, which 
is as close as I can get to silver’s original composition, is available at “https://
www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=yes+we+have+no+bananas+ 
lyrics&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8” https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls= 
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e(n&q=yes+we+have+no+bananas+lyrics&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8 (accessed 
July 12, 2019).2 

I cannot resist citing at this point the following sentences from the Wikipedia 
entry:

The song was the subject of a column by sigmund spaeth, who suggested that 
the melody could have been derived from a combination of parts of other songs, 
including the “Hallelujah chorus” from Messiah by Handel, “My  bonnie Lies over 
the ocean,” “I dreamt I dwelt in Marble Halls,” “aunt dinah’s Quilting Party,” 
and cole Porter’s “an old-Fashioned Garden.” (“Yes! We Have No bananas”)

replacing the original lyrics with the appropriate melodic phrases, you get:

Hallelujah, bananas! oh, bring back my bonnie to me
I dreamt that I dwelt in marble halls – the kind that you seldom see
I was seeing Nellie home, to an old-fashioned garden: but,
Hallelujah, bananas! oh, bring back my bonnie to me!

You can see that the slight wackiness of “Yes! We have no bananas today” is 
catching. It makes you want to do something similar with words yourself. 
I can no longer remember when I first heard this song. My father probably 
sang it to me many years ago. In some corner of my mind, the refrain goes on 
repeating itself incessantly: “Yes! We have no bananas.” There is the power 
of poetry for you! It is “catching.” That is also what we mean when we say a 
tune is “catching,” like catching measles or, better, catching whooping cough, 
with its irresistible repeated sound of coughing, although catching a poem is 
an intense pleasure, not a pain.

Well, just what exactly is “poetic” about “Yes! We Have No bananas”? Just 
why was it so successful from the start? Why does it still remain so embedded 
in our popular culture and in my own “imaginary”? I invoke at this point – as 
all the definition of “poetics” we need – a passage from Paul de Man’s late 
essay “The Task of the Translator.” This passage has considerable importance 
for me as a clarification of the issues in this present article. If my reader ac-
cuses me of now doing just what I have been repudiating – that is, proposing 
a universal formulation of “world poetics” – I can only respond by saying: “so 
be it!” Like de Man, however, I claim that what is really universal or global 
about poetics is a concern for the complexities of language.

Here is de Man’s analysis of “the difficult relationship between the 
hermeneutics and the poetics of literature.” He has been discussing, with his 

2 For a recent article on the periodic shortage of bananas as a result of blights that 
have affected them and are now affecting them in various places where they are 
commercially grown, plus information about the various species of bananas and 
their danger of extinction, see briggs. The BBC News article explains: “The disease 
affecting the cavendish is currently confined to asia, but if it were to spread to the 
americas, it could wipe out the world’s banana crop. . . . The song, ‘Yes! We Have 
No bananas,’ is said to have been inspired by a shortage of Gros Michel bananas, 
which began with an outbreak of the fungus behind Panama disease.”
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characteristic idiomatic brilliance, the nuances and resulting translation dif-
ficulties of the different european words for bread, especially Brot (German, 
Flemish, pronounced in either language, says de Man, brood) and pain (French) 
as well as english bread:

When you do hermeneutics, you are concerned with the meaning of the work; 
when you do poetics, you are concerned with the stylistics or with the descrip-
tion of the way in which a work means. The question is whether these two are 
complementary, whether you can cover the full work by doing hermeneutics 
and poetics at the same time. The experience of trying to do this shows that it is 
not the case. When one tries to achieve this complementarity, the poetics always 
drops out, and what one does is hermeneutics. one is so attracted by problems 
of meaning that it is impossible to do hermeneutics and poetics at the same 
time. From the moment you start to get involved with problems of meaning, 
as I unfortunately tend to do, forget about the poetics. The two are not comple-
mentary, the two may be mutually exclusive in a certain way, and that is part 
of the problem which benjamin states, a purely linguistic problem. (Man 88)

Throughout his essay “The Task of the Translator,” de Man discussed this 
problem in relation to Walter benjamin’s distinction between das Gemeinte 
(what is meant) and Art des Meinens (the way that meaning is expressed). de 
Man’s claim is that “the two may be mutually exclusive in a certain way.” 
What that “certain way” is he leaves readers of his essays to find out for 
themselves since, to put it briefly, his essays are demonstrations of the incom-
patibility of hermeneutics and poetics.3

de Man’s assertion that hermeneutics and poetics are “not complemen-
tary” is truly scandalous. surely, we think (or I think) poetic procedure works 
seamlessly to create, support, and enhance meaning! That is what such a pro-
cedure is intended to do. Metaphors and other figures of speech in a poem, 
for example, have as their function adorning, expanding, and making more 
“vivid” the paraphrasable meaning. They are certainly not supposed to make 
insuperable problems for clearly identifying that meaning.

so just what might those problems be? To put it in a nutshell, they are 
places in a text where figures of speech or other unusual linguistic features – 
“poetics,” in short, Art des Meinens – do not quite seem to fit the manifest 
literal meaning. “Yes! We Have No bananas Today” is a splendid miniature 
example of this. The Greek fruit and vegetable seller speaks his meaning 
clearly. He says that it is the case, it is really true (“Yes!”) that he has no ba-
nanas to sell on that particular day. No problem. No problem also with the 

3 I can only hope, against hope, that readers will note the irony of self-referentiality 
in de Man’s formulations, as when he says that he “unfortunately” always is be-
guiled by hermeneutics when he tries to do poetics. If anyone could ever avoid that 
misfortune, de Man was the man who could do it. If he irresistibly does hermeneu-
tics, it must be pretty hard to resist. I, however, am, of course, happily reconciling 
hermeneutics and poetics in my own discourse in this article.
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way he is reported to speak with the slight accent a Greek immigrant might 
be expected to have. He says: “We have-a,” not “We have.”

The problems begin when you start to reflect on the way the Greek says 
what he says. The poem (lyric?) and its author’s commentary on it tell us 
that the Greek street seller had the habit, presumably because of his ethnic 
origin, of beginning every assertion with “Yes!” The poetics begin when he 
starts a negative locution with “Yes!” “Yes! We have no bananas / We have-a 
no bananas today.” He says yes to a no, to an absence, “no bananas.” a funny 
oscillation is set up for the reader or listener between yes and no. How can 
you say yes to the having of an absence? How can you “have” an absence? 
Poetry always, it might be asserted, says yes to a no since it deals with the 
imaginary (a kind of “no”) or turns the real into the imaginary. a famous 
example is what Keats amazingly does with the nightingale he heard in 1819, 
singing on Hampstead Heath in north London.

“Yes! We have no bananas / We have-a no bananas today” is “funny” in two 
senses. It is both delightfully risible and distinctly peculiar. It is poetry. It sticks 
in the mind. That the expression involves something so trivial and faintly odd, 
ridiculous, or exotic as bananas adds to the poetry. bananas grow in the tropics, 
though we often eat them since they are imported into temperate countries. That 
the word bananas is intrinsically rhythmic, with internal alliteration, adds to the 
poetic effect, as does the doubling of the two lines of the refrain. rhythm is es-
sential in poetry, as another “catchy” popular music formulation asserts: “It don’t 
mean a thing (if it ain’t got that swing)” (ellington; “It don’t Mean a Thing”). 
even the etymology of banana is in itself exotic. according to Wikipedia, “[t]he 
word banana is thought to be of West african origin, possibly from the Wolof 
word banaana, and passed into english via spanish or Portuguese” (“banana”).

any comprehensive poetics of any time or place needs to take into account 
the way poetry often uses metre, rhyme, rhythm, and so on to make something 
“trivial,” such as William carlos Williams’s red wheelbarrow or his bit of bro-
ken glass by the wayside, into a poetic theme (277, 343). The valences would be 
quite different if the sentence were: “Yes! We have no gold bars left in Fort Knox 
today” or, even, “Yes! We have no apples / We have no apples today.” That last 
word, today, is not an unimportant afterthought. It refines the assertion of the 
first line and obliquely asserts that “we” usually have bananas but just do not 
happen to have any today. There has been a break in the supply chain. “Yes! We 
have no bananas / We have-a no bananas today” is composed of a sequence 
of syllables with vowels that exemplify a “poetic” effect that Gerard Manley 
Hopkins called “voweling on” and “voweling off”: e (“eh”), e (pronounced 
“ee” rather than “eh”), a, o, a, a, a, o, a (284).4 The sequence is repeated, with an 
added a: “Yes! We have no bananas/We have-a no bananas today.”

4 examples of vowelling on and vowelling off in Hopkins’s own poetry (o’s and a’s 
in varying sequence), as well as of his extravagant use of alliteration, would include 
the opening lines of “The Windhover”: “I caught this morning morning’s minion, 
king- / dom of daylight’s dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon.
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Probably, though it might take years to verify this or to disprove it, all 
generalized “poetics” would agree that silver’s double self-echoing sentence 
is intrinsically poetic in its rhythm and sound, if not in its thematic “content,” 
which might, by at least some “poetics” formulations, be considered too trivial 
to be poetry. I would not agree with that limitation. Much admirable poetry 
is about apparently trivial things, such as Wordsworth’s5 poems about small 
stones or Williams’s (143, 343) poems about broken bits of bottle glass or 
parsley in a glass on a kitchen counter.

“Yes! We Have No bananas” is, it happens, an example of a general prob-
lem with everyday idiom that has different solutions in different languages: 
how do you say yes to a no, meaning “yes, I agree with my (or your) neg-
ative assertion”: “Yes! I affirm that we have no bananas”; “Yes! I agree that 
you have no bananas today.” a Google search for “saying yes to a negative 
sentence” produces a cascade of fascinating entries for how you do this in 
english and in other languages. “Yeah” is often used for this in colloquial 
english: “Yeah! I agree. You have no bananas today.” French, more or less 
uniquely, has a special word – si – to turn a negative into a positive. The ordi-
nary French word for “yes” is of course oui, but a French speaker would say 
(I think [!]): “si! Nous n’avons pas de bananes/Nous n’avons pas des bananes 
aujourd’hui.” Note that the French word for bananas has only two a syllables, 
not the more musical three a’s in the english word banana.

Well, just how does this doubling sentence prove or disprove the de 
 Manian claim for an intrinsic incompatibility between Art des Meinens and Das 
Gemeinte? To make a long story short, I claim that, as the sentence is repeated 
over and over, it approaches closer and closer to being pure complex musical 
sound without meaning rather than a support for the meaning. I have re-
peated the sentence numerous times in order to mime that process in my own 
discourse, while, at the same time, identifying its meaning – Das Gemeinte – as 
best I can. any word repeated often enough becomes a senseless sound to the 
ear. The sound of “Yes! We have no bananas / we have-a no bananas today” 
does not “complement” the meaning but works at cross-purposes against it. 
The musical sound eventually drowns the meaning out and leaves me with 
just that beautiful repeated sequence of o’s and a’s.

I conclude that globalization means that if scholars are to teach and write 
about poetics these days, it would certainly be better to do “world poetics” 
than just european “comparative poetics.” doing so nevertheless has its 
problems and challenges. some of these have to do with the immense number 

5 Many such poems by Wordsworth exist, too many to list here. Wordsworth clearly 
had a thing about small stones. see the “Index to Vols. I to V,” of William  Wordsworth, 
The Poetical Works, ed. e. de selincourt and Helen darbishire (oxford: at the 
 clarendon Press, 1949, V: 488-498) for a listing that includes poems with “stone” in the 
title. other poems without “stone” in the title also celebrate stones. one of the most 
famous of Wordsworth’s “stone poems” is “she dwelt among the untrodden ways,” 
a member of the so-called “Lucy Poems.” The second stanza of this poem begins: 
“a violet by a mossy stone/Half hidden from the eye” (Poetical Works, II: 30).
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of languages required, some with the recent rapid sociological and techno-
logical changes in “the world.” I also urge scholars who make this change 
to “world poetics” always to remember that poetry itself matters more than 
poetics. Poetics should always be in the service of actually reading poems. 
This means that the relevant poetics should be derived from reading a specific 
poem rather than being “applied” from the outside. each poem, moreover, is 
likely to have, to some degree, its own idiosyncratic poetics. I have tried to 
demonstrate through the analysis of one example how poetry, or the poetic 
use of language, has migrated recently to a large degree, at least as far as any 
widespread social effectiveness goes, from printed or manuscript “poetry” to 
popular songs and other digitized media forms such as video games, films, 
board games, and the like. Were shakespeare alive today, he might well be 
writing advertising, film scripts, musicals, popular songs, or video games. 
That is where the action is these days, where “poetry” is to be found. That 
is where you can make a living if you have talent, not by publishing slender 
volumes of printed poetry in some small press.
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haun saussy

A Poetics of Global Trolling

AbsTrAcT: Plato’s characterization of speech genres insists that lyric poetry 
must be uttered by the poet speaking as him- or herself, a demand often occur-
ring in the history of poetic theories around the world. The grammatical person 
of the speaker is easily confused or hijacked, however, as accounts of fictionality 
or insincerity remind us. Widespread social media that influence large numbers 
of people otherwise unknown to each other are particularly susceptible to such 
appropriation. Trolling, formerly a merely disruptive communicative behaviour, 
has achieved global prominence through the use of bots or virtual electronic sub-
jects to which embodied human subjects attribute feeling and agency. This is the 
“global poetics” of today. The age-old tension between lyric and drama continues.

KeyWords: lyric, Flarf, global poetics, trolling, first person, persona

no,  but  seriously

The division of literary genres into lyric, drama, and narrative has become 
so habitual that it is not often noticed that the whole typology arises from a 
split within the lyric or, to put it more accurately, within the epic misunder-
stood as a lyric genre, as part of Plato’s argument in books two and three of 
The Republic (Rep.). The misunderstanding is deliberate but consequential. 
In planning the education of the future guardians of the ideal state, “it is 
imperative to oversee” (“ἐπιστατητέον”), says socrates, the content of the cul-
tural material to be taught the young (Rep. 377c). The scope of this oversight 
will include everything from history to fairy tales – what the Greeks called 
 “music” and what we more narrowly call music, without distinction of true 
or false, genre, or medium. The gods will be represented as the origin of good 
and beneficial things only; they are unchanging and never deceive. Famous 
men shall be represented only in their brave and admirable aspects, never as 
weeping, lamenting, lustful, greedy, failing in courage, or laughing, lest their 
bad example corrupt the souls of the young who are meant to be unfailingly 
obedient and brave. Having outlined the content to be expunged from myth 
and epic as presently known, socrates goes on to point out a problem with the 
mode of speech typically encountered in Homeric epic, a fluctuation between 
third-person narrative and speeches in the first person:

you know then that as far as these verses [that is, Iliad 1.15–16] the poet him-
self is the speaker and does not even attempt to suggest to us that anyone but 
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himself is speaking. but what follows he delivers as if he were himself chryses 
and tries as far as may be to make us feel that not Homer is the speaker, but the 
priest, an old man. And in this manner he has carried on nearly all the rest of 
his narration. . . . [W]hen he delivers a speech as if he were someone else, shall 
we not say that he then assimilates thereby his own diction as far as possible 
to that of the person whom he announces as about to speak? .  .  . And is not 
likening himself to another in speech or bodily bearing an imitation of him to 
whom one likens oneself? . .  . In such case then, it appears, he and the other 
poets effect their narration through imitation. . . . but if the poet should conceal 
himself nowhere, then his entire poetizing and narration would have been ac-
complished without imitation.1 (Rep. 393a–d, qtd. in Hamilton and cairns 638)

From the complex form of Homeric epic, socrates derives two simpler 
forms: narration without imitation and imitation without narration. Nar-
ration without imitation he likens to the “dithyramb,” “the recital of the 
poet himself” alone, and imitation without narration to what “arises when 
one removes the words of the poet between and leaves the alternation of 
speeches,” which is what happens in comedy and tragedy (Rep. 394b). The 
vices of comedy and tragedy can be left for another discussion; what concerns 
socrates now is “whether we are to suffer our poets to narrate as imitators 
or in part as imitators and in part not, and what sort of things in each case, 
or not allow them to imitate at all” (394d). And the fulcrum of his distinction 
between what is permissible and what is impermissible to imitate is ethos, the 
moral character of the speaker:

A man of the right sort, I think, when he comes in the course of his narrative 
to some word or act of a good man will be willing to impersonate the other 
in reporting it (ὡς αὐτὸς ὢν ἐκεῖνος ἀπαγγέλλειν), and will feel no shame 
at that kind of mimicry (ἐπὶ τῇ τοιαύτῃ μιμήσει), by preference imitating the 
good man when he acts steadfastly and sensibly, and less and more reluctantly 
when he is upset by sickness or love or drunkenness or any other mishap. but 
when he comes to someone unworthy of himself, he will not wish to liken 
himself in earnest (σπουδῇ) to one who is inferior . . . but will be embarrassed 
both because he is unpractised in the mimicry of such characters, and also 
because he shrinks in distaste from molding and fitting himself to the types of 
baser things. . . . [but] the other kind of speaker . . . will think nothing unwor-
thy of himself, so that he will attempt, seriously and in the presence of many, 

1 on the interpretation of the passage, see Hempfer, “Überlegungen”; Primavesi. 
How much weight to give the distinction between dithyramb and lyric is debatable. 
Genette’s discussion of Plato on genre in “The Architext” gets off on a wrong foot 
when it assimilates “mimesis” in this passage to “drama” and “the dramatic.” The 
problem in The Republic at this point has to do with inconsistency in the speaker’s 
identity rather than with drama as such or the anti-thespian prejudice; it is the 
switching between roles that is fatal to ethical personality, as Plato sees it. on lyric 
in relation to other genres, see, for example, staiger, which is discussed by Wellek.
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to imitate all things (πάντα ἐπιχειρήσει μιμεῖσθαι σπουδῇ τε καὶ ἐναντίον 
πολλῶν) .  .  . claps of thunder, and the noise of wind and hail and axles and 
pulleys, and the notes of trumpets and flutes and panpipes, and the sounds of 
all instruments, and the cries of dogs, sheep, and birds – and so his style will 
depend wholly on imitation in voice and gesture, or will contain but a little of 
pure narration.2 (Rep. 396c–397b, qtd. in Hamilton and cairns 641–42)

The poet who is banished from the city, in the scene recounted in virtually 
all histories of literature’s relation to philosophy, is not the poet tout court but, 
rather, the poet who imitates “in voice and gesture,” who allows his voice to 
be alienated. If Homer could only stick to simple narration, never giving in 
to the temptation to let Achilles or Helen speak directly, he would still have 
citizenship and a function in Plato’s state. Though subsequent genre theory 
readily traces its origins back to Plato, it is not usually recognized that the 
whole discussion begins from discomfort with the instability in the lyric 
“I,” the speaker of poetic discourse. It is a problem with personality, with 
the guarantee of good character that should come with sincere and truthful 
speech. If Homer had only known to speak always and exclusively as Homer, 
a tribal elder with a reputation for knowing many things and for recounting 
them in a way that was “rapid, plain, direct, and noble,” we might not have 
had any conflict between poetry and philosophy to patch up.

Western literary theory starts from uncertainty about the sincerity of 
speech that ought to be assignable to a lyric “I,” and its first step is to block 
that uncertainty from recurring through protocols of utterance amounting to 
a notarization as if to say, Came this day to me the poet N, known to me personally 
as a man of good and truthful character, who affirms that. . . . such a poet “lieth 
not,” but not because he “nothing affirmeth.” Affirming things is the poet’s 
whole job under the restated contract that socrates intends to proffer. It is the 
subsequent prestige of Aristotle’s theory of drama that makes us think that 
the whole passage is about mimesis in the style of tragedy and comedy, when 
the latter serve only as examples by the way. And Aristotle’s prominence 
after 1500 also accounts for the resort to drama as the technique for making 
lyric readable, when the life and personality of the poet no longer served as 
the final context of meaning for the things he or she said. The problem as it 
appeared to Plato is one of ethics: who is speaking, is the speech worthy of 
the speaker, and what goes wrong when worthy and unworthy speech are 
mixed up in the same discourse? In other words, the ethics of the lyric “I” 
understood to be a particular physical and social person.

Like much in Plato, this seems a deliberately unsophisticated take 
on a situation that everyone knew was more complicated than that. In 
 Thesmophoriazousae (411 bce) and Frogs (405 bce), Aristophanes could already 
parody the expectation that the poet’s physical and moral self must mirror, 

2 The word σπουδῇ  is echoed in Aristotle’s evocation of the tragic hero as a “noble,” 
“serious,” or “important” (“σπουδαῖος”) person (1448a, qtd. in barnes 2317).
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mimetically, the character of the composition. Feigning is the precondition 
of all literature. And so lyric – or self-expression – is the great problem for 
literature, the problem that undercuts most of its available theory. What do 
words have to do with selves?3 I have an example in mind. What, I wonder, 
would Plato say about this beginning of a poem by sappho?

Οἰ μὲν ἰππήων στρότον, οἰ δὲ πέσδων,
οἰ δὲ νάων φαῖσ’ ἐπὶ γᾶν μέλαιναν
ἔμμεναι κάλλιστον, ἐγὼ δὲ κῆν’ ὄτ-
τω τις ἔραται.
some men say an army of horse and some men say an army on foot
and some men say an army of ships is the most beautiful thing
on the black earth. but I say it is what you love. (qtd. in carson 27; Lobel 
and Page 14)

“on the black earth” (“ἐπὶ γᾶν μέλαιναν”) is directly copied from the 
Homeric formula. When sappho cites Homer, does she do so in a gravelly, 
masculine voice or whatever timbre one imagines Homer to have spoken 
in, the better to mark the difference between what “some men” – the public 
discourse of her time – believe to be the most beautiful and what “I” believe? 
Although it would be hard to find an author less controversially claimed for 
lyric or melic poetry in all the archive of Western literature (sappho being one 
of the nine melic poets consecrated by Alexandrian bibliography), we see here 
how elusive the essential lyric feature – the quality of “address by the poet 
him- or herself” – can be. sappho, at the beginnings of the genre, is already 
working the border between personal utterance and consensus, private lan-
guage and public language, the opinions of the self and the opinions of the 
many. That (I think) is what lyric is about, what lyric does. The assumption 
that lyric is personal, private language is only an operative clause in lyric’s 
complex logic. It is not the whole story and cannot be. but it enables lyric’s 
more elaborate, challenging effects.

global poetry?

earl Miner, who in his double function as a scholar of renaissance english 
literature and of Japanese traditional poetry could not assume that the genres 
of one tradition map easily onto those of another, proposed a broad view of 
literary kinds as cultural artefacts. In his Comparative Poetics (1990), he took 
Aristotle as his antagonist. drama is traditionally overrated in the West, says 
Miner, and Aristotle is why. The influence of the Poetics on literary theory 
since its reappearance in the fifteenth century can be measured by the constel-
lation of terms that migrate out of the specific analysis of drama to practically 
any discourse about literature: mimesis, plot, peripeteia, catharsis, dénoue-
ment, character, tragic flaw, beginning, middle, end, organic form, unity, and 

3 on this problem, see riley. on the history of the cult of poetic personality, see 
 Hamburger, “rahel et Goethe.” I thank Adi Armon for alerting me to this article.
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so forth. Any analyst of this vocabulary would easily conclude that drama is 
the central case for european ideas about literature. but that same observer, 
on shifting the post of observation, would notice that, in the Arabic, chinese, 
Indic, and many other traditions, genre theory begins with the lyric and 
constructs other types of writing by analogy with lyric’s most conspicuous 
features. And what defines the lyric, according to Miner, in these other tradi-
tions is its “affective-expressive” quality, its power to convey strong emotion 
and provoke similar emotions in the hearer: “The various lyric-based poetics” 
of the world “presume that a poet is moved by experience or observation to 
give expression in words, and that that expression is the cause of moving the 
listener or reader” (24–25). by a process of emotional contagion that many 
non-Western theories present as inevitable, poets influence society to feel and 
think a certain way. evoking emotions and expressing attitudes – this is what 
poetry is usually thought to be good for; and a good poem is one that does 
this memorably, effectively, or durably. As the Hegelian genre-theorist Fried-
rich Theodor Vischer put it, “[i]mmediacy, directness, casualness, singability: 
these are the nature of the lyric” (5: 1351). Far from being a special case, the 
lyric would have been the central genre of literature in those traditions (the 
majority of attested literary cultures across the world), and, for them, the rest 
of literature would grow out of lyric. Western literary conceptions based on 
drama would be the exception, not the norm.

earl Miner thought we were limiting ourselves in accepting mimesis as 
the keystone of aesthetics. His look around the globe suggests another way 
to look at lyric: as expression, as communication. The question to ask of a 
work of art will now not be: does it depict the world as it is (the criterion 
of verisimilitude endemic to mimetic theories) but, rather: does it express 
a genuine feeling about the world (the criterion of sincerity endemic to ex-
pressive theories)? If that attitude about works of art is generally shared, we 
might suppose, then the grounds for aesthetic judgment (and other kinds of 
judgment) would become an inter-subjective consensus about what people 
are feeling or ought to feel.

Miner’s remapping of global literary theory contrasts sharply with most of 
what passes for “world literature” discourse today, an approach that assumes 
the diffusion by print culture of the novel from the West to the non-West as 
the major event in the globalization of literature. Miner makes room for a 
“global poetics”; he puts poetry in the central place for most literary cultures 
and does not confuse circulation or translatability with value. I am not sure 
about the consequences; non-Western literature based on lyric assumptions 
can be judged either virtuously naive or impoverished by their naiveté, 
depending on the affinities of the commentator. but let us not belabour the 
verdict if the initial facts are incomplete.

I reroute the discussion through a reanalysis of the “Great Preface” to the 
chinese Book of Songs, one of Miner’s main examples. The preface explains 
poetry as sincere communication of “ideals” (“zhi 志”) in a reverberant social 
space. It assumes that poets are speaking in propria persona and that others will 
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echo what they say. but, most unfortunately, the poems described in that pref-
ace often urge behaviour that is far from virtuous. What is to be done? Pressed 
by necessity, the commentators discover an opposite of sincerity: irony.

The poems that appeared to condone unvirtuous behaviour had actually 
been composed, said the interpreters, as mockery, as irony, as trolling directed 
against the people whose behaviour was so bad. Thus, the theory of irony 
coexisted with a theory of poetic sincerity as long as the end result was good: 
“you will be sincere in expressing the feelings that we find it good for you to 
express.” Irony was invoked as the precondition of a type of poetic freedom, 
the licence of poets to say things that might irritate the ruler, as long as they 
said it in poetry: “主文而譎諫，言之者無罪，聞之者足以戒” (“Through mak-
ing much of artistry and using indirect admonition, the one who says this is 
without blame and the hearer is sufficiently warned”) (trans. Pauline yu, qtd. 
in Miner 85). some 2,000 years before we learned to say “the speaker says” 
instead of “browning says,” they were making this distinction in china – and 
they did it because something was at stake. There is simply no space for a 
purely sincere utterance here, only for an utterance that obeys (willy-nilly) the 
rules and codes of centralized governance and anticipates being overheard by 
spies or officials. It is already trolled. As is the theory of literature as sincere 
expression; it is trolled by irony and role playing, the very things that earl 
Miner thought we should leave behind as Aristotelian superstitions based in 
drama. If socrates’ remedy seems to us too drastic, as taking away the very 
possibility of artistic speech in its eagerness to exclude potentially harmful 
speech, the authors of the “Great Preface” incorporated irony into their re-
sponse, as did perhaps Plato (though we can never be sure).

ideal flarf  s ituations

despite the foregrounding in earl Miner’s work of geographical and linguis-
tic differences, there is nothing essentially non-Western or Asian about the 
account of lyric as a foundation of a social aesthetic. Indeed the Haberma-
sian theory of communicative action could be considered a lyric theory of 
society. Jürgen Habermas proposed an account of communicative praxis in 
which “statements about the way things are (constatives) are complemented 
by norm-following behaviours, expressive self-presentations and evaluative 
utterances to form a communicative praxis that . . . aims at the creation, main-
tenance and renewal of a consensus that rests on the basis of intersubjective 
recognition of criticizable validity claims” (Theorie 1: 37; author’s translation).4 
Habermas contends that we can construct on first principles an “ideal speech 
situation” in which the claims of various parties can be put forth and judged 
without coercion.

4 For an examination of the often non-ideal speech situations flagged by the Greek 
term “parrhêsia” in ancient and christian times, see Foucault. on the traditional 
poetic “liberties” (chiefly regarding word forms and meanings), see Major.
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That ideal is perhaps never realized, but a glimmer of utopia is concealed 
in every exchange of words, according to Habermas, because of “the illocu-
tionary binding/bonding effect [Bindungseffekt] of the offer contained in [the 
speaker’s] speech act” (Moral Consciousness 58). every statement uttered is a 
tacit promise to participate in the social learning process. We may not agree 
about the facts or about the values, but we can apply science to the facts and 
inter-subjective negotiation to the values: “Values come forth as candidates in 
every case for interpretations under which a circle of affected parties may 
describe a common interest and treat it as normative” (emphasis in original; 
41). The citizen of a liberal democracy must become a “competent speaker” of 
this social idiom. such a person is, in Habermas’s terms, rational: “[W]e call 
‘rational’ a person who stands ready to listen to the other and who reacts to 
disturbances in the communication by reflecting on the rules of the language 
he or she is using” (43).

one such rational person, never mentioned by Habermas as far as I am 
aware, is Käte Hamburger, who contends that “language is enunciation 
[Aussage] wherever it does not create fictive subjectivities [Ich-Origines]. .  .  . 
And it is a matter of deep structural assumptions that we experience a poem 
as [lyrical] poetry in an entirely different fashion from fictional, narrative or 
dramatic poetry. The much-contested ‘lyric I’ is a subject of enunciation [ein 
Aussagesubjekt]” (Logik der Dichtung 188). I take the “subject of enunciation” 
here to be equivalent to emile benveniste’s “subjectivity in language”: “To 
what does the word ‘I’ refer? To something extremely singular and exclusively 
linguistic: ‘I’ refers to the individual act of discourse wherein it is pronounced, 
and it indicates the speaker” (261–62).

Who or what, however, is that person? Jonathan culler in his account of 
Hamburger emphasizes, characteristically, that this means that we are deal-
ing not with a personal “I” but, rather, with a linguistic function. It is “the 
enunciation of a genuine subject of enunciation, which can be referred to 
nothing but the subject itself . . . we do not experience a poem’s statements 
as semblance, as fiction or illusion” (106, citing Hamburger; wording altered 
slightly by  author). That is, lyric often speaks in the first person, but when 
we listen to this other “I,” we must stand ready to “react to disturbances 
in the communication” by reflecting that the I who speaks is not Goethe or 
 emily dickinson but, rather, an effect of “the rules of the language he or she is 
 using.” In everyday use, the word “I” refers to an empirical speaker (me, for 
example); lyric unobtrusively substitutes for the empirical speaker a notional 
or transcendental speaker who could be anybody. Lyric thereby enhances my 
own experience of saying “I” because it allows me to be, or be in dialogue 
with, the one who wandered lonely as a cloud, the one who could not stop 
for death, the one who thinks of Andromache, the one who descended the 
impassable rivers, and so on. Lyric is a use of the first person that does some-
thing extraordinary to that bit of grammar. It makes an illocutionary offer, to 
adopt Habermas’s term, with binding or bonding effect, and if we are able 
to reflect on the uses of language or even merely to be surprised by them in 
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the right way, we can redeem (again Habermas’s term) the offer the poem 
makes – all this through the inter-subjective wizardry of language. Lyric once 
again is an operation of communication.

If we are dealing with linguistic functions rather than with real people, 
sincerity would seem to be beside the point. Perhaps lyric utterance is one of 
a whole class of utterances, including law, economics, and scientific research, 
that depends on a subject of enunciation who is not really an empirical 
subject  – that is even a bit embarrassed by the existence of the empirical 
subjects that could be confused with their transcendental subjects. elizabeth 
r is recorded on every pound note as saying “I promise to pay one pound,” 
but what backs up that “I” is certainly not the queen herself but, rather, the 
bank of england or whatever group of financial entities now vouches for the 
pound. on that basis, the banknote is effective and that is all that counts; we 
can exchange it for something else – it is “good” as we say. but what if it is 
not good? Forged pound notes do exist, after all – notes that seek to manip-
ulate the utterance of the queenly “subject of enunciation,” and this is an 
activity most users of pound notes frown upon because limiting the number 
of notes in circulation seems to be an essential factor of the value in the ones 
we have.

With thoughts about forgery, we are once again in familiar territory 
for all Americanists because the homemade greenback, along with its 
consequences, is one of the culture’s great fantasies. And the humdrum, 
self-interested, shop-worn banality of money sets the tone for discussions 
of Flarf poetry, conceptual poetry, and database literature – a recent Amer-
ican discovery in writing, whereby it is possible to compose lyrics boasting 
a transcendental “I” but very little of an empirical one. When Kenneth 
 Goldsmith transcribes the weather bulletin from his radio for a year (result-
ing in his book The Weather) or takes down the traffic report faithfully every 
ten minutes for a day (Traffic), the result is, as ron silliman said, likeable 
but unreadable. This is no news to Goldsmith. His manifesto enumerates a 
battery of

self and ego effacing tactics using uncreativity, unoriginality, illegibility, 
appropriation, plagiarism, fraud, theft, and falsification as its precepts; infor-
mation management, word processing, databasing, and extreme process as 
its methodologies; and boredom . . . as its ethos. Language as junk, language 
as  detritus.  .  .  . entartete sprache, everyday speech, illegibility, unreadability, 
 machinistic repetition. (“Manifesto,” cited in Perloff 147)

composing conceptual poetry is just another pointless task, not much dif-
ferent from the tasks you might be assigned as an office employee. Now that 
most white-collar work is done on a networked personal computer, poets do 
not need to use their lunch hour, as Frank o’Hara did. Flarf, which excerpts 
from and parodies email spam, bulletin boards, and human resource memos, 
was described by one of its founders as “bored-at-work google sculpting,” 
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“a bunch of us fucking around with google on the man’s dime” (bernes 767).5 
For Jasper bernes, the link to work is essential; Flarf and related movements 
comment on changes in the workplace ranging from the casualization of 
employment to surveillance and telecommuting as well as, more obviously, 
mimicking the “entartete sprache” of the inter-office memo. If bernes can 
call Flarf and conceptual poetry “essentially a form of play,” then it is play 
with an antagonist. For the office now models for us the protocols of correct 
communication, glowing with euphemisms and legal disclaimers, and, thus, 
Flarf, with its “desperate insistence on fun, its transgression of communica-
tive norms, and its reliance on provocative social materials drawn from the 
netherworld of the internet, might be read as a literary reworking of the spirit 
of the so-called internet troll” (775).

What is a troll? If you have spent more than five minutes on the Inter-
net, you have encountered a few. Again citing bernes, the troll’s “main 
sport is the sabotage of communicative norms, provoking outrage through 
purposefully provocative commentary. .  .  . Trolling depends on the func-
tional anonymity provided by the online world, along with the ability to 
create ‘flexible’ shifting identities” (775). Thus described, the troll is the 
near-perfect antithesis to the enunciation subject required by lyric poetry. 
In Plato’s terms, the troll does not “speak in its own name”; in Vischer’s 
terms, the troll does anything but “express freely and directly its momen-
tary state of feeling” (1351); in  Hamburger’s terms, the troll is too obvi-
ously made up as an Ich-Origo to qualify for lyric status; in Habermas’s, 
the troll is a non-cooperating member of a speech community and, there-
fore, not a rational being; in the terms of the authors of the Book of Songs, 
the troll does not “start from feeling and end in decorum” (yu). I  cite  
bernes again:

The deliberately stupid humor of the troll, directed horizontally toward peers 
rather than toward superiors, represents the outcome of corporate strategies 
of restructuring, the effect of complaints and upsets that no longer find any 
clear targets or means of redress, much less any of the coherence of a strategy 
of resistance, given that they are constitutively excluded by the communicative 
norms of the workplace. (776)

It sounds like the usual point that if we only had a workable socialist Left in 
this country, everything would be different. Workers are alienated; trolls are 
workers who experience their alienation actively, making their language a 
resistance to the institutions of the workplace.

bernes’s article was published in the summer of 2016 before most of us 
had taken the measure of trolls and trolling. Trolls were annoying then, 
at the least, and, for those of us who had acquired a troll with a sexual- 
predator or political-enforcer personality, potentially intimidating, but they 

5 on related matters, see dworkin.
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appeared as bugs in the system, side effects of an ecology of communicative 
reason, the price to pay for an open Internet, for a democratic forum, and a 
world of difference. since the election of 2016, a result that was decided by 
many interlocking causes, among them an explosion of conspiracy theories, 
made-up news stories, cleverly targeted messaging, an unprecedented de-
gree of mendacity among politicians, voter disenfranchisement, and other 
attempts to truncate previously available channels of communication such 
as the newspaper, the public demonstration, and the town hall meeting with 
elected officials, trolls have our attention. Now I would not contend that 
the trolling of the lyric by such fun-loving transcriptionists as Goldsmith 
and the Flarf gang is at all in the same register. For one thing, they sign 
their names to their work, and Goldsmith, in particular, has met with ostra-
cism for what was perceived as his levity (see Wilkinson).6 The trolls that 
bernes describes as rebellious subalterns having fun with the means of their 
 oppression or as members of a new generation of the avant-garde shock-
ing, in time-honoured tradition, the remnants of the bourgeoisie, appear, in 
hindsight, as touchingly invested in the maintenance of a communicative 
circuit on which their provocations can have some impact – as artists, in 
short, not as demagogues.

Trolls of the other kind use the infrastructure of communication in or-
der not to pass a different message of the same type as other speakers but, 
rather, to knock out the communication system. Their sound cannons aim 
either to cause people to become disgusted and disaffected with political 
action generally or to deprive certain people of their right to speak and 
be heard. It is no use to point to the performative contradiction in trolls’ 
using the public forum to destroy the public forum because trolls show no 
commitment to consistency or rationality. The troll in public discourse does 
not care about telling the truth, respecting others, or maintaining a healthy 
atmosphere. This shamelessness confers a certain strategic advantage. re-
cent campus controversies display the calculation. The goal is not to have a 
pseudo-intellectual ideologue, oft-refuted and undeterred, speak at berkeley 
or Middlebury but, rather, either to have the college cancel the event or to 
incur a riot. The recent occurrence of a “free speech rally” in Portland on 
behalf of supporters of a racist murderer betokens a high point in the trolling 
of the term “free speech.”

And yet trolling has always been a possibility of the communicative cir-
cuit that lyric establishes. There is no reliable test of the speaker’s sincerity. 
Irony can be performed even without a raised eyebrow. There simply are no 
diagnostics for these conditions; we read and infer. What we can see is the 
manipulation of the space in which lyric occurs, the regulation of possible 
communications so as to limit their kind or address, and, for that, there was 
no need to await present-day threats.

6 For one response to Goldsmith’s use in performance of the coroner’s report on 
Michael brown, see Hong. on related matters, see, for example, schwabsky.
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Now we are also learning that a troll is not necessarily a subject possessing 
either intention or irony. bots, programmed to react to keywords, solicit the 
attention of naive humans. These humans read the expressions of bots as be-
ing speech emitted and vouched for by credible fellow humans, people with 
whom they can “identify”: the suburban gun-toting mom, the racial activist, 
Joe the Plumber (see di resta et al.; Parham; Varol et al.; Zannettou et al.7) 
And driven by credible and now physical human agents, the expression of 
 emotion, with some factual or quasi-factual content, wings its way through 
the community and disposes people to vote, to refuse to vote, or to shoot. 
A social media bot is as pure an “Aussage-subjekt” as can be imagined, and 
the thing is to learn not to vibrate in sympathy with it. Here is a global poetics 
(poetics: the theory of making) with which to be reckoned. Identity, subject 
position, and address are the problem; which is to say, lyric. but what of the 
supposed “real humans”? Imagine the cry for help of a young person trapped 
in a building (or a country) with heavily armed, indiscriminate gunmen, and 
now imagine that that person’s cry is re-categorized as the speech of a mere 
“crisis actor” (Wilson) – as if to say: “That’s not lyric; it’s drama”. The ques-
tion of genre has to do with how we treat each other as having a “warrant 
to truth,” as offering our words, in Habermas’s phrase, to “intersubjective 
recognition of criticizable validity claims.” so the current anxiety over the 
corruption of communication protocols cuts deeply into the possibility of the 
state, as Plato saw, rightly and wrongly.
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The Mind Is Its Own Place: Of Lalla’s 
Comparative Poetics

absTraCT: What is comparative poetics, and where is it to be found? The tradi-
tion of verses in Kashmiri ascribed to the fourteenth-century female ascetic Lalla 
might seem a strange place to look for answers to these questions, given that the 
customary parameters of comparative poetics trace disciplinary origins to no ear-
lier than the twentieth century (Earl Miner) and tend to favour a large sample size 
(the greater the variety of poetic traditions brought under analysis, the likelier the 
discovery of poetic “universals”). In this article, we offer an account of compar-
ative poetics at work on a much smaller scale and within a distinctive matrix of 
pressures and principles. building on the close analysis of Lalla’s verses, we show 
how her corpus generates multiform “environments” – environments that afford 
the conceptual and aesthetic alignment of two pre-modern cosmopolitan literary 
and religious imaginaires, sanskrit and Persian. In doing so, we call attention to 
what a comparative poetic endeavour could look like in a pre-modern world by 
presenting Lalla’s verses as an example of a literary corpus – importantly, not an 
extra-literary theoretical tradition – that is configured by immanent comparative 
poetics.

KEyWOrds: Lalla, Kashmiri, vakh, comparative poetics, multiform

science is like water in a cask: draw ten sound conclusions, and its volume 
decreases. Poetry, however, is an ever-flowing spring – and should you 
delve into it even a hundred times, it cannot diminish.

—amīr Khosrou of delhi (d. 1325; qtd. in Lodī 4)1

introduction

What is comparative poetics, and where is it to be found? The tradition of 
verses in Kashmiri ascribed to the fourteenth-century female ascetic Lalla 
might seem a strange place to look for answers to these questions, given that 
the customary parameters of comparative poetics trace disciplinary origins to 
no earlier than the twentieth century and tend to favour a large sample size 

10.3138/utq.88.2.04

88

2

1 The original is: “’Elm K-az takrār ḥāṣel shod cho āb-ī dar khom ast / k-az vey az 
dah dalv gar bālā keshı̄ noqṣān bovad // Līk ṭabʿ -e sheʿr ān cheshm(a)-ast zāyande 
k-az ū / Gar keshī ṣad dalv bīrūn āb ṣad chandān bovad.” Unless otherwise noted, 
all translations from Kashmiri (Kachru) and Persian (Mikkelson) are our own.
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(the greater the variety of poetic traditions brought under analysis, the likelier 
the discovery of “universals”).2 In this article, we offer an account of compar-
ative poetics at work on a much smaller scale within a distinctive matrix of 
pressures and principles. building on the close analysis of Lalla’s verses, we 
show how her corpus generates multiform “environments.” What is of partic-
ular interest to us is how these environments make room for the conceptual 
and aesthetic alignment of two pre-modern cosmopolitan literary and religious 
imaginaires, sanskrit and Persian. In doing so, we call attention to what a 
comparative poetic endeavour could look like in a pre-modern world by pre-
senting Lalla’s verses as an example of a literary corpus – not an extra-literary 
theoretical tradition – that is configured by immanent comparative poetics.

situated in the extreme north of south asia along some branches of the 
silk roads, the valley of Kashmir has long been a site of cultural confluence, 
and the breathtaking beauty of Kashmir’s mountains and valleys has led to its 
 centuries-long fame throughout asia for being “like paradise.”3 It is probably best 
not to consider the author of the earliest major vernacular Kashmiri poetic corpus, 
Lalla – or even her more commonly known appellation, Lal děd – as a proper 
name. This is not because she has several names, though there are, indeed, many 
from which to choose: Maej Lalla (“Ma” Lalla, we might say), Lalla Mot (Mad 
Lalla), Lalla ‘Ārifa (Lalla “the Wise,” in Persianate Kashmiri), Lalleśvarī, bibi 
Lalla. Imagine the poem agha shahid ali might have made of these names, as 
he did for “Kashmir” in the preface to his collection of poems, The Country with-
out a Post Office: “Let me cry out in that void, say it as I can. I write on that void: 
Kashmir, Kaschmir, Cashmere, Qashmir, Cashmir, Cashmire . . . or Cauchemar in 
a sea of stories?” (3). Each of Lalla’s names has its own history, evoking different 
traditions, languages, and cultures, and each name orients us in a different way 
to the many utterances they gather under their putative authorship.

To say that “Lalla” and any of the terms listed above are best thought of 
not as names is to take to heart the advice of ranjit Hoskote, who urges us in 
his recent translation of the utterances ascribed to Lal děd to conceive of Lalla 
not as a person but, rather, as “a contributory lineage” (Lalla, “I Lalla” xxxiii). 
What “Lalla” names, then, is a literary persona, serving in part to organize 
a living archive, a “sequence of assemblies comprising people of varied reli-
gious affiliations and both genders, representing the experience of various age 
groups and social locations, including both literate and unlettered, reciters and 
scribes, redactors and commentators” (xxxiii). If we add to this the particular 
focus of this article – the possibility of a richly multi-linguistic environment 
constituted by the availability of several registers and more than one literary 

2 Earl Miner’s seminal Comparative Poetics: An Intercultural Essay in Theories of Lit-
erature was first published in 1990, although studies (usually comparing Western 
poetics with one major non-Western tradition) appeared throughout the 1970s and 
1980s. The Alif: Journal of Comparative Poetics was launched in 1981, with the specific 
aim of allowing arabic poetics to take its rightful place alongside the Western tradi-
tion as co-custodian of their shared aristotelian classical heritage. see “Editorial.”

3 On the culture and history of pre-modern Kashmir, see Maurya; sharma.
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imaginaire – we believe Hoskote’s talk of contributory lineage to be especially 
felicitous. This is not because it adds to what we know about Lalla the person, 
or persona, where by “know” one might mean an increase in the number of 
ascertained socio-historical facts. at present, talk of a lineage must be taken as 
an aspirational gesture, but what it can do is sensitize us to what the humble 
vākh, the Kashmiri utterance associated with Lalla, can involve.

a vākh is a verse of four lines, each of which receives four stresses (Lalla, 
“I Lalla” li–liii; see also schomer 1987). Each vākh, we propose, ought to be 
treated as a potential multiform (drout 2011). This is not only because of the 
orality that characterizes the vākh tradition. as Issac Casaubon in the sixteenth 
century (in his “Commentary on diogenes Laertius,” qtd. in Grafton 225) and 
F.a. Wolf in the eighteenth century (in his “Prolegomena ad Homerum,” qtd. 
in Grafton 224, 226–27) have already shown, textual cultures can also involve 
multiforms. To see this, one need only recognize that the traditions of compo-
sition, transmission, commentary, translation, and redaction are continuous, 
in that pre-modern scholars and collectors, translators, commentators, and 
editors (offices that are frequently far more continuous with one another in 
the pre-modern than they are now) take themselves to be invested in an aes-
thetic project that is continuous with what they believe the inspiration of their 
received materials to have been. They can change them: whether to improve 
them, to explicate them, or to fit them to changing environments. In doing so, 
they ensure the tradition’s continued success in terms of beauty, truth, power, 
or intelligibility. Multiforms exist wherever the mechanisms that have pro-
vided for the availability of such poems are due to caretakers and not what we 
moderns (after Wolf) call critics. To think of Lalla’s utterances as multiforms is 
not to think of them as being plagued by variants but, rather, as being blessed 
by being sites of variance. We shall agree with bernard Cerquiglini’s provo-
cation: “L’écriture médiévale ne produit pas des variantes, elle est variance” 
(Éloge de la variante 111). This allows us to conceive of each vākh as poten-
tially constituting a lineage in its own right, a sequence of variation over time.

Here we do not intend to offer a general theory of Lalla’s vākhs, nor do we 
attempt to trace a moving history of an ever-changing collection of multiforms 
comprising what Hoskote calls Lalla’s contributory lineages. We have some-
thing much more modest in mind. In this article, we attend to several instances 
in Lalla’s corpus where variation itself seems to be thematized in the utterances 
and, in particular, where the kind of variability that is thematized has to do 
with “migratory passings,” to adapt a phrase from Wallace stevens, between 
languages and literary cultures (169). The simultaneous presence of more than 
one literary language and culture – sanskrit and Persian – within the space of a 
fragile four-line Kashmiri utterance, we shall suggest, is organized by an imma-
nent comparative poetics, which in turn operates by the principle of alignment.

We borrow the term alignment (“taṭbīq” in Persian) from the great compar-
atist Prince dara shikoh (d. 1659), who used it to describe the interpretively 
generous and reciprocal repositioning of two thought systems – specifically, 
of Indic (Hindu) and Islamic theologies – not to elide one into the other but, 
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rather, towards the greater enrichment of both (80). This term can also be 
found in literary criticism – for instance, pre-modern Persian commentaries on 
the notoriously ambiguous lyric poetry of Ḥāfeẓ refer to an ideal alignment 
(taṭbīq) between the various possible readings and hermeneutic layers.4 as the 
examples provided will show, the alignment of sanskrit and Persian imag-
inaires in Lalla’s corpus seems to us to recommend the following: not only 
can Lalla’s utterances be specimens of variance, but they are also creatures that 
seek to create a space within which differences of language and culture might 
be brought into view and experienced. Lalla’s corpus of humble vernacular ut-
terances, then, reveals itself as a hermeneutic site of special clarity and power. 
We hypothesize that to generate such a hermeneutic space, two facts have been 
exploited: (1) the nature of variation that is peculiar to multiforms and (2) the 
unique power of lyric to sustain ambiguity – a capacity that is present, and 
explicitly and exhaustively theorized, in both sanskrit and Persian traditions.

alignment as  immanent comparative  poetics : 
three   examples

We are not concerned here, however, with extra-literary theories of poetry 
and comparison; instead, we present and closely read three examples of 
alignment at work in Lalla’s verses themselves. since the presence of Persian 
in her Kashmiri vākhs has been underplayed in existing commentary, we have 
emphasized it here in our readings, perhaps at the expense of attending to 
other elements traceable to a more sanskrit Kashmirian textual milieu.

Tearing and Rending

In this first example, we consider the following utterance by Lalla alongside 
two couplets from the lyric poetry of Ḥāfeẓ of shīrāz (1315–90), one of the 
greatest masters of the classical Persian lyric. Famous for his stubbornly irre-
solvable polysemy, critics have ascribed to Ḥāfeẓ the persona of a pious sufi 
mystic, a decadent libertine, and a variety of others in between.5 Lalla’s vākh:

Not for a minute did I hope, nor by a hair trust in it.
I, Lalla, drank from that wine, my own utterance.
I seized the inward dark indistinct: I hauled it down,
and hacked at it, tore through it, rent it to pieces [chākh].6 (Lalla,  

Lallā-Vākyāni 115, verse 104)

4 see, for example, afżal of Ilāhābād, Sharḥ-e Dīvān-e Ḥāfeẓ [Commentary on the Lyric 
Collection of Ḥāfeẓ], who describes the lyric poetry of Ḥāfeẓ as having many aspects 
(“vojūh”), and the aim of his commentary to explicate in detail these several aspects 
by scrupulous philosological and interpretive alignment (“taṭbīq”) (introduction qtd. 
in Muqtadir 271–72).

5 On the many personae of Ḥāfeẓ, see Lewisohn, especially 31–55.
6 The original is: “süt（susas na sātas püt（susas na rumas / suh mas mě Lali cyauv 

 panunuy vākh / andarimu gaṭakāh raṭith ta volum /t（saṭith ta dyutumas tatiy chākh.”
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and Ḥāfeẓ writes:

Like a rose, with every breath of you
I rend the garments on my body [chāk konam]

from collar to hem.7 (Ḥāfeẓ I: 778; Ghazal no. 381, line 1)

and:

Last night a breeze from the beloved’s lane  
swept through the garden.

O rose! This torn collar [chāk-e garībān] of yours
is not for nothing.8 (Ḥāfeẓ II: 1005; Ghazal no. 6, line 5)

Parataxis is perhaps the most distinctive feature of Lalla’s utterance. It is a 
remarkably forceful image, imbibing one’s own utterance as an intoxicating 
brew. This memorable description is one of the more powerful ways that the 
speaker in the Lalla corpus internalizes her own imaginative focus as well as 
that of her auditors. In Lalla’s Kashmiri vākh and in Ḥāfeẓ’s Persian couplets, 
we have put in bold the verbs “tear” and “rend” (chākh in Kashmiri, chāk in 
Persian). an entire literary history resides in this small word, subverting any 
attempt to see in this vākh a homogenous linguistic texture. It is not just that 
the Kashmiri verb is Persian (etymologically, it comes from the Persian noun 
“chāk,” meaning rupture or tear, from which comes the compound transitive 
verb chāk kardan [“to tear/rend”]), for this borrowing goes far deeper than 
surface etymology.

The very idea of tearing in this way – the anguished reflexive act of rending 
one’s own garments and being compelled to do so by grief and mental  agony – 
is an instantly recognizable stock image from the Persian amatory lyric, of 
which Ḥāfeẓ is one of the most prominent representatives; the unrequited 
lover, overcome with passion for the unattainable beloved, rends his shirt col-
lar in a simultaneously physical and metaphysical gesture of despair. One of 
the figures most frequently made to enact this image is the rosebud; in form, it 
is tightly girded around itself – intact – and, as it blossoms, the seams burst as 
its petals rend themselves apart. The rosebud also frequently stands for a mind 
intensely and silently concentrating; the blossoming of the rose, by contrast, is 
a figure for speech – poetic speech – a lover’s lyric bursting into words. These 
senses are all present in the Ḥāfeẓ couplets, where the poetic persona, through 
the figuration of the rose, enacts an openness to the merest hint of the beloved 
(whether mundane, divine, and/or philosophically self-reflexive) who some-
how, for better and for worse, leaves the speaker undone. Poets composing 
in Persian evoke this trope time and again, with subtle changes of emphasis.

7 The original is: “Cho gol har dam be bū-yet jāme dar tan / konam chāk az garībān 
tā be dāman.”

8 The original is: “dūsh bād az sar-e kū-yesh be golestān bog(o)zasht / ey gol īn chāk- 
e garībān-e to bī chīz-ī nīst.”
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The use of the verb chāk in Lalla, then, contributes to the creation of a 
 linguistic texture that exceeds a simple substitution of nouns involved in 
simple variation over time (for example, the exchange of Kashmiri words of 
sanskrit origin for their Persianized equivalents). Chāk, considered within 
its full Persian lyric context, alerts us to the possibility that there are more 
complex linguistic processes at play in Lalla. This utterance describes how an 
openness to poetry must precede descent into one’s self. This borrowing, then, 
inverts the stock Persian trope, for we do not quite have the same valence of 
despair or anguish that, in Ḥāfeẓ, would generate lyric poetry. Lalla’s lyric 
has already been consumed, and what follows her tearing and rending is a 
postscript of meaningful silence.

Lalla’s verses are frequently metapoetic. We argue that to understand her 
metapoetic stances, we must grant that they involve an imminent comparative 
poetics. To follow the salience of Lalla’s figure of tearing and rending, then, 
we have to offset her use of it with our knowledge of the Persian literary 
imaginaire and inflect it with the metaphorology of “the inward dark” found 
elsewhere in the Lalla corpus, which marks the attainment of self-cognizance, 
her signature image of final achievement (Lallā-Vākyāni, verses 4, 22, 74, 98).

The Garden of the Mind

Our next example gives us a more subtle case of a mind orienting itself 
between simultaneous horizons. Here, we compare the following utterance 
by Lalla with a couplet from a lyric poem by rūmī (d. 1273), the celebrated 
 Persian sufi poet whose thought was carried across the Islamicate world by 
his poetry, and who was as profoundly influential in south asia as Ḥāfeẓ 
would be a century later.9 Lalla says:

I, Lalla, walked in through the door 
to the garden of the white flower,
to the garden of my own mind [swoman bāg],
and what did I see, but
Śiva, blended in with Śakti!
I dissolved there in the living lake
of undying – and dying alive,
what can anything now do to me?10 (Lallā-Vākyāni, 85, verse 68)

rūmī writes:

My breath will bring forth garden [bāgh] fragrances
if I have gardens and jasmine [bāgh o yāsmīn] within me.11 (rūmī 661; 

Ghazal no. 1755, line 9)

9 For rūmī’s influence in south asia, see alam, “Mughal Philology.” On rūmī’s life 
and thought, see Lewis.

10 The original is: “Lal bǒh t（ssāyěs sǒman-bāga-baras / vuchun shivas shěkath mīlith 
ta vāh / tati lay kurum amrěta-saras / zinday maras ta mě kari kyāh.”

11 The original is: “az dam-am bū-ye bāgh mī-āyad / gar darūn bāgh o yāsmīn dāram.”
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Once again, the text marked in bold highlights the Kashmiri we will focus on: 
the words swoman (“self/own”) and qualifying bāg (“garden”). The multilin-
gual minor masterpiece that is George Grierson’s Dictionary of the Kashmiri 
Language has this to say in the entry for “swo”:

adjective and pronoun, meaning own; self. This is a sanskrit word, and occurs 
only in borrowed sanskrit compounds. Owing to the fact that wa following a 
consonant, and u in borrowed words, are both, in Kashmiri., pronounced as ŏ, 
this word is frequently employed to suggest a double meaning. (952)

a better phrase for “double meaning” is yigal bronner’s “bitextuality,” the 
major feature of which is the simultaneity of possible readings and realities 
(1–7). The intentional marking of phonetic change at word boundaries in 
sanskrit makes such ambiguity even more developed. Grierson’s Dictionary 
records a number of examples of such “bitextual” compounds, all of them 
from Lalla’s utterances, including the compound in this present example: 
sǒ-man-bāg (“own-mind-garden”), a masculine noun denoting a jasmine 
garden or “the garden of one’s heart.” In this verse, the Kashmiri compound 
swoman-bāg is formed from, on the one hand, the sanskrit reflexive particle 
sva- (“one’s own”) and the sanskrit word for mind (“manas”); the second part 
of the compound comes from the Persian bāgh (“garden”), whose etymological 
roots extend back to Middle Persian (Pahlavi) and which is semantically adja-
cent to the theologically laden avesten term for walled garden (“paridaiza”) (the 
source, via Greek, for the English “paradise”), a man-made space of hard-won 
purity, order, and goodness amidst the putridity and chaos of the world.12

In classical Persian poetry, the garden is also a space of human creativity 
and exertion of order upon chaos, where Zoroastrian binaries have been 
overlaid by other influences (the heavenly gardens of Islam; the garden as 
the stock place of residence of the lover in Persian lyric poetry). The sanskrit 
part of the compound thus qualifies a well-known Persian lyric trope, invit-
ing the audience to both acknowledge and look beyond one single literary 
imaginaire. The natural semantic expectations inhering in the Perso-Kashmiri 
word bāg (“garden”) immediately conjure images of the white flower jasmine, 
and so the botanical meanings of swoman bāg dominate the immediate surface 
reading of the compound. Only upon further reflection would it even occur 
to peer into the etymological possibilities in the sanskritic sva-mana (“one’s 
own mind”).

In Lalla’s utterance, this complex bi-textual compound contains a reversal 
of what we might call historical context, whereby the presumed historical 
order – first, there was (Hindu) Śaivism, then came (Islamic) sūfism – is 
 upturned: the vākh gestures first towards the Persian garden and only second-
arily to the sanskritic phrase that Lalla uses to intimate the “mental space” of 

12 For the etymology of the Persian bāgh, see “Bāǧ i” in Eilers. On the ideological 
 significance of avestan “paradise” in Zoroastrian thought, see Lincoln 110.
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one’s own mind. This is a key feature of the bi-textuality of Lalla’s utterances; 
though one might resolve the bi-textual phrase into primary and secondary 
meanings, or analyse the possibilities of an accretion of a “first” and a “sec-
ond” component, there is no getting around the simultaneity of the bi-textual 
possibilities; nor is there, ultimately, any obvious way to resolve these pos-
sibilities by deploying some variety of “binocular” semantic vision (on such 
metaphors, see stanford). Instead, Lalla’s poetics would have us “stall,” like 
Kenneth Clark, who, stepping backwards and forwards while looking at a 
Velásquez, could not keep in view both the details of the brushstrokes and 
the painting seen at a distance (Gombrich 6; qtd. in Feyerabend 166, n10). 
reading Lalla, the audience also stalls, forced to keep moving forwards 
and backwards as though observing two different masterpieces executed in 
aligned canons of style.

Let us consider some of the implications of such an interpretive back-and-
forth movement and the space given by Lalla’s verses in which interpretive 
motion stalls. In the middle of the vākh, there is a vision of “Śiva, blended in 
with Śakti.” This blending gives us at least two things to think of: first, the 
theme of blending itself, which is almost impossible to construe without refer-
ence to the semantic binocularity of paronomasia across the two gardens with 
which Lalla’s verse begins. and, second, by locating this vision in “the garden 
of the white flower . . . the garden of my own mind [‘swoman bāg’],” Lalla’s 
utterance implies that the greatest intimacy of Śaiva spiritual achievement can 
be attained by taking a path through a lexically marked garden of difference, 
a difference that must be resolved as the most intimate theatre of encounter 
in and with one’s own mind.

The Persian garden (“bāg”) adds something still more. The allegorical 
function of nature imagery in classical Persian poetry has been analysed ex-
tensively by Julie scott Meisami, who makes the important claim that while 
each poet may differ in precise method, classical Persian poets like Neẓamī, 
Ḥāfeẓ, and rūmī all engage in what she calls “an analogical mode of thought” 
(229). The natural world as a figure for God’s creation, and especially the 
garden, exists in order to be interpreted – through the rigorous application of 
analogical correspondences (which are rooted in the broadest possible parallels 
between macrocosm and microcosm, nature and man). The way that these lev-
els  become blended in the rūmī couplet given above – the macrocosmic outer 
world can be “brought forth” because it is entirely internalized – is an instantly 
recognizable sufi motif, where one discovers the divine by discovering one’s 
own self.13 rūmī’s pairing of nouns – “garden and jasmine” – as a kind of gloss 
on the initial “garden” given in the first hemistich emphasizes the fundamental 
plurality, expansiveness, and inexhaustibility of this inner realm.

13 see, for instance, the famous verses attributed to ‘alī: “Thou art the  perspicuous 
book whose letters unravel all mysteries / Thou deemest thyself a small body 
 (microcosm), yet the greater world (macrocosm) is enfolded within thee” 
(Nicholson 55).
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That this interior space encompasses both whiteness, which is associated 
with jasmine, and, by contrast, the dark verdant greenery typically associ-
ated with the Persian lyric garden, adds further shades of meaning to this 
remarkable couplet, which may very well be found also in the blending of 
Śiva and Śakti in the Lalla utterance, where Śiva and Śakti’s fusion involves 
their genders, their associated philosophical functions, and even the colour 
symbolism (dark Śiva, white Śakti) associated with each of them individually. 
Lalla’s utterance, then, invites us to align two different analogical practices: 
the long Indic tradition of coupling mental inscape with outer landscape 
(which abounds in Lalla’s corpus), and Persian lyric uses of Islamic and even 
pre-Islamic Zoroastrian analogical correspondences outlined above.

To search with archaeological exactness for historical layers of lexical or 
semantic accretion in Lalla’s utterances would be to destroy its intentionally 
unresolvable bi-textual ambiguity. Here, and in other similar cases in Lalla’s 
corpus, we are dealing with the simultaneous affordances of different regis-
ters, and with subtle alignments between them – alignments not of passive 
linguistic happenstances, but rather a deeper alignment of hermeneutic 
layers.

Viewed in this way, Lalla’s utterances themselves disclose the apparatus 
for their interpretation. The vākhs enjoin the alignment of two hermeneutic 
horizons – the Persian Islamic and the sanskrit Indic – crucially, without 
collapsing one into the other. In doing so, the Lalla corpus operates by the 
rules of what one might call an immanent comparative poetics. If an implied 
(and often explicitly articulated) aim of comparative poetics is to transcend 
individual traditions and arrive at universals, the thrust of comparison in 
Lalla’s corpus presents a different comparative model, where two horizons 
are brought simultaneously into view.

The Wine Tavern

as a final example, the following vākh deploys the well-known trope of wine 
and enlightenment:

searching – I
wasted myself.
No one, I believe, has reached
the knowledge which is hidden.
I fused myself – and reached
the place of wine [al-thānas],
vessel after
vessel [bāna], filled
to the brim, and not any one there
drinking.14 (Lalla, Lallā-Vākyāni 78, verse 60)

14 The original is: “T
︵
sāḍān lūt（sus pöni-pānas / t（sěpith gyānas wotum na kūt（s / lay 

kurmas ta vot（sus al-thānas / bari bari bāna ta cěvān na kũh.”
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We propose to read this utterance against Persian lyric fragments from two 
very different moments in the Persian classical tradition: two quatrains by 
‘Omar Khayyām (d. ca. 1123), the astronomer, mathematician, and poet from 
Khorasan (the eastern region of greater Iran, near Kashmir) whose corpus, 
like Lalla’s, is highly contested and fluid.15 We also read Lalla against two 
couplets from lyric poems by Ṣāʾeb of Tabrīz (1592–1676), the famous early 
modern Persian poet from Iran who spent seven years travelling in India, 
during which time he visited Kashmir at the height of its “arcadian” status in 
the Mughal Indian imagination.16 Khayyām writes:

O idol, fill up a glass from that capacious wine-jug [kūze],
drink it, give me another – before it comes to pass
that the craftsman of vessels [kūze-gar]
makes vessels [kūze] from the clay of you and me.17 (92)

Last night, I was in the potter’s workshop [kārgah-e kūze-gar].
I saw two thousand vessels [kūze], some speaking, some silent.
suddenly, one vessel cried out:
“Where are the vessel-maker [kūze-gar] and the vessel-buyer [kūze-khar] 

and the vessel-seller [kūze-forūsh]?”18 (63)

and Ṣāʾeb writes:

Everyone who is silent in this wine tavern [mey-kade], Ṣāʾeb,
Is like a sealed vessel [kūze-ye lab-baste] full of pure wine.19 (II: 1037; 

Ghazal no. 2117, line 11)
It is impossible to discover one’s own soul, illuminated, without silence.
Pure wine requires a sealed vessel [kūze-ye sar-baste].20 (I: 10; Ghazal 

no. 13, line 5)

The Lalla vākh contains the curious compound al-thānas in Kashmiri (marked 
in bold above), for which Jayalal Kaul reports the variant of maikhāna 
(a   Persian compound, “wine tavern”) in sufi musical performances of this 
verse  (35). However, according to Kaul, this cannot be a simple case of 
substituting a more familiar term for one that had fallen out of fashion in a 

15 On the complex textual history of Khayyām’s quatrains, see “Khayyām” in 
Fouchécour, rosenfeld; see also aminrazavi.

16 For Ṣāʾeb Tabr�z�’s travels in Kashmir and Kashmir as the “Mughal arcadia,” see 
sharma 96–99; on Ṣāʾeb’s life and lyric style, see Losensky.

17 The original is: “Z-ān kūze-ye mey ke nīst dar vey żarar-ī / por kon qadaḥ-ī bekhor 
be-man deh degar-ī / z-ān pīshtar ey ṣanam ke dar rahgozar-ī / khāk-e man o to 
kūze konad kūze-gar-ī.”

18 The original is: “dar kārgah-e kūze-garī būdam dūsh / dīdam do hazār kūze gūyā 
vo khamūsh / nāgāh yek-ī kūze bar-āvord khorūsh: / “Kū kūze-gar o kūze-khar o 
kūze-forūsh?”

19 The original is: “Har kas ke khamūsh ast dar-īn mey-kade Ṣāʾeb / chūn kūze-ye 
lab-baste por az bāde-ye nāb ast.”

20 The original is “bī-khamūshī nīst momken jān(-e) roushan yāftan / kūze-ye sar-
baste mī-bāyad sharāb-e nāb rā.”
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changing community. Positing an “original,” a “variant,” and a process of 
“substitution” is an unhelpful approach to take Lalla’s utterances, which are, 
we argue, textual creatures better thought of as multiforms. The preferability 
of the multiform approach can be seen in the following sketch of some of the 
difficulties presented by the “wine tavern” synonyms al-thānas and maikhāna.

First of all, al-thānas is not a lexical choice that would have been universally 
familiar. It is neither a simple dictionary word nor a widespread term of art 
(a specific meaning given to an ordinary word). In Kaul’s own translation of 
tavern, he is primarily guided by maikhāna, the Persian word for wine tavern, 
and not some putative sanskrit- or sanskrit-derived original compound for 
which maikhana is a simple variant (121). Tavern is fairly specific; it is not the 
same thing as alaṃ-sthāna, the gloss that Grierson reports (presumably on the 
authority of his Kashmirian scholar and friend, Mukund ram shastri), which 
offers a kind of semantic explanation common in sanskrit commentaries to 
gloss al-thānas as a place of sufficiency (Lalla, Lallā-Vākyāni 79). It is certainly 
different in tenor and specificity from the suggested definition of Grierson 
and barnett, who conjecture that by al-thānas Lalla alludes to the moon and 
its fund of nectar (79).

The problem with such glosses is that they ignore the important associ-
ated image of “vessels” (“bāna,” in bold in the Lalla utterance given above). 
an exception is the eighteenth-century translator of Lalla’s utterances into 
 sanskrit,  rājānaka bhāskara, who does allude to this tavern as a storehouse 
of vessels, a place of merchandise (“bhāṇḍāni”) (Lalla, Lallā-Vākyāni 78). but 
even he walks back to his own gloss when he translates al-thānas into  sanskrit 
as surāgṛhaṁ (“house of liquor/wine”) and adds ānanda (“bliss”) to surā 
 (“liquor”) as if to make absolutely sure that the reader understands that wine 
is an allegorical reference to spiritual joy. This distilled imagery of wine as 
bliss, we feel, spoils by over-simplification the bi-textual place where Lalla’s 
poem would have us dwell.

Wine is one of the most iconic images associated with the Persian sufi 
tradition, to the extent that the terms Sufi, wine, tavern, and ecstasy all too 
frequently cluster together into something of an ahistorical platitude.21 The 
Persian examples given here focus on one specific oenological accoutrement: 
the kūze, a jug for conveying and pouring liquids, a medium-sized clay ves-
sel that serves as an intermediary between the wine cask and the cups of 
individual drinkers. ‘Omar Khayyām’s quatrains, which, like Lalla’s vākhs, 
constitute a similarly unruly, wandering corpus, can be broadly characterized 
as voicing an ambivalent attitude to the human state of things. We might call 
it a kind of philosophical disenchantment, rooted in the realization that our 
questions about existence far outnumber available answers. The jug (“kūze”) 
is a particularly well-suited vessel for conveying compressed utterances of 
this nature; it is an apt figure for the human being, formed as it is from clay – 
passive,  mutable, fragile. There are dozens of quatrains attributed to Khayyām 

21 For a similar critique of the way “Islam” figures in scholarship, see ahmed 129–31.
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in which the image of the jug figures prominently; in the two examples 
given here, the vessel is either filled with wine, to be enjoyed immediately 
in the moment, or empty, brimming instead with the sound of plaintive, 
unanswered questions. In both cases, we should note that the jug is open (as 
opposed to sealed) and functions in a way that is consistent with how such a 
vessel would be used in the real world.

Ṣāʾeb, on the other hand, emphasizes a different aspect of this vessel’s 
 potential. In poem after poem, he uses the image of the sealed jug (“sar-baste” 
or “lab-baste,” literally “with head sealed” or “with lips sealed”) to evoke the 
potency of fermenting silence. successful interpretation of this figure hinges 
on familiarity with the jug’s history in the classical Persian canon preced-
ing; Ṣāʾeb’s torque lies in the sealing off of the vessel’s usual function, the 
temporary storage and distribution of wine. It may or may not be relevant 
that Ṣāʾeb is the first Persian poet to make such prolific use of the sealed jug 
image and that he spent time in Kashmir during his travels in India. We are 
not concerned here with firmly establishing vectors of influence; we only 
wish to suggest that Ṣāʾēb can be one of several horizons of Lalla’s multiform 
utterances.

The wine tavern is a threshold, and such liminal places are incredibly 
meaningful in Lalla’s corpus. In other utterances, such threshold spaces can 
be found in the door to the garden (Lalla, Lallā-Vākyāni, verse 68); the fraying 
bridge at nightfall (verse 98); the lake and lakeshore (verses 47, 50, 84–85, 106); 
one’s own home that one returns to after an absence (verse 94); the threshold 
between light and darkness (verse 5). These are spaces in which the reader 
can come to recognize something that has been long hidden in plain view. 
The silent tavern full of vessels drawn from the Persian lyric imaginaire is 
one more “threshold” space in Lalla. This utopian space affords the kind of 
resonant juxtaposition of motion and rest so often found in Lalla’s figurations 
of life, as in one of her most famous images: “I drain away: as water lost from 
unfired cups of clay” (“amen ṭākěn pōnu zan shěmān”) (Lalla, Lallā-Vākyāni 
117, verse 106, line 3).

Lalla’s use of the Persian word for wine tavern (“maikhāna”) and its at-
tendant imagery of vessels, then, cannot be adequately explained by the 
conceptual vocabulary of variance and substitution, for this word signals an 
interpretive conceit that binds the whole utterance together, and, as a lexical 
choice, it represents a subtle alignment between different traditions’ thresh-
olds of recognition.

There are two interpretive steps involved in realizing that the al-thānas/
maikhāna (“tavern”) image is the binding conceit of this utterance: granting 
value to semantic difficulty and acknowledging the place of ambivalence. 
both elements, we believe, were recognized by the narrative tradition that 
grew around interpretations of Lalla. a story recounted by anand Koul about 
the nineteenth-century pīr Mirza Kak of Hangalgund will help us bring our 
reading of Lalla’s examples to a close (304–05). The narrative he recounts 
can be summarized as follows. Once, while returning from visiting a shrine, 
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Mirza Kak passed by Pampur, a town frequently associated with Lalla’s place 
of birth or marriage, where his students asked him to interpret this verse by 
Lalla:

arise, o lady, make preparations for worship
Keeping liquor, meat and bread with thee
If thou knowest the highest eternal syllable,
Take and eat them in company with tantric worshippers.22 (Koul 304)

This quotation is, on the face of it, an invitation to imagine an esoteric rit-
ual with antinomian elements, a ritual context clearly connected to the Śākta 
(non-siddhānta) Śaiva traditions in Kashmir.23 This verse would have pre-
sented Mirza Kak’s students with interpretive difficulties of a kind instantly 
familiar to students of esoterica. Today, however, the textual situation con-
fronts us with interpretive problems of an entirely different kind, for this verse 
has many variants.24 Let us for a moment step out of the frame of the narrative 
to get a feel for the aptness of this choice of verse to dramatize interpretive 
difficulty. The last line, “He shikar khe shikar heth” (“Take and eat them in 
company with tantric worshippers”) has an alternating syllabic texture woven 
through with internal rhymes that is commonly found in Lalla’s concluding 
lines. The variants for this line are many, and comparing manuscripts reveals 
a phonetic muddle; along with variants, this line can be thought of as an in-
tegral, with dense mantric profundity at one end and nonsense at the other 
and perhaps a few laboriously achieved coherent meanings in the middle.

It is remarkable, then, that the story of Mirza Kak selects such an exquisite 
example of recalcitrance and makes of it a tale of interpretation worth nar-
rating. The story closes with this point: although impressed by their master’s 
reading of this difficult verse, Mirza Kak’s students wonder how Lalla herself 
would have interpreted this utterance. Generously acquiescing to their curi-
osity, Mirza Kak decides to halt for the night with his students at Lal Trāg 
(a pond associated with Lalla in historiographies like bābā dāwūd Mishkātī’s 
Asrār al-Abrār and others). There, by Lalla’s pond at night, a woman appears 
before the students; on being invited to join them, she carefully explains this 
very verse, differing substantially from the interpretation offered by Mirza 
Kak earlier that day. Fascinatingly, this narrative suggests that day and night 
function as different interpretive environments, making the point that differ-
ent environments can radically influence interpretation.

It is important that in this story Lalla is not an author affixing a final, cor-
rect interpretation; rather, her authorial presence consists in making available 
a permanent surplus of meaning in a distinct linguistic register, outside the 

22 The original is: “Woth rainya artsun sakhar / athi al pal wakhur heth / yudwani 
zānak parma-pad akhiur / He shikar khe shikar heth.”

23 at least, rājānaka glosses rainyā as a female adherent of the Śākta praxis (qtd. in 
Lalla, Lallā-Vākyāni 32).

24 see, for example, comments on the last line of verse 10 (Lalla, Lallā-Vākyāni 32) and 
in the last line of verse 77 (92).
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formal canons of any one particular tradition (Śaivism or sufism). The tale of 
Lalla appearing to the students rather nicely gets at what we wish to suggest 
is true of Lalla’s corpus: the vakhs themselves embody an awareness of the 
distinct, yet simultaneous, linguistic horizons that guide the assignment of 
meaning. The utterances require rereading with sensitivity to different hori-
zons of interpretation and invite the audience to consider the finely grained 
and situated ways in which Lalla’s meanings are environmentally embedded. 
Indeed, we propose to view Lalla’s corpus as its own place: a multilingual 
and multi-traditional environment in which interpretation has been thought 
to happen, repeatedly, over generations.

conclusion

In these examples, we see how the bi-textually rich language of Lalla’s 
 Kashmiri utterances allows for the simultaneous presence of different 
meanings – and, more importantly, different registers of literary culture and  
poetics – in the multiform environments her verses produce and sustain. 
Our aim has been to draw attention to what a comparative poetic endeavour 
could look like in a pre-modern world by turning not to extra-literary works 
of theory and criticism (of which there are vast corpora in both the sanskrit 
and Perso-arabic traditions) but, rather, to a literary corpus that consciously 
 englobes itself within the lyric horizons of two completely separate  traditions –  
a multi-horizonal space configured by immanent comparative poetics. This 
involves a readjustment of scale and attunement of critical attention to primary 
material grounded in analysis of still smaller-scale close readings. How does 
such a readjustment help us answer the questions that opened this article 
about comparative poetics and where to find it?

We would like to suggest that Lalla’s corpus offers us a valuable example of 
comparative poetics that diverges from the usual model (modern,  Eurocentric, 
non-literary, academic) in the following ways.25 First, it is clear that in cosmo-
politan regions like fourteenth-century Kashmir, conscious comparative-poetic 
enterprises can be carried out by literary texts themselves, where sophisticated 
comparison is articulated not only in key metaliterary passages but enacted 
in the very texture of poetry. second, modern Western comparative poetics 
is  often concerned with highlighting differences across traditions in order to 
arrive at universals. In contrast, this method of comparison based on non- 
reductive alignment that operates across Lalla’s verses demonstrates how 

25 For an older argument against parochialism in Western comparative poetics, see 
Miner. In his view, comparative poetics can yield important and valuable results – 
“universal literary truths” – as long as it processes a sufficiently substantial quantity 
of traditions cut from a sufficiently wide swath of times, places, and cultures. More 
recently, Eric Hayot has suggested that a zealous commitment to historicism in 
contemporary theories of the lyric can serve not to widen our horizons but, rather, 
to re-fence old parochial boundaries still more narrowly, rigidly, and Eurocentrically, 
“reproduc[ing] the picture of the world we already have” (1419).
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the sustained comparison of systems of poetic thought need not necessarily 
yield a “final product.” Instead, the Lalla corpus furnishes us with a model 
of comparative poetics that holds different traditions up to each other as mir-
rors and is content to examine the infinitely open-ended reflections refracting 
between them. This dynamic, experimental comparative poetic space has 
value precisely because it is processual, not result-oriented; idiosyncratic, not 
necessarily universal; open to interpretation, not conclusively closed.

The immanent comparative poetics structuring the loom work of Lalla’s 
utterances creates a remarkable contexture – a style or form of discourse (to 
adapt Edward Phillips’s seventeenth-century definition) produced by the 
weaving together of multiple strands, whose binding integrity derives from 
the continued tension generated between them. In presenting the Lalla corpus 
as an example of a “both/and” model of comparative poetics, the hope is to 
widen our modern critical horizons.26 Let us conclude, with Lalla, that per-
haps complete knowledge and ultimate truths are beyond our ken; all we can 
do is realize that we inhabit a room full of vessels and acknowledge – with 
wonder – how vast the room, how innumerable the vessels.
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ardis butterfield

Medieval Lyric: A Translatable 
or Untranslatable Zone?

AbsTrAcT: This article argues that the role of Erich Auerbach and Leo spitzer in 
debates about ‘world literature’ needs to be re-assessed in the light of their field 
specialism as medievalists. Hailed as the pioneering founders of the discipline 
of comparative Literature, their expertise in multiple medieval languages and 
literatures has been sidelined. New research into medieval plurilingualism, build-
ing on the linguistic skills and interests once taken for granted among these and 
other key figures of early 20th c medieval studies, affirms the need to understand 
‘global’ poetry as being centrally about languages well beyond Anglophone per-
spectives. Medieval plurilingualism both challenges and extends modern thinking 
about the global because it heavily engages with rough translation. With examples 
of untranslatability from the Dominique strauss-Kahn case to the troubadour 
Guilhem IX and chaucer, it is argued that medieval lyric poetry shows the power 
of untranslatability to disrupt and re-make literary history.

KEyWorDs: translation, global, chaucer, medieval lyric, world literature

Let me begin with two linguistic snapshots, one contemporary, one medie-
val. remember the Dominique strauss-Kahn case?1 I bring it up because of 
an interesting moment of translation. In the Huffington Post’s report of the 
settlement is this sentence:

“After Diallo [the maid] came forward, other sexual allegations emerged 
against strauss-Kahn, who had been known as a womanizer but largely viewed 
as debonair” (“Judge: strauss-Kahn”).

For a casual media observer on the English side of the channel, the affair 
was initially remarkable, amongst other reasons, for the amount of English 
sniggering that took place about the differences between French and English 
media attitudes towards the sexual peccadilloes of public figures. The initial 
raw English responses involved pious comparisons between the English and 
the French: the French have no morals when it comes to sex, and the French 
media collude in this portrayal (schlesinger). Anglo-French media wrangling 
slightly shifted in tone after the New york police “perp” walk. That glimpse 

1 Dominique strauss-Kahn was the former French politician and the leader of the 
International Monetary Fund who was brought down by a sexual assault alleged to 
have taken place in his Manhattan hotel suite in 2011 by a hotel maid from Guinea.
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of Us “aggression,” as it was instantly termed, almost brought back a feeling 
of English solidarity with the French feelings of humiliation . . . almost . . . but 
not with a rape charge. but it is the Us reporter’s perception of the distance 
between “womanizer” and “ debonair” that encapsulates the cultural differ-
ence between “English” and “French.”

This moment of translation is worth a closer look. The remark is oddly 
equivocal, yet loaded: “[K]nown as a womanizer but largely viewed as debo-
nair.” It is the “but:” to be a womanizer, but debonair, both affirms and decries 
the equivalence. For the terms are not straightforwardly equivalent, of course. 
They express tensions that triangulate across at least three cultures: british, 
American, and French.2 The translational relationship between womanizer 
and debonair is a complex articulation of that margin – defined so differently 
by cultures across the world – between uncivilized and civilized. both terms 
conceal as they gloss, neither “translates” the behaviour without a swerve. And 
the distance between them marks a cultural fissure that speaks of centuries of 
tension and closeness, appropriation and difference (butterfield, “Familiar”).

My second example comes from the twelfth century in a song by the first 
known troubadour, Guilhelm IX de Poitiers, which is entitled “farai un vers 
pos mi sonelh” (“I shall Make a Vers since I Am sleeping”) (qtd. in Goldin). 
rough sex is again the topic, though this time the power dynamics are less 
clearly defined.3 ostensibly, they are reversed: the male speaker recounts a 
dream in which he makes himself the willing victim (partly involving a red 
cat [“gat ros”]) of two pleasure-seeking married women, by pretending to be 
someone who cannot speak. subtle language games (prefiguring the unsub-
tle play of the later stages of the song’s action) take place in the stanzas that 
narrate the first encounter between the women and the speaker who meet on 
a road: one of the women greets him “en son Latin.” In fact she speaks in the 
colloquial (but heavily patterned) occitan of the poem. To prove he cannot 
speak, the speaker replies only with: “babariol, babariol, / babarian” (26).

The jokes here are multiple and multidirectional. During this period, 
“Latin” (confusingly) could mean Latin or vernacular, but Guillaume is proba-
bly making a sly comment about the woman’s aspirational sense of her social 
status; this is reinforced by his use of “babariol” as a signifier for the inability 
to speak.4 barbarian meant “foreign” – that is, not Greek or Latin speaking, 

2 These include several overlapping linguistic identities: british English, American 
English, French, and Guinean French. Womanizer has old English roots (old English 
wíf-mann) and debonnaire is attested widely in old French and Anglo-French and 
was assimilated into English from the 1230s. An implied fourth language (named 
in one report as Fulani [(Dickey]) hovers in the background of the case – that of the 
“African immigrant” woman (as she is ubiquitously described in news reports). It 
does not seem too farfetched to see such labelling as casting Nafissatou Diallo into 
the role of a barbarian (see discussion below).

3 strauss-Kahn’s self-described “rough” sexuality has been seen as contributing to 
changes in French attitudes towards public privacy (bilefsky).

4 The song mimics a stammer: “[A]nc no li diz ni bat ni but” (“I didn’t say but or bat 
to them”) (qtd. in Goldin 28).
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and he is clearly playing also on a rougher meaning of “uncultured.”5 In short, 
he casts himself in the role of the untranslatable, someone whose speech is 
unrecognizable even as speech, but only because his interlocutor has deafened 
herself to her own lack of education and standing. More than this, he opens 
a window on a poetic world where casual linguistic encounters are far from 
local. This Poitou nobleman uses the frame of an occitan song to expose raw 
assumptions and prejudices about foreignness, high and low culture, and 
gender and sex through an untranslatable collision between “Latin” and 
“barbarian” that shows a southern Europe caught up in the global tensions 
of a Latin empire.

both of these cases raise issues of translatability and untranslatability that 
I want to explore more broadly through this article in relation to medieval 
lyric. These are terms recently brought to the fore by Emily Apter  (Translation; 
Against). briefly, Apter uses “untranslatability” in opposition to “world lit-
erature” (“Weltliteratur” in Goethe’s lexicon).6 comparative literature and 
 translatability are incompatible because the field of comparative literature 
 always and precisely deals with languages not in translation – that is, what 
distinguishes it from English as a discipline, for example. It is also always 
both multilingual and plurilingual, and this distinguishes it from departments 
with a focus on a single national language such as French, Italian, or  spanish. 
To stand one’s ground “against world literature” is to see  globalization 
as worryingly unifying; it flattens language and effaces difference. For a 
 comparatist, this is anathema. Untranslatability is a way of addressing instead 
the local, the particular, the “singular signature” (Apter, Against 15).7

I have great sympathy with this position (as my two examples might have 
indicated), and, of course, it is not a simple dichotomy. “Global” and “local” 
are not only problematic individually but also – and perhaps  especially – 
when they are placed as dichotomous. one goal of this  article is to explain 
why a medievalist might have such sympathy. How might  questions about 
“world literature” be taken back some six to eight centuries? I propose to 

5 In classical Latin, barbaria and its cognates mean that someone is from a foreign 
country (that is, not Greece or rome) and, hence, metonymically mental or moral 
barbarism (rudeness, rusticity, stupidity). It is also an impropriety of speech, bar-
barism (barbarismus), or a perversion of the form of a word (barbarolexis) (Lewis and 
short). In medieval Latin, barbarice means (1) savagely and (2) in the vernacular. see 
also barbarizare (“to write or speak barbarously or in the vernacular”) and barbari-
zatio (“unwarrantable”) (see Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources). The 
etymology is obscure, perhaps from balbus (“stammering”) (Latin); cf. sanscr. barh, 
barrire, and barbarus.

6 For a recent overview of the role of Goethe’s term in current thinking on “world 
literature,” see Pizer, ch. 1.

7 space permits reference to only a few important accounts and surveys in addition 
to Apter, Against; Translation; see also casanova; Damrosch, What Is World Literature; 
D’haen, Damrosch, and Kadir; Moretti; Prendergast; and the entire third issue of 
volume 128 of the Proceedings of the Modern Language Association entitled Theories and 
Methodologies: What Does the Comparative Do?
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argue that medieval lyrics are not merely good illustrations of the  complexity 
of perspective that arises when we appose global and local but, rather, that 
medieval poets were already engaged with perspectives that in turn enrich 
and empower a contemporary sensitivity to the singularity of living in and 
through linguistic pluralities.8

comparative  literature,  medieval studies , 
and  the  untranslatable

comparative literature gives pride of place to medieval studies. It has become 
common in the discipline to observe that comparative literature’s genealogy 
sprang from the kind of language work that was instinctive for the first me-
dieval philologists. In this narrative, these two founding fathers of medieval 
studies – of “philology” – are also the founding hero fathers of comparative 
literature.9 What might the result be of reversing the consideration? How 
might the discipline of medieval philology look from the perspective of a 
modern medievalist pondering Weltliteratur?

Much has been written about Erich Auerbach and Leo spitzer as shaping 
forces on comparative literature through their position as exiles in Istanbul, 
as linguists, and as scholars writing in the shadow of early twentieth-century 
nationalism.10 A driving force behind this retrospection is the sense of field 
turmoil as comparative literature has tried to negotiate its place in the rapidly 
widening attention to world literature taking place across many subfields in 
the humanities. If, at first, this turmoil was seen as a turf war between compar-
ative literature and postcolonial theory, it has now morphed into a full-scale 
effort to reposition comparative literature as a discipline that was already 
about world literature and, yet, as one that, by virtue of its genealogy, is all the 
better able to address the ironies and contortions of any effort to practise world 
literary approaches both inside comparative literature and especially outside it. 
The terms of debate are subtle, ethically far-reaching, and brilliantly argued, as 
articles pouring out from many sides and in many  languages  testify. This short 
article by a medievalist cannot begin to do justice to the debate’s important 
ramifications but will attempt instead something more specific.

Despite the importance attached to these medievalist scholars in the  annals 
of comparative literature, one element that is routinely downplayed is their 
own field attachment to the Middle Ages. It is not as if the medieval is ig-
nored altogether. but consideration of it as a historical period of a  specific in-
tellectual character is diverted in a kind of moderncentrism either to  Auerbach 

8 For some initial studies, see butterfield, “chaucerian Vernaculars”; “Fuzziness: Part 
1”; “Fuzziness: Part 2”; “Fuzziness: Part 3”; “rough Translation.” on the important 
connections between medieval multilingualism and contemporary global multilin-
gualism, see also butterfield, “Dream of Language.”

9 Apter, “comparative Exile” 94. In fact, there were several other romance philologists 
who might be included here, most notably, Ernst curtius.

10 Damrosch, “Global.”
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on Dante (or, strictly, to Edward said on Auerbach on Dante) or to “human-
ism,” which is usually given the qualifier “renaissance” (Apter,  Translation, 
ch. 4). From here, it is a short step to a notion of Western literary history that 
leaps from the classical period to the renaissance without pause: “epic,” 
“classicism,” “renaissance,” “realism,” “the avant-garde,” “the postmodern” 
(Apter, Against 8, 57).11 standing in for the “early period,” one often finds the 
term humanist, which is in turn a surrogate for Renaissance. but this leads to 
such oddities as humanist being substituted for medieval even with reference 
to the concept of translatio studii, which, far from being a renaissance inven-
tion, was not only central to principles of translation throughout the Middle 
Ages but also foundational to the new debates about the translation of the 
bible in the sixteenth century and beyond.12 one might add that Auerbach’s 
Mimesis refers as much to the Chanson de Roland, Cligès, and the Jeu d’Adan as 
it does to Dante (Lerer 78–91).

It may seem narrowly partial to complain of this, were it not for the 
 elision whereby “the tradition of translatio studii in renaissance humanism” 
is claimed as being “so important to comparative literature’s foundation as 
a discipline” (Apter, Against 4). but it was precisely spitzer’s, Auerbach’s, 
and Ernst curtius’s work on Latin and the vernacular in the centuries from 
 Augustine (5th) to the Chanson de Roland (11th) that grounded their own iden-
tities as scholars.13 It was these six centuries of learning, thought, linguistic 
change, and literary imagination that primed the intellectual journeys taken 
by the “founding fathers” of comparative literature. I will argue that it is 
 important to pay attention to the period rendered invisible in these histories 
for several reasons: linguistic, theoretical, and pedagogical. The medieval 
 period is central to the current debate about comparative literature and world 
literature because it is saturated in plurilingualism in ways that are only 
 gradually being acknowledged.

medieval plurilingualism

Medieval plurilingualism performs a range of remarkable feats: it affirms 
the need to understand “global” poetry as being centrally about languages 
and their relationships, and, therefore, about translation, especially in the 
 benjaminian sense whereby translation takes us into the heart of language 
rather than to the “original” text (benjamin 256; De Man 82). second, it takes 
modern thinking about the global and language(s) further because it is a 
 period that is necessarily, and fascinatingly, heavily engaged in linguistic 
non-essentialism (a fluidity in the naming of languages), in fuzziness and 

11 of course, there are other elisions in this chronology, most markedly the eighteenth 
century.

12 The Routledge Companion to World Literature is an example of a survey where “the 
historical dimension” goes back only to Goethe (D’haen, Damrosch, and Kadir).

13 Ernst curtius, a towering figure in early twentieth-century medieval philological 
studies, is barely mentioned by Edward said.
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in rough translation. Third, it provides examples of lyric poetry where 
 untranslatability is central, disruptive, and history making.

Let me unravel and attempt to substantiate these condensed propositions, 
first by way of the linguistic and the pedagogical.14 one of the points made 
by comparatists is that comparative literature’s goal to be plurilingual is 
struggling with “world literature” because one can never know enough lan-
guages (Damrosch, Global). That the medieval period was plurilingual is one 
of those truisms that keeps needing to be re-affirmed and re-apprehended. 
Medievalists are relearning this. It was axiomatic for the pioneers of the 
modern discipline of medieval studies that knowledge of the period required 
Latin, ideally Greek and Hebrew, and a range of vernaculars. Knowledge of 
these languages was usually underpinned by a background in either classics 
or historical linguistics or both.15 The restructuring of modern university 
humanities departments in Europe and North America after the two world 
wars has meant that this sense of requirement has dissipated and shrunk. 
Medieval literature, especially when it is taught in English departments, en-
courages in students and their teachers a knowledge of Middle English and 
sometimes also old English, but no other languages are required until one 
chooses to specialize at a doctoral level, when Latin and one or more vernac-
ulars are added.16 spitzer’s humbling range of languages (from a background 
in romance philology and linguistics) – French, German, Hebrew, Hungar-
ian, Latin, Greek, Italian, English, Provençal, spanish, Portuguese, catalan, 
romanian, Gothic, Anglo-saxon, sanskrit, Lithuanian, old church slavonic, 
Albanian, Neo-Greek, and Turkish (which he started learning in Istanbul) – is 
matched by few medievalists today (Apter, Translation 61).17

In the past decade or so, new attention to multilingualism, and, in par-
ticular, to the trilingual culture of England throughout the medieval period, 
has started to make a difference. From a period in the mid- to late twentieth 
century when interest in medieval languages was confined either to individ-
ual language departments (with separate specialists in, for example, French, 
Italian, German, and spanish) or, in English departments, to those interested 
in Geoffrey chaucer’s literary background (French, Italian, and Latin, again 
usually as separate fields of interest), there has been a shift towards research 
that takes broader account of the multiple linguistic and literary relationships 
in the period that underpinned a wide range of writing across England and 

14 on some of the pedagogical issues, see Warren.
15 see, for example, Tony Hunt’s account of the teaching of old French in british 

universities from the foundation of the first chair at University college London in 
1827.

16 Doctoral students in the Medieval studies doctoral program at yale University are 
required to pass proficiency examinations in Latin, Arabic, Greek, or Hebrew and in 
two modern languages (usually French and German). of course, such expectations 
vary greatly across institutions and countries.

17 According to John Freccero, he knew twenty-three languages, though he claimed 
that “Latin was the only one he really knew well” (Freccero 1988).
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the continent. New work on French as both England’s “other” vernacular 
and the major international vernacular of the period, new studies of insular 
languages and literatures such as Welsh, Irish, scottish, and cornish, and a 
rapidly growing interest in French as not merely an insular or even hexagonic 
language but, rather, one that reached out in several geographical directions 
across the continent and into the Mediterranean and the “outremer” has 
provoked a realization that the isolated and separate perspectives of specific 
departments of literature and language need once more to be brought into the 
same conversation if we are to make sense of a period where such compart-
mentalized perspectives were unknown.18

If some of this is a revivification of older skills once taken for granted, 
at least in terms of the acquisition of linguistic competences, then, in other 
respects, there are new and distinctive gains. Medieval studies does more 
than tell us to know more languages. Let me rehearse some arguments I have 
proposed elsewhere that indicate the larger theoretical and translational ven-
tures involved (butterfield, Familiar). They skew towards English and French 
literary history since those are my own areas of expertise; the implications go 
broader still if one takes a less “eurochronological” approach.19 In brief, once 
the cultural dominance of French is recognized in medieval insular culture, 
then the old sacrosanct story that English national identity arose with the 
development of the English language can no longer be sustained. Moreover, 
for French, in Paris and England, the co-existence of English was equally dis-
turbing. The English use of French, especially in the period of the occupation 
in the first half of the fifteenth century, took something away from a French 
sense of possession of French. In French, as well as English, literary history, 
these disruptions have been glossed over, even repressed. The creation of such 
histories has entailed recreating stories of single, dominant linguistic success. 
They bear little relation to the patterns of change and exchange that were rife 
throughout several centuries.20 Medieval plurilingualism, as its comparative 
literature forefathers knew and lived, argues hard against nation. but the 
arguments about language go further yet than this.

Given its tightly knotted history, the complexities of the Anglo-French/
Franco-Anglais plurilingual climate of the medieval period require much 
unravelling. And this language nexus is only one (albeit a significant) in-
stance of connection between languages across the medieval world, in which 

18 Pioneering work includes butterfield, “Familiar”; Jefferson, Putter, and Hopkins; 
Wogan-browne. on French, see Gaunt; Kinoshita; on Italian, see cornish; on Latin, 
see Hexter and Townsend; and on the emerging field of Mediterranean studies, see 
Horden and Kinoshita; Wallace; carlos and Kinoshita

19 Appadurai 30; qtd. in Prendergast 6, which incorrectly gives 2000 as the date of 
publication

20 Prendergast’s criticisms of casanova’s “eurochronology” and gallocentricism, while 
well taken, apply only if one takes the history of French literature to begin in the 
sixteenth century. French was dominant among European vernaculars throughout 
the medieval period.
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there was a constant web of interaction between the higher-status (and often 
written) “barbarian” languages of Latin, Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic, and the 
vernacular lower- status “barbarian” languages (often not written), as we saw 
in the case of  Guilhelm IX’s “red cat” song. With such plurality and luxurious 
interconnection, the medieval period exemplifies with uncanny exactness 
Walter  benjamin’s brilliant insight that translation brings out “the kinship of 
languages” more “profoundly and clearly” than it concerns itself with “the su-
perficial and indefinable similarity of two works of literature” (256). but it does 
more, again, than merely underline current approaches towards translation and 
translatability. It drives us to go further than most current writing on transla-
tion, bound as it is by notions of pedagogically distinct languages. The nature of 
medieval translation asks us to question various aspects of linguistic boundary.

rough translation,  fuzziness ,  and medieval 
untranslatability

The first aspect involves thinking about something I have been calling “rough 
translation,” which, in a nutshell, means taking account of incompetence and 
informality as well as skill, artfulness, and formality in the use of languages 
(butterfield, “rough Translation”). In essence, to take bilingualism seriously 
has radical implications for our understanding of translation in medieval 
culture. To put it simply, this is because translation, from a medieval schol-
ar’s perspective, means translation from Latin – that is, from an authoritative 
 language. but French did not gain the trappings of authority – a pedagogic 
apparatus, a grammar, a dictionary – until the early fifteenth century (and 
then only incipiently).21 English did not reach that status until the early 
eighteenth century; the first monolingual English dictionary with definitions 
was published in 1604 and had only 2,449 words – robert cawdrey’s Table 
 Alphabeticall (see simpson). so the business of translating French into English 
was a matter of translating two living and, in some sense, unprescribed 
languages. More than this, the status of French in England, which was some-
where between mother tongue (from the highest echelons of aristocracy) to 
a more or less competently acquired daily professional language, meant that 
the practice of translation was most often oral as well as written. For literary 
scholars, despite the vast amount of attention to translation, these are still 
very rarely considered factors.

second, looking in detail at the way medieval writers pass between lan-
guages tells us something distinctive about how language was viewed in 
the period. Medieval texts offer a glimpse of language as a more fluid set of 
semantic and syntactic possibilities than our modern interpretative practices 
normally allow, given the pedagogical framework of modern notions of 

21 This does not mean that it lacked status, of course, especially in relation to other 
vernaculars such as English, Dutch, or Italian, only that it was not treated as a 
grammatical language until relatively late, especially in France, ironically.
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linguistic difference. Thinking about the “fuzziness” of medieval language 
 practice is a way of reflecting on the social, cultural, and political issues at 
stake in speaking not only a shared, but also a contested, language or in 
 asserting political power through language in a multilingual environment. It 
also may reveal something of the creative moment when a writer finds one 
language helping to generate an idea, reflection, or affect by means of another 
(butterfield, “Fuzziness: Part 3”).

The radical nature of this fuzziness can be demonstrated by taking exam-
ples from any genre or register of medieval writing in any language.22 one 
particularly fertile area is what one might loosely call professional writing: 
accounts, financial and legal documents, and urban records of many kinds in 
which specialist terminology flows in and out of the matrix language. Take, 
for instance, the Anglo-French of John of Gaunt’s Register, where we see a 
functional French that has anglicized spelling and semantics:

1182. Johan, etc, a touz noz acatours, purveours, et autres officers de nostre 
houstel qiconqes, que cestes noz lettres verront saluz. Porce que nous volons que 
ease, favour et desport soient faitz a nostre cher e bien ame Johan Hwet de bourton 
en bone et reasonable manere.23 (qtd. in Armitage-smith 2: 373, emphasis added)

similar cases occur in documents produced by chaucer in his role as clerk of 
the King’s Works (12–14 July 1389): “[M]asons, carpentiers et autres oevero-
urs et laborers,” using “tiegles [‘tiles’] et shingell” (qtd. in crow, olson, and 
Manly 414). And, since lyric is my focus, here is an instance of unsignalled 
mixing within an item of secular short verse:

Her love woll I withouten variaunce
And of her syng thys song where ever I go:
Ma beele amour, ma ioy, ever espiraunce. (Trinity college cambridge, 

Ms r.3.19, folio 7, emphasis added)

such examples illustrate different forms of language mixing, some of it 
under the surface, most of it functional. It occurs across different contexts, 
higher and lower rungs on the social ladder, in trade, mercantile, and aristo-
cratic writing, and in what we now call “literature.” on the face of it, these 
seem to be cases at the opposite end of the spectrum from the two examples 
with which I began. Far from standing out as examples of blatant, culturally 
tense linguistic reference, they are almost imperceptible. I would argue that 
the notion of untranslatability is all the more pertinent, for asking whether 
these are either translatable or untranslatable requires asking whether there 
is exchange even in the closest, most invisible relationship between words. 
I suggest that what we have here is indeed untranslatable; we are looking at 

22 of course, like Moretti, I am very cognizant that this kind of remark cannot be 
substantiated.

23 William rothwell gives many further examples in a series of articles.
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the rock-bottom, intimate layer of linguistic relationships. one might well 
ask whether there is any linguistic difference at all (Trotter)?24 What is most 
interesting about this to me is that modern scholarly readers have no good 
ways of registering the smoothness of the transaction. It is our own linguistic 
habits that create distinctions here.

chaucer’s  song of  troilus

In the rest of this article, I want to turn to a celebrated instance of lyric set into 
chaucer’s great love epic and work of translation Troilus and Criseyde . It occurs 
early in the first book; Troilus has just been pierced by an arrow shot by the 
God of Love, seen criseyde in the temple, and been overcome with desire for 
her. back in the privacy of his chamber, he reflects upon what has happened 
to him and ponders what to do and what to say to her. At this moment, we are 
told, he begins a song. The song is famous in chaucer criticism both for its own 
form and for the elaborate and elusive introduction it is given in the narrative. 
Troilus and Criseyde works across five languages (Latin, Greek, Italian, French, 
and English) and from as many authors (Dares, Dictys, benoit, Guido, boccac-
cio.) At its core, it is a close translation of  boccaccio’s much shorter narrative Il 
Filostrato, but it is  expanded, deepened, and thickened by boethius’s De conso-
latione philosophiae (Consolation of  Philosophy) and by a densely interconnected 
tissue of further international reading. but this song is an anomaly. It is the first 
translation of a Petrarch sonnet in  English literary history. This would not be so 
remarkable in itself except that Petrarch’s songs are not quoted again until the 
sixteenth century. It is still unclear how chaucer came across the song; there is 
no  evidence that he knew the Canzoniere as a whole or even that he knew this 
one sonnet was by Petrarch.25

The mystery intensifies because chaucer does discuss the authorship of the 
song and his strategy as a translator in the preceding stanza. The author was 
called Lollius, he says, and he has translated from him not only the “sentence” 
but also every word:

And of his song naught only the sentence,
As writ myn auctour called Lollius,
but pleynly, saue our tonges difference,
I dar wel seyn in al that Troilus
seyde in his song, loo, euery word right thus
As I shal seyn; and who-so list it here,
Loo, next this vers he may it fynden here. (qtd. in Windeatt I.393–99)

24 The (much-lamented) late David Trotter, as chief editor of the Anglo-Norman  Dictionary, 
would often remark on the arbitrariness of the lexicographer’s task in selecting words 
to be included as “French” in that dictionary, as opposed to English or Latin.

25 The evidence is reviewed in Thomson’s still classic study “The ‘canticus Troili.’” 
Wilkins tracks the likely route by which a copy of the song may have reached 
chaucer. The only work by Petrarch that chaucer seems to have definitely known 
as such was his Latin version of the story of Griselda.
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Modern commentators have circled endlessly around such questions as to 
why chaucer is happy to ascribe authorship to Lollius but not to boccaccio, 
let alone Petrarch, who chaucer thought Lollius was (he was not a famous 
Latin poet and perhaps it is only a misreading); how, as an experienced and 
subtle translator, he could have imagined it was possible to translate literally 
(“word by word”) and broadly (“the sentence”) both at once. Despite, and 
often through discussion of these cruces, deep readings, not only of Troilus 
but also of all of chaucer’s poetry, have shown us a poet whose approach 
to translation was informed and shaped by his continental contemporaries, 
all of whom were working intensively to create poetry in their vernaculars 
that could compete with the great classical authors – Homer, Virgil, statius, 
Lucan, ovid, seneca, Horace. chaucer, like Dante, boccaccio, Petrarch, Jean 
de Meun, Guillaume de Machaut, Jean Froissart, and Eustache Deschamps, 
was engaged in turning a vernacular – in his case, English – into a language 
capable of entering “an international conversation,” capable of possessing a 
literary history and  mattering on a scale that extended far beyond his insular 
roots (Prendergast 2).

so, is Troilus and Criseyde “world literature”? I want to argue, through the 
local case of this song, that it shows how a medieval poet grasped the dangers, 
as well as the exhilarations, of claiming a place on this stage. It also shows how 
this late fourteenth-century moment has become emblematic of a much longer 
history of engagement and disengagement with the global than is currently 
 acknowledged. Let me start and then circle back to questions of temporality. 
The intriguing puzzle of chaucer’s borrowing from Petrarch is that it occurs out 
of history in such a way as even to threaten the contours of literary history. Its 
singularity (just this one canzone) thrusts the Italian renaissance into English me-
dieval writing, but only to withdraw it again for well over another century until 
Thomas Wyatt began his work with the  sonnet. The moment is untranslatable 
because it has no origin or issue. At first sight, it conforms strikingly to Franco 
Moretti’s notion of “the law of literary  evolution” – that is, as a “compromise” 
between “foreign form, local  material – and local form” (65). For chaucer trans-
lates Petrarch’s sonnet into a three-stanza ballade (without refrain). This stanza 
happens to be the form of Troilus and Criseyde, which is itself a version of foreign 
form (international French) being translated into local idiom (English). but it 
complicates  Moretti’s “law” since the linguistic journey is already intricate, 
starting as it did (at  least  ostensibly) in French-ruled Naples with  boccaccio 
(butterfield, “Familiar” 296). To cut a long story short, chaucer is not translat-
ing Italian into English, but Franco-Italian into Anglo-French, and this before 
deciding to insert into boccaccio’s narrative a  Petrarchan sonnet recast into the 
shape of a French ballade. It is untranslatable chronologically because chaucer 
is  manipulating culture’s timeline; he is turning something from his own liter-
ary history’s future back into the contemporary (strohm 84–86, 88–92). It is also 
 untranslatable linguistically because there is not a single direction of  translation 
from one language to another (Italian to English) but, rather, a mélange, miscela, 
ibrido of directions involving semantics, syntax, and form.
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Further disruptions are visible in the detail of the translation. one might 
expect chaucer, fons et origo of English literature, to create from Petrarch 
one of the tre corone of Italian literature, a masterpiece of high style. but, 
instead, the song is a prime example of rough translation. Ernest Wilkins, 
a professor of romance languages and specialist in medieval Italian, first 
pointed out in 1949 what he regarded as chaucer’s misunderstandings of 
the text at several points (169). Patricia Thomson, in a classic article, thor-
oughly reviewed these instances and provided her own severe assessments 
of chaucer’s linguistic competence which she describes successively as 
leading to mistakes, a loss of concentration, insipidities, puffiness, and 
clumsy longwindedness. The most egregious error takes place in the very 
first words of the song.  Petrarch has

S’amor non è, che dunque è quel ch'io sento?
ma s'egli è amor, per Dio, che cosa e quale? (qtd. in Wilkins 168, ll. 1–2)
If this is not love, what then is it that I feel?
but if it is love, before God, what kind of thing is it?

but chaucer, instead of putting “if this is not love” (“s’amor non e”) and “if 
it is love” (“s’egli e amor”) has instead “if no love is” and “if love is”: “If no 
loue is, o god, what fele I so? / And if loue is, what thing and which is he?” 
(qtd. in Windeatt I. 400–01). And, to compound the solecism, “what thing 
and which is he” looks like an elementary literal (and, therefore, inaccurate) 
rendering of che cosa e quale, which is simply repeating (in a different locution) 
its previous corresponding half line: quel ch'io sento?

There has been no shortage of scholars since Wilkins and Thomson who 
have rescued chaucer’s alleged errors and turned them into sophisticated 
choices (Gaston; Kaylor; Patterson; Warren). but the point here is not to de-
cide whether chaucer’s translation is incompetent but, rather, to ponder the 
perspective that defines it as incompetent. The unspoken assumption among 
modern readers of Italian and of chaucer is that he is seeking accuracy as 
well as elegance, where accuracy is measured by functional, as well as poetic, 
criteria. The song offers something else: uncertainty, lack of “concentration,” 
loose syntax, broken lines, and supplementary English which fill in the spaces 
between the sonnet’s two-part structure and the song’s rhyme royal three-part 
structure. However we read Troilus’s song, it resists neat incorporation into 
the category of high art. And the stanza of introduction underlines the sense 
of open experiment, pitched to deal with a crisis of eloquence.

one of the finest modern readings of this song (the other is Paul strohm’s) 
gathers up its hesitations and the strangely out-of-key reference to Lollius to 
argue that Troilus is asking ontological questions about love that lead him to 
the inexorable conclusion that love is “irresolubly ambiguous” (Patterson 60).  
Despite the christian frame of the love epic, the “divisive dynamic” of the 
inset song and its introductory stanza reveal love to be not, after all, a uni-
fying transcendent force that “possesses and transfigures those who are its 
devoted recipients” but, rather, a destabilizing interrogation of the theology of 
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origins (61). Lee Patterson sustains this interpretation by  arguing that chau-
cer’s changes to the Petrarchan song, as well as his refusal to acknowledge 
anyone but “Lollius” as its author, are designed to demonstrate that the idea 
of an authoritative origin for ideas about love is itself mistaken. The translatio 
of writing is presented as a disruptive activity that questions the linearity of 
history and the linearity of translatio studii and of translatio imperii. The story 
of Troy, ostensibly the founding myth of Western cultural history, is shown to 
be entirely inaccessible, mediated only through the indirections of a language 
without a legitimate source.

For Patterson, chaucer is not making errors in translation but, rather, 
 deliberate changes to his Petrarchan “original” that turn a discussion of how 
to respond to love into one that asks what love is (58). but might chaucer 
be playing at being unable to speak? A “loller” is a mumbler or stammerer 
(Middle Dutch lollaerd [“mumbler, mutterer”]; lollen [“to mutter, mumble”]). It 
seems to me possible to see instead (or as well) that chaucer risks something 
more than this: an exposure of the impossibility of creating an equivalence 
between languages even, or especially, when one engages with the rock-bot-
tom invisible process of exchange. He claims a special authenticity for his 
translation – this happens through his repeated pressure on the verb to say – 
“I dar wel seyn” that “al that Troilus seyde” is “here” and, here it is, “[a]s 
I shal seyn,” but it is the admission “saue oure tonges difference” that is the 
factor that authenticates as it vitiates. If the fact of “oure tonges difference” is 
acknowledged, then translation can only be rough, can only be strewn with 
error and moments of misappropriation, and can only mumble and stammer. 
The difference between one language and another, which is apparently crucial 
to translation, only becomes apparent through acknowledgement. Without 
that acknowledgement, it is not possible to create literary history. With that 
 acknowledgement, literary history is revealed as non-linear, wandering, 
openly diffuse, and a process of repeated detours and false starts.26

The very lack of rules and prescriptions for medieval vernaculars suggests 
a new route for approaching world poetry. In weighing up Auerbach and 
spitzer’s eligibility as founding fathers not only of comparative literature 
but also of comparative literature as it negotiates its disciplinary relationship 
with Weltliteratur, Apter notes their different responses to the modernizing 
program that was then just beginning in Istanbul in which the Arabic script 

26 cf. de Man on benjamin: “This movement of the original is a wandering, an errance, 
a kind of permanent exile if you wish, but it is not really an exile, for there is no 
homeland, nothing from which one has been exiled. Least of all is there something 
like a reine Sprache, a pure language, which does not exist except as a permanent 
disjunction which inhabits all languages as such, including and especially the lan-
guage one calls one's own. What is to be one’s own language is the most displaced, 
the most alienated of all . . . Now it is this motion, this errancy of language which 
never reaches the mark, which is always displaced in relation to what it meant to 
reach, it is this errancy of language, this illusion of a life that is only an afterlife, that 
benjamin calls history” (33).
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27 both individuals were born in 1892, as Gumbrecht reminds us (14).
28 “The text about translation is itself a translation, and the untranslatability which it 

mentions about itself inhabits its own texture and will inhabit anybody who in his 
turn will try to translate it, as I am now trying, and failing, to do” (de Man 86)

of ottoman literary culture was replaced by the Latin alphabet. Auerbach 
was cast into dyspeptic despair by it; spitzer threw himself into “learning 
Turkish,” which, for Apter, careful as she is to acknowledge the importance 
of Auerbach given his importance to said, awards him the edge as being the 
more “translationally transnational” of the two and, hence, the prescient pre-
cursor of global translation (Translation 56). My goal here is not to adjudicate 
between them but, rather, to suggest that it might be profitable to pay closer 
attention to the medieval linguistic history in which they each were im-
mersed as they observed this changing contemporary situation. High priests 
of philology, each were multilingual in their research and in their pedagogic 
practice. This led them in many directions, but, for both, it was axiomatic that 
learning languages involved engaging with those languages in their historical 
manifestations.

There is an irony, for a modern medievalist, in seeing (and admiring) how 
it is that comparative literature, far more eloquently than medieval studies, 
currently exalts the virtues of grappling with “the recalcitrance of the origi-
nal” and urges this by way of those early pioneers of medieval studies. The 
need to engage with language does not preclude engaging with translation; 
on the contrary, it is translation, as benjamin (Auerbach’s exact contemporary) 
insisted,27 that shows us what language is and how languages interrelate 
in all of their familiarity and strangeness: “[L]anguages are not strangers 
to one  another, but are, a priori and apart from all historical relationships, 
interrelated in what they want to express” (255). commenting on benjamin’s 
essay, Paul de Man famously and mischievously pointed to the way benjamin 
himself was mistranslated repeatedly in modern versions of his German.28 He 
went on to say, in further explicating benjamin’s idea of translation as after-
life, that so far from belittling translation, recognizing error can be a means 
for a translation to do more than live in the shadow of its “original.” Through 
error, certain translations occur (de Man 103–05). They do not send one back 
to the original; they cause one to hold on to them, to recognize that something 
has happened in its own right, that from then on literary history changes.

In conclusion, the perspective added by medieval studies to the impos-
sible, but exhilarating, effort to account for the world of literature points to-
wards something more radical than a resurrection of early twentieth-century 
philology. It argues that we must not only honour these pioneers but also, 
at times, be prepared to put down their philological tools. Working with 
languages in medieval texts demands letting go of that philological method 
(while nurturing its inclinations) because the language lessons of medieval 
studies take us in a different philological direction. These texts are created 
in and through unprescribed and unproscribed vernaculars where our 
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modern dictionaries and notions of pedagogical accuracy hinder as much 
as they help. They teach modern readers not just to take multilingualism 
seriously but also to take it seriously enough that local linguistic exchanges 
are  allowed to speak roughly. Global translatio, in the medieval sense of 
the term, provokes a kind of reading that recognizes how vernaculars flow 
together, refuse to stay distinct, and change colour in the act of speaking. 
Medieval writing – global writing – is untranslatable because its elements 
are inseparable. It is also untranslatable because it allows languages, dare 
one say it, to be barbaric. Perhaps this is what medieval studies can bring 
to the global plurilingualism we see and hear all around us. And we can 
learn this from a song that has forced a hole in the fabric of literary history 
and that has become an “occurrence” in literary history, remarkably enough, 
because of its mistakes in translation. It shows contemporary readers that 
“oure tongues difference” between now and then, as well as between now 
and now, is everything and nothing: there is no  difference and all the dif-
ference in the world.
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tom conley

A Pulmonary Machinery: Béroalde de 
Verville, Les Soupirs amoureux (1583)

ABstrAct: tom conley’s essay studies verbal and visual signs in the poetry 
of François Béroalde de Verville (1556–1626). Exhumed and printed in her Poésie 
amoureuse de l’âge baroque: Vingt poètes maniéristes et baroques (1990), a “collage 
of poems focusing on the tortures of love,” Gisèle Mathieu-castellani offers a 
selection of verse from Béroalde’s Les Soupirs amoureux (1583), the third volume 
of his Les Apprehensions spirituelles, “a collection of poetry, political theory and 
occult philosophy.” Examining in detail the first (and only) edition of Les Soupirs 
amoureux, conley stresses how the volume as a whole appears not only as verse 
but also as a visual and physical object. He contends that the amorous sigh or 
“soupir” is a signifier – a plot point – integral to a serial pattern of iterations that 
order what otherwise would be a patchwork of sonnets, elegies, odes, and com-
plaintes. Given that, like his mentor, Henri IV, who was known for his visual acuity, 
Béroalde invests his verse with an ocular or even lenticular character of the kind 
that perhaps he had gained from his commentaries of the copperplate illustrations 
in Jacques Besson’s Theatrum instrumentorum (1576) and, later, his revised edition 
of the French translation (1546) of Francesco colonna’s richly pictured Hypnero-
tomachia poliphilii (1600).

KEywords: Les soupirs amoureux, the verbal, the visual, sighs, signs, 
intertextuality

For Gisèle Mathieu-Castellani

when Jean rousset’s Anthologie de la poésie baroque appeared in 1959, the 
term “Baroque” finally meant something for readers of French. Issued in 
two volumes, in a handy and elegant format, of spare design, it featured 
sonnets and extracts from longer poems and plays that included a panoply 
of authors who were, so then it seemed, unknown. Extending from the later 
years of the sixteenth century up to the rise of power of Louis XIV, the se-
lections were organized under themes that included inconstancy and doubt; 
bubbles, birds, and clouds; waters and mirrors; metamorphoses, and, soon 
after, dreams and illusions; hideous spectacles of death; night, illumination, 
fog, clarity, illumination, and radiance. théodore-Agrippa d’Aubigné, Jean de 
La ceppède, Jean de sponde, théophile, Antoine Girard de saint-Amant, and 
tristan l’Hermite, all of a first rank, joined others otherwise confined to the 
vaults of the Bibliothèque Nationale, the Arsenal, the Mazarine, and a host of 
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municipal archives. rousset implied that his authors were international. the 
lines he cited from Pierre corneille’s famous Illusion comique (1637) suggest 
that the magus  Alcandre might be a French Prospero and that the Matamore 
could have been a refugee from picaresque novels or an embodiment of 
Jacques callot’s etchings of tired musketeers.

the Anthologie was an event.1 As if in dialogue with rousset, in 1990, in 
her Anthologie de la poésie amoureuse de l’âge baroque: Vingt poètes maniéristes et 
baroques, Gisèle Mathieu-castellani assembled a stunning collage of poems, 
many overlooked or unknown, that dwelled on the tortures of love. Extending 
rousset’s horizon backward in time to include avatars of a “mannered style,” 
she tapped into poets and poetry no less disposed to tortuous turns of phrase: 
the painterly Pontus de tyard stood next to Étienne Jodelle, the Pléiade’s 
enfant terrible, whose Amours and Contr’amours are rife with wrath, longing, 
and scorn, d’Aubigné, not the epic author of the Tragiques but, rather, the 
poet eviscerating himself in his Stances and Hécatombe à Diane, and Philippe 
desportes, a gentler bard in the court of Henri III, known for the delicate 
tremors of his Amours d’Hippolyte and Amours de Diane.

But also, in a darker cast, not included in rousset, Mathieu-castellani 
 offered a first and fresh sampling of François Béroalde de Verville’s Les  Soupirs 
amoureux (1583), the third volume of his aptly named Les Apprehensions spi-
rituelles, a collection of poetry, political theory, and occult philosophy. son of 
Protestant humanist Mathieu Brouard or Béroalde, d’Aubigné’s preceptor 
and teacher, Béroalde grew into a context of strife and violence marked by 
the conjuration of Amboise (1560) and then saint Bartholomew’s Massacre 
(1572). He emigrated to Geneva where he studied watchmaking and alchemy 
before returning to France and affiliating with the catholic cause. rallying 
under Henri IV and, thanks to the king’s good graces, Béroalde became canon 
of the saint-Gatien cathedral church of tours. Best known for his riotously 
incontinent Le Moyen de parvenir (1616), a convivium of 617 pages in which 
hundreds of guests tell racy tales, the writings of his early years seem cast 
in shadow. the polymath first appended commentary to Jacques Besson’s 
posthumous Theatrum instrumentorum (1578), a sumptuously illustrated book 
of practical and fanciful machinery.2 He later ventured Les Soupirs amoureux 
(1583), a hybrid collection of verse, to which, in 1584, the same publisher 
 appended L’Idée de la république and a Dialogue de la vertu, which, in poems 
and prose, champion an ethics of virtue and friendship. In 1600, he more 

1 this reader recalls the delight of purchasing the volumes in a Parisian bookshop in the 
autumn of 1968. stuffing them into my trench coat (what film noir and  Albert camus 
made famous), I hurried across the salle des pas perdus of the Gare saint-Lazare to 
catch a commuter train in which, once aboard, among fellow riders crammed into the 
second-class compartment, solace came when entering a world of bubbles, swirling 
rivers, storms of passion, chiaroscuro, torture, and hazy illumination. soon after, 
like Perec of whom then I had not the slightest inkling, the poems became required 
subway reading, the task that of assimilating one poem per ride of twenty minutes.

2 on Béroalde’s commentary, see Edgerton Jr 78–79.
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famously issued, under the title Le Tableau des riches inventions couvertes du 
voile des feintes Amoureuses, qui sont representees dans le Songe de Poliphile, a 
substantially revised edition of Jean Martin’s French translation of Francesco 
colonna’s hermetic Hypnotomachia poliphili (1499).3

Béroalde, writes Mathieu-castellani, counts among the first great exem-
plars of the Baroque. shuttling between the style of the Pléiade in its later 
years and the wit of the seventeenth-century Salon, his verse is

sustained by an impeccable science of rhythms and firmness of an already 
‘classical’ syntax, that breathes, is often driven by a somber violence and, in 
this respect is close to that of d’Aubigné, his former classmate: . . . this poetry 
of rage and frenzy .  .  . casts a long shadow on love and, from a darkened 
world, depicts – even in the lamento of softly murmuring elegies, a contrasted 
landscape of a tormented soul ready to pass from a salty libertine register to 
the somber tones of a tragic passion. (100)

the fifteen pieces she reprints underscore a luminous melancholy and unre-
quited passion muffled under turns of phrase and figures drawn, so it seems, 
not only from Maurice scève, Pierre de ronsard, Joachim du Bellay but also, 
filtered through the idiolect of alchemy, from the early verse of d’Aubigné.

the force and critical mass of Les Soupirs amoureux can be appreciated in 
view of the volume as a whole. composed of sixty-three sonnets, two stances 
(or, as spatial poems, stanzas), one chanson, five elegies, five odes, two com-
plaintes, and, at a first point of closure, three poems titled “adieu,” it includes at 
its end a poem by another author – an autre or alter ego of sorts – a “discours 
satirique de N. Le digne à F. B. de Verville,” which opens a critical dialogue 
with Les Soupirs. A first impression is that, iterated over and again, despite the 
pocket size of the volume, the poems it contains draw attention to how they 
are mapped and graphed on the surface of the printed page. Be they sonnets, 
complaintes, stances, odes, or elegies, the poems become sites where melan-
cholic effects are at once generated and bracketed as well as set in serial form. 
Plot points of affected stress, the poems can be construed as coordinates of a 
grid, a diagram, a psycho-geography, or even the components of an emotion 
machine. within its slim and modest frame, much like the early editions of 
ronsard’s Amours, the volume (in-16) prints the sonnets integrally, in their 
“quadrature,” as a rule two per page, perhaps to have them resemble parterres 
of a garden of the kind Béroalde shows from cavalier perspective on the fron-
tispiece to his Le Voyage des princes fortunez. Insofar as the sonnets mix with 

3 on Béroalde’s rewriting of colonna, see Polizzi 111–40. Little or no mention is made 
of Les Soupirs amoureux in the thirteen essays gathered in the issue. In what follows, 
reference is made to Les sovspirs amovrevx de F.B. de Veruille: auec vn discours satyrique 
de ceux qui escriuent d’amour, par N. le Digne (Paris: timothée Iouan, 1583) [Harvard 
Houghton Library *Fc5 B4589 583s], which includes the three titles. Gallica has 
digitized and made available a severely curtained edition of the Souspirs (rouen: 
robert du Petit Val, 1606), held in the Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal.
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longer disquisitions, the collection appears unfinished, open-ended, an œuvre 
ouverte, a pliable object assumed to be subject to variation and modification.

randle cotgrave’s definition of “soupir” and its cognates in his Dictionarie 
of the French and English Tongues (1611) is of broad scope and swath:

souspir :  m. A sigh; also, a short breath; also, a Minime rest  
in Musice.

demy souspir. A crochet rest.
Au dernier souspir. At the last gaspe.
souspirable : com. Tit to be sighed for, worthie of moane.
souspirail. as souspiral.
souspiraillé :  m. ée. : f. Having holes, vents, open win-does, or othefr passages, 

for air to come in and out at.
souspiral :  m. An overture, or passage for aire or breath to come in and goes 

out at; a vent, or breathing hole; Hence, the tunnel of a chimney; 
the window of a sel-lar ; the mouth of a caue or denne.

souspirement : m. A sighing.
souspirer. To sigh; also, to desire vehemently. À cœur dolent la bouche souspire : 

Prov. Sighes In the mouth, sorrow at the heart.

In derivation of spiritus, in addition to meaning breath, gasp, or exhalation 
(Béroalde often takes note of his poumons), soupir is of musical, graphic and 
spatial valence. Not merely a death-sigh, it signifies at once a narrow tunnel 
or soupirail through which the breath passes, a cellar window, the “mouth of 
a cave, or denne” in a speleological sense and, if it is associated with a crochet 
rest, a quaver, an eighth note or tremulous pause in a song.4

And, as Béroalde suggests in his prefatory dedication, as if distilled from an 
alembic, vaporized in a retort, or confined in a glass cucurbit, the poems are crafted 
to evince effects of transmutation and transformation. Likened to “pourtraits” or 
drawn pictures, the verse attest to a transcription – thus, an absence – of breath 
or voice that becomes printed presence. the  dedication that precedes Les Soupirs 
mixes a Petrarchan idiolect with music and a sanguine vocabulary of  biology. 
standing below an otherwise highly conventional headpiece that features a floral 
coil at whose centre there figures a lion-like mascaron, the dedication reads:

A celle qui a causé la forme de ces
souspirs.

— M A d a m o i s e l l e, si quelquefois vous avez pris plaisir aux piteux 
accens des souspirs que ie tirois du plus pres de mon cœur, quand respirant 
heureusement la vie du bel œil qui me perce jusques à l’ame : je vous tesmoi-
gnerois la verité de ma passion, vous souvenant de ma fidelité iettez à cét 

4 In his Trésor de la langue françoyse (1605), Jean Nicot notes: “Souspir, suspirium, 
 suspiratus huius suspiratus. Au dernier souspir, in extremo spiritu. Jusqu’au dernier 
souspir: Usque ad extremum spiritum. Souspirer, suspirare, ducere suspiria.  Souspirer 
du profond du coeur, Petere alte suspirium. Il souspire apres sa mere, et la regrette, 
 Matrem suspirat. Un souspiral de cave, spiramentum cauernae, AEstuarium.”
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heure quelque petit regard r’adoucy sur ces divers pourtraits de mes affec-
tions : Et si iamais vous logeastes en vostre sang quelque douceur, recevez-les 
aussi  humainement, que iay eu de felicité à vivre, & mourir pour vous, que 
 j’honoreray, tant que defaillant, ie me transformeray en l’essence du mesme 
amour que je souspire pour vos beautez. (f. A ii r°)

Mademoiselle, if ever you have enjoyed the pitiful inflections [accens] of the 
sighs I drew from the bottom of my heart, fortuitously, breathing the life of this 
beauteous eye that pierces my very soul, and bearing witness to the truth of 
my passion, reminding you of my fidelity, I beg you to cast a softening gaze on 
these diverse portraits of my affections. And if ever in your blood you have har-
boured sweetness, please accept them humanely, with the very felicity I have 
felt in living and dying for you, you whom I will honour, albeit flagging, trans-
forming myself into the essence of the same love that I suspire for your beauty.

Addressing the lady who is an enigmatic acronym (“M.A.d.B.”), the author 
comes to life where he reports he is dying. If he is to transform himself as he 
describes, the flame of passion that enables his metamorphosis will be felt 
when the impression of his words (in minuscule italic) exude warmth and 
golden radiance. the breath of speech that would inhere in – but, de facto, is 
voided from – the printed writing would kindle the flame whose heat turns 
objects into essences. In the final sentence, he implies that through the writing 
he will transform himself – his body – into a liquor of love, when volatilized, 
that will become the breath and fragrance of his desire. thus, the accens, or 
musical “inflections” of the sighs, are initially invisible marks, signs of syn-
copation, what cotgrave defines as “the raising or letting fall, of the voice in 
pronunciation,” transmuted in the spacings and gaps between and within 
letters and words. In the broader scope of Béroalde’s lexicon, the animal at 
the centre of the highly conventional headpiece standing over the dedication 
nonetheless indicates how, enigma that it is, the book stares back at the reader.

so also, given the disposition of the title (in italic) set above the text (in 
 roman), soupirs hangs in suspension. the majuscule M of “Mademoiselle,” cast in 
upper-case roman, is a letter that in Béroalde’s world carries steganographic (or 
allegorical) privilege. M, as such, is “âme,” “aime,” and even “meme.” A sign of 
desire, it is the first initial of “moyen,” the means and process of his Le Moyen de 
parvenir. M is a mirror-letter made from vertical strokes that, on either side of the 
letter V, are its walls, struts, or stays. In bodily alphabets, M is shaped as a man’s 
supine body, seen at ground level, whose arched legs, set apart, display the pubis 
at the juncture of the two sides.5 A human, generative letter, M is the character 
of “man”; as Geofroy tory had remarked in allegiance with humanistic ideals,

[c]est lettre M, est comme sont aulcu[n]s hommes, qui sont si gros que leur 
sainture est plus longue que la haulteur de leur corps, & sachez a ce propos, 
[like other letters, M] a la secrete signification des corps des hommes, entre 

5 see the human alphabets of the sixteenth century in Massin 70–72.
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lesquels les plus parfaicts et beaulx, sont les corps de bonne quadrature [and, 
further, notes tory with erotic innuendo], M, dit Martianus capella, labris im-
primatur. cest a dire, M. doibt estre pronuncee en sorte que en la proferant, & 
que le son dicelle est en effect, fault imprimer, cest a dire, serrer les deux levres 
lune avec lautre, sans que la langue soit remuee ne quelle touche aux dents de 
devant ne de quelque couste que ce soit. (70–72)

this letter M is like some men, who are so stout that their girth is greater than 
the height of their body; and, upon this point, let me say that our Attic letters 
were formerly made by the ancients, some square, others broader than high, 
and other higher than broad, with covert reference to men’s bodies, among 
which the most perfect and comely are the bodies squarely built. .  .  . M says 
Martianus capella, libris imprimatur [“Is pronounced with the lips” – a labial]. 
that is to say, M must be so pronounced that, in uttering it, to produce its 
proper sound, we must press the lips together without moving the tongue, or 
letter it touch the front teeth, cost what it may. (Ives 122)

where, for tory, M is strong and stout – trapu – for Béroalde, it is a means and 
a method, a mobile graph, of uncanny resonance, that signals uncanny potential. 
Later, on the map that accompanies Béroalde’s Le Voyage des princes fortunez, 
M designates a line of divide between two kingdoms, whereas in Le Moyen de 
parvenir, ovid is cited as saying that, as if in anticipation of M & M chocolate 
candies on which the letter is printed, there exist certain M’s that are edible. 
Béroalde may be in concert with Paracelsus, note the editors of Le Voyage, for 
whom the M “is the name of the principle that conserves all creatures, be they 
of the sky or the earth and, further, all elements live in and from it” (704–05).6

Like that of the M, the arcana of Béroalde’s letters and ciphers are sensed 
in the historiated initials or upper-case incipit letters that instantiate the 
verse. In the dedicatory sonnet, the dialogue that the author seeks to have 
with  Madame A.d.B. – the cause “of the form of these sighs” – is begun with 
“I.” Like the dedication printed on the recto of the same folio, the poem is 
set below the same headpiece. the first breath of Les Soupirs, the majuscule 
consonant I, isolated from its vowel in small caps, a first sign of the speaking 
self, gives birth to life and breath where it expires:

Ie meurs en depitant ma fortune adversaire

Qui m’a fait naistre icy avec tant de malheur,
Qu’ayant un grand courage enfermé dans mon coeur
Ie ne me puis de moy, moy mesme satisfaire.

Un trop brave desir par un effait contraire

Me ma tyrannisant avec trop de rigueur,
Et d’un gentil penser I’assemble ma douleur
Parce qui me fait estre & qui me vient defaire.

6 see the gloss of the letter and the map Béroalde’s Le Voyage des princes fortunez  
(2005), pp. 704–05.
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car j’avois bien heureux protesté en mon ame

Qu’au lieu de souspirer mon amoureuse flame,
Ie dirois par mes vers vostre perfection.

Mais las! ce grand suiet estonne ma puissance,

Et veut que seulement en toute obeisance
Ie vous offre les vœux de ma devotion. (A. ii. v°)

I die while decrying my contrary fortune, 
Here, where I am born and saddled with misery, 
with great courage concealed in my heart 
I can no longer, me, myself, find satisfaction. 
An overwrought desire through an adverse effect
tyrannizes me with excess of rigour,
And with gentle thought I assemble my pain,
By what makes me live and what makes me die.
For I had happily protested in my soul
that instead of suspiring my loving flame,
through my verse I would state your perfection.
But alas! this great subject overwhelms my means,
And wills that only in entire obedience
can I offer you the vow of my devotion.

the sonnet draws attention to a latent visual or spatial design. “I,” a first 
person set in roman where the rest of the poem is italic, is tantamount to 
the roman numeral I. It is as if the incipit were slyly – or, as Béroalde puts 
it elsewhere, anamorphotically – anticipating the rimbaldian formula, je est 
un autre.7 I is a bar isolated from its vowel, thus a visual shifter, a function of 
something or someone other, a sign that is other in respect to what it indicates 
to be itself. At the outset, detached from the poem proper, the “I,” the subject 
of Les Soupirs, is an object, a printed trait born “here” – “hic et nunc” – on the 
page. Marked at the incipit of the fourth line “moy” is beside itself on the side 
of the hemistich, in what might be the “curious” spatial design of the locution, 
as if in miming the taste for echo poems that had been current in the Pléiade.8 

7 At the outset of Béroalde’s Le Voyage, the author declares that he makes use of 
steganography (a practice related to anamorphosis), “this artifice by which we veil 
what happens willingly to come before our eyes[;] I say that steganography is the 
art of naively representing what is easily conceived, yet that under the broader lines 
[traits] of its appearance conceals subjects entirely other than what seems to be pro-
posed, what is practiced in painting when there is put before our eyes a landscape, a 
port, or else a portrait, that nonetheless conceals some other figure we discern when 
looking at it from a certain spot that the artist has designated. It is also developed in 
writing, in discoursing amply on plausible subjects which envelop other excellent 
things, invisible [occultes] in common appearance, but clear and manifest to the eye 
and to the mind that has received the light that causes them to penetrate into these 
fittingly impenetrable and other unintelligible discourses,” “Avis aux beaux esprits, 
touchant le voyage des princes fortunez” (27–28).

8 For example, Joachim du Bellay caps an early collection with a “dialogue d’un 
amoureux et Echo,” a poem that anticipates the splitting of the “I” or the self at 
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doubled, “moy, moy” draws attention to a deceptive self-sameness, ipseity, 
or perhaps a “mêmeté.” In both the poem and the context of the dedication 
on the recto side of the folio, the partially specular shape of “mesme” (or me s 
me) draws attention to the hemistich of the  Alexandrine: a fulcrum or point of 
divide between the six and seventh syllables, the median comma calls atten-
tion to what seems to be a productive narcissism. A mirrored self is one that 
regales in the pleasure of seeing itself breathing. Beyond or below language, 
soupirs infuse the poem and the collection that follows.9 the comma at the axis 
of the line could be a crochet reste, a  “demi-sigh,” a crocket or hook, the sign 
of a pause that allows the speaking subject momentarily to take stock of itself.

the cast of the fourth line anticipates the effait contraire – in the unlikely or-
thography, both an “effect” and an “essay” – of Petrarchan oppositions marking 
the second quatrain, which ends in a Baroque turn of phrase. the tercets state 
that in their form and structure the poems to follow cannot be what the title 
says they are. Language, a “secondary” formation, cannot convey the  “primary” 
or unconscious force of the amorous sigh. Ambiguity is keynote; were the 
 author to “suspire” his love, would he be kindling its flame? or, in a final 
gasp, would the flame of life and love be said to expire? “this great  subject” 
(“suiet”) that astonishes (“estonne”) both drives and smothers a force of life 
(l. 14),  inspiring – almost literally – the speaker’s vows (“vœux”) of devotion. In 
a literal and figural sense, the printed and repeated iteration of the sigh would 
be the primary cause or motivation, even the machinery, that drives the verse.

All of the poems that follow tend to play on and off the title. Soupir 
and its variants recur obsessively through the collection and, as it were, 
both strategically and mechanically. In some poems, the sigh is mute or 
muffled, but from the drift or latent narrative of the sum of texts, notably 
in their succession, a reader deduces that “sighs” and “sighing” become a 
plot point or, if a collection of this kind can be likened to cartography, wind 
or compass roses, calling attention to how the reading subject sees himself 
negotiating the object or, as the poems are seen and read, travelling on and 
about their surface. standing above the poems as they do, the running heads 
(aptly in French as titres- courants or “flowing titles”), in roman majuscule on 
every folio – soupirs/verso, amoureux/recto – call attention to how the title, 
which is omnipresent, will or will not be seen or else how it will appear and 
 evanesce in the sonnet units or in the longer poems below. Absent in some 
of the  poems but impressed in most of them, soupir and its variants are mar-
shalled to  express what it means to labour over passion, perhaps to simmer 
love’s liquids in what would be an alchemist’s studio. By dint of repetition, 

the very beginning of “L’olive,” where, rife with ambition, the I e (or J e) states in 
pellucid irony: “Ie ne quiers pas la fameuse couronne.” see conley 295.

9 the moi on which the poem speculates would evince what analysts call a 
 “secondary” or even productive narcissism,” a “permanent structure of the subject” 
in its  relation with the objects in its ambient world, in contrast with its primary 
 counterpart, where the subject invests its entire libido in itself (Laplanche and 
Pontalis 263–64); emphasis added, referring to “Zur Einführung des Narcissismus,” 
landmark essay of 1914 (in the standard Edition, v. 14). subject and object are 
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an illusion of psychic depth and turmoil is lent to the work as it is read – in 
other words, as Béroalde puts it elsewhere with esplucher, one of his favourite 
verbs, as it “unpeels” or, given its speleological connotation, descends into 
the depths of a troubled soul. yet, paradoxically, by virtue of the volume’s 
formatting and the obsessive repetition of the same formulas, the psychic 
depth is remarkably flat.

the disposition of the first sonnet underscores how. In conventional formu-
las, and more immediately, visually, and graphically, the self is shown divided 
or fractured.10 set below a foliated headpiece, the title, the name of the author, 
and the number of the poem, set in cul-de-lampe design, stand over the sonnet 
that begins from an ornate historiated initial:

L E s s o V s P I r s

A M o U r E U X dE
f. b. de Verville

I.

tandis que discourant en mon intelligence,

Ie cherche le destin qui me doit avenir,
Ie cognoy que le ciel veut un coup me tenir
sous les heureuses lois de vostre obeissance.

du sort, du ciel, d’amour, l’infinie puissance

Me pousse, me constraint, & me force à venir
où la divinité voulut faire finir
L’influance ordonnée, au iour de ma naissance;

tout est suiet icy à la fatalité,

Les astres guident tout, & l’amour indonté
respand à son vouloir, par l’univers, sa flame.

Puis donques que le sort, me tire à tel destin,

N’allez contre le ciel pour empescher sa fin,
Mais permettez qu’Amour trionfe de mon ame. (f. Aiij r°)

whereas discoursing in my mind,
I seek the destiny that must befall me,
I know that for once heaven will hold me
Under the fortunate laws of your obedience.
the infinite power of fate, eternity, and love
thrusts me, constrains me, forces me to come

underlined because Béroalde’s deployment of the terms bears an almost uncanny 
resemblance to their usage in sigmund Freud.

10 And so also on the title page that carries the subheading, “Avec un discours 
 satyrique de ceux qui escrivent d’Amour, par N. le digne,” which implies that the 
work is of two voices, a self and an other, as in Le Moyen de parvenir, an “autre ” 
who splits the narrator into two.
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to where divinity would better evade
At the moment of my birth, the ordered influence:
Here everything is subject to fatality:
the stars guide all things, and wild love
Eagerly spreads its flame throughout the universe.
then, since Fate draws me to such a destiny,
do not go against Heaven to impede its end,
But allow love to win over my soul.

the poem stages a psychomachia. speaking for and against himself, the 
I  – whom anglophone readers would identify with the roman numeral that 
caps the sonnet – the first person, the active subject of the initial quatrain (“Ie 
cherche . . . Ie cognoy”) becomes the object of fate in the second quatrain and 
two tercets, but, first and visibly in the fifth line, when fate, love, and infinite 
power “thrusts me, constrains me, and forces me” to recognize that a condition 
of subjection befalls the speaker. Under the control of form (each stanza is a 
complete and well-reasoned sentence), in accord with Petrarchan convention, 
divided, the speaking subject becomes its own object. while absent in the first 
sonnet, momentarily deferred, the title of the collection is first iterated in the 
second sonnet. An active subject set near the end of the second quatrain, a site 
that poet yves Bonnefoy calls a vrai-lieu (“true place” in the composition), un 
soupir amoureux is identified with the fire it ignites and sustains. In implicit 
dialogue with the title page and the first sonnet, now in a common noun in 
the singular, when printed (seen where it is), un soupir amoureux attests to a 
work awakening, coming to life, taking its breath. Implicitly related to the 
serial aspect of the running heads above – soVsPIrs (3 v°) and AMoUrEUX 
(4 r°) – to which it corresponds:

sovspirs
II.

Iamais la douce ardeur d’une si belle flame,

N’avoit dedans mon sans [sic] allumé mon tison,
Iamais mon cœur captif en si belle prison,
N’avoit logé le soin au plus beau de mon ame :

Jamais aussi les yeux d’une si belle dame

N’avoient peu arrester mon humaine raison,
Iamais ie n’avois veu cette belle saison,
Qu’un souspir amoureux doucement nous enflame.

Mon coeur dormoit encor, & mon œil se moquoit

des puissances d’amour, & quant il le voyoit,
Il bravoit la fureur de ses fleches meurtrieres :

Mais en fin aux rayons de vos divinitez

Il surprit mon esprit, & mes yeux indontez,
Et les rendit captifs de vos belles lumieres. (f. A.iij. v°;  

emphasis added)
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Never had the warm ardor of so a wondrous flame
Ever lit the firebrand in my blood,
Never had my heart, captive in so beauteous a prison,
or strong enough to arrest my human reason,
Never before, had I felt in this beauteous season
An amorous sigh softly setting aflame our reason.
My heart was sleeping still, and my eyes scorned
the powers of love, and in gazing upon it,
they braved the furor of its deadly shafts:
But finally, with the blaze of your divinities
By surprise it took my soul and, too, my untamed eyes,
surrendering me to your beautiful radiance.

doubled, twice speaking or spoken in the second sonnet, the inaugural “I” of 
the first sonnet recurs (l. 7) when, as if unconsciously, involuntarily, an amorous 
sigh sets afire the self and its love – in other words, the subject and object. of 
seemingly conventional vocabulary reminiscent of the Rime sparse, of the touch-
stone and spark igniting ronsard’s Amours, or even the embers, glow, and ash 
of scève’s Délie, constant, steady, always burning bright, the flame warming his 
desire seems to issue from the furnace of an alchemist’s laboratory.

sighs and suspiration are everywhere. At the risk of becoming fastidious, 
a thumbnail review reveals a pattern, or possibly a network of sighs, whose 
repeated iteration becomes the pulse and throb of the collection:

Au lieu de mon amour, m’a [sic] peine je souspire (sonnet III, l. 11,  
A.iii.v°); 

car mon contentement est lorsque ie souspire / Pressé de passion servant 
vostre beauté” (sonnet V, ll. 13–14, A.iiij.r°); 

Amour qui de cent coups mon cœur entame / cachant dedans mes os de 
ses flammes l’ardeur, / Me fait de vains souspirs plaindre pour la 
rigueur (sonnet VI, ll. 1–2, A.iiij); 

Et remply de sanglos tristes ie ne respire, / Que l’air, ou mal’heureux ma 
peine ie souspire, / Attendant qu’un bel œil termine mon mal’heur 
(stance 1, ll. 4–6, A.iiii. v°);

Vos yeux font mon malheur, & cependant mon ame / Languissant 
dedans moy, ne respire autre flame / Que les heureux rayons, 
qu’elle en va souspirant (sonnet VII, ll. 9–11, A vi. r°); 

Las ie souspire en vain, puisque sans esperance / Je chemine à tastons par 
le sentier d’amour” (sonnet XVII, ll. 1–2, 8 v°); 

“Et son trait peu à peu me d’estruit / ores que malheureux ma l’angueur 
ie souspire” (stance 2, ll. 18–19, 9 v°); 

“Ie veux par mon ennuy contenter mon desir, / dans quelque antre ie 
veux ma retraicte choisir, / Vivant en la douleur dont mon ame est 
saisie. / La cause de mon mal est si douce à mon cœur, / Que ie ne 
voudrois pas eviter mon malheur / Pour oublier l’ennuy qui fait 
que je souspire (sonnet XXI, ll. 6–11, 10 r°); 

cependant ie beniray/cét œil paar qui ie vivray, / soit que de luy ie 
respire,/ou que loin de ss clarté, / Mon poumon soit agitté/Par le 
doux air qu’il souspire (ode I, ll. 49–54, 12 v°); 
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Ha ! que tes yeux sont beaux dont mon ame souspire (sonnet XXX, l. 5,  
Bii r°); 

Voulés vous voir mon cœur, ouvrés moy la poitrine, . . . Vous verrés tout 
au pres mes poumons agittés, / Qui souspirent pour vous, & mille 
cruautés / Exciter la rigueur qui ma vie termine (sonnet XXXI, ll. 1, 
5–7, B.ii v°); 

ces petits doits rosins qui me viennent ravir / L’ame hors de mon sang, 
doublent en moy l’envie / de soupirer pour eux, & cette main polie /  
En la sentant asseure & estonne mon cœur (sonnet XXXV, ll. 5–8, 
B.iii v°); 

Ie loge le soucy pour tousiours en mes os / Que lamentant en vain mon 
malheur ie souspire, / sans pouvoir m’aleger en mon cruel martire 
(Elegie I, ll. 4–6, B.v v°); 

seul ie pense tout seul, en larmes & souspirs / Envoyer mes ennuis 
avecques les Zephirs (Elegie II, ll. 17–18, B.vi v°); 

Mon ame l’anguissoit & d’une longue haleine, / Par mes tristes souspirs 
i’allegeois en ma peine / Mon eternel regret, & logeois en mes os 
Les soucis importuns qui m’ostoyent le repos (Elegie III, ll. 1–4, 20 v°); 

Ie veux donc maintenant apres les longs souspirs, / Battant encore l’air 
sur l’aile des Zephirs (Elegie II, ll. 31–32, 21 r°); 

celle pour qui ie souspire, / celle que seule i’admire” (Alliance ode, ll. 
75–76, B.v r°); 

sous le mal qui me martire / Ie souspire
comble de peine & douleur (ode, 18 v°); 
Vous estes la perle heureuse / Que mon ame l’angoureuse / Adore 

devotement, / celle pour qui ie souspire, / celle que seule 
i’admire / sous l’enclos du firmament (Alliance ode, B v. r°); 

Et moy durant mon martyre / Parmy ces bois ie souspire / Me perdant en 
mon erreur (“Au premier iour de May,” ll. 5–6, 16 v°); 

Benit soit donc le destin, / Qui me fera voir ma fin, / sous l’agreable 
martyre / Qui fait qu’heureux ie souspire (ode, cii, v°, ll. 21–24); 

Mon esprit occupé de trop de passion / s’eslongne de mon sang & vers 
vous se retire, / Qui fait qu’en ma douleur ores que je souspire / 
Je ne puis expliquer ma iuste affection (sonnet XXXVIII, ll. 1-4,  
22 v°); 

Je tire ces souspirs en ma douleur (Quatrain, l. 3, 22 v°); 
Ha ! i’expire desja, & les derniers souspirs / de mes poumons lassez avec 

les Zephirs / s’envolant doucement, mon esprit m’abandonne 
(sonnet XXXIX, ll. 9–11, 23 r°); 

Amour est une rage un malheur qui attire / tout malheur apres soy, 
un soin, une fureur, / Un tourment sans relasche, une cruelle 
arguer / Au courage captif qui sous ses loix souspire (sonnet 
XLIX, ll. 1–4, 24 r°); 

Par mille souspirs heureux / Ie tesmoigne langoureux, / L’ardeur de la 
douce flame / Qui me brule iusqu’à l’ame” (ode, ll. 1–4, cii r°).

Ultimately, in the sixty-third and final sonnet, in a tone close to  d’Aubigné’s 
Stances, bordering death, the author’s breath slackens and becomes faint. 
Exhaling blood (now sang, what was sans in the second sonnet), the voice 
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simulates an extinction that, as the body languishes (because it is in print, 
dead and alive when spoken or read) is forever deferred:

s o V s P I r s
LXIII.

de mon sang exalé toute l’humeur perie

Me laisse deseché, & l’esprit de mon cœur
Esteint par trop d’ennuy, me pousse en ma douleur
Aux extresmes effaits de la melancholie.

Ha! Presque hors de moy forcenant de furie,

tué, brisé, rompu, accablé de malheur,
I’ay soucy, i’ay depit, I’ay crainte, i’ay horreur,
de vos yeux, de mon mal, de la mort, de ma vie.

Ha! si dans vostre cœur se trouve quelque idee

des desirs qui vous ont en mon cœur imprimee,
Ayez pitié d’une mort qui pour vous veut mourir:

ou pour rendre ma mort encores plus heureuse,

Avouez les souspirs qu’en ma peine amoureuse
Je tire cependant que me faites l’anguir. (f. 46 v°)

Exhaled from my blood, all the perished humour
Leaves me desiccated, the soul of my heart
Extinguished by so much grief,
thrusts me in my pain
to the extreme effects [effaits] of melancholy.
Ha! Almost beside myself, crazed with fury,
Killed, shattered, broken, crushed with misery,
I fret, I scorn, I fear, I am aghast
By your eyes, by my ills, my death, my life.
Ha! If in your heart you find an idea
of the desires you have impressed upon my heart,
take pity on a death that would die for you:
or to render my life even happier still,
Avow the sighs that in my amorous pain
I draw while you make me languish.

readers seasoned on verse from the Grands Rhétoriqueurs to the Pléiade 
quickly note that the curious orthography of the final infinitive, l’anguir (l. 14), 
suspends death, while, at the same time, it might recall the convention of 
play on how languir, conjugated in the subjunctive, becomes languisse. when 
 languishing becomes subject to doubt it would be a language that issues 
(unconsciously) from the body whence langue isse.11 thus, the graphic ambiv-
alence of what he calls the “extreme effects of melancholy” can be read along 

11 see cornillat, notably in his reading of Lemaire de Belges, ch. 6.
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both depressive and creative – even comical – axes.12 the morbid “effects” of 
melancholy (a malady of genius) are countered when “essayed.” consonant 
with Michel de Montaigne’s play on the proximity of essai and effet, wherever 
it mimes melancholy, the creative process dispels its nefarious effects.13 Already 
the doubled apostrophe – “Ha! Ha!” – inaugurating the second quatrain 
and first tercet can be glossed and heard differently. the morbid cast of the 
ultimate sonnet carries over into the Complainte and a paraph, ending the 
collection that refuses to end, if only because Nicolas Le digne’s spirited and 
copious “discours satirique . . . à F. B. de Verville” (48 v°–54 v°) of 346 lines is 
appended to the collection.14 Béroalde’s long-standing friend chides him for 
the difficulty that the melancholic tones might pose for readers incapable of 
appreciating the irony and wit of the simulated sighs or even discerning their 
shifting tones and tempo.

In guise of a projective conclusion, soupir might also be a signature trait of 
Béroalde’s other works. It suffices to recall a commandingly erotic episode of 
Le Voyage des princes fortunez. A hinge that in the vocabulary of desire links 
life and death, soupir turns into a grotto, at the top of which is a soupirail (“a 
cellar window”), the dungeon’s only source of light and of egress. A character 
named Fulondes, an adolescent of high standing on the Island of Glindicee, 
drugged by an old sorceress, tossed into the grotto, discovers himself in the 
company of a ferocious serpent. Humecting the stone floor to sustain himself, 
he eventually falls in love, embraces, entwines himself with its torso and tail, 
and soon escapes when the beast takes to the air and flies away. Along with 
other words in Béroalde’s personal dictionary (soucy, moyen, flame, rencontre, 
aventure, and so on), souspirs are scattered everywhere in the writing. they are 
the substance, the cause and effect of Les Apprehensions spirituelles, and they 
are at the antipodes of the wit and laughter resounding at the dinner table in 
Le Moyen de parvenir.

12 In appended verse, such is what Nicolas le digne remarks in his Discours satirique à 
F.B. de Verville: “Quant à moy ie me ris de ces tristes humeurs, / Qui donnent tant 
de peine à gaingner leurs faveurs / Et qui tous reformez, difficules, & blesmes / 
Ne trouvent rien bien faict que ce qu’il [sic] font eux mesmes” (49 r°, ll. 15–18). see 
note 18 below.

13 “de conclurre par la suffisance d’une vie particuliere quelque suffisance à l’usage 
public, c’est mal conclud: tel se conduict bien qui ne conduict pas bien les autres et 
faict des Essais qui ne sauroit faire des effaicts; tel dresse bien un siege qui dresseroit 
mal une bataille, et discourt bien en privé qui harengueroit mal un peuple ou un 
prince.” Montaigne 992; emphasis added.

14 some of the writings of Le digne (1550?–1610?), author of devotional poems and 
items of circumstance, are included in a florilegium, Recueil des premieres Œuvres  
chrestiennes de N. Le Digne sieur de l’Espine-Fontenay, r’assemblees par A. de La Forest. 
the collection features a dedicatory sonnet (in octosyllables) by Béroalde in praise 
of Le digne. Later in the collection, Le digne adds a poem of fifteen quatrains in 
heroic verse, “A Monsieur de Verville, sur les Discours du Poliphile” (ff. 85r°–86v°), 
which heralds the publication of Béroalde’s Tableau des riches inventions (1600). see 
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1510452r.
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the variations on the sigh may be what lends to the writing its effects 
of difference and repetition, a process that philosopher Gilles deleuze 
equates with the planar character of the Baroque. Following Leo steinberg 
(and both Heinrich wölfflin and wilhelm wörringer), he contends that a 
Baroque aesthetic is marked by a “flatbed” aspect when pictures offering 
a perspective onto a world seen through a window give way to grids or 
an information tables or even lists of strange and familiar ciphers. Not far 
from the tenor of L’Œil et l’esprit, in which Maurice Merleau-Ponty notes 
how pictorial flatness betrays the illusory depth of a landscape painting, 
deleuze later notes, in Le Pli, that with the Baroque we obtain heightened 
sensation of spatial extension in concert with that of a shimmering, which, 
in turn, become a series or “nexus” of feelings and forms, what philos-
opher Alfred North whitehead calls concatenated prehensions, forces of 
attraction emanating from within and without, which a sentient being cor-
relatively “subjectifies” (feels time and again) and “objectifies” (is enabled 
to describe).

Put bluntly, in Béroalde’s collection, the Baroque effect can be qualified 
as a conflation of a subject and an object. Forces of attraction emanating 
from a subject vector towards the world. they meet those that come from 
the world itself, and when and where they mesh, in psychic and locative 
dimensions, the sigh or soupir is the sigh of life and death, in whose printed 
enunciation and iteration the event of the collection “takes place” over and 
again.15 such would be what Les Soupirs amoureux are getting at as their events 
happen in their variations on the volume’s title. on each occasion, when 
seen – or prehended – as printed in the poems where it is found, a sense of 
all of the poems comes forward and so also (in the philosopher’s idiolect) 
would the  “ingressions,” “intensions,” and “folds” of their form. Béroalde 
makes the point glaringly clear, first, in the title, that serves as a compass rose 
for readers navigating their way through the work and, second, as a point 
where subject and object converge in the latent design (or even cartography) 
of the collection, where sujet and objet – author and reader – seem to become 
mirrors of each other.

15 on the opposition of the window and information table, see “Qu’est-ce qui est 
 baroque?” (deleuze 38–39), which seems close to Merleau-Ponty, in which he 
writes: “Le tableau est une chose plate qui nous donne artificieusement ce que nous 
verrions en presence de choses ‘diversement relevées’ parce qu’il nous donne selon 
la hauteur et la largeur des signes diacritiques suffisant de la dimension qui lui 
manque. La profondeur est une troisième dimension dérivée des deux autres” (44–45) 
[the table/tableau is a flat thing that provides us beguilingly with what we would 
see in the presence of ‘diversely gathered’ things because, according to height and 
width, it provides us with diacritical signs sufficient to the dimension that it lacks. 
depth is a third dimension derived from the two others.]. For the event as a baroque 
process, see deleuze 103–12.
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timothy j.  reiss

An American-European Road 
Not Taken, or Opportunity Lost?
Areitos, Pictographs, and History: Poetics 

and Politics

AbsTRAcT: From late fifteenth- to late sixteenth-century Europe, travellers and 
intellectuals from Iberia, Italy, France, and England (at least) were dazzled by the 
so-called areitos of the caribbean and mainland Americas. Most held them to be a 
public-performed poetry/song that kept peoples’ history, spirituality, and shared 
culture alive in ways lost to contemporary European elites but known to the an-
cients and folk life. Many yearned to transfer such usage from the Americas to 
Europe, even to integrate them into a European poetics and historiography. This 
was all the more so because the areitos seemed linked to pictorial and pictographic 
practice, seeming to recall notably those Egyptian hieroglyphs that had fascinated 
the same European scholars since the mid-fifteenth century. This moment of 
 possible Americo-European transculturation stayed alive throughout the sixteenth 
century, but it did not survive it in any meaningful way.

KEywORds: areitos, pictographs, Americas, Europe, Renaissance 
historiography, poetics

In his 1566 Methodus ad facilem historiarum cognitionem (Method for Easy 
 Understanding of Histories), Jean bodin wrote of scientific, military, trade, and 
religious expansion, American above all, that now “all humans share together 
and in a world state as if marvelously in one and the same polity” (“omnes 
homines secum ipsi, & cum Republica mundana, velut in una eademque 
civitate mirabiliter conspirant”) (228a). Five years before, François baudouin 
had stressed the bond between this shared history and the many historiogra-
phies recording its varieties (or “vicissitudes,” as Louis Le Roy named them 
a decade later), calling on historians to include, with familiar old and new 

This article draws materials from wider research in progress, parts of which have 
been published online or in print, and I sometimes take the shortcut of citing them 
directly, especially, Reiss, “bird Islands”; Reiss, “Music.” This article’s concern and 
argument, however, specifically target the present collection and do not reproduce 
those of the earlier essays, nor are they part of the first (nearly complete) book-length 
product of that research.

10.3138/utq.88.2.07
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European stories, those of the saracens, the Turks, and “the newly discovered 
islands of the west Indies,” as recorded in the songs and writings of their 
 people, who “adore letters” (36–37, 73–74; trans. in Grafton 112–13, 117).  
Even by 1561, this was no simple thought, for what made up Indigenous 
 Americans’ “letters,” invaders and colonizers knew, whether sailor, soldier, 
trader, administrator, encomendero, or scholar, included painting, pictograph, 
special education, music, poetry, chant, pantomime, collective dance and song, 
and other orature not always easy to characterize.

This was not a French debate. In his 1535 history of invaded America, 
 Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo reported, as others had before, his wonder 
at the certain seemingly ubiquitous collectively performed songs, dances, 
 narratives that the spanish called areitos. He likened them to spanish and 
Italian folk practices, asserting that they were bearers of history, “so that they 
do not forget, above all, famous victories in war” (1: 114b), declaring also cul-
tural contest and power. In 1554, Jacques Amyot took this up. In prefacing his 
French Plutarch, a book “that changed Europe forever,” carlo Ginzberg says, 
he evoked the centrality of historical memory even before people have “the 
use of letters, . . . as we see in our own day in the case of barbarians living in 
the new western lands, who with no written records had knowledge of things 
occurring at least eight hundred years before,” for they were taught in song 
from infancy (qtd. in Ginzberg 97–98n12). baudouin and others latched onto 
this case and its comparison with European folk traditions and more erudite 
genres of history and information, often finding like practices among modern 
and ancient Europeans and wishing they could still use them to tell more 
faithfully recorded histories.

such hope clearly signals unease regarding their own historiographic 
 practices, which were then being subject to deep rethinking. And as bodin 
sought in multiple histories some universal human rule, others saw in Oviedo 
and the rest grounds for a universal poetics. Their areito helped focus the 
1590s debate on English verse among Philip sidney and others, who found 
it proof of a global centrality of poetic practice vital to later western literary 
aesthetics (Ginzberg 25–42), though the areito itself would be forgotten, if not 
by its many modern analysts (esp. scolieri 24–43). sidney, in his Defence of 
Poesy (c. 1580), where he makes poetry the ground of divine, philosophical, 
and historical knowledge in ancient Greece, Rome, modern Italy, Turkey, and 
Ireland, adds, albeit with some disdain and unacknowledged ignorance:

Even among the most barbarous and simple Indians, where no writing is, yet 
have they their poets, who make and sing songs which they call areytos, both 
of their ancestors’ deed and praises of their gods – a sufficient probability that 
if ever learning come among them it must be by having their hard, dull wits 
softened and sharpened with the sweet delights of poetry, for, until they find a 
pleasure in the exercises of the mind, great promises of much knowledge will 
little persuade them that know not the fruits of knowledge. (6)
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George Puttenham avoided this avowal’s oxymoronic condescension, 
 holding poetry’s universality “proved by certificate of merchants and 
 travellers . . . affirming that the American, the Peru[v]ian, and very cannibal 
do sing and also say their highest and holiest matters in certain rhyming 
 versicles” (65). To this poetry’s historiographic benefits, he also added reli-
gion, maybe recalling Jean de Léry’s fear and awe at the collective chants from 
brazil reported in 1578 (“Histoire”). samuel daniel, finding ancient English 
metrics and rhyme “so natural a melody . . . and so universal, as it seems to 
be generally born with all the nations of the world” (211), called for

the world to enjoy that which it knows, and what it likes, seeing that whatso-
ever form of words doth move, delight and sway the affections of men, in what 
scythian sort soever it be disposed or uttered, that is true number, measure, 
eloquence and the perfection of speech, which I said hath as many shapes as 
there be tongues or nations in the world. (213)

This lives on through Giambattista Vico, who recalled that “Tacitus in his  account 
of the customs of the ancient Germans relates that they preserved in verse the 
beginnings of their history, and [Justus] Lipsius in his notes on this passage says 
the same of the American Indians,” going on to tie this to the “same” ancient 
customs of verse histories among the Persians and chinese (158, par. 470).

daniel says that under the variety of tongues, be they English or “scythian,” 
poetry’s rhythms, melody, and eloquence are universal. And if, unlike sidney 
and Puttenham, he does not cite America, a taproot for his ideas on cultural 
equality and the universality of poetic praxis was Michel de Montaigne’s “des 
cannibales,” a meditation that gauges European civilization on  American. The 
essay does not name areitos but does give two, now much analysed,  Indigenous 
American songs. They culminate Montaigne’s unbroken assertion of American 
moral superiority that, once upon a time before invasion and  carnage, Europe 
might have learned from America. Montaigne makes the fictive or real Indig-
enous songs that lead into his essay’s end – one of love and one of a captive 
outfacing his captors – a means to aesthetically overcome opposition between 
Indigenous virtues and equalities and  European barbarism, invasion, and 
slaughter and to right conflicted selves and their culture. The warrior’s song 
voices a community of ever-warring groups that are yet constant neighbours, 
their mutual cannibalism forging over centuries literally one flesh. The love 
song, whose lover asks his sister to use a beautiful snakeskin as a motif for a 
girdle for his beloved, joins present and future human families and animals 
in equally tight fellowship. Further, Montaigne adds, he has enough poetry 
to know that “not only is there nothing barbarous in this fancy, but it is alto-
gether Anacreontic,” in “a soft language, with an agreeable sound, somewhat 
like Greek in its endings” (“des cannibales” I: 31, 158; Essais 212–13). Like the 
areitos, these songs fit European habit, sites of dialogue to offer, in poetry as in 
historiography, cure for Europe’s ills and exempla of the universal.
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For Montaigne, as for English poets seeking a prosody and poetics that 
would be bearer and evidence of English prosperity and power and witness 
to universal poetry’s authority, the continental wars (which killed sidney) 
and, especially, France’s civil wars blazoned Europe’s barbarism. These were 
easily seen as avatars of the terror visited on the Americas. The dutch, by 
Montaigne’s middle age, routinely depicted themselves as American victims 
of spanish fury. This political and moral judging of Europe by America was 
coeval with debate over history and poetics. Thirty-five years before baudouin, 
eight before Oviedo, Luigi Guicciardini had charles de bourbon stress the 
tie brutally before Rome’s walls at sunset on 5 May 1527, inciting his men by 
urging: “[A]mong the spaniards in this army are some who have seen a New 
world, which is already entirely obedient to our invincible Majesty” (81). To 
soldiers, the salient event was Tenochtitlan’s 1521 sack. The tie signalled basic 
legal and moral conflict by 1548 when the ban on Juan Ginés de sepúlveda’s 
Second Democrates, extolling war on Americans, led to the 1550–51 Valladolid 
debate between him and bartolomé de Las casas. sepúlveda’s first Democrates 
(1535) had justified Rome’s sack. In his 1552 Brevísima relación, Las casas twice 
measured cuba, whose pillage he excoriated, in the loaded phrase “as long 
as from Valladolid to Rome” (77, 91): three capitals, conflicted Valladolid, 
Rome ruined, Tenochtitlan judge of christian brutality, the Brevísima relación’s 
entire thrust. Many sixteenth-century humanists took spain’s American for-
tunes to bode its empire’s God-inspired renovatio of “the whole of humanity” 
( Ambrosini 77). could the renovatio go both ways? Translatio imperii had always 
profited west over east. Might it even now fulfil Montaigne’s dream of a mor-
ally better Europe had Plato already learned from America (Essais I: 31, 206–7)?

For “songs, dances, and music came and went from Andalusia, America, 
and Africa, Alejo carpentier cites Fernando Ortiz from 1935 (95). The flow 
existed long before Latin Europeans’ east–west Atlantic voyaging, their 
wonder at the areito and the triangular trade in slaves, raw materials, and 
commodities, though not before those trades on Africa’s Atlantic coast.  Music, 
orature, and trade exchanges were coeval. Already in 1451, a witness to the 
Lisbon wedding of the Portuguese king Afonso V’s sister Leonor to the em-
peror Frederick III recorded that “‘negroes and Moors’ performed .  .  . their 
tribal dances and songs” in the processions (qtd. in Russell 228). For the 1455 
wedding of the Portuguese infanta Joana and Henry IV of castile, the poet 
Fernão da silveira (a.k.a. coudel-Moor, d. 1493), wrote praise verses in which 
a black king from sierra Leone sang and danced encomia to the crown:

A mim rei de negro estar serra Lioa,
lonje muito terra onde viver nós,
lodar caitbela tubao de Lixboa
falar muao novas casar pera vós.
Querer a mim logo ver-vos como vai,
leixar molher meu, partir muito sinha,
porque sempre nós servir vosso pai,
folgar muito negro, estar vós rainha.
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Aqueste gente neu taibo, terra nossa
nunca folgar, andar sempre guerra,
nam saber qui que balhar terra vossa,
balhar que saber como nossa terra,
se logo vos quer mandar, a mim venha
fazer que saber, tomar que achar,
mandar fazer taibo lugar, des mantenha!
E logo meu negro, senhora, balhar.

I am king of the blacks of sierra Leone.
The land where we live is very far off.
The caravel Tubao of Lisbon sailed in,
Told much news of a marriage among you.
Right away I wanted to see you, to see what you were like.
I forsook my wife, I quite left my senhora,
because we always serve your father,
And we blacks rejoice greatly that you will be queen.

The people here are very good. In our country
we never rest, we always go to war.
I don’t know what I shall dance here in your land,
but dance as we know in our land
If you want right away to order me to come,
I’ll do what I know, I’ll take what I find.
I had made a good place, may God keep it!
And right away, I a black, Lady, will dance. (1: 194–95)

At the turn of this century, the spanish poet Rodrigo de Reinosa wrote 
two or three chapbook songs about and seemingly for wolof/Mandingo 
singers and dancers (which were among Reinosa’s poems saved for poster-
ity [coincidentally?] by christopher columbus’s bibliophile son Fernando) 
(43–44, 48–49). The dramatist Gil Vicente, in his 1524 “tragicomedia,” Fragoa 
d’amor, has an African (“um negro,” 4: 95) “singing in the language of his land”  
(4: 106). The play was written for the celebration of the proxy betrothal of João 
III and catarina (4: 95). such scraps hint that sub-saharan music and dance 
cultures, taken first to Portugal (the first known modern European auction 
of sub-saharan slaves occurred in 1444 at Lagos) and then to spain via the 
Portuguese voyages on west Africa’s coast, were fast part, exotic or not, of 
Iberian high culture. but if by 1451–55 they were already included as exot-
ica in royal celebrations, they won a firmer place equally swiftly in popular 
culture. Music, dance, and the festivities they enhanced are attested from the 
earliest days of black slavery in Portugal and Iberia generally. Peter Russell 
notes that the popularity of African music in the peninsular actually dated to 
the Middle Ages and the black slaves of the Moors (245n41). The Martinican 
creole, M.E.L. Moreau de saint-Méry took it for granted in 1789 that “the 
Moors who brought the passionate Fandango to spain [in the Middle Ages] 
were in fact transporting the chica” from Africa – sub-saharan west Africa, 
not the Moors’ north (66).
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despite the appeal to the highest elites of these songs and dances, their 
mass popularity made them suspect. As early as 1461, the Portuguese town 
of  santarém forbad slaves to hold parties. As fast as African music and dance 
spread, no less fast did Iberian authorities see them as a subversive or moral 
threat. during Manuel I’s reign (1495–1521), some songs and dances were 
banned. In 1559, “all blacks, both slave and free, were prohibited from holding 
dances and meetings in Lisbon and in an area one league . . . about the city.” 
In 1563, the corregidor of colares, some sixteen miles from Lisbon, “broke up 
a festa dos negros where the blacks had elected a king and hanged a scarecrow 
from a gibbet” (Gallop 204–5). No reason was given for the prohibitions. Of the 
last two, A.c. saunders says that “perhaps whites in Portugal were disturbed 
by news of the slave revolts troubling são Tomé since the 1530s” (106–7). but, 
by then, slave revolt in the Americas – like those Hispaniola’s governor Nicolás 
de Ovando decried as early as 1502–3 (Palmer 7), that of 1522 on diego colón’s 
plantation (Oviedo 1: 98–100; IV.iv), Enriquillo’s successful 1519–33 war or the 
slave and pirate sack of Havana in 1538 (Ortiz, Cuban 84) – attested to a systemic 
threat to Iberian control potentially ruinous of all slaving activity and the trade, 
colonization, and industry it rooted. cultural practices like music and dance 
were always linked to such threats, creating a paradox of attraction and terror.

Oviedo urged that Taino music and festival both differed from European 
cultural familiarities and, as “a good and fine way to remember their past 
and ancient matters,” even threatened those familiarities and the oppression 
their hegemonic claims upheld (1: 113b). Finding native drumming like “the 
low drumming the Negroes make” (114a), he hinted at a link to the Africans 
whose revolt he had just told and which he soon related to cacique Enrique’s 
Indian revolt (V: iv–vii). Oviedo possibly knew Ramón Pané’s report on 
Hispaniola’s Tainos, made at columbus’s request, prepared between 1495 
and 1500. As Pané stated, “just like the Moors [sì come i Mori (“Africans”)] 
they have their laws recorded in old songs, by which they are ruled, like the 
Moors in writing [“come i Mori per la scrittura”]. And when they want to sing 
their songs, they play a certain instrument that is called maiohauau, which is 
of wood, and hollow, made strong and very thin, an arm long and half an 
arm wide.” This instrument “ha tanta voce” as to be heard “a league and a 
half away,” some four and a half miles. The “principal men . . . learn to play 
[this drum] as children, and to sing with it” these songs (“scrittura” 1: 219; 
cap. lxi [for lxii]; Account, cap. xiv). similarly, Moreau de saint-Méry, judging 
extant dances of saint Vincent “caribs” “lugubrious and monotonous,” yet 
thinking that, historically (and distinguishing “Indians” from later caribbean 
“immigrants,” their “implacable enemies”) “perhaps the caribbeans and the 
[African] originators of the chica had a love of the dance and the effects of 
climate in common.” For “the unhappy natives of saint [domingue] . . . had 
several historic dances, such as a Pyrrhic dance, and others as voluptuous as 
the chica” (67–69; but cf. Ortiz, La música).

Moreau de saint-Méry, Oviedo, and Pané sensed kinship among Africans 
and Indians – an overlap of practice and sensibility – feeling with Olive senior 
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centuries later that “the worldview and spiritual values of these two people 
were so similar – not just their values but also their practices – that there 
might have been a more profound connection between” them than between 
the Europeans (dawes, Talk 78). Likening Indian dances and areitos to spanish 
peasant dancing, Oviedo implied other dimensions. Repeating that Indians 
performed mainly to memorialize their victories, he stressed cultural rivalry 
and political power (114b). Relating most lavishly an all-women areito led by 
“queen” Anacaona (later murdered by the spanish), he insinuated a threat 
to patriarchy (1: 113–16; V.i). circulation of cultural practices, forms, and 
artefacts joined awareness that these imperilled the European elites assert-
ing hegemony. Oviedo’s scenario hints at a divers threat: exchanges uniting 
Africans and Americans and both to economically needed, but politically 
and culturally irksome, European peasants. worse, women did not just share 
cultural creation and praxis; they led them. Gender, class, and race superiority 
and hegemony might all be undercut by such circulation.

Here, I shall not explore these putative bonds between American and 
 African cultures (Reiss, “Music” 5–13). My concern is for the American areitos, 
the love and envy many Europeans felt towards them, and, as importantly, the 
mainland cultural practices that were seen as associated with them, painting 
and pictographs, elite education, and historical record. For the areitos, I take 
two more early observers, one the chief critic of spanish conduct in America. 
For Las casas also admired these performances, saying that the Hispaniola 
Tainos “eran muy amigos de sus bailes” (“were great lovers of their dances”). 
He also described African and American cultural echoes, after columbus, and 
knew Pané’s and Oviedo’s views, but he declares his personal observation:

They were great lovers of their dances, to the sound of the songs they sang 
and hoarse wooden drums, all made without skin or other fastening. It was 
something to see their measures [compás], as much in their voices as their steps, 
for three or four hundred men came together, the ones’ arms passed over the 
others’ shoulders, with no foot extending a pinpoint beyond another, and all 
the same. Just so did the women dance with the same measure, pitch and order. 
The words of their songs referred to ancient things, and sometimes to chil-
dren’s, . . . as I heard them in those days. when many women joined to grate 
the roots from which they made their cassava bread, they sang a particular 
song which had a wonderful sound. (Apologética 2: 349–50; III.cciv)

My last observer, just later, is Jean de Léry. All of the French named so far had 
their information second-hand. Léry did not. He shares the awe, admiration, 
and even love of Pané, Oviedo, and Las casas. The brazilian Tupinamba 
world that Léry recounts is all song and dance, all activities accompanied by, 
or forms of dance and song at one with, a natural world of birdsong, forest 
dance, and animal choreography. Most of Léry’s stories tell this collective 
ecology of rhythm and music, but one especially relates to the areitos. It does 
so not least in its opening misjudgement and fear but final awe and delight. 
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chiefly, it does because its scenario appears as a singular religious variant of 
the areitos described by earlier spanish observers.

One day, the villagers with whom Léry lived after escaping his  colony’s ty-
rannical governor are visited by “certain false prophets that they call caraïbes.” 
(They are “false” because they are not christian, but Léry must  finally rethink 
this censure.) some 600 men shut themselves in a great “house,” apart from 
women in another and children in a third. The men  begin “a very low mur-
mur, like the muttering of someone reciting his hours.” slowly, they raise 
“their voices and were distinctly heard singing all together and repeating 
this syllable of exhortation, He, he, he, he; the women . . .  answered them from 
their side, and with a trembling voice; reiterating that same interjection He, 
he, he, he.” The song is in fact triple since the children also respond, “similarly 
shaken and tormented in” their house. Léry and his fellows at first fear the 
music and its seeming violence. but soon “these chaotic noises and howls 
ended,” yielding to “a harmony so marvellous that you would hardly have 
needed to ask whether, since I was now somewhat easier in my mind at hear-
ing such sweet and gracious sounds, I wished to watch them from nearby.” 
so he does, watching the dance first through a hole in their house’s wall, 
then crawling in and squatting in a corner, to describe their round dance, the 
Caraïbes’ “advancing and leaping forward, then drawing back” with maracas 
and leg circlets and tobacco ceremonies that last some two hours. These rituals 
ended, and “the five or six hundred men dancing and singing incessantly, 
such was their melody that – although they do not know what music is – 
those who have heard them would never believe that they could make such 
harmony” (Histoire 395–403; History 140–42).

saying the Indians do not know what music is, Léry means that they lack 
abstract understanding or written knowledge of it, for their musical  sensibility 
is clearly profound. His remark shares in ancient to current debate on the rea-
son of musical enjoyment, the rationality of birdsong, and whether full joy in 
song requires a reasoned understanding. It ties in with a discussion on whether 
birdsong is a language (as most believed beyond the European sixteenth cen-
tury and again today). These debates are much alive in Léry and his peers, who 
tie them to analyses of language and reason, memory, and history that con-
stantly arise, a comparative analysis often reversing who is rational and who 
is not. As Léry watches and listens to the Caraïbe-led dancers and singers, his 
terror is from his lack of knowledge, not theirs. Only as he sorts out movements 
and sounds does he start to see and hear their dance’s and song’s measured 
proportions, the reason ruling them. Then, he who had been so terrified, has

in recompense such joy, hearing the measured harmonies of such a multitude, 
and especially in the cadence and refrain of the song, where at every verse all 
of them would let their voices trail, saying Heu, heuaure, heura, heuraure, heura, 
heura, oueh – I remained transported: but also every time I remember it, my 
heart trembles, and it seems their voices are still in my ears. when they decided 
to finish, each of them struck his right foot against the earth more vehemently 
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than before, and spat in front of him; then all of them with one voice uttered 
hoarsely two or three times the words He, hua, hua, hua, and then ceased. (Léry, 
Histoire 403–05; Léry, History 144)

He also now understands the spiritual weight of the collective performance.
For Europeans, the united historical and religious purport of the areitos, those 

great collective scenarios, linked them to another cryptic foreign practice: the 
use of hieroglyphs also apparently bearing on cultural memory and spirituality. 
And hieroglyphs naturally evoked the pictographs that New spain’s colonial 
friars and administrators soon knew did tie somehow into the songs. As early 
as september 1522, Venice’s envoy to King charles V, Gaspare contarini, report-
ing Ferdinand Magellan’s voyage and Hernán cortés’s defeat of “a huge city 
called Temisitam [Tenochtitlan],” said that if its people “have not letter char-
acters, yet they write some most necessary things [“qualche cosa più necessaria”] 
with animal figures or otherwise, just as the Egyptians did of old, though these 
their characters do not serve them for everything” (qtd. in symcox 137).

The information fit American pictographs into a century-old debate on 
hieroglyphs that held humanists from Poggio bracciolini and cyriacus of 
 Ancona to Leon battista Alberti and were exactly coeval with the early 
 passage of songs and dances between Africa and then the Americas and 
 Europe. In hieroglyphs, all saw “picture-letters [“lettere figurate”],” as  Filarete 
put it around 1460 (qtd. in curran 85), that were a universal language 
subsuming discrete alphabets that gave direct mental access to its objects’ 
meaning, as Alberti described in his De re aedificatoria, which was begun by 
the mid-century, or “to the simple and permanent form of things,” as shared 
by Ficino in 1492 (70–76, 97). For many, their “conception of the hieroglyph 
[was now] broad enough to be applied to virtually any kind of communicat-
ing imagery” (146), easing reception of the new pictographs. by the 1550s, 
Gianfranco cantelli shows, thanks to cortés, Alonso de Zuazo, Oviedo, 
 Francisco López de Gómara, and pictographic scripts sent to spain, these were 
seen as writing, intrinsic to debate on historiography, evidence, and  linguistics 
(342, 357). by 1557, the polymath sebastián Fox Morcillo “grudgingly admit-
ted” them as history (qtd. in Ginzburg 51). The view was routine. In his 1560 
dialogues Della historia, Francesco Patrizi urged “a new historiography that 
privileged images and other nonwritten sources over written ones” (as Indig-
enous historians did). He shared “a larger tendency in the catholic church 
to exalt the historiographic value of images in theological debates with icon-
oclastic Protestants” (qtd. in cañizares-Esguerra 65, 89).

To some Europeans, Mexican pictographs proved the case even earlier. In 
New spain, creole, Native, and spanish historians always knew the picto-
graphs’ literacy and historiographic function. Motolinia (great lover of Indian 
dance) explained this at the start of the Memoriales that he probably began 
by 1532 (3–4), and, by 1606, Enrico Martínez was near platitude in reporting 
painted texts “that served as calendars, done with such skill and good order 
that they served them [Indigenous readers] not only to reckon their feast days 
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and times of the year; but also as [history] books, for in them they recorded 
each thing that occurred with such clarity that many centuries later it could 
be understood as if written in a book.” He was featuring one “made by fray 
Toribio de Motolinia,” so praising their real use by a European scholar (122). 
spaniards in New spain were “experimenting with pictorial communica-
tion” from the early 1530s (Lockhart 330). by 1570, bernardino de sahagún 
told Pope Pius V in the prologue to part two of his Breve compendio, sent in 
hope of intellectual, spiritual, and financial help, that “everything [he and his 
partners] debated” for his great history of Indian New spain, Anahuac, “they 
told me in paintings, for this was the writing [escritura] they used of old, and 
the linguists explicated them in their language, writing [“escribiendo”] the 
explication at the painting’s foot” (16). To use the same word for pictograph 
and script equates them. For cantelli, European assent to the historiographic 
and scientific utility of such techniques peaked in the 1581 Discorso intorno 
alle imagini sacre e profane of Gabriele Paleotti, cardinal archbishop of bologna, 
seeing pictographs (like hieroglyphs) as a convention-free, direct telling of the 
world, a more “natural” and “universal” relay of information than alphabetic 
writing (344, 348, 350–55).

These are a rather ignored part of long-running debate on history and 
historiography that many scholars have studied. Related to them was hard 
thinking, fired mostly by American and African habit, on oral memory and 
history that turned towards new paths. Poets’ and historiographers’  concerns 
converged. walter benjamin opens a rich vein in Ursprung des deutschen 
 Trauerspiels, seeing later uses of symbol and allegory sown in sixteenth- century 
and earlier humanists’ absorption with hieroglyph and emblem. benjamin is 
silent on pictographs, as, I think, was Pierio Valeriano in his 1556  Hieroglyphica, 
who sounds otherwise like Paleotti: “To speak hieroglyphically is nothing 
other than to open the nature of divine and human things” ( benjamin 169–70; 
cf. curran 228–34). And many others did make the link, and if benjamin and 
his sources rightly see this lasting humanist care for hieroglyphs, emblems, 
and pictographs as the productive ground of new  allegorical and symbolic 
understandings and uses (literary, in benjamin’s case), these surely underlie 
sidney’s, Puttenham’s, daniel’s, and their successors’ debates, not to speak of 
ideas manifest in innumerable writers and thinkers.

Pictographs, song, dance, education, history, and poetry, not least the 
 areitos, converge in a 1580s debate that is now as familiar as it was brief. Much 
of their import is focused in a letter written by the Jesuit Juan de Tovar to his 
colleague José de Acosta, who sought assurance on the reliability of Tovar’s 
history of the Nahuas: as to (1) its authority, (2) how the Indians, “lacking 
writing,” could remember so much intricate matter for so long, and, notably, 
(3) how they could exactly recall so many specific speeches. Tovar’s reply 
 details Indigenous people’s multimedia poetics, fully implying that his history 
based on those practices is, therefore, as many scholars had already worried, 
more trustworthy, solid, and accurate – and lovely – than anything that mere 
writing had managed. In 1590, Acosta acknowledged using much of Tovar’s 
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work verbatim in his own great Historia natural y moral de las Indias. Tovar’s 
reply evidently convinced him. The fact that their exchange occurred in a 
very formal institutional context, or at least as its consequence, makes it the 
more significant. For Tovar’s history had originally been written in response 
to royal command.

soon after his 1570 appointment, the new president of King Philip II’s 
 council of the Indies, Juan de Ovando, in order to base decisions on solid 
information, asked New spain’s officials to gather as many Indigenous 
 documents or copies as possible. These, made by Indians and people  assisting 
them, would have been created mostly by the tlahcuilohqueh (sung as tlacuilo), 
who were scribes trained in Nahua pictographic writing to record their 
 people’s histories, traditions, and events. Pictographs did not straightforwardly 
narrate these records but were prompts enabling the tlahcuilohqueh to recount 
orally these histories and traditions in song or prose. such documents would 
have been unintelligible to those in spain to whom they were to be deliv-
ered, and Tovar (who joined the Jesuits in 1673), a creole born in Texcoco to a 
 spanish conquistador father and a mestiza mother and raised speaking spanish 
and three Indian languages, including Nahuatl, was among those the viceroy 
named to compile the necessary explanation and commentary. This he did in 
a large history sent to the council in spain in 1578. There it disappeared into 
the archive’s maw and has yet to surface. This was no unusual upshot. Two 
other famed compilations likewise vanished. One was huge, made by a group 
of chiefly Indigenous scholars, gathered and supervised by the Franciscan 
sahagún between 1540 and 1585, of which an abridgment was printed in 1829 
and the full version only in the mid-twentieth century. The dominican diego 
durán, a relative of Tovar, used similar sources to write a shorter history some-
time around 1580. It, too, was recovered and published only in the last century.

In the second half of the 1580s, Acosta approached Tovar for information to 
help his work on the Historia natural y moral. so between 1585 and 1587, Tovar 
wrote another, shorter history (its manuscript still extant). This is the Historia 
that drew Acosta’s brief letter of thanks, and whose authority he queries: how, 
without writing, could its Indigenous authors and informants give a true his-
tory of their people? This is, of course, a question still commonly asked of oral 
cultures today, used to question and undermine trust in such cultures’ own 
historical and other knowledge. It claims superiority of written knowledge and, 
thus, of the veracity of, for example, western writing on such cultures over 
the oral reports of the people themselves of those cultures (shades of sidney).

so Acosta’s three questions are archetypes of those that other westerners 
will later ask. This is not necessarily to think that Acosta doubted the history 
(he certainly did not after Tovar’s reply). Rather, he wants to know what 
 validates its claims and arguments since these clearly depend on evidence 
very different from that ascribed to written European historical narratives:

Holgado he de ver y repasar la Historia mexicana que V. R. me envió y pienso 
holgarán tambien en Europa con ella, por la curiosidad que tiene cerca del 
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gobierno y ceremonias de los indios mexicanos. Mas deseo me satisfaga V. R. 
á algunas dudas que á mí se han ofrecido. La primera es, ¿qué certidumbre y 
autoridad tiene esta relacion ó historia? La segunda, ¿cómo pudieron los indios, 
sine escritura, pues no la usaron, conservar por tanto tiempo la memoria de 
tantas y tan varias cosas? La tercera, ¿ cómo se puede creer que las oraciones ó 
arengas que se refieren en esta historia las hayan hecho los antiguos retóricos 
que en ella se refieren, pues sin letras no parece posible conservar oraciones 
largas, y en su género elegantes? A estas dudas me satisfaga V. R. para que el 
gusto de esta historia no se deshaga con la sospecha de no ser tan verdadera y 
cierta, que se deba tener por historia. (Acosta 263–264)

I have enjoyed seeing and studying the Mexican history that your Reverence 
sent me and I think they will also enjoy it in Europe, due to the interesting 
 information it gives on the government and ceremonies of the Mexican  Indians. 
but I wish your Reverence would resolve certain doubts that have occurred to 
me. The first is: what certainty and authority has this relation or history? The 
second: how could the Indians, lacking writing, since they don’t use it, preserve 
the memory of so many and varied things for so long a time? The third: how 
can one believe that the speeches and harangues given in this history were 
 really made by the ancient orators the history names, since  without letters it 
does not seem possible to preserve long and in their kind elegant speeches? 
May your Reverence resolve these doubts so that the  pleasure of this history 
not be undone by the suspicion of its not being as true and certain as history 
requires.

Acosta’s letter covers all bases: the sources and authority for Tovar’s history, 
the media that enable the exact record of events over centuries, the memoriz-
ing that allows uncanny accuracy in reported speeches, and their feeling and 
argument, elegance, and, ostensibly, syntax and cadence. The running theme 
is the Indians’ supposed lack of writing. As we saw in sahagún, this matter 
depends on what is considered “writing.” It also depends on supposals about 
the lesser utility of other media.

Tovar answers the first question by recording how he managed to write his 
first history (the one that is still lost) by joining pictographs and oral memory. 
He had had to work from writings he could not read: those original librerías, 
“collections of books that these people keep of these things . . . in characters 
and hieroglyphs [‘caracteres y hieroglíficos’].” He had turned to Indigenous 
historiadores y sabios, historians and sages, learned men, “sabios of Mexico, 
Texcoco and Tula,” educated to read these writings, able to work with him 
on these pictographic codices, and summon their highly trained memories. 
He tells how two copies of the history were to have been made, with “very 
fine pictures,” one for the king, one “for us,” but how the go-between had 
returned to spain with the unfinished history. Its compilers never saw it again. 
but he knew how he had compiled his history, being further reminded by 
seeing another such history, written by a “relative” of his (diego durán) and 
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much resembling his own, largely because it “closely followed the collection 
of old books that I had seen.” This “refreshed” his memory (Tovar 264).

His memory was the more refreshed because he had discussed the original 
materials with the old sabios “before the cocoliste.” Cocoliste is a Mexican word 
derived from Nahuatl, meaning any epidemic disease (perhaps, especially, 
 typhus). Tovar is explaining that many of the ancianos, those old sages and 
historians, died in the epidemic but had authorized his narrative, explana-
tions, and interpretations before they did. so Tovar’s answer to Acosta’s first 
question explains that his sources are a constant mix of oral dialogue and 
checking, of pictural and pictographic reference, of analysis and interpreta-
tion, and of dependence on the sages – the tlahcuilohqueh, specially educated 
over years in their people’s sung, spoken, and performed histories and tradi-
tions, in deciphering and using pictographs and other signs, in memorizing 
speech and apophthegm, and in song and dance. Imperfectly, no doubt, since 
much of the ancient scholarship had been lost – by the destruction of docu-
ments, the replacement of traditional schools by Europeanized ones, the ruin 
of ancient spiritualities, the reduction of dance and song to popular revel, 
murder and disease (like the cocoliste), Tovar had been emulating the modes 
of learning of the Mexica schooling of their tlahcuilohqueh.

Answering for his history’s authority and certainty, Tovar thus began his 
second answer; for the pictographs, he explains, join symbol and emblem as 
well as actual depiction. Perhaps, even, such painted representation may in 
fact come “first.” They have, he says, “sus figuras y hieroglyfícos con que 
pintaban las cosas” (“their figures and hieroglyphs with which they paint 
things”). but for anything whose imágen propria (“exact image”) cannot be 
painted, “they have other signifying characters [‘caracteres significativos’] for 
it, and with these they figure as much as they wish” (Tovar 264). Further, 
their written calendar, in the form of temporal “wheels,” each covering the 
fifty-two years that are the Mexicas’ periodizing equivalent of Europe’s 
centuries, enables them to fix “the memory of the time in which each thing 
occurred” and retain exact “memory of times in which memorable things oc-
curred.” Thus is answered the question of how the Mexica can exactly record 
even very ancient events and actions in their variety and passage (264–65).

with Tovar’s answer to Acosta’s third question, we return to the areitos, 
their import, and how they fit into the multimedia practices not just of the 
Mexica but also, it appears, of all the cultures of the Americas. Tovar opens 
his response by disarmingly seeming to agree with Acosta’s (and many oth-
ers’) criticism: “but you must be warned that though they had various figures 
and characters with which they wrote things, it was not as adequate as our 
writing which, without disagreement/variance [‘sin discrepar’], by the very 
words, everyone knows exactly what was written.” Americans, he says, “solo 
concordaban en los conceptos” (“agreed only on the concepts”). Far from 
being a failing, though, this is a key advantage. Profiting from what Europe-
ans saw as an inadequacy, Indigenous peoples forged from its consequences 
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collective tradition and historical memory and a communal culture of shared 
delight in song and dance:

[P]ero para tener memoria entera de las palabras y traza de los parlamentos 
que hacian los oradores, y de los muchos cantares que tenian, que todos sabian 
sin discrepar palabra, los cuales componían los mismos oradores, aunque los 
figuraban con sus caracteres, pero para conservarlos por las mismas palabras 
que los dijieron sus oradores y poetas, habia cada día ejercicio dello en los 
colegios de los mozos principales que habian de ser sucesores á estos, y con 
la continua repeticion se les quedaba en la memoria, sin discrepar palabra, 
 tomando las oraciones más famosas que en cada tiempo se hacian, por método, 
para imponer á los mozos que habian de ser retóricos; y de esta manera se con-
servaron muchos parlementos, sin discrepar palabra, de gente en gente, hasta 
que vinieron los españoles, que en nuestra letra escribieron muchas oraciones 
y cantares que yo vi, y así se han conservado. (Tovar 265)

but to keep a complete memory of the words and layout of the speeches the 
orators made, and the many songs they had, which the same orators composed 
[and] that all knew without verbal divergence, although they pictured them 
with their characters, yet to preserve the very words [in] which their orators 
and poets spoke them, they held exercise in the colleges every day of the young 
chiefs who were to succeed them, and by continual repetition they kept them in 
memory, without verbal divergence, retaining the most famous speeches made 
in every age, methodically, to impress on these youngsters that they were to be 
orators. And in this way many speeches were preserved, without verbal diver-
gence, from person to person, until the spaniards came, who wrote down in our 
letters many speeches and poems that I saw, and thus they have been preserved.

Learned from teacher to pupil in exact repetition, many of these are famil-
iar huehuehtlahtolli or speeches used on formal occasions, stock traditional oral 
formations passed through generations. but the songs mentioned, learned 
in the same repetitious way, were surely akin to the areitos. while the Taino 
collective war and festive dances described by Pané, Oviedo, Las casas, and 
others, led by experienced nobles, and the Tupinamba communal spiritual 
performances, described by Léry as led by evidently trained “Caraïbes,” differ 
in various ways from what Tovar describes here, they clearly share cultural 
patterns. They differ especially from Tovar’s analysis in that those other areito 
performances are not multimedia events of the same sort. As all observers 
and judges agreed, they may have voiced in song, poetry, dance, gesture, 
movement, and costume collective traditions, histories, spirituality, and 
general concord, and they certainly entailed some training, but they differed 
from knowledge of the huehuehtlahtolli, of the songs, of the use of painting 
and pictograph to express such history and tradition, of “significant char-
acters” and symbols, and of the very strict educational system that brought 
these together: a collective, dialogic system whose goal was affirmation of 
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the  society’s  collective memory and interests. The Indians of north central 
America had forged in speech, song, memory, and pictorial writing, together, 
a highly efficient multimedia collective means of communication.

Tovar implied to Acosta that the supposed weakness of their purely written 
medium was, to the contrary, real strength. It gave that writing one element in 
a multiple signifying process whose strength lay precisely in the variety of its 
 media. It made the process more nuanced and more open to collective inter-
vention, reception, and participation. Ultimately, as many European  experts 
 suspected, it was likely superior to the predominantly written forms of  European 
knowledge and open to more and different experience and  knowledge. Ending 
his letter, Tovar implies that Europeans writing Mexica songs and speeches in 
alphabetical script may have “preserved” (“conservado”) them, but it did so as a 
museum freezes the spirit from living artefacts and experience – also in a way 
that takes them altogether from collective action and expression. He was cer-
tainly denying any claim of superiority for written “literacy.”

In that regard, may it not be sarcasm with which Tovar closes, in sending 
to Acosta “a very curious calendar of the Indians in which, together with 
what pertains to their months and days and feasts are made concordant the 
feasts and months and year of our ecclesiastical calendar, which certainly 
 excites admiration to see what these Indians achieve with ingenuity and skill” 
(265). Tovar, born mestizo around 1543, was a latecomer to the Jesuits in 1573. 
Like others in his situation, his sympathies perhaps lay with the victims of 
conquest. Perhaps that was why he responded to Acosta’s request for aid by 
reworking his lost history, why he did so in part by emulating Indigenous 
scholars’ ways, why he could detail those ways in full sympathy with the 
lost community they underpinned. Perhaps that explains, too, his sardonic 
attitude towards clichés of European “superiority.” certainly, his conclusion 
implies that Europeans could never have benefited from the multimedia su-
periority of Indigenous expression, have seized an opportunity to better know 
the complexities of others’ experience, and have put that expression to uses 
for which empathy was essential. Given how many poets and poetic theorists 
saw in the poetics of Indigenous America a powerful expression of human 
historical and spiritual experience, one might have thought greater effort to-
wards recovery and expressive use might have been in the cards. Admiration 
provided plentiful footnotes. Little else.
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david a. porter

The Early Modern Lyric: A Literary 
Wilderness of World Literature

AbsTrAcT: This article explores several aspects of the early modern poetic tra-
dition as an antidote to presentism in comparative and world literature studies. 
A passage from Giovanni battista Pigna’s renaissance synthesis of Aristotelian 
and Horatian poetics is used to comment on comparative readings in general. 
This is followed by close readings of two dream poems by the early modern 
Italian Giovanni Aurelio Augurello and the modernist spanish poet Antonio 
Machado, both of which relate to renaissance literary traditions in different ways. 
Two different agonistic poems, one by Pierre-Daniel Huet and one attributed to a 
Frisian folk hero, are also subject to analysis in order to explore how the process 
of historical selection reshapes the literary corpus and subjugates certain types of 
writing to neglect.

KEyWorDs: poetics, bibliomania, renaissance, Modernism, lyric

The now obscure essayist, Louis bollioud de Mermet (1709–93), in the treatise 
De la bibliomanie, first published in 1761, expressed his disapprobation at the 
heedless accumulation of books and the mania of book collectors:

En effet, avoir des collections de livres avec l’incapacité ou le défaut de volonté 
de lire et d’étudier, c’est une étrange manie, une aveugle ostentation. Entasser 
des amas de volumes sans nécessité, sans discernement, c’est une inutilité 
absurde, une vaine superfluité. rassembler tous ceux qu’on estime par leur 
rareté, par la beauté singulière des éditions, par la magnificence des reliures, 
c’est un excès de luxe, un amour déréglé du merveilleux, une prodigalité 
ruineuse. Préférer enfin ceux dont le seul mérite consiste dans la singularité 
grotesque des matières qu’ils renferment, ou qui n’ont d’autre qualité que 
d’être pernicieux aux bonnes mœurs et contraires aux maximes de la religion, 
c’est bizarrerie, caprice, travers d’esprit, libertinage.

Indeed, to possess a collection of books without the capacity or volition to read 
and study them is a strange compulsion, a blind ostentation. Amassing heaps 
of books unnecessarily and indiscriminately is an absurd futility, a vain excess. 
To gather all those valued for their rarity, for the unique beauty of the edition, 
for the magnificence of the binding, is an excess of luxury, a disordered love 
of the marvellous, a ruinous extravagance. Finally, for those who prefer books 
whose sole virtue subsides in their grotesque uniqueness of subject matter, 
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or which have no other quality than being dangerous to good morals and 
contrary to the maxims of religion, it is bizarreness, caprice, eccentricity, and 
libertinism.1 (13)

bollioud de Mermet focuses his complaint against book collectors who lack 
the capacity or inclination for reading their expensive purchases, those who 
place more value on the edition or decorative binding than on the contents of 
books, and, finally, those readers who seek out morbid or immoral literature. 
Great libraries have been built around the assemblages of prolific collectors 
and patrons, but, nevertheless, capricious and ignorant book collectors have 
long been a literary trope, from the syrian book collector in the ancient Greek 
writer Lucian of samosata’s Adversus indoctum et libros multos ementem (The 
 Ignorant Book Collector) to the book fool of sebastian brant’s Ship of Fools (1492).2

collecting anything can be a compulsive activity, thus the characteriza-
tion of bibliomania as a form of madness, but particular disapprobation has 
long been cast on book collectors who do not utilize their great libraries. The 
nouveau riche Trimalchio in Petronius’s Satyricon, boasted “[tres] bybliothecas 
habeo, unam Graecam, alteram Latinam” (“I have three libraries, one Greek, 
one Latin”) as a pretension to his learning (Sat. 48.4).3 The narrator of The 
Great Gatsby (Fitzgerald originally entitled this book Trimalchio) remarks on 
finding “real books” that are uncut and therefore unread in Gatsby’s impres-
sive library. restraint in book collecting relates to the moral circumscribing 
of reading; the madness or self-harm of reading fictitious tales is represented 
in the characters of Don Quixote and Emma bovary. bollioud de Mermet 
 rhetorically links the luxury of quality editions with libertinism and immoral-
ity in reading. bollioud de Mermet could have had particular recent offerings 
in mind, such as the five-volume Decameron of boccaccio with illustrations by 
charles cochin, charles Eisen, and Hubert Gravelot, which had been recently 
published, or the luxurious Fermiers Généraux edition of La Fontaine’s Contes 
(bollioud de Mermet, Crazy vi).

Diatribes against bibliomania relate to anxiety over knowledge. If one takes 
seriously the definition of world literature provided by David Damrosch – 
“I take world literature to encompass all literary works that circulate beyond 
their culture of origin, either in translation or in their original language” – one 
is inevitably faced with an immense world library, the almost endless accumu-
lation of books and the madness and folly of bringing them together (4). If one 
acknowledges that literature is affective, however dated eighteenth-century 
anxieties over reading appear, there remains a moral dimension to reading. 
However the practice of comparative or world literature might focus – for 

1 All translations are my own.
2 see Metz.
3 see Freudenburg on scholarly attempts to emend “three” into “two” in favour of 

arithmetic over humour as well as a summary of various possible interpretations 
of this line. The manuscripts support “tres,” but editions are divided.
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example, on tracing the influences of great works, movements, trends, motifs, 
and genres from literature to literature or from time to time or on advancing 
innovative new reading or interpretations – the project creates an anxiety of 
excess; a choice to read is also the choice of what remains unread. Literary 
canons and anthologies often attempt to constrain these choices or at least 
to offer some guidance. but canons are unstable. Moral preoccupations are 
subject to change. Edmund spenser, for example, has dropped in prominence 
in English literature not only as the study of that discipline has moved on 
since the Victorian period from its focus on older literature and philology 
to embrace the contemporary and global English but also due to a measure 
in changes in literary taste. As an anecdote to literary reactionarism, literary 
 canons should be continually re-evaluated and the merit of past creations 
subject to re-evaluation. but, as one scholar has recently noted,

[o]ne phenomenon came up in conversation with colleagues in all four lan-
guages [that is, the author’s colleagues in French, spanish, Italian, and German 
departments]: a seemingly inexorable drift towards presentism. All languages 
have seen diminished undergraduate interest in early fields. As a result, when 
students begin graduate studies, many do not have the background – in litera-
ture or history – that would allow them to conceive of specializing in medieval 
or early modern fields. Indeed, it is not rare these days to encounter incoming 
foreign language graduate students who have never read a single work written 
before 1800. (DeJean 318)

The price of expanding literary horizons is that other vistas are left behind. 
Moral and pedagogical concerns over reading change from context to context. 
Many of bollioud de Mermet’s eighteenth-century contemporaries linked 
reading fiction to the risk of immorality and madness. Modern pedagogues 
are more likely to express concern as to whether texts offer new perspectives 
or challenge one’s assumptions, but implicit to both is the concern for liter-
ature to facilitate ethical reasoning. The expressed concern about presentism 
is that, as the literary and human perspectives of the past are neglected, 
the experience of reading is lessened or restricted. older works are easily 
neglected, but these are precisely the ones that are likely to challenge our 
assumptions about literary composition and expression. The british novelist 
Jeanette Winterson expressed the experience of reading this way: “There’s a 
lot of talk about the tame world versus the wild world. It is not only a wild 
nature that we need as human beings; it is the untamed open space of our 
imaginations. reading is where the wild things are” (144). one advantage of 
world literature is that it has opened up the wilderness of reading and inter-
pretation. This is not to say that entering the literary wilderness obviates the 
need for ethics in reading, or the need to fix literary boundaries, but there is 
some advantage to literary meanderings in the metaphorical wilderness of 
literature. one wilderness that is fruitful to explore is the neglected literature 
of the past.
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A humanist and poet from Ferrara, Giovan battista Pigna (1530–c. 1575), in 
his treatise Poetica Horatiana (1561), offered a curious generic interpretation of 
the monstrous creature from the beginning of the roman poet Horace’s Art 
of Poetry (Ars poetica):

Humano capiti cervicem pictor equinam
iungere si velit et varias inducere plumas
undique collatis membris, ut turpiter atrum
desinat in piscem mulier formosa superne,
spectatum admissi risum teneatis, amici? (1–5)

If a painter wishes to join a horse’s neck to a human head and spread about 
coloured feathers on limbs collected from every kind of animal, so that what 
was a beautiful woman on top, slunk repulsively into a black fish, would you, 
when asked to take a peek, constrain your urge to laugh, my friends?

Horace begins his epistle by describing the absurdity of the heterogeneous 
painting in order to affirm the principle of unity in poetry. In his extended 
discussion of Horace’s poetics, Pigna uses the beginning of Horace’s poem to 
discuss the very nature of literary genre:

caput humanum, ceruix equina, variae plumae, cauda piscis: quod trium regio-
num animalia amplectitur, cum alia aeri, alia aquae, alia terrae destinata. et ter-
restrium quidem alterum genus rationis expers, alterum particeps. ita quoque 
quatuor omnino praecipue poeseos partes ab Aristotele relatae, epica, dramat-
ica, dithrambica, lyrica. et dramaticae altera tragica, altera comica. Verba sunt 
ipsius Philosophi, ἐποποιία δή καὶ ἡ τῆς τραγῳδίας ποίησις ἐτὶ δὲ κομαιδία, 
καὶ ἡ διθυραμβοποιητική καὶ τῆς αὐλητικῆς ἡ πλείστη κιθαριστικῆς πᾶσαι 
τυγχάνουσιν οὖσαι μίμησις τό σύγολον. sed hoc ordine haec decenter disponi 
possent: caput humanum esse epopeiam, tum quia caput aliorum poematum: 
tum propter admirabile. ceruicem equinam, eo quod equus homini familiare 
magis animal, quam caetera: et quia ceruix magis coniuncta capiti, quam 
membra reliqua esse tragoediam. collatatas plumas, ob digressiones, quae ef-
feruntur ac si volarent, et ob minorem corporis partem, esse dithyrambica, et 
lyrica. atrum piscem, cum humilia, et turpia, quae carent scelere, sint comicis 
proposita, esse comoediam.

A human head, a horse’s neck, multicoloured feathers, and a fish’s tail: this 
includes animals from all three regions: the air, the sea, and the earth. of the 
terrestrial animals mentioned, one lacks reason, while the other does not. so 
likewise there are together four types of poetry mentioned by Aristotle: epic, 
drama, dithyrambic and lyric. The words of the philosopher himself are: “epic 
poetry, tragedy, comedy, dithyrambic poetry and the music of the flute and 
the harp are, in most of their forms, modes of imitation.” [Aristotle, Poetics 
1447a] but these can be properly arranged in this order: the human head is 
epic poetry, because it is the source of other types of poetry and because it 
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is wonderful. The horse’s neck, because the horse is more familiar to man 
than the other animals and because the neck is more closely joined with the 
head than the other limbs, is tragedy. The multicoloured feathers, because 
they represent digressions, which pop up as if they flew in, and because they 
constitute a minor part of the body, are dithyrambs and lyrics. The black fish, 
because base and ugly things that lack wickedness are designed for comedy, 
is comedy. (Pigna 2–3)

Pigna here partially follows the renaissance trend of fusing together and 
 attempting to reconcile the historically unrelated poetic theories of Horace and 
Aristotle. other scholars, such as Vincenzo Maggi (also known as  Madius), 
went so far as to interpret Horace’s Art of Poetry as an adaptation of  Aristotle’s 
Poetics (Herrick 3). In this passage, Pigna does not directly comment on what 
Aristotle or Horace meant by mimesis, “representation,” or “imitation,”4 
though it is a central implicit analogy that as a body part is proper to each 
animal, what is proper to each literary genre is unfitting for other genres.

Pigna highjacks Horace to make the case for firm generic distinctions, 
 ordering a new interpretative order for Horace’s chimerical figure. The order 
of genre, ranked from the highest epic to the lowest comedy, divides the 
animals by reason and by region and introduces symbolic meaning to each 
body part represented in the poem. The exegesis is inventive; the connection 
between a horse’s neck and tragedy, for example, is imaginative. on the one 
hand, this reading betrays the risk of comparison; the search for similarities 
between two works of different times and cultures – the roman Horace and 
the Athenian Aristotle – yields anachronism – that is, this reading is a creation, 
rather than a reconstruction, of ancient poetic theory. on the other hand, 
its search for, or even imposition of, interpretation provides an interesting 
reading. Pigna provides an answer to sarah Lawall’s question: “how can we 
encounter difference of any kind without reworking it into familiar patterns of 
understanding” (x), illustrating how the renaissance critics made assumptions 
about the agreement of ancient poetic authorities, genre, and symbolism and 
imposed an ordering on the critics reading of Horace.

Pigna demonstrates how the comparison of two unrelated texts may yield 
a new and interesting reading; between the madness of the proliferation of 
books and the critical desire to impose order and comprehension – between 
reason and folly – lie many of the interesting problems of world poetics and 
opportunities for comparison. However much one strays from the boundaries 
of literary canons, trends, or ethical concerns, interpretation might function 
as map making – in the case of Pigna, creating a new order on the texts. 
Whereas this carries the risk of obscuring difference and the literary and cul-
tural aspects of the texts being interpreted, it is difficult to otherwise grasp 
texts. Literature is affective, and how it affects the reader is in part guided by 
the literary and ethical assumptions and expectations of the reader. There is 

4 on these English renderings of μίμησις, see Hart 39–40.
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some distance between us and the ethical and literary concerns of bollioud de 
 Mermet and Pigna, but reading remains of moral significance, and compara-
tive readings, whether, indeed, as such, are creative acts.

Giovanni Aurelio Augurello (1441–1524) was a poet and alchemist, friend 
of leading scholars in Ficino and politicians in Florence and elsewhere in 
Italy. He ended his first book of two books of iambic poetry with a poem on 
a dream vision: “somnii: sive non falsi visus imago. carmen XXIX” (“of a 
dream, or the unseen image of falsehood”):

Adest deum munus sopor:
Mortalium dulcis quies:
Vos curae abite in maximam
oblivionem pessumae.
Abite, quid moramini?
An semper altera alteri
succedet? Ac iugis uago
ritu scatebit fluminis?
Non quippe: nam uos aut mero
Tristes abunde diluam:
Aut uos puellae uerbulis
Tandem resoluam blandulae.
sternetur hic mollis torus:
spirabit hic olens rosa:
Pulsabit elegans puer,
Virgo canora succinet.
obrepet oculis languido
sensim mihi lenis sopor:
Laetaeque mentis somnia
optata semet offerent.
Videre uideor en leues
Ludentium iam iam choros
Nympharum ad undae limpidum
Musis dicatae riuulum.
Num somnus hic est? an quies?
An uisus? an ne insomnium?
Videre quod uidemur, et
Dulci quiete perfrui.
Quid illa? quae tot flosculis
sertum euariat: aut quae rosas
Legens rubenti e stipite
Illi ministrat sutiles?
o cui parantur uertici,
Doctaeque fronti praemia.
cui Myrtus una cypridis,
Phoebique laurus texitur.
Ni forte nascenti modo
Vati coronam nectitis
o dulce, et o perenniter
Fluentis Vndae praesides. (folios 24r–24v)
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A deep sleep—the sweet repose of mortals—comes as a gift of the gods.
Depart, you, worst of anxieties to the uttermost oblivion.
Depart! Why do you delay? shall one worry always follow another?
Will they come along in the wandering manner of an ever-flowing river?
Indeed no, for I will thoroughly wash away your sorrow with wine.
or I will melt you girls with charming words.
Here a soft bed shall be spread. Here will be the aroma of fragrant roses.
Here a handsome boy will drum and a songful maiden will sing.
Kind sleep will slowly creep up to my listless eyes.
Long desired dreams will offer themselves to a happy mind.
Lo! I seem to see now the gentle choruses of playful nymphs at the 

rivulet of limpid waters.
Waters dedicated to the muses. surely sleep has come?
surely repose is nigh? can it be that I have seen it?
Do I not dream what I seem to see? And do I not calmly enjoy these 

sweet things?
Who are they, who adorn a wreath with so many flowers?
or who plucking roses from ruddy stocks, offer them woven together?
Whose heads are decorated and prizes for the brow of the learned.
Why are the myrtle of cyprus and the laurel of Apollo woven together,
If not so that you can fasten a garland to the rising poet?
o sweetness. o eternal protector of the flowing water.

reading neo-Latin poetry is a challenge for some readers as it requires setting 
aside assumptions such as the potential for personal expression in a learned 
language and the artificiality of renaissance literary decorum. This poem is 
written in iambic dimeters as were some of the Epodes of Horace and placed 
at the end of the poet’s first of two books of iambic poetry. The book of poetry 
thus ends with the poet being lulled to sleep. The pastoral imagery is beau-
tifully expressed, but the descriptions of waters, flowers, and nymphs are 
traditional literary tropes. Assonance and alliteration prevail throughout the 
poem, evident in clusters of vowels in the l, s, t, and m/n sounds in “Laetaeque 
 mentis somnia / optata semet offerent” (folios 19–20) and the extended use 
of the vowels o and e. such sound effects and the constrained form of an even 
forty lines convey a sense of balance and decorum and offer a display of care-
fully chosen vocabulary, careful control of the metre, and poetic talent. The 
opportunity to crown the poet with laurels is offered, but the action is left un-
done as the poet does not in his own words seal his poetic accomplishments. 
The final invocation of Apollo is unanswered. Implicitly, it is left to the reader 
to decide whether the book concluded qualifies Augurello as a poet.

This might be compared with another poem on a dream first published in 
Soledades, galerías y otros poemas (1907) by the spanish modernist poet Antonio 
Machado (1875–1939):

Anoche cuando dormía
soñé, ¡bendita ilusión!,
que una fontana fluía
dentro de mi corazón.
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Dí, ¿por qué acequia escondida,
agua, vienes hasta mí,
manantial de nueva vida
en donde nunca bebí?

Anoche cuando dormía
soñé, ¡bendita ilusión!,
que una colmena tenía
dentro de mi corazón;
y las doradas abejas
iban fabricando en él,
con las amarguras viejas,
blanca cera y dulce miel.

Anoche cuando dormía
soñé, ¡bendita ilusión!,
que un ardiente sol lucía
dentro de mi corazón.
Era ardiente porque daba
calores de rojo hogar,
y era sol porque alumbraba
y porque hacía llorar.

Anoche cuando dormía
soñé, ¡bendita ilusión!,
que era Dios lo que tenía
dentro de mi corazón. (35–36)

Last night as I was sleeping I dreamt, blessed dream, that a fountain was 
flowing within my heart.

I say, along what secret channel, are you coming to me, water, source of 
new life which I have never drunk?

Last night as I was sleeping I dreamt, blessed dream, that I held a 
beehive within my heart.

And the golden bees were fashioning in it, with ancient bitterness, white 
wax and sweet honey.

Last night as I as sleeping I dreamt, blessed dream, that a burning sun 
was shining within my heart.

It was burning because it gave the warmth of a red hearth and it was sun 
because it was bright and because I wept.

Last night as I was sleeping I dreamt, blessed dream, that it was God 
I held within my heart.

In both poems, the poet describes his dream, utilizing a concise metrical form. 
Machado writes seven quatrains in octosyllabic. The number is particularly 
important in christian mysticism, which forms the thematic background of 
the poem, as it represents the seven sacraments, virtues, sins, days of creation, 
gifts of the Holy spirit, and so on. The repeated exclamation, “bendita ilusión” 
in Machado’s poem has the appearance of the synonymous English “blessed 
illusion.” robert bly, in his translation of a selection of Machado’s poetry, ren-
ders it each time as “marvellous error!” (Machado, Soledades 43). The spanish 
meaning of ilusión can be “dream” or “hope.” The latter offers a more positive 
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and optimistic association than the English “illusion” or “error.” For exam-
ple, vivir con ilusión (literally, “to live with illusion”) means to live with high 
hopes or great expectations. The difficulty in translating the phrase lies not in 
finding its meaning but, rather, in finding its ambiguity. As Machado’s poem 
on mystical experience attempts to convey the expression of the inexpressible 
with polysemous diction, the translator or interpreter in English must attempt 
to convey the coexistence and the multiplicity of meanings.

The poem can also be divided into three parts, each one focusing on images 
of water, bees, and heat or the sun, with the final stanza completing the poem 
by culminating the dream sequence in the image of God. both  poems provide 
a stream or fountain as a symbol of poetic inspiration and end with a vision of 
the christian God or Apollo, god of music and poetry. both dreams are sensu-
ous, but the poetic traditions of their diction differ greatly.  Augurello describes 
the accompaniments of the classical locus amoenus: the boy drumming and the 
maiden singing a soft repose, roses and a river. Machado evokes the unusual 
imagery of the water, the beehive, the sun, and then God, all contained within 
his heart. Unusual, but each one is evocative of the catholic mystical tradition. 
The waters of new life have a baptismal significance. The image of the fire in the 
heart is suggestive of imagery of the Holy spirit at Pentecost. ricardo Gullón 
suggests that the poem reminds us of the mysticism of st. Teresa of Avila (32). 
In The Way of Perfection, st. Teresa describes the benefits of spiritual exercises:  
“[W]hen beginning to pray, as the bees come to the beehive and enter it to make 
the honey, and this without any effort on our part; because the Lord wills that 
the soul and will should merit his dominion for the time that they have given 
him” (“[E]n comenzando a rezar, que se vienen las abejas a la colmena y se en-
tran en ella para labrar la miel, y esto sin cuidado nuestro; porque ha querido 
el señor que por el tiempo que le han tenido, se haya merecido estar el alma y 
voluntad con este señorío”) (349).

In both st. Teresa and Machado, the image of bees creating honey in a 
 beehive can be conceived as the fruition of God’s work in the heart. both 
 poems, in a sense, rely on early modern literary traditions – Augurello requires 
a reader who can appreciate the challenge of writing in Latin iambic metres in 
the same way a virtuoso musician might display a difficult technique notice-
able only to fellow musicians – as well as an appreciation for poetic decorum 
in that the imagery, style, sentiments, and diction fit within its chosen form. 
Machado’s poem relies on christian symbolism, especially as expressed in the 
tradition of renaissance spanish mysticism. This reliance is evident in how 
Augurello uses the poet’s dream and waters to represent inspiration, themes 
so traditional that the roman satirist Persius already made fun of them in the 
prologue to his own satires where he boasts that he did not become a poet by 
drinking from the sacred springs or through dreaming (Prol. 1–3), whereas 
Machado uses water as a symbol of the rebirth of baptism or spiritual cleans-
ing. In Augurello, as his book of poetry closes, the poet is put to sleep and left 
in the realm of inspiration. Machado’s poem finishes with the vision of God. 
both poems end with a poetic climax but no denouement, their dreams do not 
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end and the implications of the visions are left unstated. They both convey a 
sense of poetic experience received through dreams and divine inspiration, 
and both craft their imagery from traditions of mystical and vatic experience. 
Machado is an unusual choice to illustrate renaissance literary traditions, but 
he has been selected as an illustration of the continuity and adaption of those 
traditions. As Augurello’s evocations of classical Latin poetics are still rooted 
in the renaissance Italian context in which he wrote, Machado’s use of an 
early modern spanish mystic’s metaphor is reformed in his modern symbolist 
poetics. Their use of literary traditions places them as part of those traditions, 
and they, in part, reform those traditions in evoking them.

If the two poems already discussed operate within established literary and 
cultural traditions, it cannot also be denied that a significant aspect of lyric 
poetry is the agonistic competition – from the shepherd’s singing competitions 
in pastoral poetry, to scottish flyting, to contemporary poetry slams. A poem 
that is not as directly polemic but expresses a form of poetic competition is the 
polymath scholar and churchman Pierre-Daniel Huet’s (1630–1721) epigram 
provided with the Greek title “Αἰνιγματώδης” (“riddling”):

syrmatopullilutositrahus, doctorionummus,
romulidistoricus, gloriolaucupida,

Loripedatquecathedrituus, mentaureobarbus,
Putrididentinus, rusipilosicutis,

simychonarifluus, rubicundoculumidilippus,
Hircaxillolidus, rostrirepandibrochus,

Trinigalerigerus, simulacriplateidecorus,
Franciscanicola, nugipolyloquides. (24)

Muddy-black-robes-dragging, cunning-cash-beggar,
roman-history-reading, fame-and-fortune-monger.
bandy-legged-armchair-critic, bull-chinned-beardo,
rot-toothed, rusticated-fur-skinned,
Mucus-wet-snub-nosed, ruddy-faced-bleary-eyed,
rock-goat-smelling, snout-nosed-bucktoothed,
Tricorne-wearing, dolled-up-like-statue-in-the-streets,
Dog-arsed-Franciscan, chatterer-of-many-triffles.

Though now regarded mainly as a theologian and philosopher, Huet was an 
avid composer of Latin poetry throughout his life, and his poetry contributed 
greatly to his reputation and personal advancement (shelford 45). As its ti-
tle suggests, the poem requires decoding. The epigram is written in elegiac 
verses, with the added metrical complication that each verse is comprised 
of two compound words divided by a caesura that the metre requires. After 
deciphering, each polysyllable yields an insult directed as a corrupt clerical 
or monastic figure. In the form of a satirical or humorous epigram, the poem 
exhibits a lexical and metrical mastery.

In order to understand the impetus for this poem, it is necessary to note 
that the ancient Greek historian Hegesander wrote an epigram against the 
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sophists, also in elegaic couplets and using only two compound words for 
each line:

ὀφρυανασπασίδαι, ῥινεγκαταπηξιγένειοι,
σακκογενειοτρόφοι καὶ λοπαδαρπαγίδαι,

εἱματανωπερίβαλλοι, ἀνηλιποκαιβλεπέλαιοι,
νυκτιλαθραιοφάγοι, νυκταπαταμπλάκιοι,

μειρακιεξαπάται καὶ συλλαβοπευσιλαληταί,
δοξοματαιόσοφοι, ζηταρετησιάδαι.

Eyebrow-arching, Pinocchio-nosed,
bush-beard-wearing, plate-pilferers,
cloak-cuddling, barefoot-mopping,
Midnight-snacking, night-walking,
child-tricking, accent-affecting,
Philosophy-feigning, Virtue-hunters. (qtd. in Athenaeus IV: 162)

Furthermore, the reader must be aware that this ancient poem was subject 
to a notable Latin by the famous renaissance scholar Joseph Justus scaliger 
(1540–1609), who had rendered this Greek poem into Latin, attempting to 
imitate the metrical constraints of the original:

silonicaperones, vibrissasperomenti,
Manticobarbicolae, extenebropatinae,

obsuffarcinamicti, planilucernituentes,
Noctilatentivori, noctidolostudii.

Pullipremoplagii, sutelocaptiotricae,
rumigeraucupidae, nugicanoricrepi.5 (2)

Huet’s satirical epigram is, in effect, an attempt at poetic competition, set to 
outdo scaliger’s performance, by updating Hesander and scaliger’s sophist 
into a corrupt monastic or clerical figure. As an exercise in poetic constraint, 
this style of baroque Latin poetry, with its unusual complicated vocabulary 
and severe metrical restrictions, could be compared with the poetic experi-
ments of oulipo or Lewis carroll or with the “Lion-Eating Poet in the stone 
Den” (“施氏食獅史”) by the scholar yuen ren chao in which in Mandarin 
every syllable is sounded as shi (making the poem comprehensible in print 
but not when read) or other linguistic experiments in poetic verse.

The poem is one of many baroque literary experiments in Latin verse that 
have been neglected after the romantic turn in Western literature, in spite of 
an interest since the later half of the twentieth century in poetic experimenta-
tion in general. In its early modern context, the poem also functions as a boast 
and piece of literary competition since it is a direct attempt to outperform the 
similarly complex metrical exercises of the ancient poet Hesander and Huet’s 
pre-eminent predecessor in classical scholarship, scaliger. In the context of the 
seventeenth-century querelle des Anciens et des Modernes, it is an exhibition of 

5 Emended “nugicanoricrepae.”
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the Latin poetic tradition’s versatility and is a gauntlet thrown in favour of the 
potential for accomplishment of classical verse and the imitation of the ancients.

A different type of agonistic poem is first recorded in Pierius Winsemius’s 
Chronique ofte Historische Geschiedenisse van Vrieslant (1622). The poem is at-
tributed to Pier Gerlofs Donia (“Grutte Pier” or, in English, “big Pier”), who 
was a pirate, peasant hero, and leader of a Frisian rebellion between 1515 and 
1519. Like the scottish hero William Wallace, Pier is alleged to have taken to 
rebellion in revenge for the assault and murder of his wife by occupying sol-
diers. His legendary size, strength, and exploits make him a worthy, if lesser 
known, member of the pantheon of Germanic heroes:

Ick GrooTE PIEr,
coninck van Frieslandt,
Hertoch van sneeck,
Graef van sloten,
Vryheer van Hindelopen,
capiteyn Generael van de Zuider-zee,
Een stuyrman ter doodt
Acht de Hollanders bloodt:
Al zijn se groot van rade,
sij zijn slap van Dade,
sterck van Partijen,
Kranck in ‘t strijen;
Hooch van Glorie,
Kranck van Victorie.
Maar de Geldersche sterck van Teringe
slap van Neeringhe,
Kloeck in den Velde,
Maer dorre van Gelde;
Vroom van Moede,
Maer kleyn van Goede,
Doch onversaeght in ‘t strijden:
Dies wilt u verblijden,
Ende de Hollanders niet achten:
Want sij moeten versmachten:
Want sij souden ‘t bekoopen,
Waer ‘t bestandt uytgheloopen:
Tegen mijn danck
Is’t ses maenden bestandt.

I GrooTE PIEr, king of Friesland, duke of sneeck, count of sloten, free-lord 
of Hindelopen, captain general of the Zuiderzee, a steersman unto death, 
hold that the Hollanders are laid bare; although they make grand plans, they 
are weak in deed; strong in numbers, weak in war-making; gallant for glory, 
weak in victory. While the Gelderlanders are good at blowing money, they 
are bad at commerce. They are valiant in the field, but can never hang on to 
money; zealous in courage, but lacking in goods; fearless in battle – for which 
you’ll be glad, and they think not of the Hollanders, who will perish, as they 
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wouldn’t pay up when the truce ended: Against my will, there is a six month 
truce. (317)

Whether or not the historical Frisian pirate and folk hero composed the song 
in 1517, it must have enjoyed some circulation before its preservation in a 
historical work a century later. Winsemius notes that the poem relates to the 
pirate’s reaction to having been warned by some Gelderland nobles about 
the power of the Hollanders. The verse form and composition is simple and 
somewhat primitive. It represents a form of early modern popular poetry that, 
without the chance interest of the historian, could have easily disappeared as 
has much of oral poetic culture. Indeed, although such historielied (“historical 
songs”) likely formed a significant corpus of popular verse, and some from 
the sixteenth century and earlier still survive (see van de Graft),  the bulk of 
them, like most forms of early modern oral poetry, has presumably been lost.

This poem, as preserved, relies on the chronicler to explain the context, its 
early singers must have relied upon the listeners or readers’ familiarity with 
who the speaker was and the nature of his complaints and his relations with the 
Gelderlanders and Hollanders. Whereas Huet’s poem expects a reader who is 
sufficiently familiar with early modern classical and lexicographical scholarship 
to understand the context of his poem, this folk verse relies on an audience famil-
iar with the local conflicts and the rebellion in which Grote Pier played a role and 
perhaps sympathy with Friesland in rivalry with the  Hollanders and Gelderland-
ers. both contexts mitigate against more universal appeal, but both differently 
represent forms of poetry that form significant parts of the literary tradition that 
suffer scholarly neglect. Erudite early modern Latin poetry offers the works of 
scholars at play with complex metrical and baroque lexical experiments. Poems 
such as “Ick Groote Pier” illustrate the historical and boasting poems that held 
popular appeal and parallel  martial and agonistic poetry in other literary tradi-
tions (Evertsz 371). both represent aspects of early modern poetic traditions that 
have been marginalized by trends and changes in readership and scholarship. 
regardless of whether interest in such works can be revived, their existence re-
veals how the process of literary and historical selection rearranges the writings 
of the past as well as the vantage that can be gained from treading off the beaten 
path of literary history and asking what has been neglected and why.

In the passage quoted earlier in this article, Pigna did not necessarily 
intend to create something new in bringing together Horace and Aristotle, 
but the fusing of old texts, whose relation lies in the expectation and the eye 
of the reader, could have no other affect. comparison is a creative act. When 
reading early modern literature, one both chooses for oneself and, at the same 
time, relies on the hundreds of years of historical selection of what remains 
in print and available, what exists in modern translation and what remains 
in difficult and obscure older editions and unfamiliar language, and what 
remains opaque. As with other processes that shape comparative and world 
literature, this process of what and how historical texts are read should be 
subject to revision and challenge. It is a common-place lament or reservation 
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in these disciplines that one cannot master all of the languages and literatures, 
but in the bibliomaniacal amassing of books, one can chart new wildernesses 
and find new creative ways of encountering the texts hidden therein.
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jahan ramazani

Persian Poetry, World Poetry, 
and Translatability

absTracT: although Goethe, who first propounded Weltliteratur, was inspired 
by Persian poetry, recent theorists of world literature have largely ignored it. 
 Persian poetry thrived for hundreds of years across a vast swath of West, central, 
and south asia, but despite this transregional reach and influence, a dominant 
model of world literature as literature that gains in translation skews against it 
and other lyric-rich literatures. Exploring a ghazal of rumi’s, this article examines 
translation’s losses of what Ezra Pound called poetry’s melopœia and logopœia. 
but it also looks closely at a contemporary ghazal by simin behbahani to check 
 polemical arguments about the “untranslatability” of poetry, showing how 
phanopœia and other aspects of lyric can survive and even thrive in  translation. 
 Proposing a more nuanced position that allows for both losses and gains, this 
 article argues that “world literature” must incorporate comparative literary 
 specificity to be adequate to Persian and other varieties of lyric poetry.

KEyWords: Persian lyric poetry, translation, untranslatability, world literature, 
ghazal, Jalal al-din rumi, simin behbahani

persian poetry  as  world poetry?

Is Persian poetry a kind of world poetry? Maybe not, if we are to judge by the 
current state of “world literature.” Poetry written and recited in Persian for 
centuries across a vast swath of West, central, and south asia is barely visible in 
the developing field. Ironically, Goethe, who first propounded the idea of Welt-
literatur, was so smitten by the ghazals of Hafez that he  composed the capacious 
West-östlicher Divan (West-Eastern divan), in which he adapted  Persian poetic 
techniques, addressed Hafez as his “holy example” and “ Master,” and counted 
himself and his Persian model as “twin brothers” (“Erschaffen und beleben” 17; 
“an Hafis” 400; “Unbegruntz” 43). Unlike Goethe, the pre-eminent theorists of 
world literature barely mention Persian poetry (understood as poetry written 
in the Persian language [Losensky]). In his landmark What Is World Literature? 
(2003), david damrosch ranges widely across aztec, arabic, German, chinese, 
and serbian literature, but Persian  poetry comes up only as one of Goethe’s 
interests. In Franco Moretti’s influential essays on world literature, the Turkish 
and the arabic novel rate some attention but not Persian literature (51). In an oft-
cited book Pascale casanova only briefly mentions omar Khayyam’s Rubáiyát 

10.3138/utq.88.2.09
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as edited by the modern  Iranian novelist sadeq Hedayat (239, 327; see Vafa 
6–8). If we search for Persian  literature in the fifty essays of the authoritative 
Routledge Companion to World Literature (2011), we find only fleeting mentions, 
and except for The Thousand and One Nights, neither central nor West asian 
literature appears among the collection’s world geographic divisions (Euro-
pean, Latin  american, Us  american, african, East asian, Indian, and Muslim 
southeast asian). other books on “world” or “global” literature, such as Going 
Global (2000), Mapping World Literature (2008), and Contextualizing World Literature 
(2015), also omit Persian literature, and it is peripheral in the few that acknowl-
edge it (beecroft 120–21; Mufti 147–48). In the field’s leading anthologies, which 
shape and foster college and university curricula, various major literatures are 
named, such as Egyptian, Greek, roman, chinese, Japanese, European, and 
 Indian (sometimes subdivided into Tamil and sanskrit), but Persian, represented 
by writers such as Ferdowsi, rumi, and Hafez, is absorbed in categories such 
as “classical arabic and Islamic Literatures,” “Medieval,” or “Mediterranean” 
(damrosch et al.; Puchner et al.). Even less visible, post- classical Persian poetry 
is altogether absent from some of the primary anthologies of contemporary 
world poetry, such as The Vintage Book of Contemporary World Poetry (1996) and 
The Poetry of Our World: An International Anthology of Contemporary Poetry (2000).

of course no world literary historian, theorist, or anthologist can be com-
prehensive, and Persian is hardly alone in being squeezed to the margins 
of the world literary frame. Even so, there is arguably something especially 
odd about it since Persian was, and, to a lesser extent, still is an influential 
trans-regional and transnational language of literary composition, like Latin, 
chinese, or French. although modern nationalisms have made it harder to 
see the literary networks that Persian poets have lived, travelled, and worked 
across, they have enmeshed a vast terrain – an enmeshment that “world lit-
erature” ought to help make visible. Key poets such as Ferdowsi, Khayyam, 
sa’di, and Hafez were from the Iranian Plateau, but major poets elsewhere 
also developed classical Persian poetry’s idioms, themes, and genres, such 
as the ninth-century “father” of Persian poetry, rudaki, in samarkand and 
bukhara; the thirteenth-century poet rumi, of central asia and asia Minor, 
and his friend, the Hamadan-born poet known as Iraqi, who lived mainly 
in south asia and asia Minor and died in damascus; amir Khusrow, the 
“Parrot of India” (thirteenth/fourteenth centuries); Jami (fifteenth century), 
a devout sufi poet of Herat and samarkand; Fozuli (sixteenth century), 
a trilingual poet of Iraq with safavid and then ottoman patrons; bidel, a 
developer of the complex “Indian style” of Persian poetry, buried in delhi 
(seventeenth/eighteenth centuries); and Ghalib (nineteenth century), a poet 
prouder of his Persian than of his better-known Urdu verse. If Persian po-
etry thrived for much of the second millennium from the ottoman Empire 
in the east to the Mughal Empire in the Indian subcontinent, encompassing 
what we now know as the balkans, Turkey, Georgia, armenia, azerbaijan, 
Iran,  Turkmenistan,  Uzbekistan,  afghanistan, Tajikistan, Pakistan, India, and 
bangladesh, if it spread across an asian expanse with the help of sufi adepts, 
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learned scribes, traders,  administrators, and courtly patrons, if it was the 
prestige literary genre in  areas where numerous other languages were spoken 
by many  different  peoples (akin to chinese in Korea and Vietnam), if it had a 
 significant  influence on literatures in Urdu, Turkish, arabic, chagatai, Pashto, 
bengali, Malay, German, English, and other languages, if it continues to be 
written, read, and recited transnationally, albeit on a more modest scale, and if 
even Western literati once recognized it as punching above its modern demo-
graphic weight (akin, say, to Irish literature), then maybe its virtual absence 
from the current world literary map should be questioned.1

after all, Persian poetry was not always so nearly invisible to  Westerners who 
thought about world literature. It held an exalted place among non- Western lit-
eratures in the nineteenth century (yohannan; dabashi,  Persophilia), as indicated 
by Goethe’s intensely dialogic engagement with the  worldly-yet-otherworldly 
Hafez as well as with rumi the “great spirit” (“großen Geiste”) and sa’di with 
his “beautiful knowledge of lands and  peoples” (“schöne Länder- und Men-
schenkenntniß”), among others (“Noten” 312, 313; rahimieh 297–99). also 
enthralled by Persian poetry, ralph Waldo Emerson rendered some 700 lines of 
Hafez, sa’di, and other poets as mediated by  German (dimock 43–49; yohannan 
117). Edward FitzGerald’s free reimagining of Khayyam’s Rubáiyát, said to be for 
decades the most popular poetry in English, spurred a legion of imitators, clubs, 
and quotations (“a Jug of Wine, a Loaf of bread—and Thou”), as recounted by 
John d. yohannan (161–72, 188–221, 244–53). From the eighteenth century into 
the twentieth century, while lyric held an eminent place in Western literary 
canons, Persian poetry had a high standing among literary intellectuals. as late 
as the 1930s, it was thought to be earlier and better known to readers of English 
than was chinese,  Japanese, other Indian, and any other asian poetry (ross 
614;  yohannan 217). If Edward said is right that Goethe’s enthusiasm involved 
escapist fantasy (167–68), Hamid dabashi that European poets were “appropri-
ating Persian poets as their own” (Persophilia 88), and aamir Mufti that “world 
literature” is an outgrowth of “orientalism” in said’s sense, even so, Goethe 
and other early orientalists, unlike most world literary scholars today, seriously 
engaged with specific Persian poets and poems.

Not that there is some conspiracy or animus driving the current neglect. 
Persian poetry’s strong place in English letters grew in part out of the british 
Empire’s investment in the language so as to colonize Mughal India through 
its Persian-speaking elites, even if this literary interest ultimately spun beyond 
the grip of the colonizing mission (German orientalism was even less, according 
to historian suzanne Marchand, merely “a product of empire” [xix]). as british 
and then Indian nationalists displaced Persian with English, Hindi, and Urdu 

1 alexander beecroft’s acknowledgement is exceptional, if brief: “New Persian’s cos-
mopolitan status endured from its ninth-century origins through into the nineteenth 
century and encompassed regions, such as south asia and the ottoman Empire, 
not under the rule of native Persian speakers” (109); “for much of the early modern 
period, Persian was in fact the prestige language for literary composition in much 
of the arabophone world” (190).
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as the languages of government and high culture, its standing in south asia 
and in the English-speaking world was perhaps destined to go into decline (yo-
hannan 1–15, 49–54). as Mufti indicates, de-Persianization was a consequence 
of West-exported ethno-nationalism (148). and at least some of the European 
enthusiasm for Persian had been informed, as dabashi argues, by “inter-impe-
rialistic” and racializing views (Persophilia 66, 70–71). More recently, the novel’s 
replacement of poetry at the top of the literary academic hierarchy has further 
exacerbated the marginalization of literature in  Persian. and since 9/11, propo-
nents of world literature such as damrosch have  understandably foregrounded 
arabic literature as a wartime corrective to Us  ideologies behind the “war on 
terror” (“contextualizing” 527–34). (by this logic, anti-Iran sentiment among 
79–89 per cent of americans in  recent  decades might suggest the need for a 
parallel track [“Iran”].) another factor is raw demographic numbers: speakers of 
Persian,  including Tajik and dari, are greatly outnumbered today by speakers of 
Mandarin  chinese, Hindi, spanish, and arabic, among other languages. Nor do 
they have as numerous a presence in the North american academic humanities, 
the main site where these ideas of world literature have recently developed. but, 
by such measures, neither should ancient Greek have a prominent place – the lan-
guage in which Persians were first (dis)articulated as “barbarians.” If factors such 
as the quality, quantity, extent, and impact of a literature inevitably play a role 
in such determinations (though often inexplicitly, since few but Harold bloom 
want to be seen as making hierarchical judgments), the significant  influence, long 
endurance, and wide geography of Persian poetry, to say nothing of its aesthetic 
achievement, would seem to warrant some literary restitution.

although what we might call the Great Persian diminishment needs 
more systematic investigation than can be mustered in a few crudely syn-
optic remarks, I focus the rest of this article on a single contributing factor: 
the challenges of translating poetry. because Persian literature has thrived 
in close-knit, richly polyvalent lyric forms such as the ghazal and the qasida 
for over a thousand years – from rudaki to rumi, bidel to behbahani – it 
provides a valuable case study in the fit between poetry studies and world 
literary studies (Moayyad).2 swivelling to the issue of poetry’s translatability, 
I seek to address a broad problem involving the very definition of the world 
literary field, with implications for not only Persian but also other bodies of 
poetry. are there foundational assumptions in world literary studies that limit 
the place of Persian and other poetry? If so, is it time to rethink them?

translatability  or untranslability?

Questions of translatability have figured prominently in recent debates 
over world literature. In damrosch’s pithy formulation, “[w]orld literature 
is  writing that gains in translation” (What Is World Literature? 288). This 

2 on the importance of the decentred lyric subject to Persian humanism, see dabashi, 
World. on “lyric,” see ramazani, “Lyric Poetry.”
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influential model usefully foregrounds how literary texts multiply meanings 
and readers as they circulate beyond their sites of origin. but damrosch’s 
definition, as I argue elsewhere of Moretti’s distant reading of literary waves, 
may have unfortunate if unintended consequences for poetry (ramazani, 
“Form”). damrosch’s definition is based on a distinction between works of 
world literature and those that “are so inextricably connected to their original 
language and moment that they really cannot be effectively translated at all”; 
they “are not translatable without substantial loss, and so they remain largely 
within their local or national context, never achieving an effective life as world 
literature” (What Is World Literature? 288, 289). although world literature is 
conceived by Moretti, damrosch, casanova, and others as an expansive and 
multilingual category, a great deal of poetry in Persian and other languages 
would, by this definition, languish outside its precincts. “Translation can 
never really  succeed,” writes damrosch, “if a work’s meaning is taken to re-
side  essentially in the local verbal texture of its original phrasing” (291).3 For 
poetry, more than perhaps any other literary genre, “the local verbal texture” 
is often meaningful, even indispensable.

Granted, this is not so for all poetry, some kinds of which are readily 
translated, such as narrative, epic, dramatic, balladic, some other long-form 
varieties, including perhaps Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh (Lewis, “Shahnameh”), 
and even some lyric poems, at least features such as their visual metaphors, 
tonal modulations, and shifting poetic address. according to Justin Quinn, 
some cold War-era Eastern European poems, free of dense sonic effects or 
wordplay, were meant to be as translatable as science, such that for Miroslav 
Holub, “the work of translation had already begun when he was writing the 
czech originals” (116, 135), akin to the contemporary chinese poems that 
 stephen owen criticizes for seeming to “translate themselves” (31) or the nov-
els rebecca Walkowitz characterizes as “born translated” (3). but are these the 
only kinds of poems that should qualify as world literature – a field that now 
gives prominence to the novel, mainly in English translation? and what of the 
special impediments to translating many other kinds of poetry, particularly if 
style, in Jean boase-beier’s words, is “the central element in the translation of 
poetry” (31)? as the Greek translator david connolly summarizes, it is widely 
thought that “poetry translation is a special case within literary translation 
and involves far greater difficulties than the translation of prose” because 
unlike “ordinary language,” its language is often “elaborate,” “compact,” 
“condensed,” “heightened,” and “connotational” – in it, “content and form 
are inseparably linked” (171).

as we think about the place of poetry in world literature, it may be time to 
revisit such views, now that they are increasingly in dispute. In accord with 
a tendency in cultural studies to downplay genre distinctions, a recent book 
on poetry and translation asserts: “Poetry is not a special case of language; it 

3 among critiques of “world literature,” see Fisk; Mufti; orsini. For a staging of the 
debate over world literature, see spivak and damrosch.
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is the ordinary case of language” (robinson 59). robert Frost’s dictum that 
“poetry is what is lost in translation” is now said to reflect “an essentialist 
definition of poetry” and “purist views of literary language” (Frost, quoted 
in Untermeyer 18; robinson 25). admittedly, Frost’s aphorism, like any aph-
orism, oversimplifies; as we will see, some aspects of poetry translate. other-
wise, how could Hafez and other freshly translated Persian poets have been 
 important models for Goethe? Even so, the translation of the poetry of poetry 
is often especially complex. as Matthew reynolds notes, in prose fiction, “the 
most salient formal elements (paragraphs, chapters) can readily be matched 
without damage to descriptive meaning”; not so the rhythms, rhymes, asso-
nances, alliterations, compressed wordplay, certain syntactic and rhetorical 
patterns, and other meaning-bearing features of form-dense poems (28). 
although for some years I have been tracing anglophone poetry’s travel and 
transnationalism, even I would concede that lyric poetry, to the extent that it 
is embedded in the language of its articulation, is, in that regard, less mobile 
than, say, emojis, pop songs, novels, or instruction manuals. The language of 
lyric is in some ways a bridge, in others a wall.

at the same time that the model of literature-that-gains-in-translation may 
need to be reconsidered because it generically skews against a great deal of 
poetry, polemical arguments “against world literature” that are predicated on 
untranslatability may also need to be recalibrated since some aspects of even 
dense lyric poems circulate in translation (apter 2).4 These arguments, more-
over, have centred on “untranslatables,” fascinating  philosophical terms with 
no equivalents in other languages  (cassin), but the questions surrounding the 
(un)translatability of poetry – its  phonemic,  syntactic, rhythmic, and other 
specificities in different languages –  extend into complexities well beyond 
the lexical (boase-beier; Jones;  reynolds). since this vast subject is impossible 
to treat comprehensively, and since poetry lives in luminous particulars that 
demand close  analysis, I  examine a classical and a contemporary ghazal in 
Persian to test the “gains-in- translation” and the “untranslatability” models 
against poetry’s  language-specific and language-crossing affordances. In 
 doing so, I hope to develop a more nuanced position that allows for both 
losses and gains, and for losses that are potential gains and gains predicated 
on losses. and I explore what the challenges of translation might reveal about 
the place of poetry in “world” and “comparative” literature.

sounding rumi

Perhaps one poet more than any would seem to be a perfect example of 
“world literature” understood as “writing that gains in translation” – in 
this case, that gains in market share and readers 800 years after his birth, 
even though he, like other Persian poets, has been largely left out of current 

4 critiques of apter include Fisk; Venuti, “Hijacking Translation.”
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 academic discussions of world literature. Jalal al-din rumi, or Mowlana (our 
master) or Mowlavi (my master) as he is known in the Persian-speaking 
world, is a best-selling poet in English, despite being a thirteenth-century 
Muslim claimed by modern-day Turkey, Iran, afghanistan, and Tajikistan. 
Local detective work in my university library turned up material indications 
of what rumi has gained in translation. In one of the more than two million 
copies of coleman barks’s rumi translations, someone has drawn a box in 
ink around these lines:

This is how I would die
into the love I have for you:

as pieces of cloud
dissolve in sunlight. (rumi, Soul of Rumi 32)

on the facing page, where translated excerpts continue on the theme of love, 
understood in secular rather than sacred terms, someone has pressed a flower 
to leave its impression on the page. such readers have been so moved that 
they have wanted to leave their own affect-bearing marks next to lines like: 
“Love is the mother. / We are her children” (33). In one poem we read: “bitter 
goes sweet in the mouth”; in another: “Essence is emptiness. / Everything 
else, accidental” (29, 31). Purveying wise sayings and memorable figurative 
language, such lines, circulating through greeting cards, email signature lines, 
t-shirts, popular songs, and other media, are consonant with the epideictic or 
more broadly truth-telling strand that Jonathan culler affirms in lyric (307–14).  
although barks has many scholarly detractors, ahmad Karimi-Hakkak sees 
him as capturing something of rumi’s “mystical thrust” and largeness of 
mind, even if he betrays the letter of the original to do so, as did William Jones 
to give expression to “the sumptuous lyricism of Hafez” and Fitzgerald “the 
rebellious spirit of Khayyam” (“beyond Translation” 53, 55).

Indeed, barks and other popular translators convey something of  rumi’s 
sagacity, parables, stories, themes, values, spirit, and images. but, in so  doing, 
they often “de-Islamize” him, in annemarie schimmel’s verb, combing out 
his Muslim-specific content, such as terms like allah and houri: “I avoid 
God-words,” barks avows, “because they seem to take away the freshness 
of experience” (Rumi 28; barks 9). barks is hardly alone in freely, if fla-
grantly, adapting poetry to his target culture. as Lawrence Venuti concedes,  
“[t]ranslations . . . inevitably perform a work of domestication” (Scandals 5). 
Even so, domesticating translations go too far, Venuti states, if “suppressing 
the linguistic and cultural differences of the foreign text, assimilating it to 
dominant values in the target-language culture” (31). similarly, Gayatri 
chakravorty spivak criticizes the translation of “Third World” texts “into 
a sort of with-it translationese” that seems fully accessible, warning of “a 
species of neocolonialist construction” (182, 181). according to the orientalist 
critique that highlights asymmetries of power, barks’s de-Islamized rumi is 
a colonized rumi.
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Whether we see barks’s translations as creatively adapting or opportu-
nistically distorting rumi, it is notable that, despite their popularity, they 
have had little impact on the development of poetry in English. by contrast, 
nearly a century earlier, another poet’s “creative” translations of poetry from 
“the East” broke open new possibilities for the development of English- 
language poetry. Ezra Pound, whose esteem for Fitzgerald’s Rubáiyát led 
him to imitate its form late in canto 80 and to name his son omar, freely 
recreated work by the chinese poet Li bai in crystalline, image-studded 
lyrics that deeply shaped Imagism, modernism, and free verse. a translator 
of poetry in chinese,  anglo-saxon, occitan, French, Italian, Latin, and other 
languages (leaving it to his son to translate Persian), Pound exemplifies how 
generative the labour of translation can be for poets. Even after decades of 
translation theory, it is worth remembering his distinctions between aspects 
of poetry that are easily translated and those that are not, since the question 
of literary translatability is too seldom disaggregated.5 “That part of your 
poetry which strikes upon the imaginative eye of the reader,” he avers, “will 
lose nothing by translation into a foreign tongue; that which appeals to the 
ear can reach only those who take it in the original” (7). In his famous tripar-
tite division, “phanopœia can . . . be translated almost, or wholly, intact” (7). 
Melopœia, in which words are charged in meaningful ways with music, can 
be appreciated in an unknown, foreign language, but, with small exceptions, 
“[i]t is practically impossible to transfer or translate it from one language to 
another” (7). similarly, “logopœia,” or wordplay on connotations and associ-
ations, “does not translate” (7).

Melopœia and logopœia can be seen as two aspects of roman Jakobson’s 
“ poetic function,” in which the message is foregrounded for its own sake. 
Long before the current debate over world literature and untranslatability, 
Jakobson, like Pound, confounded the polarity. He refused what he called “the 
dogma of untranslatability,” arguing that many different kinds of messages 
can be recoded from one language to another (430). but he also set poetry 
apart by virtue of how in it, “phonemic similarity,” such as punning, among 
other “verbal equations,” “is sensed as a semantic relationship,” to the extent 
that “poetry by definition is untranslatable” and only “creative transposition 
is possible” (434). such ideas are hardly exclusive to the West. The ninth- 
century arab scholar al-Jahiz, who praised the  wisdom and eloquence of 
Persian literature, said “some of these works have increased in excellence” 
in translation, yet also declared: “Poetry cannot be translated and does not 
render itself to transmission” – its  harmony, metre, beauty, and wonder are 
lost (Jackson 101, 102; see cooperson; Kilito 21–37, 41–42).

Translations by Pound and barks convey the poets’ visual images, narra-
tives, tonal shifts, meaning, parables, themes, and affective energy, but other 
aspects of the originals elude even the most skilful translators. While barks 

5 Exceptions include Frawley 258.
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may be an easy target for orientalist critique, even scholarly translators such 
as Jawid Mojaddedi who are true to rumi’s Muslim phanopœia can only hint 
at his logopœia or his melopœia, the latter including varieties of tajnis (تجنیس, 
 literally, “making homogeneous,” as in wordplay, paranomasia, and alliter-
ation) and other kinds of lafz (لفظ) in Perso-arabic poetics (Meisami 247–53; 
carter and van Ess; Heinrichs). Where discussions of the translation of poetry 
nit-pick omissions and other flaws or focus mainly on ideological distortion, 
they often fail to address the constraints of language differences on even the 
most skilled and respectful translators.

Take the facing-page, bilingual Say Nothing (2008), in which rumi’s poems 
are knowledgeably translated by Iraj anvar and anne Twitty. Their volume 
includes one of the first classical poems I fell in love with when studying 
Persian literature, a ghazal on the theme of fanâ (فنا), the sufi concept of an-
nihilation, from the Divan-e Shams-e Tabriz. We can already hear in the strong 
opening matla, or form-setting couplet (schimmel, Triumphal Sun 52), how 
richly patterned and musically recursive is the Persian of rumi’s eleven- 
syllable hemistichs in khafif metre (Lewis, Rumi 332), including the repetitions 
and alliterations I have highlighted:

وه چه بی  رنگ و بی  نشان که منم     کی ببینم مرا چنانکه منم

vah che bi rang o bi neshân ke manam     kay bebinam marâ 
chonânke manam?

oh how nameless, how light I am!    When will I see myself as 
I really am? (rumi, Ghazal 1759, Say Nothing 10-11)

although the magisterial scholarly books on rumi by annemarie schimmel 
and Franklin Lewis provide indispensable insight into the poetry’s thematic, 
imagistic, and theological dimensions, they devote much less attention to 
rumi’s unique poetic sound (schimmel, Triumphal Sun 52–53; Lewis, Rumi 
330–34). but given that how a lyric says what it says is often as important 
as what it says, the sonic texture is paramount to the distinctive poetry of a 
poem like this. Take its intensive repetition of a handful of vowel sounds in a 
pattern that partly repeats across the opening hemistich (مصراع, mesrâ’), which 
I attempt to delineate visually in a phonetic transliteration:

a e i a o i e â e a a
e e i a a â e â e a a

To some extent, these assonances should not be surprising, since modern Per-
sian has six vowel sounds, like spanish and arabic, but unlike English and 
German, which have more than twice as many. rumi’s poem intensifies the 
vowel repetitions in Persian to set up a resonant echo and variation across the 
hemistichs – an instance of the “reverberation” that Fatemeh Keshavarz finds 
throughout rumi (114–17). as amin banani puts it, rumi displays “the strong 
vowel music of the Persian language” (39), and, as christoph bürgel remarks, 
rumi’s poetry is “pervaded” with internal rhyme, “more so than  Persian  poetry 
in general” (57). Like other poets who have stitched their verbal patterning to 
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the sonic structure of the specific language in which they write, rumi creates a 
sound texture that is unique to Persian and  irreproducible in English.

Monorhyme, assonance, and sonic repetition come more easily in Persian 
and seem less contrived since the language employs three different types 
of syllables (consonant-vowel, consonant-vowel-consonant, and consonant-
vowel -consonant-consonant), whereas English has about seventeen (Fatemi 
71). Witness the bayt (loosely, “couplet”) about the key term fanâ, in which that 
word’s terminal open vowel echoes, almost enacting a fanâ-like dissolution, 
in the swirling cadences and the paradoxical wordplay and internal rhyme 
on pâ (“foot” or “leg”):

 می شدم در فنا چو مه بی  پا    اینت بی  پای پا دوان که منم

mishodam dar fanâ cho mah bi pâ    eent bi pâ-ye pâ davân ke 
manam

annihilated, I’m foot-free, leg-free, like the moon. Here I am, your racing, 
fleet-footed, foot-free runner!  
(rumi, Ghazal 1759, Kolleya

 
t-e Shams)

Faced with the original’s irreproducible sonority, I have ventured, like others, 
an inadequate sonic stand-in – alliteration. as Twitty writes in  introducing 
her and anvar’s translation, listening to anvar’s recital of rumi’s ghazals 
reminded her that, as translators,

we were entering the realm of impossibility. The richness of rumi’s sound 
is woven from a language that repeats its sounds and words with infinite 
subtle variations and glories in that; English just doesn’t bend that way. It 
does not possess these beautifully detachable prefixes and suffixes, those 
rounded, open sounds that permit each word to spill over into the next, 
interweaving in an endless repetition. The laws and regularities of English 
are irremediably different, no matter how or how far they are stretched. 
(Twitty xvi; see also davis)

The challenges of translation are partly contextual; translating rumi into a 
related language like Urdu, or one with similar vowel structures, like spanish 
or arabic, might entail fewer melopœic losses. but as a.K. ramanujan puts it, 
“it is impossible to translate the phonology of one language into that of an-
other – even in a related, culturally neighbouring language. . . . If we try and 
even partially succeed in mimicking the sounds, we may lose everything else, 
the syntax, the meanings, the poem itself” (220). despite the West’s embrace 
of rumi, it is hard to see how the language-specific melopœia of his ghazals, as 
of much other sonically resonant poetry, could be thought to gain in English, 
German, or French translation.

The connotative wordplay of logopœia, loosely akin to ihâm (ایهام) in Persian 
poetics (chalisova), also infuses this ghazal and many others like it, though 
again, it is largely un-re-creatable in English. Let us look at one last bayt, 
maybe the hardest in this ghazal to render in English, which deploys both 
tajnis and ihâm in playing on عین (ayn), a loan word from arabic that should 
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qualify for a truly globalized dictionary of untranslatables. In Persian, it 
means eye, same, spring, source, the best part of anything, essence and, as a 
nominalized adjective (عیان, aayân), the visible, obvious, manifest:

  گفتم ای جان تو عین مایی گفت     عین چه بود درین عیان که منم

goftam a jân to ayn-e mâ i, goft    ayn chebvad darin aayân ke 
manam.

(rumi, Ghazal 1759, Kolleyāt-e Shams)

Note the huge differences between two excellent translations: anvar and 
Twitty’s reads: “I said: My soul, you’re the light of my eyes. / Where I am, 
he said, no need for eyes” (rumi, Say Nothing 11); Franklin Lewis’s reads: 
“I said / Friend, you are just like me! / He said / How can you speak of 
likeness to / the obviousness I am?” (Rumi 356). are these even recognizable 
as translations of the same text? In the first hemistich, ayn means “eyes” but 
also my “likeness,” “source,” or “essence” (that is, “soul, you are my eyes” 
but also “you are the same as me” or “you are my essence” or “source”). 
The second hemistich playfully counters meanings of the first ayn, asking: 
“What would eyes be (ayn), in this visibility everywhere (aayân) that man-
ifests me?” or “what’s a hidden essence (ayn), when the essence that I am 
hides in plain sight (aayân)?” It is the kind of paradoxical wordplay that 
is frequent in rumi and that virtually dissolves in explanation – so many 
different connotations prance in what Pound calls logopœia’s “dance of the 
intellect among words” (25).

rumi is both more easily translated than many poets because of the homey 
soulfulness and affective accessibility of his reflections, yet harder as well 
because of the symphonic layering of wordplay, sonic textures, and semantic 
content. as such, he both frustrates and fulfills key arguments for and against 
“world literature.” yes, you can make world literature of his poetry, but, no, if 
that means literature in translation, much of the world will not receive what 
he gives readers in Persian. To calibrate what he gains and loses in translation, 
you can begin by comparing divergent translations – a frequent strategy in 
world literature criticism (damrosch, What Is World  Literature? 22–24), but you 
also have to engage “the local verbal texture” of the originals (boase-beier 
78–81). The act of translation crystallizes the capacities and limitations of our 
own and other languages by forcing us to grapple with linguistic and cultural 
difference. “Through the labor of the translator,” as Naoki sakai puts it, “the 
incommensurability as difference that calls for the service of the translator in 
the first place is negotiated and worked on” (14). The untranslatable elements 
of poetry can turn from a wall into a bridge if, instead of overlooking them, 
we examine the cultural and linguistic specificities they render visible on either 
side. We should do so without letting them become reified or exaggerated for 
nationalist purposes and without neglecting interlingual enmeshment – the 
arabic in Persian, the Persian in English, and other such permeabilities (see 
saussy 7–22). as rebecca ruth Gould writes in relation to Persian poetry, 
“[w]hen negotiating the dialectic of translation and untranslatability, we should 
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cherish felicitous disjunctures” (54). by virtue of heightening and stretching the 
sonic, syntactic, rhetorical, allusive, and other features of languages, lyric po-
etry, in an enlarged model of world literature that engages both its translatable 
and its untranslatable facets, might provide a sharper lens for cross-cultural 
and interlingual understanding. If “world literature” is to give poetry-centred 
literatures their due – Persian, arabic, Vietnamese, and so on – it needs a 
post-Eurocentric, language-attuned comparative poetics.

s imin behbahani :  what lives  in  translation?

Having drawn attention to what is lost in lyric translation even in a case like 
rumi where so much is gained, I turn to a ghazal by a contemporary master of 
the form because it instances how even with these losses, the bridge of transla-
tion can provide vitally important glimpses into certain aspects of the poetic, 
social, and historical imaginations in other languages. Partly in response to 
Persian ghazals, Goethe, a proponent of Weltliteratur who was alert to linguis-
tic difference, wrote that translation, even when techniques like monorhyme 
may not be suited to the target language, can give us  access to “the history, 
the legends, the ethics in general” (“Geschichtlichen,  Fabelhaften, Ethischen 
im allgemeinen”), “the characteristic opinions and ways of  thinking” (“den 
Gesinnungen und denkweisen”), of another culture or time (“Noten” 530, 
531). His many Hafez-enthralled poems and his essays and notes on Persian 
poetry, made possible by Joseph von Hammer- Purgstall’s translations and 
commentaries, exemplify such cross-temporal and cross- cultural transport.

The contemporary Iranian poet simin behbahani might not seem promis-
ing for an affirmative approach to translation since an English rendering of 
her lyrics, A Cup of Sin, concludes with a rigorous forty-four-page afterword 
that explains, ironically, what the poems lose in translation: the “ original 
music and rhythms” and “geometry” (safa 134), generic  extension and “inno-
vation” in the ghazal (135), allusiveness and intertextual “friction” (136, 141, 
144–45), “crunchiness” or “granularity” of texture (142), shifting registers of 
diction (143), syntactic “manipulations” (144), revisions of  Iran- specific sym-
bolism (146–64) – in short, “the linguistic, musical, literary, cultural, social, 
and historical embeddedness of any poem” (168). as with rumi, this is much 
more than the untranslatability of certain philosophical keywords. such can-
dour about translation’s “inescapable losses and mutilations” paradoxically 
provides the best foundation for valorizing the  impossibly possible work of 
translation, for it illuminates the specificities of a writer’s poetics and of the 
resources of both the source and target languages (safa 174).

Is behbahani’s poem about the world, “The World Is shaped like a 
sphere,” or “Zamin Koravi shekl ast (است شکل  کروی   an example of ”,(زمین 
world literature? What is the ratio of losses to gains here? recasting the 
poem in English free verse, Farzaneh Milani and Kaveh safa have left aside 
refrain, rhyme, couplet structure, and internal chiming. but perhaps because 
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behbahani’s melopœia is more austere than rumi’s, her Englished ghazal 
seems more adequate, suffused with behbahani’s wit, vivid imagery, defiant 
boldness of address, and ironic turns of thought. Published in 1995, but writ-
ten in 1981, when revolutionary Iran’s hardening resistance to gharbzadeghi 
(“westoxification”) was resulting in the execution of thousands of leftists, 
including a beloved first cousin of mine, Farshad Miraftab, the poem allego-
rizes the violence that can come of simplistic East–West dichotomies, whether 
emanating from East or West. as Milani writes, behbahani, who was “disil-
lusioned by the revolution she had initially supported” and horrified by “the 
reign of terror,” had “always resisted binary modes of thinking” (169, 176).

addressing the listener as her collaborator, the speaker wittily deconstructs 
in the ghazal’s first part the artificial directions and meanings we impose on 
the globe. a sphere has no left or right; like a toy, it can be made to turn one 
way or another:

It was our agreement to call this the East,  قرار تو شد با من که شرق بخوانیمش

qarar-e to shod bâ man ke sharq bekhânimash
though we could push it westward, with ease اگرچه توان راندش به غرب، به آسانی

agar che tavân rândash be qarb, be âsâni
(“Zamin Koravi” 130; “World Is shaped” 57; see ostby, ch. 1) 

The poem builds on the Qur’anic aversion to divisions of East and West 
(Qur’an 2: 115) and warnings against exclusive adherence to East or West 
(Qur’an 2: 177). yet, within this broadly Muslim context, one of the words 
behbahani uses for “globe” is the emphatically Greek term “atlas-e geogrâ-
phie” (“اطلس جغرافی”) from the ancient god atlas and the science of geography; 
implicitly, those in Iran and elsewhere who harshly divide East from West 
ironically rely on a Western paradigm to do so (“Zamin Koravi” 129). at the 
same time, the West eludes those intoxicated with it, represented as chasing 
after a never-reachable setting sun.

Having playfully subverted the hard-and-fast distinctions that sus-
tain both orientalism and occidentalism, the poem turns darker mid-
way – a poem about binary division that itself divides in half. Now 
the world is seen as a corpse that is being devoured: “The world 
(jahân, جهان) divided by a line (xat, خط) is a dead body (mordâr, مردار) 
cut in two / on which the vulture and hyena are feasting” (beh-
bahani, “Zamin Koravi” 130; behbahani, “World Is shaped” 57).  
In Persian, the word for “feasting” (“mehmâni, مهمانی”) is a form of the 
 everyday word for invited guests, which in a culture built around rituals of 
hospitality and cuisine makes the spectacle of predatory beasts feeding on 
carrion all the more repulsive. despite the difficulty of conveying culturally 
specific resonances of Persian in translation, perceptively outlined by dick 
davis, much else lives in Milani and safa’s rendition: behbahani’s dual  vision 
of the globe as free-spinning sphere or as a split, mouldering corpse, her lit-
eralizing the idea of the division of the world as destruction, her grotesque 
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images of hyena, vulture, and flies gleefully sating themselves, her taunting 
of the addressee for complicity in murder and in death-fed celebration, and 
her tonal shift from collaborative engagement to defiance and from playfully 
toying with the world as directionless globe to fiercely witnessing the world’s 
demise as carrion. contrary to the untranslatability thesis, these aspects of 
this world poem are remarkably vivid in English translation.

to domesticate ,  to  foreignize ,  or . . . ?

To conclude this preliminary effort to nudge the discussion beyond the current 
polarization between world literature’s advocates and detractors,  between 
supporters and opponents of the untranslatability thesis, let us consider what 
our Persian examples might suggest about the normative questions that dom-
inate discussions of poetry translation. Is a target-oriented or source-oriented 
translation of poetry to be preferred? should a poetry translation be domes-
ticating or defamiliarizing? such polarities, as we have seen, oversimplify. 
Excessively domesticating translations can bleach a poem of its particularities, 
but excessively foreignizing translations can rob it of pleasure. overly domes-
ticating Western translations of rumi miss out on the opportunity to disrupt 
widespread assumptions about Islamic zealotry and intolerance, but overly 
foreignizing translations might risk consigning rumi to exotic unfamiliarity. 
Perhaps we should not aspire to settle this question a priori since the range of 
difficulties and opportunities in poetry translation varies widely, depending 
on the texts, languages, and power asymmetries involved. With a poet like 
behbahani, who is little known in the West, a sensitive target-oriented trans-
lation practice that focuses on imagery, tone, and rhetorical strategy might be 
most effective in conveying something of her poetry to readers in translation.

Hybrid foreignizing-domesticating strategies, moreover, are possible. In the 
notes to his West-östlicher Divan, Goethe was already proposing a kind of trans-
lation that, beyond paraphrase or domestication, would amalgamate features 
of both the translating and the translated language (“Noten” 529–32). Even a 
target-oriented translation can, without overdoing the foreignness of the for-
eign poem, occasionally remind readers of the “ remainders” of translation – a 
word, a technique, a sonority that does not carry across, or the  embeddedness 
of the translator in a particular cultural context (Venuti,  Scandals 10–12, 
95–96). such is the effect in seamus Heaney’s Beowulf of “a bleeper” like the 
Northern Irish word thole; the etymological linkage to old  English  reminds 
the reader of the translator’s (and also the reader’s) cultural  locatedness 
(xxv). Interlingual code switching can also function as such a bleeper, as in 
Ugandan okot p’bitek’s embedding of acholi and semi-translated words in 
his English self-translation of Song of Lawino ( ramazani, Hybrid Muse 176–77). 
Venuti emphasizes a translation’s capacity to “cultivate a  heterogeneous dis-
course, opening up the standard dialect and literary canons to what is foreign 
to themselves, to the substandard and the marginal” (Scandals 11). a recent 
carnivalesque example is daljit Nagra’s exceptionally heteroglot retelling of 
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the Ramayana (2013), which draws on a dizzying variety of south and south-
east asian versions of the epic poem and, in leaps from low to high, slang to 
magisterial English, as well as typographical play with shifting fonts, breaks 
open the heterogeneity of the narratives and of the overlapping and colliding 
Englishes of the English language. Translations like Heaney’s, okot’s, and 
Nagra’s confound the debate over whether it is more important to be true to 
the original’s meanings or to the target culture’s literary values, whether to 
produce a crib or a poem in its own right. as Karimi-Hakkak writes, we need 
to get beyond the “scholarly-versus-creative binary” (“beyond Translation” 37;  
“From Translation”). both kinds of translation, and variations in between, have 
their uses and should more often be produced side by side.

according to Kwame anthony appiah, “what counts as a fine translation of 
a literary text – which is to say a taught text – is that it should preserve for us 
the features that make it worth teaching” (816). by this criterion, lyric poems 
would seldom qualify without comparative attention to the original, at least for 
those of us who think that to teach lyric poetry as poetry, you must attend to its 
intricacies. The exception might be a work like Fitzgerald’s Rubáiyát  (appiah’s 
example), Pound’s Cathay, or Heaney’s “anything can Happen” – the kind of 
translation that, in appiah’s words, “aims itself to be a literary work, a work 
worth teaching” (817). The example of Persian poetry reminds us of the dan-
ger of a model that puts too much weight on gains in translatability and so 
skews against lyric and lyric-rich literatures. as we have seen, some aspects of 
lyric, such as the melopœia, logopœia, and literary techniques peculiar to specific 
languages, are lost in translation. at the same time, Persian examples like the 
popular renderings of Khayyam and rumi or the more scholarly translation 
of behbahani demonstrate that other aspects of even lyric poetry can survive 
and even thrive in translation: phanopœia, narrative, poetic address, tonal shifts, 
epideixis, affectivity, not to mention fixed forms like the ghazal, which can 
be studied and taught in secondary languages. If we want a model of world 
literature that will be adequate to lyric poetry in Persian and other languages, 
it must incorporate comparative literary specificity. It should take account of 
the untranslatable peculiarities and affordances of languages as illuminated 
by poetry and, at the same time, acknowledge that a language’s signature ca-
pacities are often revealed in the interlingual junctures of translation. With the 
help of a language-sensitive comparative poetics, perhaps the world of world 
literature can be made large enough to encompass and render visible both the 
translatables and the untranslatables of lyric poetry.
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Poetry in English as Comparative 
and World Literature

abstraCt: English literature as a national literature is in many ways a non-
starter. Form and context, language and translation all exert centrifugal forces 
on English language and literature and, more specifically, poetry. English poetry 
becomes poetry in English, but even from the start in Old English, there are ex-
ternal cultural and linguistic forces. Here, I do not deny that we speak of English 
poetry or poetry in English, but I wish to explore the countervailing pressures 
away from the literature of a nation or an unbroken poetic tradition in English 
because literature in English was written before England was unified and is writ-
ten in English in English-speaking places and other territories that have changed 
over time. t.s. Eliot’s tradition and the individual talent, which he first discussed 
in The Egoist in 1919, is a perceptive idea, but I would suggest that some of the 
individuals, even early on, were bilingual or multilingual and that the tradition 
is not unified culturally, socially, and politically. so here I offer a brief selection of 
literary history – that is, a historical account of poetry in English, in the context of 
Latin and other languages, with examples from anglo-saxon texts through those 
of shakespeare and Ezra Pound to those works in the present – that shows aspects 
of comparative and world poetry from the beginning and not simply English 
poetry or poetry in English.

KEyWOrds: English, poetry, translation, world, comparison

English literature as a national literature is in many ways a non-starter. Form 
and context, language and translation all exert centrifugal forces on English 
language and literature and, more specifically, on poetry. English poetry 
becomes poetry in English, but even from the start in Old English, there are 
external cultural and linguistic forces. Beowulf is an anglo-saxon epic, but 
it is set in denmark and sweden, and its use of pagan elements comes from 
the Germanic and scandinavian world from which the angles, Jutes, and 
saxons came when they landed in England. the Christian religious poetry, 
as a displacement of the Norse myths, was, by definition, transcultural and 
originated in Hebrew, aramaic, Greek, and Latin. Here, I do not deny that 
we speak of English poetry or poetry in English, but I wish to explore the 
countervailing pressures away from the literature of a nation or an unbroken 
poetic tradition in English because literature in English was written before 
England was unified and is written in English in English-speaking places 
and other territories that have changed over time. t.s. Eliot’s tradition 
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and the individual talent, which he first discussed in The Egoist in 1919, is 
a perceptive idea, but I would suggest that some of the individuals, even 
early on, were bilingual or multilingual and that the tradition is not unified 
culturally, socially, and politically (see Eliot, Sacred Wood). so here I offer a 
brief selection of literary history – that is, a historical account of poetry in 
English, in the context of Latin and other languages, with examples from 
anglo-saxon times to the present – that shows aspects of comparative and 
world poetry from the beginning and not simply English poetry or poetry 
in English.

among the anglo-saxons, there were four dialects – West saxon,  Kentish, 
Mercian, and Northumbrian – so that there was not one way to speak or 
write anglo-saxon. “Caedmon’s Hymn” survives in Latin, West saxon, 
and Northumbrian versions (see Hamer; smith; sweet). Poetry is the 
smallest body of Old English literature that survives: sermons, the lives of 
saints, translations of the bible, translations of Latin works of the Church 
fathers, chronicles, legal texts and documents, and works on language and 
other fields have a greater body than poetic texts. Literature and poetry in 
anglo-saxon England (about 450 to 1066, even though anglo-saxon was 
spoken into the twelfth  century in areas, including Eastern scotland) are in 
Latin and Old English. the  anglo-saxons were a diverse group of Germanic 
pagans who were converted to Christianity, but they were only united (to 
some extent) by alfred the Great and faced danish invasions. the term 
“anglo-saxon” was not used until the eighth century to distinguish between 
continental saxons and those in England. this was a diaspora. so their 
 poetry is part of something outside of England. It is only retrospectively that 
 anglo-saxon poetry becomes a precursor to Middle English, early modern, 
and modern English poetry. England did not unify until the tenth century 
and endured as a kingdom or a unified polity (including the Commonwealth 
in the mid-seventeenth century) until 1707. aldhelm (ca. 639–709), poet, 
scholar, and clergy, wrote verse in Latin and Old English, and his work was 
collected in berlin in 1919 (see aldheim; Lapidge). anglo-saxon verse is of 
interest as part of the older Germanic literature, and it crossed boundaries as 
some of its poets and authors write in Latin and Old English or are translated 
into it and into modern English.

Old English is not monolithic. For instance, its oldest poem, Caedmon’s 
Hymn, comes to us in West saxon, in which it opens:

Nū wē sculan herian
heofonrīces Weard,

Metodes mihte
and his mōdgeþonc,

weorc Wuldorfæder;
swā hē wundra gehwæs,

ēce dryhten,
ord onstealde.
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Hē ǣrest gesceōp
eorðan bearnum

heofon tō hrōfe,
hālig scyppend;

ða middangeard,
monncynnes Weard,

ēce dryhten,
æfter tēode

fīrum foldan,
Frēa Ælmihtig. (qtd. in sweet 43)

In Northumbrian, it appears in this form:

Nū scylun hergan
hefænrīcaes Uard,

Metudæs mæcti
end His mōdgidanc

uerc Uuldurfadur,
suē Hē uundra gihuæs,

ēci dryctin,
ōr āstelidæ.

Hē ǣrist scōp
ælda barnum

heben til hrōfe
hāleg scepen.

thā middungeard
moncynnæs Uard,

ēci dryctin,
æfter tīadæ

fīrum foldu,
Frēa allmectig. (qtd. in Hamer 126; see smith)

In modern English, one translation reads:

Now we must praise the Guardian of heaven,
the power and conception of the Lord,
and all His works, as He, eternal Lord,
Father of glory, started every wonder.
First He created heaven as a roof,
the holy Maker, for the sons of men.
then the eternal Keeper of mankind
Furnished the earth below, the land, for men,
almighty God and everlasting Lord. (qtd. in Hamer 127)

burton raffel compares richard Hamer’s translation with that of Crossley- 
Holland, saying that, in the translation of poetry, structure and genre take 
precedence over lexical considerations, although these too are important. 
raffel thinks that Hamer does well representing the structure and genre of the 
original but is less adept lexically and is generally dull. both Crossley-Holland 
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and Hamer ignore the stress-alliteration pattern of the original poem, and, 
in raffel’s view, one can acquire some sense of the original from Crossley- 
Holland but little from Hamer (raffel, Art of Translation 151–53). this is one 
example of a translator and scholar analysing the work of others, and then he 
proceeds to discuss his own translation (154ff). translations breed controversy 
and lose and gain from the original. a native speaker of modern English who 
did not have to study Old English (as I did for my degrees) would have little 
idea whether Hamer’s translation was close to the original or did it justice. 
I use the last phrase advisedly. Poetry in Old, Middle, and Modern English 
become comparative in different worlds that need translation. For those not 
versed in Old and Middle English, these earlier forms of English need to be 
translated into Modern English.

Let me turn to specialists in Old English and not those, like me, who stud-
ied the language and who write on it occasionally. a fine critic and translator 
and such a specialist, Howell Chickering, reminds us in his review of seamus 
Heaney’s translation of Beowulf in 1999 that this anglo-saxon epic has been 
translated about every two years since 1900 and that disagreement over fidel-
ity to the original has not allowed for a standard Beowulf in Modern English 
(Chickering 161). Chickering, whose translation I read and enjoyed when it 
came out, also notes, using John dryden’s term, that modern translations of 
Beowulf are paraphrases as they translate sense for sense and not word for 
word (162). For Chickering, even the best modern translations, including 
Kevin Crossley-Holland’s (1968), Chickering’s (1977), Marc Hudson’s (1990), 
and roy Michael Liuzza’s (2000), are “honorable failures” because “Modern 
English simply cannot match the clangorous magnificence of the Old English, 
but they can show how the poem’s thoughts and images develop” (Chicker-
ing 162). this translation from one form of English to another might well be, 
although perhaps less pronounced, like the modernizations of Li bai and du 
Fu from the tang dynasty. Chickering places Heaney’s translation into this 
group of successful paraphrases, “although he frequently departs from the 
Old English syntax and often mixes dictional registers so as to mar his own 
literary decorum. For fidelity to both the letter and the spirit of the original, it 
is a resounding but mixed success, with some awkward missteps amid many 
fine poetic achievements” (162).

Chickering admires much in Heaney’s translation – for instance, his 
finest work, his near perfect ventriloquism, the verbal gestures of each 
character, in rendering the dramatic speeches, which make up two-fifths of 
the poem (Chickering 162). Heaney, however, for Chickering, eschews the 
main challenge of the poem, to find an equivalent for the dominant voice 
of Beowulf, which the original achieves partly through elaborated syntax 
and ornate diction (166). so while Chickering admires the decorum Heaney 
achieves, he notes that Heaney also breaks that decorum (167). Chickering 
shows how Heaney alters the syntax of the opening to the poem unneces-
sarily and then questions his decision to translate the first and vital word 
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of the poem – “Hwæt” as “so,” in tribute to Heaney’s family and roots in 
Ulster, while also objecting to the general, although very limited, use of 
Ulsterisms in the translation (169–77). Chickering predicts that future critics 
will consider Heaney’s translation of Beowulf as part of his poetic corpus, 
as Heaney himself hopes (177). this is what seems to have happened to 
Ezra Pound’s translations, especially of Chinese poetry, at least in the 
 English-speaking world.

Heaney himself frames his “translator’s Introduction” in his own cultural 
and political terms. the epigraph to this introduction is from Heaney’s “the 
settle bed,” willing forward the inheritance of long ago, and, in the last 
lines of the “translator’s Introduction,” he echoes “willable forward / again 
and again” from the poem and the passage in the epigraph (Heaney xxiii, 
xxxviii). Here, he calls on words from Ulster to explain why he chose this 
strange diction, such as using “bawn” to refer to Hrothgar’s hall, playing 
on the Irish for a fort for cattle, and how the Elizabethans, like Edmund 
spenser and Walter ralegh, have used “bawn” to describe a fort to keep the 
Native Irish out – a coming to terms for Heaney, an Irish poet, with such 
an intricate past and present, like the settle bed forward, which Heaney 
represents with some irony (see Heaney, Seeing Things). Heaney sees this 
Ulster settling of language as his way to reclaim history and move himself 
and others forward with recognizing the situation in between the Germanic 
and Celtic peoples, something Chickering questioned as he saw the “bawn” 
as backfiring and capturing Heaney and his translation, in this aspect, in 
a trap of determination because Heaney’s analogy unwittingly identifies 
the Irish with Grendel, a monster, and the English planters with Hrothgar 
(Chickering 174–75). translation has cultural and political controversies 
that surround it, and Heaney calls attention to this even as he may wish to 
get beyond politics and ideology and sectarian strife and conflict. Poetry 
seeks to repair the ruins but can still find itself among the rubble of human 
division and destruction.

raffel and J.r.r. tolkien both warn about prose translations of poetry. For 
raffel, the literary dimension is important: “the translator of poetry must 
himself be a poet, and the translator of literary prose is best able to do his 
job properly if he is himself a writer of literary (as opposed to scholarly or 
critical) prose. but the translator must also be something of a scholar” (raffel, 
Art of Translation, preface vii). tolkien is as categorical, although we might see 
that his prose translation is quite poetic (just as James Joyce’s prose can be 
poetic and some verse is not – as aristotle recognized in Poetics and Rhetoric) 
(tolkien, Beowolf; see Hart, Making).

during the month of the posthumous prose translation by tolkein (May 
2014), david Martin compares it with the original and with the translation by 
Heaney the only part of tolkein’s translation published in 1940 in an intro-
ductory chapter, “On translating beowulf,” to an updated edition of John r. 
Clark Hall’s translation of the poem:
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Original Heaney’s translation tolkien’s translation

Fyrst forð gewát flota 
wæs on ýðum bát 
under beorg

time went by, the boat 
was on water, in close 
under the cliffs.

On went the hours: on ocean 
afloat under cliff was their 
craft.

beornas gearwe on 
stefn stigon – stréamas 
wundon,

Men climbed eagerly 
up the gangplank, 
sand churned in surf,

Now climb blithely brave 
man aboard; breakers 
pounding ground the shingle.

sund wið sande – 
secgas baéron on 
bearm nacan beorhte 
frætwe gúðsearo 
geatolíc

warriors loaded a 
cargo of weapons, 
shining war-gear in 
the vessel’s hold, then 
heaved out,

Gleaming harness they hove 
to the bosom of the bark, 
armour with cunning forged 
then cast her forth to voyage 
triumphant,

guman út scufon 
weras on wilsíð wudu 
bundenne.

away with a will in 
their wood-wreathed 
ship.

valiant-timbered fleet foam 
twisted.

Source: Martin.

the beauty of this fragment of tolkien’s translation makes one wonder why 
he did not publish it, although he seems to have made some inquiries into 
publishing the translation after he had completed it in 1926, unless he thought, 
as we see above, prose translations to be aids to those studying the poem in 
the original, something he advised his students to do. alison Flood chronicles 
the excitement surrounding the lead up to the release of tolkien’s translation in 
the spring of 2014. tolkien’s poetry in prose or poetic prose blurs the division 
between poetry and prose. Chickering notes, as we saw earlier, that every trans-
lation in prose or verse seems to have its detractors and supporters. so those 
who like Heaney’s translation may not like tolkien’s. Moreover, tolkien’s is also 
a controversial translation, a disappointment to some specialists in anglo-saxon 
or professors of English literature. For instance, in 2014, Jeremy Noel-tod, a spe-
cialist in modern and contemporary poetry, explained that he prefers the verse 
translations by Heaney, Michael alexander, and Kevin Crossley-Holland to 
the prose translation by tolkien, and tolkien himself saw the dangers of prose 
translation as a tool for criticism rather than as an aid to study. Ethan Gilsdorf, 
also writing in 2014, outlined the pros and cons of tolkien’s translation in the 
responses of some specialists. Chickering, as we observed, also showed some of 
the limitations of Heaney’s translation as a translation and not as a poem. I tend 
to see virtue in each translation. tolkien’s adds to the translations, as it is by a 
poet and literary artist as well as a ground-breaking scholar of anglo-saxon.

In his “Prefatory remarks on Prose translation of ‘beowulf’” (1940),  tolkien 
says it is an abuse to judge this “great poem” by using prose translations and 
not reading the original and that the purpose of a prose translation is to be “an 
aid to study,” like Clark Hall’s revised prose translation for which he is  writing 
this preface (x–xi). Presumably, as beautiful and apt in places as tolkien’s own 
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prose translation is, he did not publish it even as an aid to study, perhaps 
 because he was not satisfied with it or was often busy and stressed publishing 
his creative work, and it only appeared in 2014 (see  tolkien, Beowulf). but that 
was not the only translation tolkien began of Beowulf.

Michael alexander, himself a distinguished translator of Old English, 
says: “the existence of a Jrrt translation may have been quite well-known. 
I had heard of its existence. but I assumed that it would not be in prose but 
in verse, since in 1961 or 1962 Christopher tolkien had shown me an extract 
from a verse translation by his father” (Beowulf). Christopher, the editor of the 
 volume that centres on his father’s translation of Beowulf, was, as  alexander 
tells us, ninety at the time of the review. alexander confirms what was 
thought to be the case – tolkien had worked on a translation in verse as well 
as another in prose. Of the poetic version, alexander says that Nevill Coghill, 
the translator of Chaucer for Penguin, “had encouraged my translations, and 
had sent me to see the younger tolkien, who, to his surprise, had “produced 
from inside his jacket some typed pages of a version by his father.”  alexander 
elaborates: “It was in a verse form that imitated that of the original – as did 
my own versions, originally stimulated by the example of Ezra Pound’s ver-
sion of ‘the seafarer.’ Christopher tolkien wondered whether imitative verse 
could work well with modern English”. alexander confirms the importance of 
Pound to him and, implies perhaps, to tolkien. and so the verse translation, 
which already existed (complete or not is unknown outside the tolkien family 
and estate), preceded the work of alexander: “My versions appeared in the 
Penguin Classics in 1966 as The  Earliest English Poems, followed a few years 
later by a verse Beowulf.” alexander places his own work “in a tradition of 
verse translations that includes those of Edwin Morgan and seamus Heaney, 
as well as William Morris and the lines of  Beowulf that tennyson translated 
when he was an undergraduate.” tolkien’s verse translation, fragmentary or 
not, also belongs to this tradition. alexander amplifies: “Hundreds of transla-
tions of Beowulf have been published, nine of them into Japanese. One of the 
English ones is by the scott Moncrieff who translated Proust. Most of them 
are in prose”. tolkien may be one of the few translators to translate Beowulf 
into poetry and prose. the world of the translations of Beowulf extends be-
yond the English-speaking world to places like Japan, where no translations 
exist. these translations in English are compared in an English context and 
a world milieu.

alexander speaks of the prose text published in May 2014: “this ‘new’ 
tolkien translation, originally composed in 1926, is in a prose that sticks as 
closely as possible to the meaning and clause-order of the original. It has 
great accuracy and a sense of rhythm. Its style is, like that of the original, 
archaic, and often has striking inversions of word-order”. I share this view. 
the rhythm is poetic. alexander explains that the translation by tolkien 
“has its own spell, though its movement is more crabbed than that of 
the equally accurate version made by GN Garmonsway in 1968.” as  an 
illustration, alexander quotes the beautifully rendered last lines of the 
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poem: “thus bemourned the Geatish folk their master’s fall,  comrades of 
his hearth, crying that he was ever of the kings of earth of men the most 
generous and to men most gracious, to his people most tender and for 
praise most  eager”. the grace comes in part from the balanced repetition 
of “most,” showing the ultimate nature of Beowulf then and now, from 
start to end. Chickering, raffel, and alexander, like tolkien, are translators 
and scholars versed in anglo-saxon, and I have chosen them accordingly, 
although Pound and Heaney have made their great marks too. What 
is  appealing to me about tolkien’s prose translation is something that 
 alexander expresses well: “the felicities of tolkien’s version will be evident 
only to readers familiar with the anglo-saxon original”. I would urge the 
tolkien estate to publish the verse translation, however fragmentary, as 
soon as possible.

Poets in Europe and the americas have had their form and content opened 
up more and more since the age of exploration in the fifteenth century. 
 Paradoxically, the national is made of international – identity being forged 
through otherness (see Hart, Poetics). William butler yeats, who sought out 
the Japanese Noh, found influences in Japan as he explored his poetics and 
his poetic drama in forging a national theatre for Ireland. In “Poetry and 
 tradition” (1907), yeats says: “the Japanese have numbered with heroic 
things courtesy at all times whatsoever, and though a writer, who has to 
withdraw so much of his thought out of his life that he may learn his craft, 
may find many his betters in daily courtesy, he should never be without 
style, which is but high breeding in words and in argument” (qtd. in Selected 
Criticism 162). yeats reaches for an international example to examine poetry 
generally, but he also looks for examples in Europe and in English. In “First 
Principles” (1904), yeats ranges through ancients and moderns near and 
far as he thinks about the state of Ireland’s literature and the possibility of 
a  national literature in this generation. He meditates on the local and the 
 foreign in two eminent cases: “England and France, almost alone among 
nations, have great works of literature which have taken their subjects from 
foreign lands, and even in France and England this is more true in appearance 
than reality” (qtd. in yeats,  Selected Criticism 146). yeats turns to shakespeare 
and racine to explain what he means: “shakespeare observed his roman 
crowds in London, and saw, one doubts not, somewhere in his own stratford, 
the old man that gave Cleopatra the asp. somebody I have been reading lately 
finds the court of Louis XIV in Phèdre and Andromaque” (146). dramatic  poetry 
involves an observation of the local in the representation of the foreign, which 
may, in any case, be an allegory of the local or national. the dramatic poet 
dramatizes human nature and character. yeats himself, earlier in this essay, 
had said, despite his interest in an Irish national literature: “I have read 
hardly any books this summer but Cervantes and boccaccio and some Greek 
plays” (136). He had also asked about what constitutes a national literature 
and insisted that literary writers are not journalists or need to advocate for 
the nation or a national literature in their works or even write in a national 
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language like Irish. He asks: “Was Milton an Englishman when he wrote in 
Latin or Italian, and had we no part in Columbanus when he wrote in Latin 
the beautiful sermon comparing life to a highway and to a smoke?” (143). 
another example amplifies yeats’s view: “and then there is beckford, who 
is in every history of English literature, and yet his one memorable book, a 
story of Persia, was written in French” (143). We shall return to yeats when 
we get to shakespeare in a kind of future past. Poetry is grounded in place 
and time but comes from many places and times. the culture of poetics is the 
poetics of culture, crossing, yearning, and reaching in asymptotes that never 
meet the lines of vertical and horizontal axes.

Ezra Pound acted as secretary to yeats and even married into the same 
social and family circle that yeats did. In 1988, James Longenbach wrote in 
the New York Times about their three winters together in a cottage in sussex:

EZra POUNd began publishing “the Cantos” in 1917, and when he left the 
poem unfinished at his death, he had included material ranging from ancient 
Homeric hymns to Chinese dynastic history. at the centre of the 800-page 
poem, surrounded by esoterica, occur these lines: I recalled the noise in the 
chimney as it were the wind in the chimney but was in reality Uncle William 
downstairs composing . . . at stone Cottage in sussex by the waste moor.

Longenbach sees these years as vital to both poets, the 10 years younger poet 
barely launched and the elder already considered great. both were reaching 
for the continent and for Japanese Noh for inspiration in a cottage by a heath 
south of London as the Great War and the conflict between britain and Ireland 
erupted. thus, Longenbach explains this allusion in “the Cantos”, to whose 
comparative and world poetics he has alluded:

Pound was remembering the three winters (1913–1916) he spent living with 
William butler yeats at stone Cottage near the village of Coleman’s Hatch 
in sussex: specifically, he recalls sitting in the second floor of the cottage 
and hearing yeats chant his poetry in the room below – the chimney carried 
the Irish poet’s brogue from fireplace to fireplace. When Pound wrote these 
lines in the “Pisan Cantos” at the end of World War II, he looked back to 
those stone Cottage years as an idyllic time “before the world was given 
over to wars.”

so before the storm of the war and during it, yeats and Pound forged their 
 poetry and their ideas of poetry, both going beyond the local and national, 
and did so on different floors of a cottage in rural England and on walks 
across the heath to the pub after a day’s work. yeats died before he could 
witness the second great conflagration, and Pound looked back to yeats.

Pound’s translation of “the seafarer” and his Chinese poems, in addition 
to his attempts at Noh, suggest that he, like yeats, was transforming literary 
tradition, not only including that which came from their own birthplaces but 
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also changing English-speaking poetry and poetics by enriching it with “for-
eign” elements. Here is how the original poem begins:

Mæg ic be me sylfum soðgied wrecan,
siþas secgan, hu ic geswincdagum
earfoðhwile oft þrowade,
bitre breostceare gebiden hæbbe,
gecunnad in ceole cearselda fela,
atol yþa gewealc, þær mec oft bigeat
nearo nihtwaco æt nacan stefnan,
þonne he be clifum cnossað. (anonymous)

In Ripostes, Pound provides his translation of the anglo-saxon poem, 
which he begins with “May I for my own self song's truth reckon,” and ends 
with “While she tossed close to cliffs” (Pound 1912 25). Pound, like Heaney 
after him, makes a good poem even as he deviates from the original, and so 
creates more of an adaptation than a close translation. based on what we have 
seen, I am not sure how much Chickering would like “Journey’s jargon” for 
instance or how much tolkien would think “breast-cares,” which comes from 
the original, still worked in modern literary English.  Like Heaney after him, 
Pound is making foremost a poem of his own, using the ancient poem as a 
pretext. Pound is trying to echo and recreate the sound of the original, some-
thing burton raffel, whose translation follows the original’s content more 
closely, does not do as much. raffel renders the opening as follows:

this tale is true, and mine. It tells
How the sea took me, swept me back
and forth in sorrow and fear and pain,
showed me suffering in a hundred ships,
In a thousand ports, and in me. It tells
Of smashing surf when I sweated in the cold
Of an anxious watch, perched in the bow
as it dashed under cliffs. (raffel, “seafarer”)

raffel follows the structure and content more than Pound does, and both 
renditions capture something of the original, which, as tolkien reminds us, 
is  better than any translation if one is interested in the original poem and 
not some fine poem crafted by Pound (or by Heaney, in the case of Beowulf). 
Michael alexander, as we saw, owed a lot to Pound’s translation of “the 
 seafarer,” and alexander says that he dedicated his first book of transla-
tions, The Earliest English Poems, to Pound (alexander, “Ezra Pound” 23). 
In  discussing Pound’s translation of that poem, alexander sees it as a copy 
and a remake (the two types of translation he sees Pound doing), showing, 
 especially in alexander’s analysis of the opening line, Pound’s philologist’s 
interest in the individual words rather than a linguist’s focus on structure 
(26–27; see Kenner 196–97; Pound, Translations). alexander sees Pound’s 
translation of “the seafarer” in relation to his translations of poems from 
many languages.
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Pound also translated other languages like Provençal and Chinese. More-
over, Pound, as Ming Xie notes, couples “the seafarer” with rihaku’s or 
Li Po’s “the Exile’s Letter” (Xie, Ezra Pound 103–105). thus, one language 
or poetry is not siloed for Pound. Elsewhere, Xie says that it is hard to dis-
tinguish in Pound what is an adaptation or a translation and what is an 
original  composition (Xie, “Pound as translator” 204). Xie reminds us that 
Fred C. robinson, a scholar of Old English, argues for Pound’s studies in, 
and knowledge of, anglo-saxon (205–6, 207). Xie clearly summarizes the 
comparative and world nature of Pound’s great epic: “It is in The Cantos that 
we see Pound’s engagement with translation at its most complex” (217). Xie 
elaborates: “The Cantos contain numerous translations, from Homer’s Odys-
sey, The Sacred Edict and other Chinese texts (mostly from previous European 
translations) to richard of st. Victor, Ovid, Propertius and Frobenius. Inter-
woven with these are many of the images and motifs from Pound’s previous 
translations: the troubadours, Cavalcanti, Old English ‘seafarer,’ Noh plays, 
Cathay poems, Confucian texts” (217). The Cantos become a great web of com-
parative and world poetry in Pound’s own style, located in his own poetic 
world. East and West texts, often ancient, are part of the making of Pound’s 
poetry. the old is made new, the distant is made close. He is not satisfied with 
the resources that contemporary English language and poetry can afford him. 
Pound exemplifies that there is no one comparative or world poetry but that 
each poem and poetry localizes and dramatizes poetry. In “the Wisdom of 
Poetry” (1912), Pound argues that the common purpose of poetry and of the 
arts is something that dante clearly indicates:

that melody which most doth draw
the soul unto itself. (359–60)

the comparative and world music draws the soul of Pound and of his po-
etry each unto itself and thereby transforms English and poetry in English 
with other languages and traditions. Poetry and translation go together in 
Pound.

t.s. Eliot and Ezra Pound worked together and admired each other – 
 Eliot being three years younger. Pound had found yeats to be an  inspiration, 
but yeats was twenty years older. Eliot admired Pound as Pound and did 
not separate the scholar, the translator, and the poet who drew into his 
poetic soul a world of languages and poetry, about fifteen languages alone 
in The Cantos. In “Ezra Pound: His Metric and Poetry” (1917), Eliot says:  
“[W]hen anyone has studied Mr. Pound’s poems in chronological order, and 
has mastered Lustra and Cathay, he is prepared for the Cantos – but not 
till then” (qtd. in Eliot, To Criticize 182). Eliot’s The Waste Land (1922), an 
 English, but polyglot, poem, begins with an epigram in Latin and Greek from 
 Petronius’ Satyricon in which the boys ask the sibyl what she wants and she 
replies that she wants to die (Eliot 1922 31). He also added the dedication to 
the better smith, maker, or craftsman to Ezra Pound, who did so much to help 
edit the poem, with an Italian phrase from Canto XXVI of dante’s Purgatorio 
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where dante lauds  arnaut daniel, the great Occitan poet, whom Petrarch also 
praised as a grand master of love, as the best smith of the mother tongue, 
a poet who was apparently the favourite poet of the young Pound. daniel 
had also been at the court of King richard I of England (Richard Cœur de Lion 
or richard the Lionheart), son of Henry II and Eleanor of aquitaine, whose 
command of English is a matter of debate and who wrote poetry and spoke 
French and Limousin (a dialect of Occitan) and spent much of his time in 
Normandy and France and on crusades. arnaut daniel and richard I are 
part of a romance tradition that the Norman-angevin dynasty brought to 
England and something Pound and Eliot recall and remake in their poetry. 
Here is a poem, The Waste Land, in English that begins with Latin and Greek 
and later adds Italian, so the layers of language, poetry, and allusion begin 
from the start. The Waste Land is a notoriously allusive and difficult poem, one 
that made a great mark on others and certainly on me when I first read it in 
the 1970s. For our purposes here, it is a poem that ranges not only through 
the English tradition from Chaucer onward but also to Homer, sophocles, 
Virgil, dante, Charles baudelaire, Paul Verlaine, and others. the myth of the 
wasteland from Celtic and romance sources along with the bible, the Book of 
Common Prayer, the Upanishad, and buddha’s Fire Sermon inform the poem. 
Here is a comparative and world poem in English with the voices of many 
languages, traditions, literatures, mythologies, and religions. English mixes 
the Germanic with the French or romance from the Norman Conquest, and 
Eliot, like Pound, returns it to these origins while making it new. In exam-
ining the babylon of The Waste Land, Frank Kermode quotes a passage from 
Eliot that aptly underscores what I am saying here: “Our effort is not only to 
explore the frontiers of the spirit, but as much to regain, under very different 
conditions, what was known to men writing at remote times and in alien 
languages” (228). Exploration, regaining, remote times, alien languages are 
what Eliot stresses.

ted Hughes is also a poet who explores languages and other poetry and 
literatures. In his draft translations of yves bonnefoy in 1967 (discovered 
posthumously, it seems), Hughes uses his literal technique, sometimes like 
Pound, going word by word. sometimes, the lines can be beautiful as in the 
last line of six: “Mute arms gather you, trees of another shore” (t. Hughes 
40). Hughes himself, writing a program note for Poetry International in 1967, 
advocates for a comparative and world poetry: “However rootedly-national in 
detail it may be, poetry is less and less the prisoner of its own language” (199). 
Hughes implies that translation frees poetry from the confines of a national 
language. He adds that poetry “is beginning to represent, as an ambassador, 
something far greater than itself” (199). Poetry is more than poetry even in 
terms of language: “Or perhaps it is only now being heard for what, among 
other things, it is – a Universal language of understanding, coherent behind 
the many languages, in which we can all hope to meet” (199). Hughes appeals 
to a universalism worthy of Plato, aristotle, or Carl Jung. In an editorial to 
the first issue of Modern Poetry in Translation in 1965, Hughes and daniel 
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Weissbort prefer literal translation and they elaborate on that view in the third 
issue of the journal in 1967:

the only justification, it would seem to us, for anything but the most literal of 
translations, is [i] in those rare cases where the original poetry somehow makes 
an original and interesting poet of the translator who is not otherwise a poet, as 
with arthur Waley, and [ii] where the translator already is an interesting and 
original poet in his own right, and in his ‘versions’ we are glad to get more of 
him, extensions and explorations of his possibilities, as in the extraordinary 
Heine and rilke translations in Lowell’s Imitations. (qtd. in t. Hughes 201; see 
also 200)

Hughes is one of the great poets of the twentieth century in English, but he 
wishes to get to the literal rather than to his own versions, but this view that 
literal is best but fine poets can create their own versions, which Weissbort 
and he hold, means that Pound, Heaney, and Chickering can all coexist. Even 
tolkien’s poetic prose translation might contribute to such a view because it 
is close to the literal, the replication of word for word and word by word.

shakespeare will provide a brief case of how English poetry, lyric, nar-
rative, and dramatic is something of comparison and the world. In “First 
Principles” (1904), yeats takes his cue from Goethe on historical drama in 
which Goethe says that dramatists honour people from history by naming 
their mental creations after them (qtd. in Selected Criticism). yeats thinks of 
Falstaff and richard II, creations of shakespeare in the English history plays. 
the historical richard passed away, “[y]et richard II, as shakespeare made 
him, could never have been born before the renaissance, before the Italian 
influence, or even one hour before the innumerable streams that flowed in 
upon shakespeare’s mind, the innumerable experiences we can never know, 
brought shakespeare to the making of him” (133–34). yeats sees richard as 
typical because shakespeare’s imagining of him has us know something in 
our minds that we would not have known had he not been made (134).

shakespeare’s English poetry is porous in many regards. His subject 
matter is often classical or foreign. His epyllia, Venus and Adonis and Rape of 
Lucrece, represent respectively ancient Greek mythology and the founding 
of the roman republic through tarquin’s rape of Collatine’s wife and the 
king’s subsequent exile. although not translating Petrarch’s sonnets as sir 
thomas Wyatt and the Earl of surrey do in their sonnets, shakespeare plays 
with  anti-Petrarchan motifs, which have to take into account Petrarch and 
the Italian sonnets as in sonnet 130: “My mistress’ eyes are nothing like the 
sun; / Coral is far more red than her lips’ red” (lines 1–2). differences in time 
and place affect this English non-dramatic poetry that shakespeare is making.

In the plays, the settings are also quite unEnglish. Even many of the 
comedies (I am using the genre or category as John Heminges and Henry 
Condell did in shakespeare’s first folio in 1623) take place in foreign places. 
the Comedy of Errors has Ephesus as its setting, Taming of the Shrew is set 
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in Padua, Love’s Labour’s Lost happens in Navarre, Romeo and Juliet sets its 
scene in Verona, Two Gentlemen of Verona occurs in Italy, A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream is in an athenian setting, Merchant of Venice shifts between Venice and 
belmont, Much Ado about Nothing is set in Messina, Twelfth Night happens 
in Illyria, All’s Well That Ends Well occurs in roussillon, Paris, Florence, and 
Marseilles, Measure for Measure takes place in Vienna, Pericles is set in antioch, 
tyre, tarsus, and other parts of the ancient Greek world, Cymbeline occurs 
in ancient britain, rome, and Wales, The Winter’s Tale happens in sicily and 
bohemia, and The Tempest is set on an island in the Mediterranean. there are 
ten English history plays, but there are also Greek plays (Troilus and Cressida, 
which involves the Greeks at troy; Timon of Athens) and roman plays (Titus 
Andronicus, Julius Caesar, Antony and Cleopatra, which also is set in Egypt, and 
Coriolanus). Of the four best-known tragedies, Hamlet is set in denmark, Oth-
ello in Venice, Macbeth in scotland, King Lear in ancient britain. None is set in 
England and certainly not in contemporary England.

We can accept, up to a point, yeats’s view that shakespeare is writing 
about Elizabethan and Jacobean England when he is writing about the past 
in England and elsewhere or representing other places. shakespeare’s sources 
often supplied the stories and settings, and they show that shakespeare went 
to foreign sources, whether in the original or in translations like sir thomas 
North’s Plutarch and John Florio’s Montaigne. but these sources are also a 
reminder of what yeats says about shakespeare’s Richard II: that Italian and 
other influences went into his making. England and shakespeare were open 
to these influences of language and literature. there was, then, a typology 
of then and now, here and there. shakespeare’s plays were about two places 
and times at once. the same could be said for his lyric and narrative poems.

England comes into the plays that are not about England. In Hamlet, 
 England is mentioned eighteen times, as it is a tributary state to denmark. In 
act two, scene three of Macbeth, Malcolm says that he will flee to England, 
and Macbeth, Lennox, and Malcolm allude to England in this context. sir 
toby belch, a kind of lord of misrule as Falstaff is, refers to England while 
talking to Fabian and sir andrew aguecheek in act three, scene two in Twelfth 
Night. the messengers do not get much better for England in plays set in 
foreign places. In act two, scene three of Othello, Iago has been drinking with 
Cassio, Montano, and others and says of England that he learned drinking 
songs there and that the Englishman can drink more than others. so Iago, 
not exactly the kindest of characters, inserts a jarring reference to England 
that is rather laddish and shows how silly the drunken Cassio is and, indeed, 
the drinking culture of England is in its excess. In act two, scene one of The 
Tempest, trinculo, who, with stephano, takes up with Caliban in their rebel-
lion against Prospero, says, when he sees Caliban: “a strange fish! Were I in 
England now, as once I was, and had but this fish painted, not a holiday fool 
there but would give a piece of silver.” shakespeare slips in topical references 
to England, but here we can see that it is part of the comedy through dramatic 
irony as shakespeare puts England into the mouths of sir toby, Iago, and 
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trinculo in comic scenes of foolishness or revelry. England becomes part of 
the joke and performs a kind of metadramatic role or even an estrangement 
effect that is familiar because England is familiar to shakespeare’s audience 
but strange to the foreign setting.

thus, England and English poetry of various kinds from Old English 
onward have their otherness or alienation. England, English and English 
poetry are alienated from themselves over time. Old English differs from 
Middle  English, which also differs from Modern English. Owing to changes 
in  language, English poetry is internally comparative and also, from the 
 beginning, open to other languages, literatures, and cultures. English liter-
ature has become literature in English and, as ted Hughes intimated in the 
1960s, something that is part of a more universal world poetry, which is part 
of world literature. Others are part of that literature, not only through trans-
lation. Langston Hughes in “the Negro speaks of rivers” shows another set 
of rivers different from the thames that Chaucer, spenser, and Eliot sing. the 
anaphoric and echoing of “I have known rivers,” the choric refrain of “[m]y 
soul has grown deep like the rivers,” and the epistrophic use of “rivers” in the 
last three lines all help to stress the movement from the Euphrates through the 
Congo and Nile to the Mississippi, a western asian, african, and american 
experience free of britain or Europe (23). Native Canadian poets reinterpret 
poetry through their poems in English. rita Joe’s “the King and Queen Pass by 
on the train,” Marie annharte baker’s “Coyote Columbus Café,” and Jeannette 
 armstrong’s “History Lesson” all present an alternative to poetry from London 
or as part of an English view (qtd. in armstrong and Grauer 18, 71–76, 110–11). 
armstrong uses irony to portray the English presence in the Canadian West:

red coated knights
gallop across the prairie
to get their men
and to build a new world. (110–11)

Poetry in English was and is comparative, opening up new worlds with new 
peoples speaking the tongue, making their poems. this poetry, translated 
and untranslated, is part of distinctive webs, in which each poet and poem is 
himself or herself and itself. Poetry can be compared in their world, but texts 
are themselves and not simply contexts – that is, texts together in the world.
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king-kok cheung and qinghua huang

Transpacific Poetics: Ideographic 
and Prosodic Transpositions in 
Li-Young Lee’s “Persimmons” 

and Marilyn Chin’s “Summer Sleep”

abSTraCT: Through intercultural poetics, the speakers in “Persimmons” and 
“Summer Sleep” chart their journeys from “foreign” pupils disciplined by English 
authorities to bilingual wordsmiths. Lee’s speaker, punished by a schoolmarm for 
his inability to differentiate between English words that look alike, later uses Chinese 
sight rhyme in English to replicate the semantic use of ideographic “radicals” in 
Chinese poetry. Chin’s speaker, scorned by her mentor for being “mediocre,” grows 
up to become a sought- after instructor versed in prosodic sleight of hand. both Lee 
and Chin address the loss of ethnic heritage and reclaim their inheritance by literary 
cross-pollination. Where Lee attempts to align the two dominant cultural traditions, 
Chin subverts both. This article demonstrates how transpacific literary exchanges 
can be  advanced by different strategies that also require attendant linguistic knowl-
edge and comparative analysis on the part of the critics.

KEYWordS: Chinese american poetry, “Persimmons,” “Summer Sleep,”  
Li-Young Lee, Marilyn Chin

both Li-Young Lee and Marilyn Chin use transnational poetics to forge their 
subjectivity. While Lee shuns an ethnic label, Chin embraces it. In a 1996 
 interview appearing in the Kenyon Review, Lee remarks: “The fine print of that 
question – ‘Where do you stand as an asian-american writer’ – is a question 
about one’s dialogue with cultural significance. . . . I have no dialogue with 
cultural existence. . . . Somehow an artist has to discover a dialogue that is so 
essential to his being, to his self, that it is no longer cultural or canonical, but 
a dialogue with his truest self. His most naked spirit” (qtd. in Marshall 132). 
In contrast, Chin considers her hyphenated identity a rich poetic resource: 
“How exciting to have this great opportunity to make a ‘political’ statement 
about my bicultural identity by exacting my ideas with hybridized forms. . . . 
I often put a drop of yellow blood in conventional form to assert my bicultural 
identity. . . . To disrupt the canonical order. To piss on that establishment tree” 
(Chin, “Interview” 113).

From our reading of Lee’s poetry, particularly “Persimmons,” his “most 
naked spirit” and its attendant aesthetics is inextricable from race, gender, 
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and culture and the material conditions of the “visible” world. His  veneration 
of the spirit, or obsession with spiritual quest, has roots in, among others, 
Taoism, the bible, Emerson’s transcendentalism, and T.S. Eliot’s The Waste 
Land (Marshall 130; Xu 129). Even his conceptions of his “identity as the 
universe” and of poetry as the “voice of the universe” are en-gendered by 
the time- honoured criteria of the Western literary establishment that litera-
ture by selected men is “universal,” if not divinely inspired (as in Paradise 
Lost). because of his position as a member of a racial minority in the United 
States, moreover, Lee repeatedly evokes and pays homage to Chinese and 
familial traditions in “Persimmons,” his disavowal of ethnic identification 
notwithstanding.

Unlike Lee, Chin is acutely aware of the forces of the visible world in 
shaping literature and particularly her own poetry. as a woman of colour, 
she must be aware that just about every writer claiming divine inspiration 
is male. (Even in fiction, Cassandra is an exception that proves the rule – 
no one believes her.) Poetry could hardly be otherworldly, independent of 
the ethos of the material world. Chin is also aware that, under patriarchy, 
it is difficult for a female poet, let  alone one of colour, to be taken seri-
ously. Chin is much more conscious than Lee of the bicultural influence on 
her work and much more wary of the patriarchal pitfalls on both shores. 
 accordingly, her references to the Chinese and american canons are often 
irreverent. In “Summer Sleep,” Chin disrupts the canonical order not only 
by infusing her “yellow” blood but also by paying a tacit tribute to another 
female poet of colour.

It is not our intention, however, to evaluate Lee and Chin according to their 
ideological orientation or the lack thereof. rather, we seek to spotlight their 
different, but equally inventive, rhetorical techniques involving inter-lingual 
transpositions. While sympathetic to the need to define a resistant asian 
american aesthetic, we refrain from imposing any criteria that constrict the 
full range of creative possibilities. Early attempts by cultural nationalist critics 
to distinguish asian american from asian and European american literature, 
for example, tended to discourage the use of asian literary  material as abet-
ting orientalism as well as to disparage the adoptions of Western conventions 
as collusive or “fake.” both tendencies give short shrift to the poetic innova-
tions that result from coupling Chinese and american canons. This  article 
 analyses the strategies by which Lee and Chin parley with two dominant 
cultural traditions to articulate the struggle of minority poets in the United 
States, to reclaim a marginalized inheritance, and to promulgate polyphony.

The speakers in Lee’s “Persimmons” and Chin’s “Summer Sleep” use 
flashbacks to telescope their journeys from being discredited foreign pupils 
to being bicultural authorities. Lee’s speaker, slapped by a schoolmarm for 
his inability to tell the difference between words that are phonologically 
and morphologically similar, becomes an erotic “master” skilled at bilingual 
pillow talk and a lyrical poet capable of making diverse art forms palpable 
in his second language, precisely by sighting connections in “difference.” 
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Chin’s speaker, spurned by her poetry mentor for being a “mediocre” versifier 
for her inability to measure up to the Indo-European poetic feet, becomes a 
sought-after guru versed in prosodic fusion. both Lee and Chin address the 
loss of Chinese heritage in the process of american assimilation and attempt 
to reclaim their inheritance through literary crossings, using spatial and 
linguistic tropes to register their immigrant struggle and literary resolution. 
Where Lee applies the technique of “radical” association to English letters, 
Chin spins English verse out of Chinese prosody.

“persimmons”

Li-Young Lee’s “Persimmons” has been widely anthologized and anal-
ysed. Not all has been praise from critics, however. Steven G. Yao, who has 
 offered an astute analysis of the poem, notes that it “exhibits in microcosm 
the  principal concerns and strategies that characterize Lee’s work” but is 
nevertheless critical of the poet’s “incomplete knowledge of the cultural and 
linguistic traditions with which he affiliates himself” (147, 148) and of his 
“triumphalist narrative of integration” through mastery of the “operative” 
language of multicultural american society (149). Unlike Yao, we believe Lee 
draws on his transpacific heritage not merely by unravelling ethnic motifs in 
English but also by transferring poetic techniques specific to Chinese poetry – 
the use of sight rhymes or words with similar “radicals” – onto his second 
tongue, and it is precisely through such aesthetic cross-fertilization that he 
infuses his operative language with creative possibilities and taps the power 
of inter- lingual – aural and visual – poetics.

“Persimmons” enacts East–West crossings on multiple registers by in-
terweaving different art forms – ideographic and phonetic constructions  – 
and by deploying visual, temporal, and spatial tropes. The poem uses the 
 eponymous fruit to connect disparate emotive memories: the first marked 
by a childhood public disgrace when the speaker is punished by his teacher 
for confusing similar-looking English words and the last, by cultural trans-
mission, when the speaker fleshes out his father’s brush painting in English 
verse. The fruit is used to link the art of eating, erotic art, the art of yarn 
tying, the art of painting, as well as the sensation and affection that course 
through each.

The opening stanza introduces a childhood transgression and encodes the 
strategy by which the speaker vindicates himself through the poem: “In sixth 
grade Mrs. Walker / slapped the back of my head / and made me stand in 
the corner / for not knowing the difference / between persimmon and pre-
cision.” The confusion caused by phonemes that look and sound similar is 
recast as a major key for the entire poem, which uses distinct words (mis)
aligned through sight or sound – particularly persimmons and precision – to 
conjure up sensuous scenes with exacting detail and to unify seemingly dis-
parate vignettes. Thus, the speaker delineates the extreme precision involved 
in discerning and enjoying ripe persimmons to show how the two signifiers 
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are affiliated, pace Mrs. Walker: “Sniff the bottoms . . . / Peel the skin tenderly, 
not to tear the meat. / Chew the skin, suck it, / and swallow. Now, eat / the 
meat of the fruit, / so sweet, / all of it, to the heart.”

The titillating gastronomy doubles as overture to an erotic scene in the 
next stanza, which transports us through time and space to a yard in which 
the speaker, now an adult, serenades his white donna, “beautiful as the 
moon,” by teaching her Chinese as part of the foreplay: “donna undresses, 
her stomach is white. / In the yard, dewy and shivering / With crickets, 
we lie naked  .  .  . / Crickets: chiu chiu. dew: I’ve forgotten. / Naked: I’ve 
 forgotten. / Ni, wo: you and me. / I part her legs.” The sensuous scene evokes 
many Western oil paintings set in the Garden of Eden, with adam and Eve 
 standing or lying naked in a lush yard. The evocation of Genesis is reinforced 
by Mrs. Walker’s misnaming of an unripe persimmon as a “Chinese apple” 
two stanzas later. Instead of proffering an apple, white donna is herself the 
 succulent fruit in the speaker’s imagination. but this Chinese american adam 
also “sinifies” his beloved with the lunar simile for, in Chinese lore, the moon 
is associated with female beauty, especially with the Moon Goddess Chang-e 
(嫦娥), who, like Eve, deprives her spouse of immortality.1

The speaker then resumes telling about his difficulty with English in grade 
school, only to reveal the youngster’s deep logic and meticulous parsing 
behind his school-aged perplexity: “other words / that got me into trouble 
were / fight and fright, wren and yarn. . . . Wrens are small, plain birds, / yarn 
is what one knits with. / Wrens are soft as yarn. / My mother made birds 
out of yarn.” The words fight and fright continue to suggest the speaker’s un-
happy experience as a Chinese pupil, who might have been more than once 
ridiculed, molested, or bullied by other schoolboys for being “yellow,” in 
both its senses. but his isolation in school is juxtaposed with familial intimacy, 
wherein the yarn ties mother and son together: “I loved to watch her tie the 
stuff; / a bird, a rabbit, a wee man.” The reconfiguration of the troublesome 
words to describe the mother’s crafty knitting highlights the affectionate 
filial relationship. The son adores the mother as artist, whose artefacts are 
presumably handmade toys for the child, with the wee man being perhaps a 
miniature replica of the son.

The speaker’s sui generis conjugation of these pairs of words conjures up 
a form of sight rhyme unique to Chinese poetry. all of the words giving the 
schoolboy difficulty share at least two alphabets: p-r-e-i-o in precision and 
persimmon; f-ight in fight and fright; r-n in wren and yarn. These words got him 
into trouble not only because they contain initial double consonants such as pr 
and fr, which are difficult for an English-as-a-second-language Chinese speaker 
to pronounce but also because, in the Chinese language, words containing 

1 There are many versions of the Chang’e legend, the most common one is that, in-
stead of sharing the elixir that her spouse Houyi, an exceptional archer, has taken 
great pains to obtain, she filches and consumes the entire potion and, consequently, 
is condemned to an everlasting life of loneliness in the Moon Palace (Walls 74–76).
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similar “roots” or “radicals” are often related. Thus, the word ming (明),  
meaning “bright,” contains a sun (日) and a moon (月) radical. and the twin 
ideographs for “[c]rickets” (“chiu chiu”; 蛐蛐 [ququ in pinyin]) are made up of 
an insect radical (虫) on the left and a melody radical (曲) on the right. Crickets, 
as the ideographs suggest, are singing worms; additionally, the term is ono-
matopoeic: chiu chiu or ququ replicates their chirps. The interlocking pictorial, 
semantic, and sonic components of ideographs have contributed to the richness 
of  Chinese poetry, and their “radical” elements, as Yunte Huang has illustrated, 
are very much a unique feature of shi (诗) or Chinese verse.

In English, on the other hand, two words that may look very similar, such 
as persimmons and precision, fight and fright, have no apparent semantic con-
nections, except in the “double” vision of a sensitive Chinese student, who 
sees alphabetical correspondences as common “radicals” or semantic cognates, 
superimposing Chinese sight rhyme onto roman script. Seeing semantic con-
nections in distinct, but visually similar, nouns has incurred an affront to his 
teenage body, but this bi-vision turns into inventive cross-cultural poetics in 
the adult poet, enabling him to link English words that are discrete to a native 
speaker’s eye. Insightful as Yao is in his analysis of “Persimmons,” he is off the 
mark in nitpicking Lee’s use of associative connections: “Lee conveys his sen-
timents in a thoroughly americanized poetic idiom that . . . at once owes part 
of its very legibility and gains its wider literary historical meaning in  relation 
to the dominant conventions for representing Chinese culture and identity 
set forth by Ezra Pound in Cathay” (149). “Yet for all his gestures toward syn-
thesizing the two cultural traditions to which he lays claim,” Yao continues, 
“Lee actually manages only a partial integration of asian, or more specifically 
 Chinese, and american cultural and linguistic elements in ‘Persimmons’” (149).

What Yao describes as Lee’s “thoroughly americanized poetic idiom” is in 
fact infused with Chinese poetic conventions that enable Lee to tap both the 
phonological and the (ideo)graphic similarities of English words. Through 
his use of italics, Lee underscores the sonic and graphic similarity of sev-
eral pairs of nouns and converts what his school teacher considers a grave 
infraction into poetic sight rhyme. In so doing, Lee far exceeds Ezra Pound 
in his inter-lingual endeavour by cross-fertilizing the two traditions at the 
most “radical” etymological register. Pound, who does not read Chinese, is 
incapable of using this Chinese connective device to generate poetic cognates 
in English. Lee’s formal juggling of Sinophone poetics, on the other hand, 
involves multiple crossings. In addition to the trafficking of ideographs and 
roman alphabets noted earlier, there is a further layer of punning on wren and 
wee man. In Chinese (Mandarin/Putonghua) “(hu)man” is represented by the 
word ren (人). Hence wren and wee man figure as visually “alliterative” as well 
as semantically consonant expressions (à la fight and fright), with ren (pinyin 
for man) embedded in wren.

Lee’s technique is admirably organic, for the poem constantly elides the 
verbal, visual, tactile, and gustatory in its evocation of persimmons. after 
enumerating the troublesome words, the reader is offered another flashback 
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to Mrs. Walker’s classroom, but this time the table is turned; the pupil is the 
one who looks askance at the teacher’s defective knowledge. Mrs. Walker 
brought to class an unripe persimmon, which she dubs a “Chinese apple,” for 
everyone to taste. In calling the unripe (and, therefore, bitter and astringent) 
fruit a Chinese apple, Mrs. Walker further demeans the Chinese student, 
who wisely declines: “Knowing / it wasn’t ripe or sweet, I didn’t eat / but 
watched the other faces.” The speaker, publicly shamed by the schoolmarm 
for being unable to discriminate between words comprising a similar set of 
letters and for being associated with the unsavoury fruit, is nevertheless cog-
nizant of its correct name and of the difference between a ripe sweet persim-
mon, which should be peeled tenderly, as he instructs in the second stanza, 
and the one brought by the clueless teacher, which she slashes with a knife.

The poem, moving between the public space of the classroom, the Edenic 
yard, and the domestic space of the parental home, also differentiates literal 
and figural pedagogy, book learning and hands-on practice, skin-deep and 
affective understanding, body (muscle) memory and spiritual imprint. The 
mother’s loving explication and exaltation of persimmons in the following 
stanza, for example, provides a comforting corrective to Mrs. Walker’s insen-
sitive treatment of both the Chinese boy and the exotic fruit: “My mother said 
every persimmon has a sun / inside, something golden, glowing, / warm as 
my face.” The pun on sun and son, an association reinforced by the maternal 
analogy of the fruit’s golden and glowing colour with the son’s warm face, 
further intimates maternal affection. The pun even has a partial equivalence, 
graphically speaking, in Chinese calligraphy, for the midriff of the traditional 
character for son (兒) resembles the one for sun (日).

The twin (solar and filial) signification of persimmons effects a transition 
from one parent to another, culminating in the poem’s finale – a communion 
between son and father over the latter’s brush painting. The son, unlike 
Mrs. Walker, knows what to do with unripe persimmons. Having found two 
in the cellar, he put them on his bedroom windowsill, “where each morning 
a cardinal sang, The sun, the sun.” These lines encode a tacit tribute to the 
mother, whose earlier equation of the inside of the fruit with a sun/son and 
whose art of tying yarns into birds undoubtedly predispose the fledging 
speaker to come up with his own conceit of a cardinal parroting her meta-
phor(s). When his father, a painter, is kept awake one night by anxiety over 
his impending blindness, the speaker offers him the very fruit ripened by the 
sun/son: “I gave him the persimmons, / Swelled, heavy as sadness, / and 
sweet as love.” The linkage of persimmons with sun and son thus signifies 
reciprocal parent–child affection through the mother’s three-way correlation 
of the fruit, the sun, and the speaker’s complexion, through the son’s aural 
duplication of the maternal equation in the cardinal’s song, through his offer 
of the ripe fruit to the father, and, as we shall see, through the father’s render-
ing of the very fruit in brush painting after his sight is gone.

Lee’s delineation of the exchange between father and son at the end of the 
poem manifests an alliance of visual and verbal art, arguably a testimony to a 
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distinctive Chinese american inheritance, to the enduring resonance of mem-
ory. returning to his “parents’ cellar” as an adult, after the father has become 
stone blind, the speaker tries to retrieve something from the past: “I rummage, 
 looking / for something I lost.” Just as cellar recalls the domestic locale where 
the two unripe persimmons were found, something echoes “something golden, 
growing” in the mother’s description of the fruit and the son, and anticipates 
“some things” enumerated at the end of the poem. The “something . . . lost” 
could refer to the father’s lost sight, to the speaker’s lost youth, to his close at-
tachment to both parents, or to a cultural loss (in light of his lapses of Chinese 
vocabulary during his dalliance). These interpretive possibilities merge in the 
speaker’s discovery, in the cellar, of three silk scrolls of his father’s paintings: 
“Hibiscus leaf and a white flower. / Two cats preening. / Two persimmons, 
so full they want to drop from the cloth.” Touching one of them, the father 
asks: “Which is this?” “This is persimmons, Father,” the son replies, prompting 
the father’s reminiscences:

Oh, the feel of the wolftail on the silk,
the strength, the tense
precision in the wrist.
I painted them hundreds of times
eyes closed. These I painted blind.
Some things never leave a person:
scent of the hair of one you love,
the texture of persimmons,
in your palm, the ripe weight.

one can draw a certain parallel between father and son in their artistic and 
linguistic traversals, notwithstanding physical and cultural loss. The father 
recounts in a Chinese dialect (as indicated by the italics) how his painstaking 
execution of these two persimmons has galvanized his multiple senses, but 
without the benefit of sight. despite his blindness, he has transferred “the 
texture of persimmons” from the son’s palm to the silk scroll. Though the son 
has lost much of his Chinese vocabulary, he is able to translate the father’s 
Chinese brush painting and spoken words into lyrical and powerful English, 
making readers feel the tense and tensile grip of the brush, the blind man’s 
muscle memory and persistence, and his indelible mental retention of the fruit 
offered to him earlier by his son, a gift “heavy as sadness, and sweet as love,” 
as well as the density of the two persimmons in the father’s brush painting, 
“so full they want to drop from the cloth.” The mortal fruit has entered an 
immortal art work, and the “something . . . lost” (be it the more easily forgot-
ten Chinese vocabulary or the intimacy between parent and the speaker as a 
growing child) has been replenished by the fusion of a Chinese painting and 
an English poem, cementing the bond between father and son forever.

Charting a poem that coordinates persimmons and precision, the son’s verbal 
art measures up to the father’s graphic art, to the mother’s art of tying yarns 
and knitting metaphors, and far exceeds that of Mrs. Walker, who has an eye 
only for lexical and tonal accuracy. besides the troublesome nouns, the only 
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other words italicized hitherto are the poet’s transliteration or translation of 
Chinese idioms, suggesting that part of the “confusion” the Chinese school boy 
has about these similar-looking pairs of English words stem from his visualiza-
tion of these words as ideographs. Lee arguably counterpoises the erosion of 
cultural inheritance not only by representing specifically Chinese practices and 
traditions in a second tongue but also by punctuating it with his graphic mem-
ory of hanzi / kanji, which is possibly one of the unspoken “some things” that 
never leaves the poet because they are inextricable from his beloved parents.

Through the textured poem, the speaker has also vindicated himself, putting 
in relief Mrs. Walker’s cultural insensitivity and flat-footed approach to English, 
a language that the speaker now wraps around his finger. The poem conjoins 
persimmons and precision across time and space – through the precision required 
in choosing and eating a ripe persimmon, in the mother’s configuration of sun 
and son, in the father’s painstaking execution of the fruit, and, above all, in the 
speaker’s meticulous English rendering, so precise that we can feel the hurtful 
slap on his head, ape the grimace at the astringent “Chinese apple,” conjure up 
another apple in the Edenic scene, visualize the warm orange glow of the sweet 
fruit and the growing boy, and sense the ripe weight on the son’s palm and in 
the father’s painting. In associating persimmons with Western paintings of the 
Genesis stories and the parents’ art of precision, the son not only demonstrates 
his familiarity with Western aesthetics but also virtually reclaims his parental 
heritage. Thanks to his parents, the speaker possesses far more than skin-deep 
knowledge of words. The filial communion is consecrated by the transubstan-
tiation of the eponymous fruit in its myriad guises – unripe, ripe, aural, visual, 
tactile, gustatory and as Chinese apple, sun, son, brush painting, and verse.

The poem’s structural configuration also deploys a certain sight rhyme, 
visual parallels that lend themselves to a “portmanteau” reading and enable 
the reader to visualize connections through time and space. The presence of 
a white mistress in the classroom where the pupil is isolated and in the yard 
where the adult speaker makes love to a white woman figures as a connective 
that manifests how far the speaker has come along. While Mrs. Walker  enforces 
the letters of the law of pronunciation, the adult speaker uses  Chinese words 
suggestively to arouse white donna before parting her legs. The maligned 
pupil has become the biblical first man endowed with the gift of naming, a 
Chinese Jupiter whose glowing complexion the mother compares to the sun, 
and the unsavoury Chinese apple has ripened anthropomorphically into a na-
ked donna, “beautiful as the Moon,” whom the speaker savours tenderly. The 
embarrassing corner of the classroom stands in stark contrast not only with the 
open yard but also with the sunny windowsill of the speaker’s bedroom and 
with the steps in the cellar on which father and son sit side by side at the end. 
The cellar where the unripe persimmons and the scrolls of brush paintings are 
found figures as another spatial connective registering the temporal and the af-
fective metamorphoses of the fruit. The cellar, generally a cold, dark, and damp 
place, made darker by the father’s stone blindness, is “brightened” by the gift 
of the son, whose “warm glow” corresponds to the sun-ripened fruit, enabling 
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2 “Summer Sleep” reprinted from Hard Love Province: Poems. Copyright © 2014 by 
Marilyn Chin. Used with permission of the publisher, W. W. Norton & Company, 
Inc. all rights reserved.

the father to render it on paper in pitch darkness. Criss-crossing temporal and 
geographical terrains, Western paintings and Chinese brush paintings, unhappy 
brushes with Mrs. Walker, a romantic hour with donna, and affectionate inter-
ludes with mother and father, the poem weaves together a mosaic revolving 
around the ubiquitous persimmons and offering a “radical reading” in English.

“summer sleep”

although professing different views concerning poetry, both Lee and Chin 
speak from their marginalized positions as Chinese american other. both 
“Persimmons” and “Summer Sleep” relate the social isolation that results 
from racial, cultural, and linguistic differences, often perceived by dominant 
authorities as deviance. What Yao says of “Persimmons,” wherein the “initial 
lines establish the body as the site upon which the issue of ethnicity, in its per-
sonal as well as social dimensions, will play out over the course of the poem” 
(150), also applies to Chin’s “Summer Sleep.” Like “Persimmons,” “Summer 
Sleep” is marked by the movement of time and space and the crossing of 
languages and cultures. Whereas Lee manipulates the roman alphabet in ac-
cordance with Chinese “radical” formation, Chin grafts Chinese versification 
to English idiom to usher in a new poetic form:

Summer Sleep (after Meng Haoran)2

For Donald Justice

Summer sleep  I missed the dawn
My tired eyes   too heavy to open

Far off birds argue  freeways hiss
Car alarms trill   false emergences

In dreams I am ten   napping in the Master’s house
My single bed   a one-girl coffin

Too tight, I cry   my feet can’t fit!
He scowls and sighs  scorns my mediocrity

rain dances   death coins on the roof
Time devours us   imperceptibly

Empty womb   pupils beg for entry
Unfinished poems   don’t know how many

as the parenthetical subtitle and dedication indicate respectively, this piece is a 
dual tribute to Tang poet Meng Haoran (孟浩然) (c. 689–740), a contemporary 
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of Li bai and du Fu, and american poet donald Justice (1925–2004), who won 
the Lamont Poetry Prize for The Summer Anniversaries and who taught for many 
years at the University of Iowa Writers’ Workshop, where Chin was one of his 
students. as we shall soon see, Chin’s poem is also a hearty acknowledgement 
of black feminist audre Lorde, whose influence on Chin in a sense vies with 
the two masters. Chin, who defines her “self” against the established signifying 
conventions and the patriarchal constraints of two dominant cultures, subverts 
both Chinese and Western verse forms to erect her own.

Meng and Justice epitomize Chinese and European american prosody re-
spectively. Meng is famous for his pastoral and landscape poetry. “Summer 
Sleep” references his best known poem Chunxiao (春晓), commonly translated as 
“Spring dawn” or “Spring Morning,” but which can also be translated as “Spring 
awakening.” It is written in the classical form of wuyan jueju (五言绝句), a five- 
character quatrain totalling twenty syllables, rhyming aaba (only in Cantonese, 
which is closer than Mandarin to ancient phonetics):

dawn finds [me] still drowsy
Hearing birds everywhere chirping incessantly
Through the night the sound of wind and rain
blooms falling [who knows] how many? (Cheung’s English translation)
春眠不覺曉，處處聞啼鳥。夜來風雨聲，花落知多少。

There is an implicit causal connection between the first two and the last two 
lines: the poet is awakened by the chirping birds; flowers are blown away 
by the wind and rain. In changing Meng’s “Spring awakening” to “Summer 
Sleep” (perhaps in part to echo Justice’s Summer Anniversaries) and fallen 
flowers to “unfinished poems,” Chin grafts the Chinese poem onto hers, turn-
ing natural images into urban signifiers, deciduous images into reproductive 
metaphors, and a disarming aubade into a feminist reckoning.

Just as Lee’s speaker recalls his sixth grade punishment by Mrs. Walker, 
Chin’s speaker has a nightmare about her mortification by an american 
“Master.”3 In the dream, she is ill at ease at the “Master’s house,” perchance 
another classroom, at a poetry workshop where the Chinese female student 
feels constrained and controlled as though she were consigned to a “single 
bed / a one-girl coffin.” “Master’s house” readily recalls african american 
poet audre Lorde’s famous caveat: “The master’s tools will never dismantle 
the master’s house” (112). Chin’s lines encode the student’s sense of being 
cribbed and infantilized by a white master, presumably a gatekeeper of the 

3 While it is tempting to associate the “Master” with donald Justice, he was, accord-
ing to Chin, actually very supportive of her work: “He wrote a blurb for my first 
book Dwarf Bamboo. . . . He proudly told other poets that I was his student.” When 
Chin was enrolled in his writer’s workshop when she was only twenty-three years 
old, Justice “liked my ‘Chinese precision’ [and] appreciated the Chinese influence 
right away. .  .  . He immediately noticed my bicultural play and encouraged me 
to continue” (“donald Justice”). Thus “Master” may refer less to Justice than to a 
generic gatekeeper of the american literary establishment.
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literary establishment. Just as Lee’s youthful persona is made to “stand in the 
corner” of the classroom, sequestered from other classmates on account of his 
alien tongue, Chin’s fledgling poet is similarly quarantined.

The allusion to Lorde is more than a passing reference to her famous caveat; 
it is also a tacit feminist-of-colour allegiance. Lorde, co-founder of Kitchen Table: 
Women of Color Press, argues that poetry “has been the major voice of poor, 
working class, and Colored women” (116), that “poetry is not a luxury,” and 
that the knowledges conceived and produced by poetic discourse are vital to 
the cultural survival of marginalized peoples (Chang 81). against romanticist 
conception of poetry as intensely private and personal, Lorde evinces through 
both her pronouncements and poetic practice that it is heavily social, a tool 
wielded by those “who stand outside the circle of this society’s definition of 
acceptable women .  .  . who have been forged in the crucibles of difference” 
(112). If Lee’s belief that poetry is about the “invisible world” can be traced to 
british romanticism and american transcendentalism, Chin’s activist stance 
may be said to be forged in “the crucibles of difference,” defined by Lorde, who 
stresses the need for different groups to make their lived struggles visible in a 
repressive society and to challenge the dominant European american traditions.

Notwithstanding these divergent stances in both Lee’s and Chin’s 
 poems, the sources of personal disgrace are transmogrified into intercultural 
 resources, though not without loss and regret. Chin’s bicultural play is evi-
dent in the conceit for claustrophobic confinement: “Too tight, I cry / my feet 
can’t fit! / He scowls and sighs / scorns my mediocrity.” The pun on feet – 
 anatomical and metrical – connects the bound feet that traditionally restrict 
the movement of Chinese women and the Western poetic metre (the combina-
tion of stressed and unstressed syllables) that constrains the creativity of one 
attuned to the music of another tongue. In her dream, the pre-teen speaker 
chafes under the master’s formalist prosody, which poses special challenges 
for an immigrant child schooled in a different aural tradition. It would be 
impossible, for example, to scan Meng Haoran’s “Spring awakening,” in 
which all the syllables are equally stressed, into iambic pentameter. Instead 
of encouraging experimentation and welcoming alternative aesthetics, the 
Master attributes the speaker’s deviation from Western signifying protocols 
to a dearth of talent. Whether the charge of “mediocrity” is actually mouthed 
by an insensitive Master, or a paranoid inference of an insecure “foreign” stu-
dent vis-à-vis the literary establishment, “Summer Sleep” reveals a non-native 
student’s vulnerability to the standards of the cultural dominant.

Through her triple invocation of Justice, Meng, and Lorde, Chin is pay-
ing simultaneous homage to all three while setting up a certain agonistic 
relationship between the female poet and her male counterparts. While a 
distinction should be made between Chin and the speaker, and between 
narrative event and a “dream” in a poem, biographical information shared 
by the author in this instance casts a telling light. Chin discloses that, al-
though Justice (famous for his formalism) was very encouraging of her 
work and appreciative of its Chinese influence, he did complain that his 
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twenty-three-year-old Chinese student was not “thinking in feet” and 
urged her to “read traditional English metres” instead of succumbing to 
writing “cut up prose”: “This was a dig at what he considered as sloppy 
free verse that was popular at the time.” Chin, subsequently, “boned up in 
 Shakespeare, donne, the romantics and the Victorians” (“donald Justice”).  
In light of Lorde’s warning against the Master’s tools – “[t]hey may allow 
us to temporarily beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us 
to bring about genuine change” – Chin seems determined to create her own 
bicultural poetics and to bring about genuine change.

but that does not mean that Chin discounts the “Master’s tools” all to-
gether, if at all. Lorde’s recipe for feminist coalition is again pertinent here: 
“The failure of academic feminists to recognize difference as a crucial strength 
is the failure to reach beyond the first patriarchal lesson. In our world,  divide 
and conquer must become define and empower”.  differences need not be 
asymmetrical and divisive but can be egalitarian and generative. To extend 
Lorde’s argument to its logical conclusion, the Master’s tools can also be 
converted into helpful tools for everyone as long as they are retooled – as 
different and heuristic rather than exclusive and dominant. Chin certainly still 
feels very much indebted to Justice and beholden to his influence, however 
intimidating: “He was too much of a perfectionist . . . his students knew that 
he judged us severely. . . . I too have those perfectionist tendencies. I hear his 
voice in my head when I am crafting my poems. I learned a lot from him. and 
I fear the old Master still” (“donald Justice”).

Chin does not, however, confine herself to the Master’s tools. although she 
takes after Justice’s perfectionist tendencies and formalist predilection, she al-
lows her ear to be attuned to a different poetic form by showing the precision 
and power of the couplet that makes up the jueju (绝句) quatrain in Chinese 
poetry. Meng’s poem, Chin points out, is very concise and yet brings out mul-
tiple sensations and meanings: “The best Chinese poems are very compressed 
and cut out unnecessary words and connectives”  (“donald Justice”). Her own 
poem emulates Meng’s in the use of minimalist  polysemic expression. The 
sound of rain evokes mortality and the passing of time in “Summer Sleep.” 
The phrase “death coins on the roof” brings to mind the pelting sound of rain 
on a tin roof (a common sound in old british Hong Kong where squatter huts 
were covered with metal sheets), the Chinese funereal ritual of putting a coin 
between a deceased’s upper and lower teeth as well as the ritual of throwing 
paper coins onto marching coffins (extending the one-girl coffin metaphor).

“Summer Sleep” shows, furthermore, that admitting different poetic forms 
cannot offset oppressive and racist patriarchy. The last two stanzas move from 
the “Master’s house” to an “[e]mpty womb” to which “pupils beg for entry.” 
Several interpretations present themselves. First is the move from a macabre 
(coffin-like), stunting, and suffocating male arena to a  nurturing feminine 
sphere teeming with pupils; the young girl who could not please her taskmas-
ter is now a popular mentor, with many imploring her for  tutelage. “Empty 
womb,” however, is equivocal and sobering, adumbrating simultaneously a 
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desirable room of one’s own, a generative space for artistic endeavour and its 
opposite – a barren ground, a wasteland. With Meng’s fallen flowers in the 
background, the vacant female organ brings to mind premature menopause 
or cultural loss in an unreceptive environment. The pupils jostling to enter 
the “empty womb” might have in some way replaced, or made up for, the 
absence of biological offspring. The speaker might have given up physical 
reproduction for the sake of professional fecundity, producing students rather 
than children. at the same time, the line also presents writing and teaching to 
be a zero-sum game; student demands can sap creativity, for reading student 
verses can distract the poet from composing her own. This reading is bol-
stered by the final line: “Unfinished poems / don’t know how many,” which 
suggests a close connection between the unfruitful womb,  importunate pupils, 
and unfinished (master)pieces. rather than taking the place of biological chil-
dren, pupils can also bring about writer’s block in depriving the speaker of 
the time and solitude needed for artistic composition, in preventing her from 
conceiving as many poems as she wishes.4

Examined in relation to Chin’s other works, particularly “a Portrait 
of the Self as  Nation, 1990–1991,” the “empty womb” may also stand for 
america the nation, where pupils flock from all over the world, where 
they aspire to fulfill themselves intellectually and professionally, but where 
many end up being discriminated against for their alien status, national 
origins, and foreign accents, relegated as mediocre writers incapable of 
excelling according to the criteria of the american literary establishment.5 
Where the ending of Meng’s poem bemoans the ravaged flowers, “Summer 
Sleep” betrays the speaker’s regret for not developing her talents fully, for 
not living up to her creative  potential. aligning fallen flowers and aborted 
poems, we can tease out the multiple forms of distraction in “Summer 
Sleep” that are comparable to the “wind and rain” that scatter the blossoms 
in “Spring awakening”: the  Master’s discouraging “scowls and sighs,” 
the scathing remarks of mainstream critics, the dinning of quarrelsome 
“birds,” “freeways hiss,” “car alarms,” “death coins on the roof,” the pupils’ 
demands – a cacophony that prevents the speaker from bringing many a 
poem to fruition.

Like Lee in “Persimmons,” Chin juggles tropes about time and space 
in “Summer Sleep,” but in a far more compressed and contrary fashion. 
Meng’s serene Chinese countryside morphs into a noisy american city. The 

4 Chin believes that Justice was also afflicted with such regret: “He was so self- critical 
that he did not publish very much.  .  .  . He had sacrificed his own creativity and 
poetry output by elevating his teaching persona and putting his teaching first. 
He didn’t write very many books. His students felt his melancholy and regret” 
(“ donald Justice”).

5 david Wong Louie, Marilyn Chin’s classmate at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, 
observed in an 2000 interview that the mainstream literary world continued to 
“ghettoize” writers of asian descent: “It’s like putting us in the Chinese laundries” 
(qtd. in Hirose 200, 201).
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claustrophobic “one-girl coffin” in the “Master’s house” encodes an oppres-
sive study where an allegedly “unpromising” asian girl is held captive. The 
multidimensional “empty womb” – at once barren and generative, desolate 
and popular – is open to contradictory interpretations as a hollow cranny 
where the immigrant girl’s fertile imagination rusts unused or as an indepen-
dent female space in which the slighted girl gives birth to the artist in herself 
without any Master’s insemination. The collocation of dreamscape and land-
scape, bedroom and classroom, coffin and womb, spring and summer, past 
and present, childhood trauma and adult vindication enables the speaker to 
break out of captivity, to stake out a room of her own by using both her native 
Chinese and her acquired English.

Chin’s resolve to solve a distinctive poetics has not prevented her from 
reaping the benefits of (out)mastering the Chinese and white masters.  Instead 
of repudiating the canonical writers, Chin freely cross-pollinates. asian 
american writers need not steer clear of former literary giants to forge a 
counter-poetics, and critics need not evaluate ethnic writers according to how 
thoroughly they turn their back on former masters. rather, writers and critics 
of all hues and persuasions can open up the canon, to admit as many alterna-
tive forms as possible, to cohabit with other masters and mistresses, so as to 
put an end to literary segregation. In addition to being literary vindications, 
both “Persimmons” and “Summer Sleep” contest gender stereotypes. as Yao 
observes, Lee’s poem, in detailing “an erotics of consumption” and in depict-
ing an interracial sexual encounter, “works against the long-standing histor-
ical stereotype of asian men as feminized, or even asexual, beings” (152). In 
choosing to collate fight and fright instead of flight and fright, it also promotes 
“a conception of asian american ethnic identity that encompasses both the 
traditional Western masculine characteristic of physical aggression and the 
decidedly more contemporary american value of a capacity to express emo-
tional vulnerability” (152, 155). Less persuasive is Yao’s contention that “in 
terms of the way in which Lee orchestrates the two cultures (and languages) 
out of which he seeks to construct an ethnic identity,” his coupling of fight 
and fright “marks the precise moment in the poem when semantic concerns 
in English come decisively to outweigh the influences of Chinese phonology” 
(155). Lee, we believe, infiltrates an alternative masculinity rather than abiding 
by Western gender norms. Physical aggression is not exclusively a Western 
masculine characteristic (pace Yao) but is also underwritten by the Chinese 
dyadic masculine ideal of wenwu (“literary and martial excellence”), though 
it is traditionally upstaged by wen (“artistic and poetic accomplishment”) (see 
Cheung, Chinese American Literature 27–66). In crafting a delectable poem that 
honours above all the father’s brush painting, Lee effectively conveys a wen 
masculinity unique to Chinese culture.6

6 In Chinese American Literature without Borders, Cheung uses Winged Seeds, Li-Young 
Lee’s haunting memoir about his father, to illustrate wen masculinity (Cheung 
152–56).
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Chin’s poem likewise heralds an alternative femininity. It explodes  Western 
stereotypes of oriental women as merely desirable sex objects and goes against 
the traditional Chinese prescription of women’s roles as exclusively those of 
wives and mothers, with the primary responsibility of producing and rearing 
offspring to perpetuate the male line. Chinese women were also expected to 
be virginal before marriage and chaste ever after; wind and rain (whether so 
intended in Meng’s poem) are often metaphors for inimical male forces (such 
as unprincipled patrons, philanderers, or rapists), ravishing or deflowering 
helpless maidens. but Chin’s female speaker is neither a Lotus blossom be-
moaning fallen flowers, a conventional trope for fading or aging beauty, nor 
a dutiful daughter, subservient wife, sacrificial mother seeking patriarchal 
approval, nor a helpless victim of male aggression. In transforming Meng’s 
flowers into unhatched poems, Chin claims agency and stakes out a different 
domain of creativity for women, one traditionally reserved for male literati.

because Lee and Chin hold rather opposite beliefs regarding the relation-
ship between self and the world, however, there is a distinctive difference in 
the two poets’ deployment of transpacific traditions. Lee states: “My true self 
is universe or God. . . . I am God in my true nature” (qtd. in Marshall 134). 
For him, “aesthetic thinking was the highest form of moral thinking. . . . Poets 
should traffic in the ideal. . . . Language for me isn’t a mental thing; it’s like 
your whole body . .  . it is the practice of the sacred” (134). Instead of being 
concerned with the material world, Lee holds that poets must witness “the 
invisible,” which to him seems to come across as a harmonious universal 
“hum” (134). His poetics is characterized by a reverence for both Western 
and Chinese traditions. He makes a Chinese painting visible and palpable 
in English, transmitting Chinese art across both generic and linguistic media 
through what Yao calls “lyric testimony.”7

by contrast, Chin’s tactics are subversive and transgressive. She believes 
that we live in an asymmetrical material world, and, for her, the personal 
is the political. Though no less committed than Lee to aesthetics, Chin is 
an openly activist poet with a feminist mission to combat gender and racial 
inequality. She defies formalist English prosody by introducing the alien 

7 Yao defines “lyric testimony” as follows: “In this mode, the minority subject typi-
cally relates events from a personalized history that exemplify racial/ethnic identity 
as a traumatic condition of either problematic difference from mainstream society of 
debilitating cultural loss that necessitates an act of recuperation, usually undertaken 
by means of the poem itself. and while it typically eschews a posture of explicit 
grievance, in affirming the primacy of individual experience lyric testimony never-
theless remains bound to a politics of redress that accepts, rather than interrogates 
or challenges, the basic terms informing established discriminatory constructions of 
ethnic identity as a problematic condition of cultural loss or difference from dom-
inant norms” (14). In Yao’s opinion, both Lee and Chin adhere to this “hegemonic 
mode” (14–15). as evident throughout our article, we differ from Yao radically, 
showing how both Lee and Chin challenge the anglo-american cultural dominant 
through their poetic interventions.
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measure of Chinese quatrains, but she also admits a cacophonous cadence 
and defies the protocol of ancient Chinese poetry. In retooling an 8th century 
Chinese poem into the self-portrait of a female artist grappling with material 
constraints in america, she defines herself against the patriarchal traditions 
and poetic conventions of both worlds.

Yet the seemingly contrary conceptions of poetry as private or social, lyrical 
or resistant, personal or political are not dichotomous. both Lee and Chin are 
lyrical and resistant, communicating social injustice through intensely private 
disclosures. above all, both of them juggle and struggle with their bicultural 
inheritance to usher in new poetic forms while reminding readers how our 
flawed world continues to prevent literary talents from a different shore from 
reaping a golden harvest. beyond artistic vindication, both poems bear pow-
erful testimony against monocultural and monolingual american education. 
Lee’s and Chin’s deft bilingual manipulation and magisterial orchestration 
of intercultural aesthetics make us wonder all the more what has been sabo-
taged by the schoolmistress and the poetry master. Unripened persimmons, 
unfinished poems, “do not know how many”.
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jacob edmond

Global Rhythms: Setting the Stage 
for World Poetry in 1960s London

abStRact: this article locates the origins of contemporary understandings of 
world poetry in a set of institutions and poetic practices that developed in the 
1960s, as evinced by a series of performances in London at that time, including 
the 1965  International Poetry Incarnation, organized by allen Ginsberg; andrei 
 Voznesensky’s near-simultaneous performance at the theatre Royal Stratford; 
Kamau brathwaite’s 1967 performance of Rights of Passage at the Jeanetta cochrane 
theatre; and a 1969 bilingual performance of aimé césaire’s Cahier d’un retour 
au pays natal, directed by John La Rose. the concerns of the caribbean artists 
 Movement, which sponsored the latter two performances, seem far from the cold 
War and counterculture context of the International Poetry Incarnation. Yet both 
took inspiration from the theatrical performances of Russian poets like Voznesensky. 
Such surprising interconnections reflect a newly self-conscious poetic international-
ism, for which Voznesensky, Ginsberg, brathwaite, and La Rose all sought a formal 
embodiment in the global rhythms of the performed and tape-recorded word.

KeYWoRdS: poetry, performance, rhythm, sound recording, 1960s

When did world poetry begin? In the second millennium bce when The Epic 
of Gilgamesh was translated into Hittite (damrosch, “toward a History” 484)? 
In 1827, when Goethe coined the term Weltliteratur? or perhaps in 1965, when 
allen Ginsberg staged the International Poetry Incarnation at the Royal albert 
Hall in London? Most accounts of world poetry and world literature define 
the concepts in quite general terms to describe the transnational travels of 
literary texts (damrosch, What Is World Literature?), the systematic propagation 
of literary genres and forms from cultural centres to peripheries (Moretti), the 
intermingling of local and foreign form and content (Ramazani), or other more 
complex and less hierarchical forms of cross-cultural and inter-lingual relation 
(Friedman; Shih, “comparison”). even though such theorists acknowledge the 
particular cultural history of the term and even though their theories are often 
predicated on the conditions of cross-cultural exchange in modernity, such as 
european imperialism (Moretti) or the rise of nationalism and the nation-state 
in europe (casanova), these accounts stress generally transhistorical criteria 
for world literature.

Such broad definitions have their uses, but they are not so good at 
 explaining or addressing the wider conditions that have made the now old 
term world literature seem newly relevant in the twenty-first century, leading 

10.3138/utq.88.2.12
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to new scholarly institutions dedicated to the topic, such as the Institute for 
World Literature (first held in 2011) and the Journal of World Literature (estab-
lished in 2015). It seems undeniable that the upswing in scholarly interest 
in the topic and discipline of world literature over the past few decades has 
been accompanied, and arguably propelled, by the proliferation of interna-
tional literary festivals, prizes, and other transnational literary institutions 
and, more broadly, by burgeoning global media and communication systems 
and  increasing economic and political interconnectedness. these conditions 
have led some to write of our current era as “an age of world literature” 
( Walkowitz), others to speak of the birth of a new “global literature” (beecroft 
243–300), and yet others to hail “the full flowering of the kind of Weltliteratur 
envisioned by Goethe, postnational in conception and fully international in 
reception” (damrosch, “toward a History” 483).

I have argued elsewhere, for instance, that when Stephen owen wrote 
of bei dao as a writer of “world poetry” that was “supremely translatable,” 
he was responding less to bei dao’s poems or even to a generalized notion 
of  anglo-american and european cultural hegemony and more to a precise 
 moment in history: the seeming collapse of old historical oppositions at the 
end of the cold War and the upswing in globalization marked by china’s 
re-entry into the global economy in the 1980s (owen 32; edmond, Common 
Strangeness 97–99). owen was equally responding to what was by the late 
1980s a solidifying  institutional framework for visions of border-transcending 
world literature. Such visions, of course, have a much longer history that in 
Western literature ranges from Goethe’s coinage of the term Weltliteratur to 
the transnational and translingual borrowings and ambitions of modernist  
writers like ezra Pound. However, the infrastructure of today’s world poetry is 
more recent. bei dao’s association with world poetry, for example, came partly 
through his appearance in the second half of the 1980s in several major ven-
ues of this newly  institutionalized world literature, including the Rotterdam 
Poetry  International Festival and the journal Poetry World (edmond, Common 
Strangeness 112). Such institutions – and our contemporary conception of world 
poetry – had their origins in what was a new kind of self-consciously styled 
and marketed world poetry that emerged in a historically specific moment: 
the 1960s.

the 1960s saw the rise of a new kind of world poetry associated with 
staged readings of poets from around the world. this trend gave rise to 
some of the most influential and long-lasting institutions of what has come 
to constitute world poetry as a cultural form and as a niche in the global lit-
erary marketplace. ted Hughes and Patrick Garland staged the first Poetry 
International Festival in 1967 at London’s Southbank centre in an event at-
tended by close to a thousand people and from which a further five hundred 
people were reportedly turned away (Mccabe). Hughes and Garland were 
surely partly inspired by the mass readings of andrei Voznesensky, Yevgeny 
Yevtushenko, and, in their wake, allen Ginsberg, all of whom performed at 
the inaugural event. the equally successful and almost equally long-running 
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Rotterdam Poetry International Festival was launched in 1970 in emulation of 
the London festival and of the performative example of Ginsberg and other 
beat poets (Van der bent 208). aside from the cheltenham Literature  Festival, 
founded in 1949, these two poetry festivals were two of the earliest and most 
influential examples of a cultural institution that has, especially since the 
1980s, blossomed in many cities from accra to Hong Kong, Medellín to dhaka 
(Sapiro 12–13). today, such international gatherings and readings of poets 
from around the world are commonplace.

In this article, I want to address this more historically precise use of the 
concept of world poetry. the examples that I will discuss here illuminate a 
confluence of changes that gave birth to a set of literary practices and insti-
tutions that continue to shape both everyday and scholarly understandings 
of world poetry and world literature. In the era from the mid-1950s to the 
mid-1970s, which we might term the long 1960s, anti-colonial, postcolonial, 
and cold War geopolitics, increasingly globalized media, and new technol-
ogies contributed to new modes of cultural and artistic transnationalism 
(cf. Shih, “Race and Relation”). the confluence of these forms of geopolitical 
and  cultural transnationalism was reflected in the growth of arts and literary 
 conferences and festivals, whether through the structures of colonialism, as in 
the 1965 commonwealth arts Festival, or through new postcolonial institu-
tions, as in the caribbean Festival of the arts (carifesta), inaugurated in 1972 
by the then Guyanese president, or the South Pacific Festival of the arts, first 
held in Fiji in the same year, two years after the country gained independence. 
It was also reflected in various non-governmental artistic and literary gath-
erings, such as the two conferences of the caribbean artists Movement (held 
in 1968 and 1969), and in the emergence of international poetry festivals in 
London, Rotterdam, and later elsewhere around the world.

World poetry’s, as I will use the term here, refers to two distinct, but, as 
I have been arguing, closely connected, things. First, it names the global 
perspective required to understand the many significant changes in modern 
and contemporary poetry that extend beyond the boundary of one nation, 
language, or region. In this sense, world poetry is not a thing but, rather, 
a method or theoretical position: the view that in order to understand the 
 development of poetry in the 1960s or henceforth, one most look across 
national and linguistic borders. I will explore such transnational trends and 
interconnections here through several poetic performances in London in the 
mid- to late 1960s that can only be fully understood by reading across the 
divides of language, nation, region, and culture.

Second, world poetry names a consciously constructed and performed 
internationalism in poetry that grew enormously in the 1960s and early 1970s 
through events such as the 1965 International Poetry Incarnation, the London 
Poetry International Festival, and the Rotterdam Poetry International Festival. 
these latter two festivals, in particular, helped give shape to world poetry as 
a poetic product marketable in literary festivals and book series, such as the 
Penguin Modern european Poets, the first volume of which, a selection of 
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evtushenko’s verse, was published in 1973. World poetry’s particular crystalli-
zation at this time in the 1960s reflects the dual, but interconnected, geopolitical 
dynamics of decolonization and of the cold War, along with increasingly global 
media and communication systems. World poetry, in this sense, describes a 
market niche, a set of institutions, and a consciously internationalist outlook.

Understood in this latter way, world poetry is the product not of a 
 transhistorical global account of literature but, rather, of a historically 
 specific tension between internationalism and localism. this localism was a 
response to the competing universalisms of the cold War and, especially, of 
 european colonial and neocolonial systems. Like world music, world poetry 
as a marketable genre implies eclecticism and distinctive local differences. In 
this respect, it overlaps with what Graham Huggan has termed the “postco-
lonial exotic.” as Sarah brouillette notes, however this exoticism is highly 
self-conscious and strategic (26–43). even as this localism has utility in the 
global literary marketplace, it also emerges out of critiques of eurocentric to 
world culture. Ginsberg, Voznesensky, and other writers from the cold War 
superpowers sought to assert commonality and connection across the cold 
War divide. caribbean writers like Kamau brathwaite, however, asserted a 
distinctive poetics that emerged out of local experience and that could not be 
reduced to some form of universalist global poetics or politics. Instead, they 
developed new forms of black internationalist and third World transnation-
alism that crossed the linguistic divides between French, Spanish, and english 
in the caribbean and that also appealed to a common african heritage.

In both cases, these writers not only appealed to a self-consciously trans-
national poetic community but also sought to embody that internationalism 
in the form of their poetry. the poets I will discuss, despite their very differ-
ent approaches, all tended to link forms of transnationalism to a particular 
element of poetic form: rhythm. this emphasis on rhythm and repetition 
reflected, and was shaped by, these writers’ interest in performance and in the 
new recording technology of tape. a new emphasis on performance, enhanced 
by tape recording’s impact around the world, unified an otherwise culturally 
disparate global poetic field, contributing to a new kind of consciously styled 
transnational or world poetry. In sum, it makes sense to speak of an emergent 
world poetry in the 1960s, if by that we mean to name a series of increasingly 
interlinked transnational developments. these developments include large-
scale performances, a self-conscious internationalism, and, supported and 
reinforced by new tape-recording technology, a poetics of global rhythm – the 
idea that the rhythmic structures of poetry could  transcend national, cultural, 
and linguistic borders.

this kind of world poetry and poetics has several lessons to teach theorists 
of world and comparative literature and students of modern and contempo-
rary poetry. First, it underscores the historically specific events and institutions 
that have shaped contemporary understandings of world literature. Second, it 
demonstrates the necessity of studying poetry from this period with an aware-
ness of interconnections far beyond the boundary of one language or nation. 
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third, it points to complexities in the recent history of poetry on a global scale 
that belie accounts that emphasize the one-way influence of  cultural and eco-
nomic centres on peripheries within a global literary system. as we shall see, 
innovations that emerged in the Soviet Union or the  caribbean would only 
later be taken up by influential US and british poets such as  allen Ginsberg 
and ted Hughes. Fourth, it highlights how the cold War and anti- and post-
colonial cultural politics shaped the institutional forms through which the 
idea of world poetry is propagated even today. Finally, it points to the need 
to understand world poetry not just as a group of institutions or marketing 
devices but also as a set of ideas for which poets in the 1960s sought a formal 
embodiment in the global rhythms of the performed word.

all  the world’s  a  stage

World poetry names a perspective that recognizes the interconnection of var-
ious poets and poetry scenes across national and linguistic borders. From this 
perspective, the International Poetry Incarnation, which attracted an audience 
of around 7,000 to the Royal albert Hall on Friday, 11 June 1965, was less a 
radically new phenomenon in english language poetry and more the result 
of a series of cross-cultural exchanges and transnational changes sweeping 
poetry. these exchanges included not just the international cast of poets who 
read that evening but, more specifically, Ginsberg’s engagement with, and 
conscious emulation of, the even larger readings staged by the Russian poets 
Yevtushenko and Voznesensky, whom Ginsberg had met in Moscow just a 
few months earlier (blažek 38).

Ginsberg almost certainly had the large-scale performances of these 
Russian poets in mind when he organized the International Poetry Incar-
nation just a couple of days before Voznesensky was due to read in London 
( dandeles 12, 77–78). Indeed, it was arguably Voznesensky’s presence in 
London at the time that inspired Ginsberg to organize the event. at the 
International Poetry Incarnation, Ginsberg recited an english translation of 
Voznesensky’s poem “Forced digression” (“Vynuzhdennoe otstuplenie”) from 
40 Lyrical Digressions from the Long Poem “The Three-Cornered Pear” (40 lirich-
eskikh otstuplenii 49–52; from “three-cornered Pear”). Ginsberg also directly 
addressed the Russian poet, who was sitting in the audience. He concluded 
his reading of Voznesensky’s poem by asking: “andrei, would you like to 
read?” (Whitehead). Lawrence Ferlinghetti also referred to Voznesensky 
during his reading. He performed an improvised version of the poem “I am 
Waiting,” riffing on the poem’s refrain with lines including: “I am waiting for 
Voznesensky to turn on with us and speak love tonight!” (Whitehead). these 
invitations to come on stage were jibes at the Soviet officials who apparently 
would not allow Voznesensky to read. Peter Whitehead also emphasized the 
Russian poet’s presence and influence in his documentary film of the event, 
Wholly Communion, by having the camera pause pointedly on Voznesensky 
after Ferlinghetti’s appeal to the Russian poet.
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Yet, despite the event’s name, aspects of its complex international en-
gagements can be missed when viewed through a national frame. daniel 
Kane, for example, offers a primarily british perspective on the event, even 
while attending to the trans-atlantic tensions between british and american 
poetry. Ignoring Whitehead’s focus on Voznesensky, Kane instead attends to 
the “tortured-looking british poet Harry Fainlight” captured inadvertently 
as the camera pauses on the Russian poet (112). Kane reads this image of 
Fainlight as symbolizing british poetry’s capitulation to the dominance of 
american poetry. Kane is right to read in the event tensions over the unequal 
distribution of cultural capital between british and US poetry, but his largely 
national focus ignores the more complex and multidirectional cross-cultural 
politics at play. the event might have seemed to underscore british poetry’s 
inferiority vis-à-vis american poetry, but, in other respects, it placed american 
poetry itself in a secondary position. It represented a conscious attempt by 
Ginsberg to emulate the mass readings of Voznesensky and Yevtushenko and, 
more generally, the cultural and political impact of poetry on the other side 
of the Iron curtain, which Ginsberg had experienced first hand when he was 
crowned King of May in Prague a month earlier.

While Voznesensky was not permitted by the Soviet authorities to read that 
evening, he did give an officially sanctioned performance the following  Monday, 
14 June, at London’s theatre Royal Stratford (Poetry Reading by Vosnesenky). In 
the theatre that night was writer, editor, and social and political activist John La 
Rose, who had moved from trinidad to britain four years earlier (White). a poet 
himself, La Rose was an admirer of boris Pasternak, Voznesensky’s mentor. La 
Rose was accompanied that evening by his english girlfriend Sarah White, who 
was to become his life-long partner and who knew Russian well.

Like Ginsberg, La Rose and White were impressed by these “Russian poets 
who were extremely good at oral poetry” and who were at the time “blowing 
people’s minds” (White). La Rose was similarly impressed when in late 1966 he 
visited the flat of doris and edward (later Kamau) brathwaite, a barbadian poet 
who had recently moved to London and was completing his doctoral degree at 
Sussex while on leave from a position at the University of West Indies, Mona: 
“eddie was already beginning to play a taped recording of himself reading Rights 
of Passage. I was amazed at the beauty and power of his reading” (qtd. in Walms-
ley 58). brathwaite recalls that, right from when he first drafted this long poem in 
Jamaica in 1964, it “called for oRaL ReSoNaNce. I mean I just had to read it 
out onto tape almost at once and all the drafts after the first one were influenced 
by the sound on the tape” (brathwaite, “comments” 19). It was surely at least 
partly with the Russian poets’ performances of their “oral poetry” in mind that, 
having heard the “oRaL ReSoNaNce” of brathwaite’s tape  recorded poem, 
La Rose proposed that his recently established New beacon books should put 
on a public reading of Rights of Passage. this reading in London on 3 March 1967 
became the first public event of the caribbean artists Movement.

It was likely also with the theatrical performances of the Russian estradny 
(“pop” or, literally, “stage”) poets Voznesensky and Yevtushenko in mind 
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that La Rose and White arranged for brathwaite to give his public reading at 
the Jeanetta cochrane theatre, where their friend Jim Haynes was director of 
the then resident traverse theatre company (White). brathwaite’s reading 
was presented by the traverse theatre in collaboration with La Rose and 
White’s New beacon books. brathwaite read to what White recalls was a 
packed audience at the Jeanetta cochrane theatre, which had a capacity of 
around 300. It may not have been 7,000 people at the Royal albert Hall, but 
the event nevertheless reflected the same international trend for spoken word 
poetry – whether Russian, american, or caribbean – to command a large and 
enthusiastic audience.

on 6 June 1969, thirty years after its original publication in French, a 
group of caribbean writers and artists gathered in London for a bilingual 
French–english performance of aimé césaire’s Cahier d’un retour au pays natal 
(Notebook of a Return to the Native Land). the reading, carefully rehearsed and 
orchestrated by La Rose, was an attempt to reach across barriers of language 
and culture: to stage a world poetry. Like brathwaite’s reading at the Jeanetta 
cochrane theatre two years earlier, the césaire reading not only exemplifies 
the interest in theatrical performance that characterizes a wide range of 1960s 
poetry; but it also emphasizes another aspect of this theatricality: poetry per-
formance in the 1960s was not just transnational in scope but also frequently 
expressed forms of transnational poetic solidarity.

taken together, these influential 1960s readings in London illuminate what 
is missed when we study national or even regional literatures in isolation. the 
concerns of the caribbean artists Movement might seem far from the cold 
War and counterculture context of the International Poetry Incarnation. and 
yet both in different ways took inspiration from the theatrical performances 
and political engagements of the Russian estradny poets. to think about world 
poetry is to recognize that such surprising interconnections play a key role 
in shaping seemingly disparate poetries and, in this case, in staging a newly 
self-conscious poetic internationalism.

world poetry  incarnate

despite their many differences, Voznesensky, Ginsberg, brathwaite, and 
La Rose all turned to poetic rhythm to embody their internationalism. 
 Voznesensky claimed to think in rhythms not words, and this idea was seized 
on by Ginsberg, as is evident from his 22 March 1965 journal entry which 
records his first meeting with Voznesensky: “on [our] way – by the wooden 
elevator door [Voznesensky] asked me ‘What language [do] you think in?’ –  
I thought ‘No language,’ but answered ‘sometimes French, sometimes 
Spanish, mostly english?’ – He said ‘do you always think in words?’ – ‘No,  
I understand completely, but I thought you meant words.’ – Up the eleva-
tor in concrete hallway & in his door .  .  . [Voznesensky says], ‘Sometimes I 
think in rhythm’” (qtd. in dandeles 93). drawing on Voznesensky’s claim to 
compose poetry in rhythm, rather than in a language, Ginsberg promoted an 
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international poetry that crossed the cold War divide not just by travelling 
to countries such as the Soviet Union and czechoslovakia but also by empha-
sizing how rhythm  transcended geographic and linguistic borders. When he 
was crowned King of May in Prague and asked to speak before a crowd of 
150,000, “Ginsberg, being  innocent of czech, chanted the ‘Hymn to the bud-
dha of the Future’ (‘Om Shri Maitreya’) to the accompaniment of his own small 
cymbals” (Kostelanetz). In other words, he deployed the rhythmic sound of 
his cymbals and chanting to transcend linguistic borders, recalling his discus-
sion with Voznesensky a little over a month earlier. Ginsberg emphasized this 
border-transcending power of rhythm at the Royal albert Hall by opening the 
evening with a repeat of his performance of the mantra to the accompaniment 
of his cymbals, so marking the connection between these performances and 
asserting solidarity across the cold War divide. as the title of the performance 
emphasized, Ginsberg sought the embodiment or “incarnation” of a transna-
tional or world poetry through the bodily experience of rhythm.

Rhythm was fundamental to brathwaite’s poetics and, in particular, to his 
poetic transnationalism. He cites the influence of t.S. eliot not for his words 
but, rather, for the “riddims of St Louis” that brathwaite discerns in recordings 
of  eliot reading his work and that he links to the bebop jazz of charlie Parker, 
dizzy Gillespie, and Kenny clarke (History 30−31n41). Like LeRoi Jones’s 
(amiri baraka’s) contemporaneous Blues People, brathwaite’s Rights of Passage 
traces and links a range of afro-american music from the work song and blues 
of the US south to New York jazz, trinidadian calypso, and Jamaican ska and 
reggae. In the subsequent two volumes of his Arrivants trilogy, Masks and Islands, 
brathwaite extends his use of rhythm as a form for transnational connection 
across an even greater range of african and diasporic musical and performance 
styles. For example, he connects the akan “kon kon kon” drumming sound in 
Masks to the New World repetitions of “Attibon,” a word used to invoke the 
Haitian and West african god Legba (brathwaite, Arrivants, 98, 211; edmond, 
Make It the Same 46). For brathwaite, rhythm was the defining feature of a trans-
national black atlantic tradition. Writing in 1967, brathwaite described this 
“alternative tradition” as “belly-centred: in the beat, the drum, the apparent 
bawdy” (“Jazz” 40). this african rhythmic tradition offered an alternative to 
the european tradition and, with it, a way to question the frequent conflation of 
Western european and anglo-american culture with the international, world, 
or global.

both brathwaite and Ginsberg appealed to rhythm as a poetic force that 
could transcend borders and languages, but they also both turned to the new 
medium of tape recording to create, record, and reproduce those rhythms. 
brathwaite purchased a portable reel-to-reel tape recorder in 1960 and imme-
diately began composing poems directly onto tape accompanied by jazz tracks 
on his record player (Poet 19). these recordings provided material for The 
 Arrivants trilogy, which brathwaite would go on to draft and redraft on tape. 
the tape recorder provided the key tool with which brathwaite sought to 
score the epic poem’s rhythms, and he has described his eighty-minute-long 
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1965 tape recording of the first part of the trilogy, Rights of Passage, as the 
poem’s first publication (“Liner notes”). In Masks and Islands, brathwaite 
extends the montaging of rhythmic structures suggested by the multi-track 
possibilities of tape. For instance, in Islands, one of his early jazz poems, “the 
blues,” which was originally recorded musical backing, becomes reshaped 
into part of the poem “Littoral,” where it is interwoven with a blind fisherman 
weaving his net, an image that in turn recalls the weaving storyteller ananse 
(brathwaite, The Arrivants 170–73; brathwaite, “Six Poems” 83–84).

Ginsberg came to the tape recorder somewhat later, but it became equally 
important to his sense of transnational poetic rhythm. Ginsberg received a 
tape recorder as a gift from bob dylan in London in the summer of 1965, 
shortly after he had been expelled from czechoslovakia and around the time 
of the International Poetry Incarnation (dandeles 9). It was arguably the 
desire to follow Voznesensky’s lead in composing through rhythms in his 
head (rather than on paper) and to emulate dylan’s and Voznesensky’s very 
different kinds of mergers of the poetry reading with the rock concert that 
led Ginsberg later that year to experiment with composing directly into his 
tape recorder. the result was The Fall of America, a series of poems in which 
his spontaneously composed verse is interspersed with the interfering words 
of news items and songs on his car radio. even as Ginsberg used the tape 
recorder to capture the “cosmic rhythms” that he claimed to share with Vozne-
sensky, he also staged the internationalism of his poetry by allowing news 
from around the world to interrupt his poetic voice (qtd. in dandeles 11).  
as with brathwaite, this montage technique, enabled by the tape recorder, 
served to emphasize the ambition of his poetry to transcend political borders.

If rhythm and sound recording were important to both brathwaite’s and 
 Ginsberg’s efforts to perform and embody internationalism in their poetry, 
they deployed them to assert two very different forms of transnationalism that 
 reflected their different positions in 1960s global geopolitics and, in particular, 
in their respective engagements with the key forces shaping the era: the cold 
War conflict and the anti-colonial movement. Whereas Ginsberg sought to tran-
scend the east–West cold War divide, brathwaite sought to assert a non-euro-
pean, anti-colonial internationalism focused primarily on africa and the african 
 diaspora and, more specifically, on the african diaspora in the caribbean.

For brathwaite, La Rose, and other caribbean writers and activists, the 
appeal to the world or the universal in the context of caribbean culture was 
problematic because, on the one hand, it was often a thinly veiled assertion 
of european or anglo-american cultural values and, on the other hand, it 
 perpetuated the lack of attention paid to the particularities of caribbean 
cultures and their non-european heritage. In a recorded and transcribed 
 caribbean artists Movement talk from 1967, brathwaite addressed the 
 appeals to eurocentric universalism implicit or explicit in the work of some 
of the caribbean’s most important and radical intellectuals, including c.L.R. 
James, Marcus Garvey, and Frantz Fanon: “all of these people, or nearly 
all of them are concerned with the universalist approach. they want to say 
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how the West Indies are similar to certain other world movements, and this 
is very important to be said, but it is only to me one half of the attack. the 
other part of the attack has to come from the creole side, from the local, 
specific, let us say, the parochial side, which I tend to represent” (“area of 
experience” 4).

the idea of creole mixing is the very basis of both brathwaite’s cultural 
 theory and poetics, and he draws on it specifically to oppose an overarching 
universalism. His theory mirrors the mix-tape approach of verbal and musical 
montaging that he developed using the tape recorder and performance and 
through which he sought to connect various rhythmic forms of the african 
diaspora (edmond, Make It the Same 20–61) . So while brathwaite  rejected 
universalism, he too sought a new kind of transnational poetics that was not 
simply parochial but in which local “creole” cultural forms also suggest large 
webs of global interconnection, in which we can hear rhythmic connections 
and resonances between akan drumming and New orleans jazz, calypso 
and  bebop, blues and reggae. Similarly, just as tape recordings allowed dis-
tinctive  caribbean speech patterns to inflect, de-universalize, and decolonize 
brathwaite’s poetic practice, his emphasis on the recorded and performed 
word and on rhythm also placed him at the centre of key transnational trends 
in 1960s poetry.

In his introduction to the 1969 caribbean artists Movement performance 
of césaire’s Cahier d’un retour au pays natal, La Rose also stressed the poem’s 
transnational appeal both as a “surrealist” text and as a text that spanned 
the black atlantic. He described the Cahier’s “effect in africa,” where 
“many  people . . . know the poem by heart.” Yet he equally emphasized the 
 importance of the variety of local voices and accents that his staging brought 
 together, noting that “the entire cast of this production is a West Indian cast,” 
including “two people . . . from Martinique,” where césaire was born. In this 
way, La Rose connected césaire’s rhythmic repetitions to the speech patterns 
of the caribbean. Here again, repetition and rhythm function as a way to 
transcend national and linguistic borders, while simultaneously emphasizing 
local particularity. and, as with brathwaite and Ginsberg, La Rose sought to 
capture these rhythms by recording the staged reading of Cahier on tape.

It is precisely Cahier’s repetitive rhythmic structure that “had the most in-
fluence on the work of other african diasporic writers,” including brathwaite, 
whose poem “ Negus,” (brathwaite, Arrivants, 222–24), for instance, recalls 
césaire’s anaphoric phrasing (edwards 1, 10). césaire’s text exists in several 
different versions, and each version, including anaphoric phrases and other 
complementary and competing rhythmic forms (Gil). For example, césaire 
describes a hungry boy who refuses to learn to repeat the catechism that is 
drummed into his head and whose “hunger” itself provides another drum-
ming counter-rhythm to the catechism through the poem’s repetitions of the 
word “faim.”

When brathwaite’s friend and colleague La Rose came to stage Cahier, he 
redoubled the poem’s repetitions through the reiterations of the theatrical 
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staging of the bilingual performance and of the tape recording of the event, 
which was an integral part of this and other caribbean artists Movement 
projects. “au bout du petit matin” (“at the end of the dawn”) and “dans 
cette ville inerte” (“In this inert city”) are the anaphoric phrases that structure 
Cahier’s opening movements. In choosing to adapt Cahier for bilingual perfor-
mance, La Rose added another layer to such repetitions. La Rose scripted the 
reading to emphasize the relationship between the repetitions of the poem 
and its translations. after a woman’s voice reads the opening pages in French 
and a man’s voice reads the english, new French and english readers begin to 
interweave readings of the French and english lines. the repetitions are em-
phasized by the quick-fire back-and-forth movement  between the French and 
english refrains: “au bout du petit matin / at the end of the dawn /  l’endie 
conteanu du morne / the continuous fire of the isolated hill”  (césaire, Cahier 
16–17; césaire, “reading of Cahier”). as andrew Salkey noted in his review 
of the performance, “the sections of the poem, which were read in  bilingual 
counterpoint and sometimes rendered in dramatic duologues, suitably assisted 
in revealing much of the concealed rhythms.” In fact, La Rose had originally 
planned “to make use of drumming and guitar musical accompaniment 
during the reading,” further indicating his interest in capturing in perfor-
mance and on the tape the music-like rhythms of césaire’s poem (Salkey 17). 
La Rose’s staging of césaire’s poem thus emphasized a diversity of  caribbean 
voices and their unification through rhythm. If La Rose used rhythm to 
address the struggle for speech and the competing voices and cultures that 
shape the multilingual, multicultural caribbean experience, he also sought 
to embody an implicit poetics of global rhythm not as a homogenizing single 
beat but, rather, as the polyrhythms of competing and intertwining voices.

Marina Maxwell opens the issue of the Caribbean Artists Movement 
Newsletter in which Salkey’s review of the césaire performance appears by 
extending the argument for the unifying role of rhythm in contemporary 
caribbean culture. In his introduction to the theatrical reading of Cahier, 
La Rose recalled césaire’s linkage of surrealism to negritude and to “that 
core of [caribbean] experience” by citing césaire’s claim that “surrealism 
was for him a confirmation not a revelation.” Similarly, Maxwell argues 
that “a persistent ‘surrealist’ drumbeat is sounding” in contemporary 
caribbean culture. affirming brathwaite’s assertion that “the alternative 
tradition” is in “the beat, the drum,” Maxwell in her essay – like La Rose 
and brathwaite – vacillates between a parochial and a transnational ac-
count of rhythm. For Maxwell, “the drum” is “our consciousness of being, 
and of being a vital part of the third World” (1). It unites “black theatre 
in the USa, .  .  . the cultural congress in Havana, the black Writers con-
ferences, black Power conferences, the black Festival of arts in dakar, 
this whole turmoil and the continuum across the whole of africa, across 
the whole of the third World” (7).  Yet Maxwell also cautions that “we 
must not imitate, because we have our own elements to build from” (7).  
Rhythm then becomes the formal embodiment of an emergent world poetry 
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and culture constituted by “third World” texts, cultural institutions, and 
events, such as those that Maxwell cites. but rhythm also tempers such pan-
third World visions by providing a distinctive local beat.

the two caribbean artists Movement performances that I have cited here, 
of Rights of Passage and Cahier, represent, on the one hand, a global trend 
towards staging poetry and towards capturing sonic rhythms on tape and, 
on the other hand, a simultaneous emphasis on the singularity of the voice – 
the locality of an accent or a way of speaking. both poems and their perfor-
mances are also built from aesthetics of repetition enhanced by tape-based 
composition (in the case of Rights of Passage) and by tape-recorded bilingual 
performance (in the case of Cahier). tape-recording also embodied this ten-
sion between the global and the particular. It allowed what would in the past 
have been ephemeral live performances to go global through the sharing 
and broadcasting of tape-recordings, as experienced radio broadcasters like 
Salkey and brathwaite were well aware. Yet tape-recording also conveyed the 
distinctively local speech patterns of, say, barbados, Martinique, or Jamaica.

alongside the self-conscious transnationalism encapsulated by Marshall 
McLuhan’s term the “global village,” the 1960s also brought a renewed 
emphasis on the local, the parochial, the particular, including, in poetry, the 
rhythms of speech (McLuhan 34, 93). these trends might seem  contradictory, 
but they are both key, I would suggest, to the subsequent flowering of trans-
national institutions of poetry performance in London, Rotterdam, and many 
other cities around the world. Like the marketing and festival genre of world 
music, these institutions and the notion of international or world poetry, de-
pend on this double appeal to the universal and the distinctively local. We can 
understand the rise of world poetry in the 1960s as embodying this tension 
between universalism and the parochial, global reach and local particularity 
expressed through the combination of the giant stage, the tape recorder, and 
the poet’s own distinctive voice.
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ranjan ghosh

Plastic Literature

abstract: Using plastic as a “theory machine,” this article looks into the dynam-
ics and poetics of what I call plastic literature. It argues out a case for the “plastic 
sea” with its properties like sinking, mineralization, scopious contamination, per-
vasiveness, and deep-water micro-plasticization. the translocationality of plastic 
represents a spatial consciousness where plastic seeps into salt, water, soil, animal 
and human bodies, media, and our psychosis in non-linear, non- hierarchical, 
fragmentary mobility and fluidity; this does not discriminate between its point of 
origin and eventual destination, race, ethnicities, discriminations of  colour, reli-
gious affiliations, cultural heritage, and political schoolings. thus,  plastic provokes 
connections/comparatism with a difference that speaks of becomings, dispersions, 
and immanence. Is plastic behaviour and agency not close to how we think of liter-
ature in a globalized world? Working out the other areas of the material aesthetic 
of plastic, the article connects plastic behaviour with literary habits and thinking. 
It homes in on “plastic lit(t)erization” to bring about a new poetics of thinking and 
doing literature. the article strings corresponding coordinates as made available 
through our understanding of plastic sea, networks of transmission, travel and 
transition, gradient flow, trans-corporeality, local-global fusion, process time, sink, 
and the discourses around hyper sea. Plastic literature becomes our new poetics 
of generating literary capital and rethinking world literature.

KeyWords: trans-locality, micro-plastic, plastic-literary, plastic globalization, 
immanence

Where is plastic? Here, there, anywhere, everywhere; surely, somewhere. 
From plastic bottles to plastic money, we are (en)plasticized: have plastic 
trees, plastic birds, plastic soil, plastic water, plastic stomachs, and a plastic 
planet. this is our “plastic contract” beyond annulment and revocation, sub-
mitted, instead, to renewal every moment, every breath time. We have served 
ourselves with plastic returns. ever since its inception at the turn of the last 
century, plastic has built a complicated mobility: the ways in which it has 
expressed itself, circulated through the economy, informed habits of use and 
disposability, accredited its presence against others (glass, metals, ceramic, 
and wood), and found its value and valence. We are living inside a plastic 
bomb the sound of whose explosion cannot be heard but can be experienced 
through the flow of time; this generates a waste apocalypse, an irremediable 
fate of extinction through a gradual but certain course. Plastic, then, is an 
explosive, but its effects return to us only after we have long forgotten its use 
and have no memory of. Used plastic leaves behind a memory of guilt, plastic 
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waste is witness to a grind of biotic extinction and keeping it out of sight is 
allowing a revolution to build around ourselves, and, before long, we will be 
slowly, but surely, in its giant blanket maw.

stacy alimao argues that “climate change, sustainability, and antitoxin move-
ments make environmentalism a practice that entails grappling with how one’s 
own bodily existence is ontologically entangled with the well- being of both 
local and quite distant places, peoples, animals, and ecosystems. campaigns 
against plastic link not only coastal re gions but also inland zones to the mush-
rooming plastic found in the oceans” (131). across the land and sea, plastics 
have declared their presence in forms that are durable, malleable, degradable, 
non- degradable, sinister, and toxic. In fact, plastic “not only spreads while 
maintaining its molecular form, but the plasticizers that are added to plastic 
(one or more of a possible 80,000 chemicals added to make plastic pliable or 
pink or heat resistant) leach and off-gas; detached from the polymer bond, 
they are able to move into the surrounding environment and whatever bodies 
may be found there” (davis). so plastic gathers, adsorbs, accumulates, leaches, 
morphs, mineralizes, is resistant and revolting, and shows up in lighters, wrap-
pers, bags, and dumps, ocean gyres, and in our blood streams and innards, 
“bio-accumulating up the food chain.” and, again, as “plastics gain in toxicity 
their value depletes, they are cast off, re-entering market chains for what little 
profit can be made from recycling, spreading their accumulated toxins wher-
ever they go. they are then sifted, filtered through, recognized for their worth 
by those who cannot  afford to participate in this throw-away culture and for 
those who are also placed elsewhere, out of sight of the markets of capital that 
rely on invisible  labour in order to perpetuate this system” (davis). Within a 
labour intensive, garbological, and fast-capitalist system, plastic continues to 
spread and is recycled, enhancing the complex networks of access and excess. 
the translocationality of plastic through plastic pervasiveness and scopious 
contamination represents a spatial consciousness where plastic seeps into salt, 
water, soil, animal and human bodies, media, and our psychosis, mostly in 
non-linear, non-hierarchical, fragmentary mobility and fluidity. It does not dis-
criminate between its point of origin and eventual destination, race, ethnicities, 
discriminations of colour, religious affiliations, cultural heritage, and political 
schoolings. thus, plastic provokes connections/comparatism with a difference 
that speaks of becomings, dispersions, and immanence. Is plastic behaviour and 
agency not close to how we think of literature in a globalized world? are we not 
in the midst of plastic poetics, the performatics of what I call “plastic literature”?

It is interesting and surprising to find plastic materials sinking into the 
sea floor at all depths from “inter-tidal to abyssal environments – the range 
can be quite expansive – for example, the skagerrak; tokyo bay, Japan; tidal 
flats, ambon bay, Indonesia; bristol channel; european and Mediterranean 
waters; Kodiak Island, alaska; southern california bight; Hauraki Gulf, New 
Zealand; saronikos Gulf, Greece” (Gregory, “environmental” 2017). but it 
defies precise explanation how marine debris uncannily reaches or purveys 
such depths. Plastic encroachments can hit and poach at any levels and can 
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also lead to the formation of “wrack”: “[N]atural flotsam, of both marine 
and terrestrial origin (seaweeds and plants) together with jetsam of indeter-
minate sources, tends to accumulate along high-tide strandlines, where it is 
commonly known as ‘the wrack.’ these areas are often ephemeral, dynamic 
and seasonal environments and also tend to accumulate significant quanti-
ties of manufactured materials, in particular those made of plastic and other 
non-destructibles” (2017) Murray Gregory points out how the sea and a va-
riety of floating materials can build an interesting network of transmission 
and wayfaring:

[F]or untold millennia, floating, terrestrial plant matter, whether large and 
solitary tree trunks or smaller shrubs and stems with soil still attached, as 
well as matted masses of these materials, have freely voyaged, traversed and 
dispersed across the open oceans just as “sea beans”; logs, pumice and other 
natural flotsam continue so to do to this day. “Floating Islands” with cargoes 
that include exotic plants and vertebrate animals have been recognized since 
medieval times. through the distant past to modern times, these materials have 
also attracted a diverse biota of sessile and motile marine organisms – freedom 
travellers (hitch-hikers and hangers-on if one likes). this process has been a 
mechanism in the slow trans-oceanic dispersal of marine and some terrestrial 
organisms .  .  . the hard surfaces of pelagic plastics provide an attractive and 
alternative substrate for a number of opportunistic colonizers. With the quantities 
of these synthetic and non-biodegradable materials in marine debris increasing 
manifold over the last five decades, dispersal will be accelerated and pros-
pects for invasions by alien and possibly aggressive invasive species could be 
enhanced. (2018; emphasis added)

these opportunistic colonizations, invasiveness, grafts, and gradiant 
flows narrate, on a meaningfully corresponding scale, how transcultural 
dimensions of literary thinking work and perform. the trans-oceanic dis-
persal and movement correspond with the trans-(in)fusionist literary as 
“travel” becomes a vexed metaphor in transcultural interventions (Ghosh, 
Thinking). this dissemination and dispersal thesis can work at a different 
level too: the level of micro-mega material entanglement. Gregory observes 
that:

beach debris on a Florida shore carrying a bryozoan (Thalamoporella evelinae), 
previously unrecorded at that location, was already well known from brazilian 
waters, and numerous specimens of a well-known tropical Indo-Pacific oyster 
(Lopha cristagalli) attached to a mass of nylon rope had stranded on a southern 
New Zealand shore. these, and similar observations, suggest that drift plastics 
could play a direct role in the introduction of exotic or aggressive alien taxa, 
with potentially damaging environmental consequences for sensitive or at-risk 
shallow littoral and coastal ecosystems. It has also been argued that terrestrial 
ecosystems, particularly those of remote or isolated small islands, could be 
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endangered by vertebrate species (for example, rodents, mustellids, cats, and 
so on) by rafting on matted plastic megalitter (andrady 388).

this marine performance is a clear pointer to how I have argued for a “trans-
habit” where aggregation, co-constitution, and co-construction form the sig-
nificant performative motors (Ghosh, Transcultural).

It has been observed that “the size distribution of floating plastic debris 
point at important size-selective sinks removing millimetre-sized fragments 
of floating plastic on a large scale. this sink may involve a combination 
of fast nano-fragmentation of the microplastic into particles of microns or 
smaller, their transference to the ocean interior by food webs and ballasting 
processes, and processes yet to be discovered” (cózar et  al. 10239). the 
sink (shore deposition, nano-fragmentation, bio-fouling, and ingestion) 
and dissemination – effected through photodegradation, embrittlement, 
and fragmentation – are, at once, estimable and unmeasurable, indexa-
ble, and invisible, which is a clear indication of the “micro-plastics” that 
literature in a globalized world generates and transfers, possesses, and 
produces.  Plastic debris – conceptual debris – reaches the remotest corners 
of the planet and, in fact, metaphorically understood, can also be found in 
 uninhabitable islands. there is no human, yet there is plastic; no agency, yet 
there is literary; no anthropogenic  subjectivity and yet there is object sub-
jectivity. the nano-degradation of plastic – unquantified and dispersive – 
makes for plastic ingestion, which, I would like to argue, is both conscious 
( gastrointestinal obstruction and sorption processes like hydrophobic chem-
icals) and unaware consumption (coming, for instance, through a fractal 
process). this is a dissemination and transference that is unavoidable and 
voluntary, a poetics of submission and seduction. Micro-plastic fragmen-
tation is progressive and inevitable. thus, plastic discarded is plastic left 
unguarded, and, hence, its post-representation is possible in forms both 
visible and invisible. More than bio-fouling and defouling, it is the sink 
through ingestion that interests – its complexity, pervasiveness, diffusion, 
and contamination. Whether it is the epipelagic zooplanktivorous fish or 
small mesopelagic fish, plastic accumulation through losses and ingestion 
have their sway and operation, “metanymizing” the literary sink, and the 
scopic and synchronic formations.

Plastic immanence then is “untimely,” and, incidentally, compared with 
landfill, haline environments and the “cooling effect of the sea” make degra-
dation require “very long exposure times”: “[b]ecause plastics become fouled 
by marine organisms relatively quickly, the debris may also become shielded 
to some extent from UV light, and the persistence of this debris was recently 
illustrated by accounts that plastic swallowed by an albatross had originated 
from a plane shot down 60 years previously some 9600 km away” (barnes 
et al. 1986). this “delay” and long hours of exposure, affect-time, moments 
of long awaited, but inevitable, manifestations as instanced through the 
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albatross that swallows plastic, speak about the complexity of the materializa-
tion. Literature, correspondingly, finds itself exposed to protracted durations 
of work and effects, to “disposition” and “exposure time,” that eventualize 
in the wake of a sheer processual complexity. Literary degradation has its 
own albatrosses where the show of the “plastic literary” takes years of pro-
cess time, deep time, the overlapping of socio-political factorization, deep 
cultural fractality, and a “sink” that is never immediate and abrupt. Here, 
plastic litter is my “literary litter.” Plastic literature hides its own innocence 
and perversity.

Plastic as anthropogenic debris can exist and manifest in a variety of forms 
and states. the seasonal factors like variation in the position of waterfronts 
and the intensity of currents, swell, winds, and upwelling, which influence 
both the distribution and the densities. this corresponds to the variance 
and valence of the “literary litter” that exists across cultural coastlines, local 
 “currents” of thought and practice, remote and distant territories of avail-
ability, spatial scales of emergence, tidal flows, densities of engagement, 
and the surprise and strength of dissemination and accumulation; “plastic 
strands” that are generated are conceptual strands in our doing of literature 
and critical thinking. the movement and travel of the plastic litter is inter-
esting to note for it resonates meaningfully with the state, scale, and sink of 
the “literary litter”:

[I]n general, bottom debris tends to become trapped in areas of low circulation 
and high sediment accumulation in contrast to floating debris, which accumu-
lates in frontal areas. debris that reaches the sea-bed may already have been 
transported considerable distance, only sinking when weighed down by foul-
ing. the consequence is an accumulation of plastic debris in bays rather than 
the open sea. some accumulation zones in the atlantic sea and the Mediterra-
nean sea have very high debris densities despite being far from coasts. these 
densities relate to the consequence of large-scale residual ocean circulation 
patterns. (barnes et al. 1991)

Like plastic litter, which manifests as visible and invisible, literary litter has 
both its visibility and invisibility paradigm attached to it. Nurdles contami-
nate and are fundamental to plastic lit(t)erization.

significant concepts or congeries of ideas, mostly, like plastic, have a 
“fragmentation time,” which, in a way, explains how they might “sink” 
and “unmineralize,” trans-form, and cultivate their “exposure.” this is an 
interesting problem in that all plastic (all ideas) figure out a “chemistry” 
with their environment: some are brittle, some photo-degrade with time, 
some suffer abrasion, some stay unchanged for years. similarly, ideas shore 
up along cultural coastlines; concepts accumulate through centuries and 
grow their strandlines. Plastic has not only brought alternatives of use but 
also levels of anxiety and opposition. Plastic recycling is a fraught and 
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vexatious process as much as ideas across generations have found profound 
opportunities for recycling in modernist-postmodernist aesthetics with var-
ied affect and efficacy – for instance, romanticism was recycled as much as 
realism was or sublime has been. Plastic recycling offers a serious challenge 
to the process of “sorting” plastic waste. the literary plasticizes within a 
complexity that cannot be completely deciphered, plotted, and graphed. 
the pain is immediate, the suffering begins much earlier; we gather up our 
suffering before the pain comes to announce its impact. suffering can be 
silent and sensitive; pain is more bold and visible. the plastic literary litter 
plays up this game of sahitya’s (“literature”) suffering and pain in a kind 
of deep simplicity. Plastic globalization diversifies the transnational spaces 
and cross-border appropriations in a restless parataxis, re-premises the 
 local–global divide in terms that are far more complicated than conventional 
understanding would allow. the discourses of world literature are formed 
through what I call “hyper plastic,” much in the same way we argue for a 
hyper sea.

the plastic in the planet then is plastic in the world; its operativity, per-
formativity, worlding, and fragilty make for “thinking across” and about 
literature and arts. Here in the following pages, I argue out the web of plastic 
literature through two mariners, two kinds of sea, two kinds of albatross: 
the migrancy, immanence, and seepage in reading and the formations of 
 plastic imaginary by looking into samuel coleridge’s The Rhyme of the Ancient 
 Mariner and Nick Hayes’s The Rime of the Modern Mariner. the “literary” of 
the two poems in their visibility (equivalent to the plastic that we get to see) 
and the imperceptibility of meaning and entanglement of expression (the 
plastic that exists and builds unseen) is different. coleridge wrote a “voyage” 
poem, benefiting from William Wordsworth’s reading of George shelvocke’s 
A Voyage round the World by Way of the Great South Sea, performed in the years 
1719–72. this had the episode of the albatross shooting – an adroit, typically 
coleridgean, mix of geography and supernaturalism; he also drew on the 
historical and conceptual correspondence with James cook’s voyage,  Francis 
drake’s sail through the Magellan strait and other expedition narratives 
 (Martin Frobisher in the 1579s, John davis’s rediscovering Greenland in the 
1580s, and the arctic voyages through the seventeenth and eighteenth centu-
ries). trevor Levere writes:

coleridge, self-styled library-cormorant, devoured these narratives, includ-
ing Hakluyt’s, together with Frederick Marten[s]’s The Voyage into Spitzber-
gen and Greenland, in An Account of Several Late Voyages and Discoveries to 
the South and North. .  .  . by sir John Narborough, captain Jasmen tasman, 
captain John Wood, and Frederick Marten of Hamburgh (London, 1694), 
alexander dalrymple’s A Collection of Voyages Chiefly in 10 the Southern 
Atlantick Ocean: Published from Original Manuscripts (London, 1775), david 
crantz’s The History of Greenland: Containing a Description of the Country and 
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its Inhabitants .  .  . translated from the High dutch, 2 vols. (London 1767), 
and many others. (9)

Hayes, on the other hand, demonstrates his green and blue consciousness 
that is deeply distracted by plastic pollution, oil spill, relentless and inexo-
rable sea contamination, a hugely conscious poetic mind that engages with 
ecocide, waste, filth, and other anthropocenic dimensions. this is the “sink” 
of the literary that settles into the depths and recesses of a text, a contribution 
imperceptible in its apparentness but deeply meshed – a kind of meso- plastic 
litter. so, if the sea for coleridge was imaged out of his readings, his engage-
ments with travel writings and, of course, his imagination and had ice and 
the albatross overhead, Nick Hayes’s sea has a reality that is portentous and 
perditious – the reality of a plastic sea and the albatross with plastic in its 
stomach, gutting its intestines.

the “modern” mariner’s ship left the “harbour gracefully” and “slid 
through soapy lotion.” He watched the “flotsam on the wash” and “with little 
else to do, so took my gun to practise aim. . . . and picked it up again” (Hayes).

but this time he aimed at a “creature” that “soared high above” and 
brought it crashing upon the deck. It was just an albatross. In the wake of the 
shooting, after a peaceful afternoon, trouble broke loose with the engine  dying 
and and the wind falling as the ship “slid into” the “North Pacific gyre”.

berated by his crews, the mariner looked across the sea and to his  utter 
 dismay found himself besetted by a “wash of Polythene,” “swathes of 
 Polystyrene,” “bobbed with tones of Neoprene,” and polymethyl and methac-
rylate. the slimy creatures of the ancient mariner have been replaced by tupper-
ware and bottletops, bottled bleach, tires, and a variety of plastic detritus creating 
a “funeral pyre.” Here the albatross trans-corporalizes from a bird to plastic in 
a kind of trans-valuation where the good omen of the bird for coleridge trans-
forms into the sinister truth of plastic death and dismay for Hayes. the albatross 
is the modernist dilemma of “finitude”: a bird or a phenomenon that does not 
await for independent agency or will to execute an engagement.

It is an event in “slow violence” for what we do to ourselves happens 
to it as well. our dying reflects on its dying too; an otherization achieved 
through “dying.” this is the modernist predicament of “death in life.” Is our 
ecocidal fate an albatross syndrome? Where coleridge’s sea sees ice crack 
and growl, roar and howl, to trap a ship, Hayes’s sea finds itself in plastic 
splatter, messy and colourful, deceitful and seductive, killing and forbidding. 
this is the  plastic fit. Here, the mariner does not need to shoot the bird for 
the bird stands shot by a different kind of human agency: man’s discovery of 
a substance about which he does not know what to do to avoid being dehu-
manized. this calls for an anthropogenic disaster, and both the mariner and 
the albatross share a plastic identity – a new community in plastic sharing, a 
plastic bondage. one of the interesting things to observe is how the albatross, 
the mariner, and the sea are intermeshed in plastic, a transubstantiation that 
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sees a valuational rephrasing of the coleridgean expression of “blue sky bend-
ing over all” changing into “all bending before plastic.” It is plastic, plastic, 
everywhere, not a drop to drink sans plastic. the modern mariner, as it were, 
has shot himself down with a plastic crossbow.

If coleridge’s ghost stood on the deck, Hayes’s ghost declared its existence 
“nine fathom deep,” manifesting in nylon nets, acrylic, foam, and polymers 
as they netted and degraded almost all sea creatures – birds and fish. the 
despairing sailors, bone dry in their throat and flummoxed in the doldrum 
air, hang the carcass of the albatross around the neck of the mariner: “I bowed 
to take my cross.” slung around his neck, the bird was rotting with a “nylon 
gauze” tangled in its chest: “[I]ts kidneys, withered by the sun, were strangled 
by this mesh / a Plastic bag hung round its bones and decomposed like flesh” 
(Hayes). this is a new albatross: a different nature, anti-romantic. In as remote 
a location as Midway atoll, there are more than 1.5 million Laysan albatrosses 
that have plastic in their stomachs. Plastic has found its way into their diges-
tive systems even though they inhabit a near inaccessible part of the planet 
outside the human reach. Interestingly, a child’s abandoned plastic wrapper or 
a plastic bag discarded or a plastic pile blessed to health through our careless 
and flippant reject can and through an inexplicably complicated process reach 
the sea; this plastic, in forms unconceived and unforeseen, can reach these 
remote and distant lands to infiltrate the systems of unsuspecting creatures, 
resulting in a “change” in the biotic. dead  albatrosses are evidence of how our 
creation has surpassed the creator to build a freedom and independence to 
“morph” (in the words of bruno Latour) the anthropos (qtd. in ronda). If the 
anthropos “has become a determining force in novel ways – indeed, collective 
maker, an inscriber of planetary history at the level of  stratigraphic signals” – 
and if “humankind has become a global geological force in its own right,” 
(102) the discovery, dissemination, and damage of plastic have exceeded the 
anthropos, recursively compelling the individual to rethink its limits as well as 
the sense and possibility of the limits (102). the anthropos under plastic peril 
is the new universal threatened with self-transformation and self-revision. If 
plastic was the surprise of the  anthropos at the beginning of the last century, 
plastic today is the surprise that has met it from the other side. the counter- 
insurgency is the uncanny dehumanizing process of writing back the history 
of planet life, the planet discourse: “[W]e have been invented” (robertson 
105). also standing invented is our biotic and inter-species relationality. the 
world-view now is the plastic net.

researchers demonstrate that the stomachs of the Laysan albatrosses contain 
pebble, charcoal, plastic caps, hard plastic, bottles, tubes, broken pieces of toys, 
bags (polyethylene), nuts Kukui (Aleurites moluccana), walnuts (Juglans cineria), 
squid beaks, wood, and sponges. this diversity of “stomached” ingredients 
raises questions as to the ingestion, transference, and contamination processes:

In dry seasons the water in the lagoon is low and many birds die on the ex-
posed flats. during rainy periods the water rises, the disintegrated albatross 
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skeletons are broken apart, and the plastic and pumice pieces float ashore 
and are deposited at the high-water line. although bartsch recorded that a 
Laysan albatross regurgitated scaevola berries, it is a behavioral characteristic 
of  albatrosses (as well as some other pelagic birds) that items (food or other 
things) are rarely ingested on land. It is therefore not surprising that nearly 
all of the foreign material found in the dead birds floated. In consideration 
of the pelagic feeding behavior of albatrosses and the above observations, it 
is concluded that the plastic and pumice items were picked up at sea by the 
parents and then passed on with regurgitated food to the young. (Kenyon and 
Kridler 341)

It brings up the argument centring on the complex ways between the two 
supposed points of the journey: the plastic production and the intestines of 
the albatross. Plastic debris floating on the sea have come to the surface from 
a variety of complicated sources – route ways and in-flight ways – that are 
exciting and aberrational, making and seducing these birds to “pick” plas-
tic as food and food as plastic for them and their younger ones. this is the 
complexity and entanglement of ingestion both as a game, a necessity, and a 
strategic selection. the “ecological wounding” is the point of aesthetic–literary 
formalization: the plastic lit(t)erization.

Which albatross, between the one that has plastic and the one without 
it, is more real? the hyper-objectified sea provokes a sublimic thinking, a 
 “being-quake,” in the words of timothy Morton (Hyperobjects 2). the plastic 
in the stomach of the albatross petrifies the mariner into thinking the invisible 
hyper-objects around him defy the “mathematization of knowing.” Morton 
writes:

the overall aesthetic ‘feel’ of the time of hyperobjects is a sense of asymme-
try between the infinite powers of cognition and the infinite being of things. 
there occurs a crazy arms race between what we know and what is, in which 
the technology of what we know is turned against itself. the arms race sets 
new parameters for aesthetic experience and action, which I take in the widest 
possible sense to mean the ways in which relations between beings play out. 
(Hyperobjects 22)

It is the relationality that, in an anti-romantic way, has brought about a 
de-individualization where nature is seen to construct itself; the romantic 
imaginary is not exclusively the coleridgean secondary imagination only but 
also the “nonlocality, temporal undulation and phasing” that hyperobjects 
have brought (24). the sea, its waters, creatures, birds, the sky, and the breeze 
are inter-objectified, enmeshed. “every interobjective space,” argues Morton, 
“implies at least one more object in the vicin - ity: let us call this the 1 + n. 
Writing depends on 1 + n entities: paper, ink, letters, conventions. the human 
anthropomorphizes the cup and the cup cup-omorphizes the human, and 
so on. In this process there are always 1 + n objects that are excluded” (89). 
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Plastic can stick to us in ways and means that are unfathomable, in scales that 
are often immeasurable, in moments that are, most often, unguarded.

this hyper-objectification – rather, inter-objectivity – stares back at the 
modern mariner in his wounded sensibilities. the sea appears uncanny as 
objects external to the common culture of sea habitation emerge to project a 
disturbing “dwelling.” the mariner “stared at the hypoxic sea this  stewing 
acid brine, / and noticed then this plastic mass was covered in a slime. / 
I  looked a little closer and felt my eyes dilate: / For slopped across the 
 bobbing dross . . . was a film of tunicates. / a myriad of jellyfish of krill and 
salp / and squid .  .  . which were covered in confetti of plastic bottle lids” 
(Hayes). Plastic denaturization deludes sea creatures into trick ingestion 
through its colour and shape and appearance; plastic cheats into man’s system 
with greater stealth and steadiness. I am seriously tempted to appropriate 
 edmund burke’s notion of “symmetry as sublime” to interpret this syndrome 
as immanent symmetry where the sublime is in finding plastic in man, in all 
biotic non-human creatures, in animals cut off from the direct heat of human 
civilization at remote places on the planet, in near-inaccessible corners of 
this earth, and in depths of sea unexplored and unfathomed. this is the time 
of “plastic symmetry” (plastic [t]here) and the intensity and imminence of 
such plastic symmetricization is sublime. Plastic makes us think, but, now, 
beyond corelationalism, plastic thinking is relationality and assemblaging 
that are beyond human will and cognition, emerging from the realm of the 
non-anthropogenic. the apparition meeting the modern mariner does not 
merely metonymize sustainability and survival; it clearly problematizes the 
whole event of “withdrawal.” the burkean paradigms of self-preservation 
and terror in the construction or emergence of sublime change into a fragility 
of helplessness that is considered sublime. a withdrawal from plastic cannot 
change our plastic-meshed existence; if withdrawal comes in the form of ab-
stinence, we are still temporally boggled to figure the phasing out of plastic. 
thus, wholesale withdrawal from plastic is an impossibility in the modern 
world’s use and commercialization, global capital, and industrial pressure, 
and, hence, withdrawal can mean reduced consumption and production 
that, again, leaves the plastic messing alive in the fray. this is the sublimity 
of fragility, a somewhat loosely understood inter-objectification whose end is 
always much more extended and complicit than what we envisage. Plastic has 
made us reflect at our limits. It is the ceaseless “quake” of plastic, our plastic 
beings, our plastic status.

as an existential affect, eco-aesthetic, and material cultural in nature, the 
albatross – the “coming together” of coleridge’s avian guest, Hayes’s plastic- 
hurt bird, and the plastic hit Laysan – signals our “staying with trouble” 
 entwined as it is “in myriad unfinished configurations of places, times, 
 matters, meanings” (Staying 2). the modern mariner then finds himself in 
chthulucene, which donna Haraway and thyrza Goodeve explain “is a 
compound of two Greek roots (khthôn and kainos) that together name a kind 
of timeplace for learning to stay with the trouble of living and dying in 
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response-ability on a damaged earth” (Staying 2). If plastic exists in the intes-
tines of the albatross, plastic is inside the mariner’s body too. It has democra-
tized our plasticizenship. this is the chthonic: “[t]hey writhe and luxuriate 
in manifold forms and manifold names in all the airs, waters, and places of 
earth. they make and unmake; they are made and unmade. they are who 
are” (2). Plastic is the mariner’s “oddkin.” We are in the times of plastic com-
post: “We become – with each other or not at all. that kind of material semi-
otics is always situated, someplace and not no place, entangled and worldly. 
alone, in our separate kinds of expertise and experience, we know both too 
much and too little, and so we succumb to despair or to hope, and neither is a 
sensible attitude. Neither despair nor hope is tuned to the senses, to mindful 
matter, to material semiotics, to mortal earthlings in thick copresence” (5). 
the sea, for the mariner, then is holobiontic: complex patternings involving 
multiple sea creatures, manifestations of plastic debris, oil, flotsam, sludge, 
albatross, mariner, and his crew. this is a deeply problematic relationality, a 
kind of “symbiotic assemblages where the “knottings” and clottings of exis-
tence and relatings are bounded, formal, anthropogenic, intra-active, immi-
nent, and immanent. this is inter-material sympoesis. Plastic has changed the 
politics of our skin borders. We are suddenly and ardently embattled within 
a new poetics of relationality, immunity, language, the means of absorption 
and ingestion, and, what Haraway and Goodeve call, “disease as relation-
ship” (How Like a Leaf 76). this is the diffraction that plastic has brought and, 
correspondingly, imported into our thinking of contemporary literature and 
the force and potency of the “literary.”

We are, thus, faced with the thesis of extinction and sustainability within a 
complicated dialectics of struggle. How can our engagement with plastic and, 
increasingly, plastic’s relationality with us keep up the sustainability game? 
(Graham 224). Interestingly, sustaining with plastic is what Hayes’s modern 
mariner emotes and exemplifies. It is equally interesting to see how plastic 
becomes our new historical sense: a fall back on t.s. eliot’s notion of tradition 
where every work is a redoing of the past, a reformulation and establishment of 
a new order. Plastic has been bringing this “new order” through an exceedingly 
anxious and helpless submission, a dreadful relentlessness. our eating, drink-
ing, cultural and aesthetic constructions, relationship with the non- human, 
circumambient eco-poetical materialities are as much in plastic and with plastic 
as are our presentness, past, and futurism. Plastic, then, has brought us into 
an inter-objectification and in a subject–object divide; the mariner has plastic 
as much as the albatross and, yet, aghast and petrified, he watches the hyper 
sea growing in its unfamiliarity and disconnecting from him. thus, plastic 
 fraternity and fractality become simultaneous. If the ancient  mariner overcomes 
the “sliminess” to accept his participation in the life of whatever is alive, the 
 modern mariner cannot help being webbed in the life of things.

Interestingly, we are confronted with two kinds of sea; not merely an 
old sea and a new one, but something that is not meant to be argued as a 
sea, which is new with submarines and cruise liners in contrast to the old, 
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which had more whales and other endangered species. the sea is getting 
“newer” each day, transforming itself like the forest cover in the land within 
a “yet-to-be-born” nature that bespeaks our fragility and extinction; it is the 
 hypersea – the Gothic art of extraordinary objects coming together through 
oil spill, plastic litter and contamination, sound pollution, and a rare marine 
plunder of egregious dimensions. If the ancient mariner’s sea called for his 
participation in God’s world of creation – the state of “blessing,” in agape, all 
within the arch of the blue sky – the sea for the modern mariner revolts and 
revulses, making the participation a helpless surrender, a shudder of  being 
where the smoky and choky sky rules over all, “both man, and bird and 
beast.” Morton argues that the

problem of human beingness, declared sartre and Lacan, is the problem of 
what to do with one’s slime (one’s shit): “the slimy is myself.” so ultimately, 
is sliminess not the sacred, the taboo substance of life itself? one word for this 
is Kristeva’s abject, the qualities of the world we slough off in order to main-
tain subjects and objects. ecological politics is bound up with what to do with 
pollution, miasma, slime: things that glisten, schlup, and decay. (Ecology 159)

the being of the mariner and being of the sea “quake” up into a straight 
crookedness of a relationship.

the (in)finitude of reading this far leaves us with a trans-plastic habit 
modified from what I have argued elsewhere as a trans-habit: distance never 
without nearness, desire never without disagreement. this is the survival and 
performance of literature, the plastic literary, iterancy with others – cooptative, 
coadunative, coconstructive with other disciplines of thinking and epistemes. 
If Hayes is with coleridge in acts of manifest rewriting, they are both with 
Gilles deleuze, bruno Latour, and neo-materialist thinking; the benign alba-
tross connects with the Layson albatross, seafaring finds paths of communi-
cation with sea studies, aesthetic-religious studies grids with ecocidal blue 
humanistic thinking – ideational entanglements contributing to a “plastic 
web.” Plasticization of the “literary” is our new poetics of reading, something 
that trans-(in)fusion has always tried to establish to keep the constraints and 
limits in place. Here grows the literary – metaphorically, hypertropically, and 
performatively under the sea, within the sea, and outside the sea.

Plastic literature develops an order that does not only sponsor mere de-
tectors, realizing definite positions but conceives of a partition or a space 
that is not available for attribution and has the measure of accommodation. 
If the physical world does not always come with classical limits, the medi-
tative world and form ability can do without the proverbial pointer needle 
also. Plastic thinks; plastic helps us to think; plastic thinking is our fresh 
meditative evolution. determining the position and velocity of contrasting 
and contesting particles of thought cultures is not always possible, and in-
exactitude is no demerit in our generation of thought heat. We look into the 
“micro- globalities” – thought perturbations that emerge out of entropic acts of 
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negotiations (entropy as coming from the Greek word trope, meaning “turning 
into” or “transformation”). I would argue that cultural entropization is an 
irreversible process. Indeed, no energy in such entropism is dissipated, for the 
accumulation is continuous and secretive leading to a thermo-dynamic expe-
rience of the trans-(in)fusion moment. Plastic disturbs; it has turbulence; it is 
conflictual and negotiatory. the plastic literary embosoms a turbulence for it 
is systematic and random, varying its scales of distribution and dissemination 
and building its own patterns. If plastic has changed our “now” – the liter-
ary working across cultures and traditions believes in the “layering” of the 
now – then the now is not an objective point of separation from yesterday or 
tomorrow but, rather, an event, a moving now, the here now, which has mul-
tiple seriality to it, a kind of observer-independent and observer- dependent 
“hyperplanes of simultaneity” (einstein).

Plastic li(t)terization gives us a fresh perspective on “trans,” which, again, 
is the “taking-place” within the complexity of time curve, surface depth 
(close to pentimento), visibility of the invisible, and how Michel serres has 
analysed the “static.” Like plastic, one major dimension of plastic literature 
is the  “passion at a distance” (in the words of physicist abner shimony). our 
thinking and idea formations are steeped in passion that only distance can 
generate, resulting in a dynamical transience. the locality and trans-locality 
of  literature – the plastic in the tap water and in the stomach of the Layson 
albatross – index the dynamical transience and embed the entanglement 
(Verschränkung) of potentiality and actuality, which are about propensity 
and purposiveness and about concrescence and contamination (Myrvold 
and christian). the fundamentals of any cultural and literary formation  – 
 paradigmatic or conceptual – are maximally vibrated through maximal 
entanglements. this is the source of entropy, and trans-(in)fusion is the heat 
that continues to build within the systems and merge and melt the curves and 
edges that separate them. so plastic literature built through trans-(in)fusion is 
fundamentally five-dimensional – events that exist as particles in unreal time, 
as waves across history through real time, the spatiality and temporal relativ-
ity of their existence, the hidden variables that inflect and influence them, the 
transformative power, and the implicate and connative potential, which make 
certain things happen outside our spatio-temporal understanding.

border crossing in plastic literature begins when, like alfred Whitehead, 
we start to believe that the “passage of the cause into the effect is the cumu-
lative character of time” (Griffin 10). Interpretive understanding informs the 
irreversibility of time and consequent “concresence” and “conformation” 
(Whitehead 36). My point of argument is neither against conformation nor 
irreversibility; it is about an enduring “locality” that, sometimes, can disap-
prove concrescence. Further it to say that the “prior” to a “present” is n ot 
 always chartable; it exists not only as relata but also too deeply entangled to 
fall within Whiteheadian temporalogy. this makes a concept exist, for me, 
with the potential that is timeless and yet temporally premised, an energy 
that succeeds predecessors with conformity and contextualization and, again, 
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builds its own character synchronically through a cut in the continuity. this 
is about lending more complexity to what Whitehead calls “transition.” 
In  line with Max Planck’s thinking about nature, we can say that plastic 
 literature  favours certain states with an irreversible increase in entropy. this 
is Prigogine and stenger’s isolated system:

In dynamics, a system changes according to a trajectory that is given once and 
for all, whose starting point is never forgotten (since initial conditions deter-
mine the trajectory for all time). However, in an isolated system all nonequilib-
rium situations produce evolution toward the same kind of equilibrium state. 
by the time equilibrium has been reached, the system has forgotten its initial 
conditions – that is, the way it had been prepared. (121).

It is important for us to accept that concepts across cultures and traditions are 
like living cells that expend without ceasing, and this ceaselessness maintains 
their equilibrium. expending energy keeps its alive. this problematizes the 
connection between energy and attractors. Plastic defies and connects us; it 
has a predictable pattern to its relationship with man and his world – the 
planet life – and has its own reason to dissipate and chance about, leak-
ing, leaching, seeping to extend its radius of contact. concurrently, plastic 
literature is both about f(n)orming a system of thought and allowing the 
form-ability of thinking, the conscious and conditioned, to co-exist with “what 
happens,” and what emerges and defies us non-algorithmically. so plastic (un)
worlding becomes our trigger for post-critical thinking, and plastic literature 
our new literary capital.
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romana huk

“A New Global Poetics?” Revisited, 
Ten Years on: Coming to Terms

AbsTRACT: In “‘A New Global Poetics?’ Revisited, Ten Years on: Coming to Terms,” 
Romana Huk picks up where her earlier, lengthier essay by that name ended, 
 considering the implications of new terms used in more recent arguments about 
“world  literature” and reconsidering her own conclusions a decade ago. Whereas 
reservations about moving from “comparative” to “global” studies largely domi-
nated her 2009 essay, here she proposes a way forward that takes its inspiration from 
experimental or “avant-garde” poetics and its tendencies in thinking rather than 
those of conventional literary studies. A survey of several recent conversations about 
“global” and “world” and “planetary” studies occurs along the way as she works 
towards some understanding of the implications of their language and arguments.

KeYWoRds: global, world, planetary, national, post-critical

When in 2009 I titled an essay with the question re-posed above I meant to 
sound testy; I was ready to take the then ubiquitous “g-word” to task. What is 
actually global, aside from climate change, I asked, among other, I hope, more 
germane questions. since then, interesting things have been happening to our 
critical terminology and its implied tradition/telos in such studies, among 
them a clear shift back to the use of “world,” reflected in this  University 
of Toronto Quarterly special issue as well as the Publications of the Modern 
 Language Association’s (PMLA) similarly focused issue in 2016 (“Literature in 
the World,” discussed at length below).

I find this seemingly small shift away from g-words and back to terms 
from Goethe’s times to be complexly telling; at the very least, it implies some 
deflation of the futuristic or “overreaching” (schnapp 509),1 near-scientific 
discourse that had ballooned in the talk of “global” and “planetary” devel-
opments in the literary arts and our reading of them some aided by digital 

10.3138/utq.88.2.14

1 schnapp here calls “overreaching” the language he used on the website of stanford’s 
millennial Humanities Laboratory, now taken down; although speaking of cross- 
disciplinary developments, these attempts to shift literary studies to “models similar 
to those encountered in the experimental sciences” and, thus, to “transcend old divi-
sions between the arts, sciences and humanities” seemed to him, by the time he wrote 
this last year, somewhat misguided because “disciplinary homelessness is like a meal 
without textures, smells and flavors. Innovators need to come from somewhere to go 
somewhere beyond” (511). That statement might sum up my argument in this article, 
even if I transfer it to crossing cultural boundaries in creative or critical writing.
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research and others inspired by it to dream of days when literature fully “un-
dermines national boundaries” and we find that all the world’s our accessible 
stage (or screen) for critical inquiry (Murray 313). since that heady moment, 
a number of key cultural zeitgeists surrounding our visions have become de-
cidedly more protectionist and charged with “national” feeling than they have 
been for decades, complicating the sense that we are moving en masse minus 
such feelings into any one alternative “digital sphere” – at least anytime soon.

such then-unexpected turns may explain why, it seems to me, some of the 
steam has been taken out of the conversation around “global poetics” since 
I last became embroiled in it – so much so that, say, even Jacob edmond’s very 
fine book about Us, Russian, and Chinese poetics (whose arguments are much 
changed from those with which I parried in my previous essay, several years 
prior to its publication) sounds strangely anachronistic now, given its key 
 assertions that we are past “Cold War” era thinking and its dichotomies. How 
times do change – or rather, do not – at least not in any linear way that fits 
too simple stories of pastness, or “post”-ness, or millennial visions of global 
transformation. Perhaps our now first-hand experience of then only dreaded 
global warming has changed considerably our relationship with the g-word; 
its adjectival impetus, so different from the oddly static and comfortingly tra-
ditional sound of “world,” sends a shiver down the spines of many already 
suffering that accelerating, man-made, possibly irreversible global develop-
ment. And, certainly, a number of us now worry, too, that the unprecedented 
number of refugee and migration crises in the last ten years have stilled, for an 
alarmingly growing number, any fervent movement  towards further dissolu-
tion of those national boundaries that seemed so “past century” not long ago.

These and other depressing and/or retrogressive shifts have made me 
more keen than I was in 2009 to work towards a more viable international 
creative and critical community, one big enough and loud enough to have 
some influence in a world not only foregoing its “humanities” but also 
actively choosing instead to be informed by old prejudices and fake news. 
below I therefore find myself arguing, uncharacteristically, for the propping 
up of provisional new terms like “world literature studies” (but not if “world” 
describes the literature instead of situating it – more on this in a moment). 
of course at my back I hear what I wrote in 2009, with the help of one of my 
favourite thinkers, Rey Chow:

Gathering together several key essays into her recent book, The Age of the World 
Target: Self-Referentiality in War, Theory and Comparative Work (2006), [Chow] 
reminds us that Goethe’s inaugural proclamation of a Weltliteratur in the 1820s 
“arose in an era when the world was at war” and moving towards solidifica-
tion of its nascent nationalisms. Inspired by visions of art’s reconciliatory and 
“transcendent” powers, such universalizing gestures must always disavow 
other kinds of pertinent power relations, she argues. I can see this happening 
even in the most valuable new studies of global poetics, where the “cultural” 
is distanced from “the political” and “the social”. .  .  . It’s important to note, 
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as [barrett] Watten has done in the realm of poetics and [bruce] Robbins does 
by implication above [in a quote from Feeling Global, 1999], that the most dis-
avowed words in contemporary criticism are the near synonyms of global and 
globalization: universal and universalization – though our new terminology courts 
its [sic] shadow on too much of what I’ve been reading, and is in danger of 
co-opting those old energies, for good or ill. (Huk, “New Global Poetics” 764)

These remain important cautions still, I think. I have written since about the 
de-politicization of avant-garde poetics in the United states during the first 
decade of this century – its turn to de-historicized and aestheticized forms of 
“lyric,” alongside what our major mainstream journal PMLA dubbed “the new 
lyric studies,” which we of course now can see was happening even as talk 
of “global literature” was on the rise and, little beknownst to us (perhaps), so 
too was the deep chauvinism that won office in 2016 and has reared its ugly 
head in our race and trade relations.2 It may be that recent moves into global 
thinking can also be accused of disavowing, or at least refocusing, our attention 
beyond other social rifts in Us culture that require it; for example, as  dorothy 
Wang wrote in 2014, Asian American literature “occupies the paradoxical 
position of both being emergent .  .  . and disappearing at the same time” as 
all our energies go global (28) – or as avant-garde critic and poet  Michael 
Leong writes, in a review of Wang’s book, “as transnational or diasporic 
framing threaten to pass over the difficult questions that vexed and continue 
to vex the category ‘Asian American’” in the United states (139; Wang 274). 
Any avant-garde poetics might be expected to address vexed  intra-national 
relations  – that is, to attend to its own culture’s lingering or emerging 
 entrenchments in prehistoric thinking and prejudices – but, recently, there 
have been accusations that ours has not.3 And such oversights may indeed, or 
at least possibly, suggest disavowal by even its proponents of “global poetics.”

but must we keep believing our own absolutist statements as we attempt 
to work forward – such as Chow’s above, in my paraphrase: that “always” 
it “must” be the case that we disavow power relations as we reach for 
world literary ones? even if it is for some common space and not “ground” 
for the discussion of “world literature,” a space where diversely situated 
writing  appears and is read by diversely situated critics? even if we open 
such a space (rather than continue talking about it) with these dangers in 
mind – that is, reach for it without overreaching?4 surely our ever-increasing 

2 see Publications of the Modern Language Association (PMLA) 123.1 (January 2008). My 
own writing I mention is Huk, “New british schools.”

3 see, for example, recent accusations made to this effect by poet Cathy Park Hong (who 
also ran a symposium in May 2016 at the University of California, santa Cruz called 
“stand UP: A symposium on Race and the Avant-Garde”), especially “ delusions of 
Whiteness in the Avant-Garde.”

4 As subramanian shankar – whom I quote in a moment– writes in the PMLA special 
issue, “[b]y now the back-and-forth arguments about world literature have become 
somewhat tedious and repetitive” (1412).
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self- reflexivity – fuelled by our literary theories, may they live long and 
 prosper – gives us hope that a discursive arena that is admittedly incompletely 
 constructed could be developed by growing numbers of contributors for 
“good” and not “ill,” as I earlier feared it might be? In the PMLA’s afore-
mentioned special  issue, some argued in continuingly absolutist terms that 
“a certain gaze” would “rename [literatures in the world] in the singular as 
‘world literature’” if we did (Radhakrishnan 1397), but is it not possible to 
avoid that? Might  better critical dynamics evolve if we stop “searching for . . . 
a better theory of the world” (eggan 1300; more on this below) and, instead, 
agree that it is  neither something we mystically dismiss by calling it “untrans-
latable” (Apter 34) nor define via our own current collective situated in one 
corner of “global” academe, but rather call, in a workaday way, a horizon we 
are constructing even as it is always slipping beyond any grasp, as well as one 
viewed from the outset by many more than one powerful “gaze”?

The assumption that such a singular viewpoint will always be the sole 
 arbiter in any world republic of letters is surely based on no scientific prin-
ciple that one must simply accept. (even if we have indeed found some of 
our most influential visions of such to be powered by the same old european 
suspects.)5 Perhaps the way forward needs to more pointedly avoid para-
digms associated with old cultural capital and power in such arbitrations? 
What has been glaringly obvious to me, as a scholar devoted to avant-garde 
poetics, is that both the theorization and implementation of models for any 
such arbitration have not included or benefited from its innovative thinking; 
even now we are falling back to Goethe, and the old rubrics clearly obtain for 
thinking about “world” as an adjective in front of “literature” every time such 
an author is proposed in our recent arguments. Perhaps, therefore, the way 
forward might benefit from, in addition to time-honoured forms of literary 
thinking and criticism, some more avant-garde ones?

Indeed, I would argue for “instituting” precisely the sort of self-reflexive, 
innovative non-model others have been critiquing for its non-instituting 
slipperiness – such as susan stanford Friedman’s “ever-shifting critical high 
ground,” as Christopher bush calls it, with a tsk or two in his very fine review 
of her 2015 book on “planetary” modernisms (687). Though her titular use of 
Gayatri spivak’s millennial term is off-putting for me, suggesting the kind 
of “regionalizing” and dehistoricizing I take issue with below, I applaud her 
book’s in-built self-critique and attempt to let some admittedly unwieldy proj-
ect bring us together in detailed studies of writing across the “globe” (there, I 
have nearly used the word): a project that would, from the start, be made so 
vulnerable in its terms that our very inarticulacy about what we are learning 
as a world community ensures its continual change as well as growth. (Avant-
garde methods at their best are constructed to change; traditional ones seek 
reliable “grounds” and stability by definition.)

5 I refer of course to the major critique of Pascale Casanova’s enormously important 
book by that name.
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but I still have trouble with imagining the word “poetics” – instead of simply 
“poetry” or “literature” – connected with any such project, especially if it treats 
current writing, given that the implicit prescriptiveness of that word puts the 
theoretical cart before the actual horse doing the drawing (or, rather, writing): 
those moving the literary enterprise forward in multiple ways we ought to set 
ourselves to learning about before we impose some unifying rubric upon them. 
Particularly because our methods of discussing “world literature,” whether of 
the past or across “modernisms” or of our present moment, still feel stunted 
to me by outdated binary thinking and impatient, uncompromising forms of 
politicking and bluster – all of which mirrors the very politics we are currently 
being subjected to. (Perhaps that is what we are disavowing – our own desires 
to rule and rule out.) In this short intervention, I want to advocate for slower 
and less determinate, but healthier, more realistic, and, by necessity, more 
forgiving progress towards such a desired world community, a goal that is no 
doubt unachievable but no less importantly kept alive between us for that fact. 
The “impossible we want” is more effective and safer in shaping our discourse 
than any too precipitously announced or denounced world state of affairs.

A key part of my argument is that we also need to come to terms with oth-
ers of our poorly wielded and unhelpful concepts – such as, despite its current 
ugliness, that of the “national.” Little has changed since 2009 in our use of it; 
deployed then as an easy scapegoat for all of our ills and as an  obstacle to 
be scaled on the way towards “global” dialogue, its continued use in critical 
work over the last few years still exhibits what I then impugned as unthinking 
binariness. We may have graduated beyond deconstruction – “all that symp-
tomatic root-canal work on rotten ideology in the text,” as Alison booth put it 
humorously last year, as she caricatured Franco Moretti’s notorious “manifesto 
for surface reading” (621) – but its best lessons do not seem to have instructed 
us. These binarily constructed new strategies that “offer sublime transcendence 
of subjectivity” as well as of cultural boundaries, trading new kinds of material 
“facts” with their whiff of scientific “authority” (drucker 1111) for old, but 
extremely valuable, thinking about materiality at the level of the body and  
in situ experience in writing and reading, suggest to me not that we have 
entered a “post-theory” age but, rather, that we have returned to a theory 
sounding something like the first heady moments of structuralism, if one that 
we do not appear to recognize as such. Why do our manifestos seem, as of 
old, bent on such departures (that are not departures), and, again, on absolute 
rule, on “rewrit[ing] . . . the entire history of literature” (Moretti 64) rather than 
partnership with other, more granular methods that have also evolved over 
the course of last century, like newer forms of contextual and close-reading? 
My avant-garde proposition involves, perhaps ironically, that we also value 
rather than dispose of what we have learned – including how to sometimes 
do that necessary root-canal work.

edmond, in a wonderful and measured 2014 critique of Moretti that 
 involves a close reading of a poem by Yang Lian to expose several of the 
wave model’s problems, argues that Moretti’s method “reflects a static notion 
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of place and cultural tradition that has been common in accounts of world 
 literature. . .  . However, it is not at all clear whether a nation or a linguistic 
and cultural tradition can be thought of as a consistent medium or static 
 object” (edmund 246). Certainly, the very idea of static “national” sensibilities 
is belied by recent divisions in nations assumed “united,” such as the United 
states and the United Kingdom, with dramatic consequences for both. but, 
more to my point here, the wholly evil role that national sensibilities are 
supposed to play is, of course, not only a reductive reading of them but also 
a disabling one, limiting the conversations we can have between cultural 
traditions. Like arguments against constructing a space for thinking about 
world literature, they can be equally absolutist and dismissive, instead of be-
ing willing to consider the affection or hopes that writers may have for their 
places, and what they desire to communicate about them as well as beyond 
them. The nation/world binary, in other words, distracts us from seeing, at 
times, what is happening in the actual writing that is our “subject,” indicating 
more about our critical impasses than it does about that writing. Is there a rift 
developing between our critical and creative “worlds,” I wonder, so that our 
talk of world literature is not serving our reading of it?

PMLA, dedicated as it is to cultivating critical conversation, can seem to 
repeat or create new absolutist arguments and miss out on what is developing 
in journals devoted more doggedly to reading and attending to new writing, 
such as Contemporary Literature and others. I am going to offer a few more 
thoughts about recent conversations in these journals in order to finish my 
modest argument that we, instead of being “post-nation” or “post-theory,” 
are slowly growing through them and onward in less clear directions than 
those proposed with more drama about “world poetics.” Indeed, poetry, that 
genre not only harder to translate than fiction but also less popular and thus 
less shaped by market forces, resists being “born translated”6 in ways that 
complicate any too slick argument for imagining that writing can suddenly 
make itself “worldly” or homeless, even in the digital sphere. We need to 
come to more open yet at the same time “down-to-earth” terms with “world 
literature” as critics if we want to avoid either remaking it in our own image, 
as of old, or becoming its self-fulfilling prophets.

* * *

6 I gesture here towards Rebecca Walkowitz’s 2015 book by this name, which extrapo-
lates a “Theory of World Literature Now,” as her first chapter names it, from its very 
particular chosen “objects” – “born-translated” novels, meaning ones that anticipate 
the condition and “participate in a literary system attuned to multiple formats, media 
and languages” by “approach[ing] this system opportunistically” (4). The phenom-
enon exhibits not only what I am writing against – “world” writing as a goal that 
attempts to discard provenance – but also tacitly affirms eurocentric power relations 
in literature, as others have noted, commercially “opportunistic’ as its authors are. 
I would add that most of the authors read in the book are male – which does not sur-
prise me; how many of those authors said to be “world” writers are female? Though 
Nadine Gordimer and Jamaica Kincaid, at least, do sometimes make the list.
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There is a great deal to admire in PMLA’s recent special issue on 
“ Literature of the World,” fat as it is and devoted to articulating what is at 
stake. And if anyone is a “world” literature scholar, then the distinguished 
simon Gikandi who edited it is that.7 He was right to remind us, too, in his 
introduction, that PMLA has over the last decades (and during his time as its 
editor-in-chief) proven itself an “unequalled forum for the study of modern 
languages,” serving us well “to complicate our ideas of major and minor 
languages” and exposing the “linguistic silk roads that are impervious to 
national boundaries” (1198). And his suggestion that “we live in an age when 
the desire or demand for world literature is connected to the meaning of the 
imaginary in a world in the throes of globalization” still speaks eloquently 
to the heart of the matter, as I see it, so I would like to keep it audible in all 
I suggest below (1198).

but this issue tended towards (if not in all cases) defining “world liter-
ature” not as the many kinds of writing existing in the world but, rather, as 
a kind of literature – which is indeed in danger of subsuming difference in 
the quest for the validation of a new model, single term, and concept. As 
one naysayer in the issue, subramanian shankar, writes: “The thinking goes 
something like this: if the world is becoming one [what he just described 
as “the shrinking globe”], mustn’t the literature of that world, too?” (1405). 
 shankar’s argument is in sync with mine; I return to it below as I argue that it 
is not a “becoming one” vision of the world’s writing I hope to see but, rather, 
a making of one space where the world’s critics (we also and desperately 
need a better term for us as readers) can discuss them, honing our ability to 
read together and learn about ourselves. Inevitably, and fruitfully, writing is 
of course responsive to critical conversations, but one hopes that it does not 
just fulfill their visions in order to become visible. shankar, alongside others, 
adds to what I have called in my title our continued “coming to terms” by 
pleading that we bypass the singular and name ours a study of “literatures of 
the world”: a revision of emily Apter’s “world literatures” because “it goes 
further in distancing itself from the notion that there are some texts that par-
ticularly deserve the inevitably aggrandizing qualifier world” (1412).

Yet, while the desire in PMLA’s special issue was, Gikandi explains – 
quoting Jacques derrida – “to affirm the singularity of literature as an event 
without giving up on its multiplicity” (1197), that “event” became defined 

7 For one appreciation of Gikandi’s work, see diGiacomo (247–48), who understands 
his work on sub-saharan literature to be a corrective to the “fluid definition of mod-
ernism” named the “New Modernist studies” by Walkowitz and douglas Mao in 
PMLA 123.3 (2008). diGiacomo valuably reminded us last year that “the new mod-
ernist studies’ transnational expansion has not extended to Africa” (247), and that 
such “expanded” studies that look for similarities and “multiple modernisms and 
modernities across time and space” miss the more important differences and relations 
between literary cultures that would much more fruitfully be studied with what he 
advocates: an “embrace” of “Friedman’s open-ended approach to intercultural traffic 
while maintaining a single historical framework” (248).
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along definitive lines even in his thoughtful introduction. For example, he 
asserts that “[c]learly, creative writing seems to derive from the need to cross 
boundaries, to be out of place in the world” (1197), and thus he goes on to 
explain that “most articles in this issue, therefore, ask how literary histories 
can be written when the objects of analysis are out of place” (1197–98). but, 
clearly, we must be choosing “objects” that fit our spec because this general-
ization is exclusive; certainly, many literary artists are devoted to their place 
and seek less to transcend it than to better understand it – even if they try to 
expose its fault lines as well as illuminate it for others. There seems to be no 
room for their thinking in the methodologies for reading constructed in the 
issue; the “national” and one’s provenance exists only to be critiqued and left 
behind. but are we being asked to take that as a new “universal” truth about 
“creative writing” and thus a starting point for defining “world literature”?

such an approach I find both too liberated from deconstruction – as I wrote 
in 2009, it “prematurely dismisses or disavows the power of national imag-
inaries in ways I find troubling” (763) – and not liberated enough. We both 
assume a writer’s agency in skipping boundaries and, perhaps to bolster that, 
deconstruction’s claim of no origins for texts, but the combination is absurd 
and self-cancelling. Yet it seems that both departure from, and critique of, 
situatedness is assumed in varying permutations in our newest theories, 
which discard what was fruitful in old “imagined communities” (and thus  
disable the imagination of new ones, one might say). but, as Rita Felski 
pointed out a year before this PMLA issue appeared, in her exploration of The 
Limits of Critique (2015), “critical” thinking has been perhaps too well named, 
and so wholly absorbed in that (however necessary) method of considering 
things  – like nations and texts – it ignores all others. Her questions in the 
book are primarily about how we read texts, but they illuminate how we 
read “ national print languages” as well (and if it was not clear above, I am 
calling up  benedict Anderson’s ideas about nations as “imagined communi-
ties” here). I would expand Felski’s thoughts to suggest that we are no doubt 
right to not only back away somewhat from both in suspicion, but also allow 
ourselves to turn towards them via an “affective hermeneutics” that attends 
to them as human-made, not shaped wholly, anyway, by commerce, in the 
case of national discourse, and certainly not intrinsically evil, mere fetters of 
a despicable and disposable past (178).

Key to her formulations is of course Paul Ricoeur’s thoughts on the 
matter,  advocating as he did approaching the text as an other, not just as 
something to mine (or subject to root-canal work) nor as mere text somehow 
pleased to play host to distant reading’s “sublime transcendence of subjec-
tivity.” Felski writes of “the yearning of the reader who approaches a text in 
the hope of revelation” (32) – her language sometimes veering into religion’s 
terms, as the journal I edit has explored it, so I cannot be apologetic about 
noting that.8 There is something salutary and rightly reverent, in my view, 

8 see Gustafson and Gardner 155–95.
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about recalling the mysterious, unfully readable and real flesh and blood 
behind writing’s appearance. Yet the way she conceives of such “presence” – 
partly “unveiled” (rather than “unmasked”) when we read texts as written 
by others situated too, like ourselves – constitutes neither a return to pre-de-
constructive thinking about unified subjectivity nor a departure into thinking 
ourselves scatter-cast into the globe’s digital flow. Turning for a bit of further 
help from Ricoeur’s one-time student, the remarkable philosopher Richard 
Kearney, she gives us something far more recognizably real, I would say, than 
either of these options and far more satisfying than both:

Let us listen to Richard Kearney – one of Ricoeur’s most astute commentators – 
as he explains that in hermeneutics “meaning emerges as oblique, mediated, 
enigmatic, layered and multiform.” or to Ricoeur himself as he declares that 
his hermeneutic philosophy addresses “the existence of an opaque subjectivity 
that expresses itself through the detour of countless mediations, signs, sym-
bols, texts and human praxis itself.” Interpretation, in this view, is a matter 
of conflict and disagreement, of mediation and translation. . . . What it values 
in works of art is not just their power to estrange and disorient but also their 
ability to recontextualize what we know and to reorient and refresh perception. 
It seeks, in short, to strengthen rather than diminish its object – less in a spirit 
of reverence than in one of generosity and unabashed curiosity. (34, 182)

Again, although Felski is not talking about reading world literature above, she 
is advocating that we respond to any text as made by an “opaque subjectiv-
ity” that deserves more than critique and delivers more than critique, if only 
despite itself, just as readers do, given their deepest allegiances and loves. We 
connect best with another’s lifeworld in part because “textual details vibrate 
and resonate with special force when they hook up with our passions and 
predilections, our affectively soaked histories and memories. . . . [N]ot only do 
we bring feelings to a text, but we may in turn be brought to feel differently 
by a text” (178).

As we have long known, and many have argued during the “affective 
turn” in theory, feeling is a way of knowing not to be detoured or discounted. 
such reading seems especially necessary for poetries in translation, helping 
us access and be changed by them even if “oblique[ly]”, as Kearney puts it 
above, and through the affective lens of (in the best scenarios) multiple kinds 
of “translat[ors],” including linguistic ones as well as readers from very differ-
ent cultures. What can be wrong with having more affective lenses involved? 
That in itself would constitute the kind of reading community I fantasize 
about in this writing (and see at work in smaller avant-garde ventures de-
voted to translating poetries; Action Books, edited by Joyelle Mcsweeney and 
Johannes Göransson, at my own institution is one fine example. Were such 
ventures sponsored in a single space, funded by multiple (and multiplying) 
nations, where critical resources could also gather and be used in classrooms 
created by new curricula that require world literature .  .  . well, the fantasy 
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runs that way). Why, in addition, do we assume we misread others only? That 
gem of an absolutism has ruled our reading for a good long time; why did 
we let it? does recognition not also figure into our relations – or are we wholly 
focused on the violence we are told we do, seemingly inevitably, to any text 
we read? Why is it construed as violence? Why can we not see ourselves pro-
ceeding via both recognition and misreading? because it lets us off the hook 
of even approaching, in this case, foreign “others”?

“Comparative literature” has in part receded in Us higher education due 
to such thinking and hook deleting – which of course has also saved money 
for universities as well as set us back in the project of reading “world litera-
tures.” I point to the shrinking number of departments by that name (often 
becoming ambiguously named “programs in literature” or “theory” and 
so on) and the shrinking number of faculty members in english programs, 
anyway, devoted to doing such work – which has been assumed to require 
at least three  languages, the assumption being that one cannot work with or 
teach such texts responsibly through translators and translation. (That stick-
ing point must in some way be gotten past.) I of course agree, too, with the 
great thinker Haun saussy who claimed in 2006 that “[c]omparative literature 
has, in a sense, won its battles,” given that even inter-disciplinarity took its 
cue from such thinking (3). It interests me that a young doctoral candidate 
then at Princeton’s great comparative literature program argued in PMLA a 
few issues before its special one that this claim was “ambiguous,” given its 
qualifying phrase “in a sense” for that victory, because saussy’s qualifica-
tion was hardly that (Park 439). saussy goes on to say very clearly that this 
“ victory brings little in the way of tangible rewards to the discipline,” and 
that its broadly interpreted infiltration of all our ideas, cross-disciplinary 
and otherwise, actually “might be used as an argument against funding one 
[a   comparative literature department – or an undergraduate curriculum, 
I would add, since the uncontested language requirements erect a very diffi-
cult barrier for younger students] (4). decreasing numbers of students in the 
humanities and the evaporation of new faculty posts for all specialties has 
further eroded the possibility of what saussy calls for: “What needs propa-
gating is the comparative reflex, the comparative way, not the departmental 
name”  – for which read: the national tradition, or “english” as in english 
departments, which here would be American literature (5). He  continues:  
“[A]nd if those are to be spread at the cost of identity and institutional re-
ward, so much the worse for identity” (5).

students as we know tend to enrol in American contemporary  literature 
courses first before anything else; this plan would be suicidal for most 
 departments as they now stand. but, more importantly, I once again wonder 
at such “take-over” arguments and their distance from the real situations they 
“propagate.” We are to “compare,” we are told, but what to what, if we have 
no developed sense of our national/cultural identity to compare with others? 
Why must we abandon the national way – unequivocally, in saussy’s words 
(“not the departmental name”) – for, entirely, the comparative way? Why does 
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our thinking not move in additive rather than in such pendulum-swinging  
sorts of ways? National literary traditions that help foster our “imaginary” 
 capabilities, as Gikandi calls them above, are to be “left behind” here, in the 
way that writers, according to Gikandi, are supposed to leave their (per-
haps several) formative nations/places. Why can we not read for dialogue 
 happening between writers who know and both like as well as dislike aspects 
of their (sometimes multiple) traditions; why is that possibility not admitted to 
our critical conversation, which seems “all or nothing” so much of the time?

As Chow also asked in 2006, “[w]hy is it such a good thing to transcend 
national boundaries?” (80). Another young writer, this one in the PMLA spe-
cial issue, produced a short history of our thinking about “global literature” 
that I find quite helpful:

Recent theorists of Weltliteratur, like Moretti, Casanova, and damrosch, have 
worked almost exclusively with one particular world concept, modelled on the 
economy: the globe. Moretti’s model of world literature presupposes a homol-
ogous relation between world-system economic theory and a world-literary 
system; like Wallerstein, he considers both to be “one and unequal,” with a 
defined center and periphery (Moretti 149–50). In assuming an easy correla-
tion between a globalized economy and a global literary market, Moretti’s 
model jettisons the vast (and, to scholars lacking knowledge of non-european 
 languages, largely invisible) contingent of writers who do not or cannot make – 
or who do not desire to make – the figurative journey to the “center” of literary 
production. . . . Casanova’s work enacts a similar foreclosure. . . . [H]er analysis 
rests on her tendency to treat all literature as inevitably national and therefore impli-
cated in real economic inequalities that render what Casanova calls “international 
literary space” uneven. (eggan 1300; emphasis added)

In other words, “national” has been “inevitably” read as thus “implicated,” 
only. While Taylor eggan is most concerned to show that the “literary market” 
paradigm set upon the economic theory of the world system “will always 
write certain literary traditions out of world literature avant la lettre,” as he 
puts it (with no doubt some play on the title of Pascale Casanova’s influential 
1999 book), I am more interested in how his potted history also reveals that 
“national” traditions or feelings are for us never liberated from our guilt about 
“real economic equalities.” Many of us old enough to recall 1990s literary 
criticism remember such uncomplicated yokings made in the name of what 
we thought were helpful connections of art to politics. but the seamless map-
ping we did of a nation’s literary tradition and culture onto its political power 
moves, disavowals, and nastier projects were simplistic (if in tune with what 
I have elsewhere suggested has been a self-punitive era’s critical/philosophical 
tendencies cycling in and out of Western thinking ever since the Great War).

eggan goes on to suggest that, if we accept Arjun Appadurai’s work on 
the “intrinsically introverted” nature of the “localness” of local knowledge, its 
self-reproduction and teleology (181) – and here we can note an instance of the 
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wholesale avoidance of the word “national,” and the use of others like “ local” 
or “regional,” as if these can be wholly separated from it – then “we can under-
stand why centre–periphery models often employed in world- literary theories 
appear absurd from the perspective of economically marginalized localities” 
(eggan 1305). I like eggan’s work towards involving “introverted” processes 
in the Heideggerian “worlding” of localities, and his idea that “at world litera-
ture’s end, and in the face of a multilingual planet with many centres, we must 
develop new reading practices that honour the plural ways in which literatures 
do their worlding” (1313). but I would keep “world literatures” going and 
not ending because, to continue the phenomenological thought used here, for 
them to “appear” to more of us we need a clearing of some kind, even if, in my 
 argument, that space should be provisional from start to last. And because even 
a model as capacious as eggan’s leaves out, for example, the work I mentioned 
above as discussed by edmond: a work by Yang Lian, whose poem Where the 
Sea Stands Still, written in sydney after Tiananmen square and deng Xiaoping’s 
1992 trip to the south “that ushered in China’s subsequent economic expansion 
and our current era of globalization,”

exemplifies the problem of locating a text that is the product of multiple waves 
of literary forms, cross-cultural imaginaries, histories and media and of the 
interference patterns that these intersecting waves produce. The composition 
and subsequent re-mediation of Where the sea Stands Still show how much our 
notions of globalization, digital literature and of the Internet are intertwined 
with prior cultural imaginaries, often ethnographically inflected. (edmond 247)

Although edmond echoes in some ways Gikandi’s “location” of the problem 
of location, he also makes clear above that “intertwined” with the seemingly 
locationless “notions” of such things as the Internet are those “prior,” even 
“ ethnographically inflected” imaginaries, meaning national imaginaries, which 
one may travel away from but not escape. (And, indeed, as Michel Hockx 
 recently argued while lecturing on censorship and the Internet in China, for 
example, such operations are subtly keeping us in separate spheres. should one 
pull up “Tiananmen square,” for example, while in China, the images are  entirely 
other from what is seen elsewhere – none of Tank Man, most pointedly, or other 
over-charged and, thus, censored documentation. It is simply not the same 
Internet there or in cognate places where censorship or even different Internet 
behaviours pertain. Assuming that digitality unites us globally in the same place 
is not much better than assuming the equally vast planet itself manages that.)

edmond argues that Yang Lian works somewhere between what, on 
the one hand, he has written he would like to escape – “the repetitions 
of  Chinese collective thought .  .  . which Yang suggests are perpetuated 
rather than subverted by what he would later call ‘Cultural Revolution 
Pop,’  conceptual work that draws on communist iconography of the Mao 
era” – and, on the other hand, the kind of “world poetry,” as stephen owen 
has called it, that his fellow Chinese poet bei dao writes, which, as owen 
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describes it, is “written to be translated into english: a poetry devoid of a 
sense of the Chinese tradition and history and instead characterized by its 
repetition of Western modernist forms” (edmond 248–49). The problem 
of feeling particularly intrigued by “born-translated” writing, as Rebecca 
 Walkowitz recently named it, is showcased here for me in edmond’s fine 
reading of the predicament of the great current poet Yang Lian (though 
I would contest owen’s reading of bei dao, a sometime colleague here 
at  Notre dame. but that is another article). Yang Lian’s clear love for the 
kind of work that the Chinese language (and the consequent thinking he 
as a writer of it) can do, even as it structures this complex poem made 
in response to incoming “waves” of “global” influence which edmond 
reads in satisfying detail, attests to the need to attend to not reading “post- 
nationally,” but rather in ways more difficult, of course, to imagine, and 
which will by necessity for most of us require more help from readers like 
edmond who have the home languages to hand.

others would be left out of eggan’s model, however much more it would 
 include. Again, my thoughts here are additive to his, not detractive – for example, 
the important work happening in my own country via American migrant writ-
ing. As Joseph darda notes, in a fine review in Contemporary Literature of Caren 
Irr’s Toward the Geopolitical Novel (2014), Irr “considers the way in which today’s 
authors are renegotiating the migrant narrative through digital media systems,” 
shifting, as she puts it handily and humorously, from “roots” to “routes” to 
“ routers” – that is, “from trauma to multimedia,” to “engag[ing] with issues of 
global mobility” even as they test out still-resident national allegories (which 
Irr also discusses very brilliantly in a 2011 article entitled “Postmodernism in 
 Reverse: American National Allegories and the 21st-Century Political Novel”). 
As I suggested in my 2009 essay, understanding transnational mobility as both 
having routes as well as benefiting from routers is much more realistic than 
imagining that even one-way routes out of nation take us into no man’s land or 
“outside” boundaries. Perhaps we are finally coming to terms with where we 
are – neither just national nor unimaginably global, but with impossible hopes 
for interconnectedness drawing us on. That’s not such a bad place to be.
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